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Part I:

Introduction

This study investigates Herakles' encounter with the Nemean
lion as it appears in Attic art from 575 to 450, circa, B.C., that
is from the first certainly identified examples of the sub ject until
it suffers a dramatic fall in popularity.
A study such as this relies in large part on the efforts of
earlier scholars; at some points I will be unable to improve upon
their results.

The following discussion serves both to give credit to

previous work, and to explain the need for the present study.
I discuss here the "landmark" efforts on the subject, general
surveys of the theme's history, and collections of evidence that may
or may not include interpretations.

These are important for their

comprehensiveness, and they form the basic corpus of references on
which scholars have relied for an account of the development of the
theme.

There is also a great deal of work that appears in conjunction

with the pub lication of particular monuments, or as part of a larger
study.

The significance of these contributions is great,

for such

incidental discussions highlight important aspects of consideration
for a study such as this.
Furtw2ingler wrote the earliest account of the myth's history

in art;

1

although brief, the entry addresses problems that remain and

methods which are still viable.

Not only does he discuss the possi-

bility of an oriental source for the motif, and problems of its
identification, but he gives an account of its history and variety
1

2

of representation, drawing examples from all media.
The only comprehensive collection and discussion of examples
2
of Herakles and the lion in vase painting was made by Luce in 1916.
Although technically a tangential study, his appendix to the publication of a Nolan amphora is a thorough collection of all vases know-n
to the author which preserve the scene.

Not only does Luce divide

the types into "standing," "recumbent," and "abnormal," but he also
considers the subsidiary figures in the scenes and the types of
weapons that Herakles uses.

Luce's general conclusion, that the

recumbent scheme, or liegeschema, appears at roughly the time of the
introduction of the red figure technique still stands with only
slight modification.

He lacked a refined chronological system, and

knowledge of individual painters and their repertories, both of which
are necessary for a thorough study of the theme's development.
Nevertheless, scholars have relied on his compilation and analysis of
data with justification.
Another early treatment, this one relying on classification
3
by pose alone, is that of Bendinelli.

Apparently he did not intend

to be exhaustive nor did the scope of his work require

it:

he

postulated a missing model in architectural sculpture as an explanation for the appearance of scenes where Herakles and the lion
wrestle on the ground.

Unlike Luce, Bendinelli considered the scene

as it appears in all media.

Still lacking chronological refinement

and the attribution of vases to particular hands, Bendinelli does
achieve a fundamentally correct chronological picture and addresses
the problem of what various poses mean in narrative terms.

His more

important contribution is recognition of the interdependence of all

r
3

media in the scene's development.
'l'he most important "lists" of examples to appear are those
compiled by Beazley and Brommer.

4

Beazley's attributions in ABV,

ARV, and Paralipomena are clearly fundamental to careful chronological analysis and to the assessment of how personalities and the
connections among craftsmen affected the scene's development.
Brommer's Vasenlisten, which provides a refined categorization by
pose, and to a certain extent Herakles' appearance, invites assimilation of the unattributed material and consideration of the effect of
shape on the scene's development.

Of course, both lack interpretive

discussion.
5
The more recent "comprehensive" discussions have not fully
exploited the possibilities made by either Beazley's or Brommer's work.
6
Brommer himself, in his general handbook on Herakles, gives a picture
of the scene's variety, with reference to the literary sources, and
pays particular attention to the early history of the motif.
Schefold,

7

in his study of archaic myths and representations, gives

a more detailed account; in recounting the general history and variety of the scene he also highlights individual painters' contributions.

He draws parallels between representations and particular

literary accounts.

In his essay he provides more than a literal

examination of the theme by incorporating the general development of
the hero's character into his analysis.
There is somewhat of a disparity between the two types of
scholarship that have emerged in the last century.

No discussion or

interpretation of the scene's history is as thorough as the status
)f

l

of the collection and categorization of the data warrant.

The

r
4

material has been made available in a way that invites more comprehensive analysis, and that is the intention here.
There are two major aims in the present study.

The first is

to provide a careful documentation of the development of the subject.
The second is to determine, when possible, the factors that affected
it.

In part, the latter concerns the relationship between the

artistic representations and literary references to the myth of
Herakles and the lion, historical events, and the general popularity
and perception of Herakles.
sphere of vase-painting.

Other factors lie within the more limited

The vast majority of examples appear on

painted pottery; there are many scenes that appear over a long period
of time, so it is possible to investigate the effect of personality
and workshop association on the development of the scene.

Moreover,

it is possible to ussess the artistic habits and techniques responsible for both variation and standardizution.
The study is organized as follows:

the introductory section

presents background, methods, and terminology, and a discussion of
the literary accounts.
The three central sections give

an account of the archae-

ological evidence based on distinct periods in the artistic treatment
.

oft h e subJect.

8

Part II covers the entrance of the theme into the

repertory of Attic artists, and the development of the schemes used
9
to represent Herakles and the lion c. 575-530.

The material is

10
organized chronologically by painter
and unattributed material is
coordinated when possible.

The scenes of Herakles and the lion are

considered in careful detail in relation to other representations
that may have affected its depiction.

These include representations

5

that have both visual and thematic kinship to the lion episode.

I

also take into account artists' perception of Herakles as indicated
by the range of exploits which the painter chooses to depict and
the manner in which llerakles is shown.

11

Part III examines the phase in which the representation of
the subject is for the most part static; only a few types appear,
and these do not become standardized or widespread.

The format of

analysis by individual painters' repertories is maintained to clarify
cf the
popularity.

cct at its pe~k of

Nhile the scene types are monotonous, painters still

have distinct personalities.

Because there is little change, evi-

dence of interaction is minimal.

Detailed consideration of all

categories of related evidence is abandoned, but pertinent points are
made.
Part IV covers the final appearance of the subject, presenting some change against a conservative background.

Changes are

manifestations of general trends and individual personalities are
nearly impossible to discern in most of the black figure production,
so the treatment by painter is abandonod ,
Part V draws conclusions.

Three appendices follow, the

first of which is a discussion of the athletic events that related
to Herakles' struggle with the lion.

It serves to acquaint the

reader with the terminology used in descriptions and to allow for a
comparison between the subject and related athletic events.
Appendix II is a compilation of representative appearances
of the subject in non-Attic art in the period under consideration.

6

In Appendix III there is a list of 5th-century black
productions on which the scene appears; it is a continuation of
that provided in Part IV.

Methods and Terminology
I have adopted certain guidelines in determining what is to
be considered in this study, for it is not always clear that man-lion
groups represent Herakles and the lion.

Included here are any scenes

that have been called "Herakles and the lion," as well as any combination of a man and a lion.

Although subject to modification in

concluding sections, the basis for identifying the mythological
encounter is either by inscription or that the man fighting the lion
be identifiable as Herakles, according to the hero's characterization
in art during each period.

Illustrations
I illustrate here only representative examples of the evidence that I have considered.

References to the sources for illus-

trations that I used to conduct my study are found in each entry.
Where applicable, these are also the sources for the illustrations
here.

Scene Types
As indicated above, scholars have classified the types of
poses that Herakles and the lion adopt in the struggle.

12

My own

list of types relies in part on those conventions, including four
types of standing fight and two recumbent types.

Each is distinct

in outline and is reproduced enough to qualify as a standard scheme.

t

7

Standing Schemes

SI:

Ilerakles and the lion face one another, Herakles on the left,
the lion on the right, stzmding on rear paws. Herakles holds
the lion in a variety of arm and neckholds, or stabs the
beast. Cf. #22, 25, 29.

S2:

As the last, but with the lion's head reverted.

S3:

Herakles and the lion stand, both facing right, with beast
behind hero. Herakles may use a neckhold, or combines a
neckhold with a weapon. Cf. #11.

S4:

As the last, but with lion's head reverted.

Cf. #5.

Cf. #30.

Recumbent Schemes

LI:

Herakles' body is extended on the ground, at the left; his torso
is depicted frontally, and he usually uses a neckhold on the
lion. The lion crouches on the ground at the right. Cf. #151.

L2:

As the last, but Herakles' torso is in profile, and he graps
the lion's belly or rear paws as if to throw the beast.
Cf.

#139.

Literary Accounts
Apollodorus provides the earliest fully preserved account of
13
Herakles' encounter with the Nemean lion;

it is a complete descrip-

tion of the adventure.
According to his version, Herakles, under direction of the
Delphic oracle, went to Tiryns and took orders from Eurystheus, who
asked Herakles to bring him the skin of the Nemean lion.

Herakles

set out for Nemea, stopping at Kleonai, at the house of Molorchos.
While there, Herakles arranged with his host that he would be given
up for dead if he did not return from his labor within thirty days.
Once at Nemea, Herakles shot an arrow at the lion.

Finding

the beast to be invulnerable to weapons, Herakles threw away his

8

club as well.

Second, the hero attempted to trap the lion; he

blocked one entrance to the beast's cave, and attacked the lion by
approaching through the other.

Herakles strangled the beast and

carried it to Kleonai, just making his thirty-day deadline.

When he

reached Mycenae, Herakles frightened his taskmaster Eurystheus with
the successful completion of his lu.bor.
In its fullness, this late account has no equivalent in the
14
period from 575-450.

Direct references are rare and provide few

details.

Homer

15
Herakles is referred to in both the Iliad and the Odyssey,

though indirectly and in a minor role.

Homer does not refer to

Herakles' encounter with the Nemean lion nor in an explicit way to
16
any of the canonical labors.

Iliad
In the Iliad, Herakles is a figure of either the generation previous to that of the Greeks fighting at Troy (II. 658; V~ 642) or
that once removed (II. 679-80).

He mounted an earlier attack on Troy

(XIV. 240; V. 642 ff) and uses the bow, an old-fashioned weapon
(V. 392-97) .
In a number of instances, affinities between Herakles and the
Greek heroes are stressed.

In his appearance as a mythological

paradigm for Diomedes in the wounding of divinities (V. 392-97), he is
both compared to and dissociated from what is heroically acceptable.
His earlier expedition to Troy bears an obvious similarity to that of

',,
~:

'►
,-~

9

the Greeks (V. 640; XX. 145) and he is compared to both Odysseus
(XI. 601-88) and Achilles (VXIII. 115-21) in terms of solitude.

His

mortality is recognized (XVIII. 117).
However, the essential difference between Herakles and the
heroes is apparent in the Iliad.

Athena's reference to his labors

(VIII. 362) and in particular his fetching of the hound of Hades
illustrates knowledge that his life was a lonely struggle for divine
equality.

This solitude contrasts to the Achaean princes' dependence

upon the commun i.t.y of heroes for the
nized.

of their deeds to be recog-

His persecution by Hera is also noted, a situation not

endured by others of the heroes (XIX. 98-125;

xv.

26-88).

Odyssey
In the Odyssey, references are fewer but reiterate some of
the same themes that appear in the Iliad.

Herakles as a superior

archer is mentioned by Odysseus (VIII. 224) to the Phaiakian youths;
in a "contest" situation, the comparison is only remotely athletic.
Herakles' shade in Hades makes reference to his labors (XI. 601-88)
and once again his fetching of the hound of Hades.

In this instance

Hermes and Athena are mentioned as his guide and divine overseer.
Together with the allusion to his solitary labors, the fact that his
shade is in Hades and the hero himself is in Olympus sets him apart
from the mortal heroes, as he was in the Iliad.
Herakles' appearance is detailed in the latter instance:
about to shoot his bow, he wears a vividly decorated baldric.
By the story of the murder of his guest Iphitos, Herakles is
set apart from law-abiding citizens (XXI. 26-88); a transgressing

10

aspect of his personality is highlighted.
This fragmentary picture of Herakles in the two poems is
complemented by a great repository of background information on lions
and lion-hunting.

Ilerakles' encounter with the Nemean lion has at

least a formal connection to these.
Throughout the Iliad, and to a lesser extent in the Odyssey,
there are references to lions as "hunted and hunter," forming the
largest group of similes in the poems.

17

Although these similes pro-

v i de t nf'o rma t.Lon abrrut; the hurrti nq of Li on s , it is only Lnd i r-ect.Ly
that the listener comes by this information because the primary point
of comparison is between a warrior and a lion, or lions are matched
with other animals in terms of courage and ferocity against a group of
attackers.

The comparison is not between warriors and the hunters of

lions.

Apparently lions are killed in an ambush of men and dogs, by

spear.

To an audience of the Homeric poems there would be a strong

battle association with these similes and a sense that they describe
an individual warrior who stands out alone against a group of
attackers.
There are also mythological accounts of heroes who kill
ravaging beasts in the poems.

For example, Odysseus had a youthful

encounter with a wild boar that produced his scar (Odyssey XIX. 42818
454) .

Again, this is in the context of an ambush staged by a

group of men.
In terms of the activity, audiences would have associated
Herakles' "hunt" of the Nemean lion to knowledge of lions and heroic
hunts in the Homeric poems.

'

,::;'
C

~L.

The individual nature of Herakles'

11

confrontation and his unorthodox means of killing the beast set his
labor apart from the norm in much the same way that the hero himself
is characterized individually, and as one who uses more primitive
weapons and techniques than the ordinary Greek prince.
In sum, the picture of Herakles drawn by Homer is diverse.
Certainly his violent, transgressing qualities, together with his
somewhat circumscribed "heroic" aspects,must have been apparent to
any sixth-century artist familiar with the Iliad and the Odyssey.
\

Although Herakles' lion episode is not preserved in the text of either
work, it fits into a category of heroic activity treated within them.

Hesiod
In contrast to the work of the Ionian poet, the Theogony
reveals familiarity with several of Herakles' labors; in it, the first
preserved account of Herakles' slaying the Nemean lion appears.

It

comes as a digression on a list of the monstrous progeny of the nymph
Callirrho~, two of whom Herakles killed (Geryones and the Lernean
Hydra), and the similarly monstrous offspring of Echidna and Orthus,
the Theban sphinx and the Nemean lion:

326
327
328
329
330

"II

8'
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There is no narrative embellishment; the hero's means of
subduing the beast is described simply as by his "strength," in contrast to the slaughter of the Lernean hydra, vr)AEL X~.

-

.t}"

)b

It is

12

doubtful that the differing methods are specific to particular
Q,

C

/

encounters; Hesiod tells us twice that it was fJLll I~U-.llE:Lll
289, 982) that subdued Geryon.

The prase is simply a formulaic way

of saying "Herakles"; it appears for all Homeric heroes whose names
end in-X>-.ELs•
Perhaps there were more comprehensive descriptions elsewhere
of each of these encounters to which Hesiod's references allude.
There appears to be no interest in ordering the labors here.
Hesiod's aud i or.ce may have im::1gined t.hat; Her:i.kles' s Lauqht.e r
of the Nemean lion took place along the lines of any slaughter, mythical or not, of a marauding beast.

He may have had direction and

assistance from Athena and Iolaos as he did in Hesiod's account of his
destruction of the Lernean hydra.
Herakles' image in the Theogony is much more consistently
positive than in the Homeric poems.

Herakles is, as Zeus's son, part

of the ordering influence on the cosmos.

His destruction of the

Nemean lion has both a heroic level in its literal outline, the ambush
and slaughter of a savage beast, and another more general quality as
an agent who rids the cosmos of its chaotic elements.

Overall, Zeus

wants Herakles to achieve honor and glory as if he were a Homeric
hero.

19
A similarly heroic presentation of Herakles is that in the

• A~ '

LCLJ1t.LG,

20 a poem by or contemporary with Hesiod, which relates a

battle of Herakles, fighting on behalf of Apollo, against the monster
Kyknos, assisted by its father Ares.

In this work, which is very

similar to a Homeric aristeia, Herakles appears without his club and

13

lionskin, but fully armed in greaves, cuirass, helmet and shield,
with sword, quiver filled with arrows, and a spear.

Iolaos serves

as his charioteer, and Athena as his mentor.
For the sixth century itself, there are no preserved references to Herakles and the lion, but there are numerous contemporary
sources from which to draw a picture of Herakles' persona.

In fact,

in view of the relatively frequent mention of Herakles' labors in
fragments, the lack of attention to the Nemean lion episode might be
due mo.r:e to c.i rcums c ances of survival than lack of interest.

21

Herakles is not a popular figure in the dominant literary
genre, lyric poetry.

The lyric poets were not interested in exploit-

ing Herakles' heroic status as it was revealed in the work of Homer
and Hesiod.

A few of Herakles' exploits appear in poems, but are not

.
.
.
h ese wor k s. 22
o f interest
int
f oca 1 points

odes:

He is mentioned in victory

Simonides refers to Herakles in an epinikion for Glaucus of

Carystus, who won a boys' boxing contest.

23

The latter expresses an

association between Herakles and athletic prowess, though he asserts
that Glaucus' ability is greater than that of Herakles.
Although splendid deeds may not have been to the taste of the
lyric poets, fragments of Stesichoros' work refer to several of
Herakles' exploits.

In the Kyknos, Geryoneis, Skylla, and Kerberos,

the primary intent seems to have been to narrate the hero's deeds.
Herakles' popularity with Stesichoros and the Western Greeks has been
partially explained by C. M. Bowra:

Herakles was almost the type of the ideal Greek
settler, destroying giants and monsters, and giving

J
,[,
{

~
,'

14

peace to the regions which he traversed. He stood
nearer to the Greek colonists, both as an historical
figure and an ideal type than any other figure of
mythology.24

Despite the fact that it took place at home in Greece, the lion
exploit might have had some of these "ordering" associations for
sixth-century Greeks.
Another aspect of Herakles' archaic persona is that of an
excessive buffoon.

In the q:::x:xµa;i;-a

of Epicharmus, dating somewhere

in the span of 550-460 B.C, Herakles is a

as a

"true Dorian Herakles, a clumsy bull of a man, who displays super1125
human powers in eating, drinking, and wenching.
brought out in"H/3a.G y~

This aspect is

with great lists of delicacies and in

the Busiris where the sound effects of Herakles' happy consumption
are emphasized.
This summarizes what we know of the exploit itself and the
background to it from the earliest period through the sixth century.
The sparse outline of the story was known from the Theogony only.
Other information that might play a part in a representation of the
story includes the hero's dress and equipment:

bow, ~rrows and

quiver, baldric and sword, spear, club, greaves, cuirass, shield, and
helmet.

Herakles may be helped by Hermes, Athena, and Iolaos.

In a

more ernbiguous way, the associations with the hunt theme and the
diverse character of Herakles may have played a part in representations and interpretation of them.
In the second quarter of the fifth century, when the subject
of Herakles and the Nemean lion declines in popularity in the

artistic repertory, there are several references to the exploit in

the literary record.

In this period, the complexities of Herakles'

personality are being explored by Pindar and Bacchylides in particular.

There seems to have been a general tendency to turn the

sometimes morally objectionable strong-man Herakles into an "ethical
.
26
ideal."
Several of Herakles' labors were questioned on factual
grounds by the geographer Hecataeus,

27

and other exploits of his must

have seemed too violent to appear in the context of the hero's more
positive characterization.

The lion episode could remain in the

repertory because it was a thoroughly positive Heraklean act,
involved a recognizable animal (albeit with fantastic ancestry) rather
than a monster, took place in an identifiable location and had great
usefulness when describing the Nemean games and athletic prowess.
th
In Bacchylides' XIII
Epinikion, written for Pytheas of
l,egina for a victory in the boys' pankration at Nemea, Berakles'
victory

over the lion is cited as a mythological forerunner to the

occasion under discussion.

46
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The narration of the story includes a detail not mentioned
by Hesiod:

Herakles' weapon failed against the beast, and he must use

the techniques of the pankration to overcome it.

This is our earliest

notice that the beast's hide was invulnerable to weapons.
th
In his VIII
Epinikion, written for Automedes of Phlius,
victor in the pentathlon at Nemea, Bacchylides refers to Nemea as the
home of Herakles' adversary:
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The reference functions as a description of Nemea; it tells
us that Bacchylides considered the lion adventure to be Herakles'
first, and that Hera nurtured the beast.
In Pindar's sixth Isthmian ode, Herakles himself describes
the encounter:

44 / 5
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From this we learn that the skin was considered to be
invulnerable, and see again that the lion episode was considered
Herakles' first.

The ode was written to celebrate Phylakidas of

Aegina's victory in the boys' pankration; although the recounting
appears in the context of the myth of Telamon, the connection between
the lion episode and victory in the pankration is again overt.
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In general, the u se of Herakl es us a par ad i.qm in these

instances follows a general preference of both Pindar and Bu.cchylides
to illustrate that winning an athletic event is an achievement of a
permanent value, and this is expressed by a comparison to mythological
precedent.

It is a more secular use of the myth than Hesiod's:

the

feat has gone beyond its significance in ordering the cosmos and is
a paradigm for the athlete with high aspirations.

To both poets, the

. th e aristocratic
.
. i. d ea 1 . 28
h ero is
The facts with which these poets provide us can be summarized:
(1) there were two stages to the episode.

In the first, weapons were

tried against the beast, and because his skin was invulnerable,
Herakles has to use his own strength to subdue the lion;

(2) Herakles

may use the techniques of the pankration to subdue the beast; and
(3) the lion episode was Herakles' first labor.

Thus, according to

the literary evidence, there is no indication that weapons were useless
against the beast until well into the fifth century.
In addition to the references analyzed above, there are
additional sources, some of which lie outside the period under consideration, which have significant bearing on this study.
Apollodorus (Library II. iv. 10) gives an account of
Herakles killing another lion, that of Cithaeron.

The form of the

encounter is very similar to that in accounts of the Nemean adventure.
There is no earlier account of this variation, but it may have
existed in the Archaic period.
Pausanias (I. 41. 3 ff.) recounts the story of another lionslayer, Alkatho8s, also said to have killed the lion of Cithaeron:

18

again, there is no earlier source.

Be ca u se

the iconography of

Herak1es is somewhat; ambiguous and variable before he acquires the
lionskin, it is important to recognize the possible existence of this
l
29
a 1 ternate 1.ion-sayer.
Pindar, in Nemean III (44 ff.), describes the boy Achilles
as a lion-hunter.

Although this echoes the ideal of the Homeric hero

discussed above, it is significant that we find the overt aristocratic associations of the lion hunt in a source contemporary with the
representations to be considered here.

This type of association

should be significant in the synthetic view of the iconography.
.
.
l 30
Other recorded man-lion
encounters are non-mythologica
.

Apparently, lions existed and were hunted in classical Greece:
Herodotus, in giving his account of Xerxes' march through Macedonia
(VII, 124-26) tells of an attack by lions on Xerxes' camels.

He

gives the zone of habitation of lions as the area between the
AcheloBs in Acarnania and the Nestos, which flows through Abdera,
that is, much of north and central Greece.

Lions who bothered the

inhabitants of this area would have been hunted.

31

Though a much later source, Pausanias (VI, 5.5),

32

refer-

ring to the passage in Herodotus, describes the activities of
Polydamus, a pankratic contestant from Macedonia, a statue of whom
was sculpted by Lysippos.

Apparently, Polydamus slew a lion in

hand-to-hand combat on Mount Olympus; Pausanias maintains that
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While the story lacks verisimilitude,

it .i Ll.u s t r at.e.s that stories of

mortal lion-slayers may have existed.
Though rare, these references to non-mythological lions and
lion-fights alert us to the possibility that not all those represented in art are necessarily mythological.
This survey of literary accounts provides a general background
against which the examination of the artistic representations of
Herakles and the lion may proceed.

Quite clearly, specific informa-

tion about the lion episode is rare, in direct contrast to the
frequency of the appearance of the myth in art; correlations between
art and literature will not play a large role in the ensuing
discussion.

The study does rely on the general picture of Herakles

and lion-hunting as recorded in literary sources to give a
historical and cultural context for the pictorial representation
of the mythological encounter.
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Part II:

The Archaeological Evidence:

600-530 B.C.

Herakles and the Lion in Media other than Pottery

1

The Sounion Plaques
Five fragmentary terracotta plaques preserving scenes of Herakles
and the lion were excavated along with other archaic votives in a cleft
2
near the Poseidon temple at Sounion.

They are unusual among the finds

in this context, for they are not demonstrably related to Poseidon himself; indeed other of the small finds are ambiguous in nature:

bronze

figurines, arrowheads, and rings; seals, scarabs, and spindle whorls;
a pottery foot, amulets, and a )?roto-corinthian aryballos, but none
relates specifically to another divinity or hero, as do the plaques.

3

J.H. Young believes that they are very early evidence for a Herakleion,
.

for which there is epigraphical testimony in the 4th-3rd centuries.

4

There is literary evidence which suggests that there may have been a
shrine to the hero Phrontis preceding that of Poseidon, and the plaques
5
may represent early attention to the hero's place of burial.

Their

function is undoubtedly votive, in any event.
There are no objects depicting other activities of Herakles associated with these plaques.

They are mould made, each from a different

mould, but very similar in appearance; the multiplicity of originals
suggests a greater nw~~er of these plaques was produced than is
presently preserved.
facture.

6

There is some doubt as to their place of manu-

The plaques represent Herakles and the lion in a type Sl

struggle within a rectilinear frame; the hero is nude and bearded, and
wears a quiver.

He thrusts a sword into the lion with his right hand,

and pushes against the lion's throat with his left.

The lion holds

25
Herakles in a neck.hold,

ana his right forepaw is visible on Herakles'

left shoulder.
The date of these plaques is uncertain.

The entire deposit dates

to the 7th-6th centuries, and the plaques are generally placed at the
end of the 7th, or in the early 6th, on the basis of style.
condition makes such a basis for judgment unreliable.

Their worn

It is therefore

important to note that there is no firm evidence dating these plaques
before the first quarter of the 6th century, when the earliest scene of
Herakles and the lion identified by inscription occurs.
Shield Band Reliefs
These metal strips, which decorated shields, also preserve scenes
of Herakles and the lion:
1.

Olympia Inv. B848
OlForsch II, 43, pl. 53.

2.

Olympia Inv. B969
OlForsch II, 12, pll. 21; 54.

3.

Olympia Inv. B972
OlForsch II, 38, pl. 66.

4.

Olympia Inv. B1010
OlForsch II, 9, pl. 14.

5.

Olympia Inv. B1555
OlForsch II, 33, pl. 60.

6.

Olympia Inv. B1650
OlForsch II, 29, pll. 52-53.

7.

Olympia Inv. B1654
OlForsch II, 11, pl. 19.

8.

Olympia Inv. B1888
OlForsch II, 21, pl. 40.

9.

Olympia Inv. Bl9ll
OlForsch II, 19, pl. 39.

10.

Olympia Inv. B1921
OlForsch II, 18, pll, 36-37.

2G

11.

Bari Museum, from No:icattaro
OlForsch II, Beil 2.

12.

Perachora
Payne, Perachora I, 148, pl. 49, 2-3.

13.

Athens, Akropolis
Payne, Necrocorinthia, 126, pl. 45, 8; AI'1 20 (1895) pl. 14.
Most of the extant bands were excavated at Olympia; Kunze discusses
.

the entire class in his publication of that material.

7

They are called

"Argive-Corinthian", but whether or not the specific appellation is
correct, they are generally held to be of Northwest Peloponnesian manu8
facture, and seem to be correctly assigned to that artistic milieu.
The shields which the metal strips decorated were votive; at Olympia,
.
they were o ff ered on the south wall of the archaic
sta d'ium. 9
The dating of these shield strips is problematic.
two fixed chronological points:

There are only

a terminus ante quern of 460 B.C., pro-

vided by the date of the remodelling of the stadium, and the warrior grave
at Noicattaro, which contained a shield band of the type found at Olympia,
10
together with a Middle or Late Corinthian crater, dating to c. 575-550.
As with the Sounion plaques, there is no firm evidence that the shield
band reliefs are earlier than the first example of Herakles and the lion
identified by inscription.

However, Kunze has assigned absolute dates to

the series, ranging from the last third of the 7th century through the
third decade of the fifth, based on stylistic development and comparison
to the ceramic sequence.

The examples from the Akropolis and Perachora

are dated in relation to the pottery sequence, and to the Olympia finds.
In addition to the chronological imprecision of their context, the relief
bands are difficult to date because the individual matrixes over which the
metal is pounded to produce the images of a single strip can be of different
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. d s. 11
perio

Therefore, although some scenes might have an earlier

ancestry, the representations as a group will be considered as dating
to the early sixth century, perhaps close to 575.

12

The scenes of Herakles and the lion appear along with numerous
related activities of the hero:

the Hydra, trip to Hades (Kerberos),

Geryon (all three of which also appeared on the throne at Amyklai),
Eryrnanthian boar, and possibly the Kerynitian hind, as well as some
.
1 episo
.
d es. l3
non-canonica

Type Sl and S3 poses appear; Herakles uses a sword, or only his own
strength against the beast.

Among the S3 scenes, Herakles may be in

knielauf with the lion walking on three legs (B1911), or the hero walks
right with the lion rearing up on his hind legs (B1555).
these, the hero holds the beast in a neckhold.

In each of

The proximity between

hero and beast varies in the Sl scenes, as do the arm and forepaw positions of Herakles and the lion:

1) Herakles holds the beast in a neck-

hold, with left hand clasping right wrist (B1010); 2) Herakles uses an
armhold with his right arm and holds his left arm straight against the
lion's throat (B972); 3) Herakles holds his left arm straight against
the lion's throat, and holds a sword in his right hand (B1650); 4) Herakles
plunges a sword into the lion's breast while using a neckhold with his left
arm (B1654).

The arm and neckholds are probably derived from wrestling,

while the straight arm pushed against the lion's throat (as B972, B1650)
is more likely a move from the pankration, as Herakles chokes the beast.
In all of the examples where he fights the lion the hero is naked.
He is bearded, and wears long hair, with one exception.

The presence of

quiver, bow and/or club in seven examples identifies Herakles.
. d est h e hero is
. naked, or wears a c h'1ton1skos.
.
14
episo

In other

In two (and possibly

28

three) examples, the hero wears the lionskin, showing that within the
shield band repertory the priority and aftermath of the lion episode
was understood.

15

The rendering of manes and postures of heraldic pairs of lions are
16
sometimes similar to representations of the Nemean lion.

However,

reverted heads are common among the heraldic beasts, while the Nemean
lion's head is always oriented in the same direction as his body.
.
.
.
.
17
Examp 1 es o f the Chimaira
a 1 so relate to the representations
o f lions.

In two, the basically leonine monster walks to the right with all four
feet on the ground, and head in the same direction as body; in a third
the beast faces a horse heraldically, as in B1654.
Two identical representations of wrestlers appear as well.

18

The

figures bend over at the waist, and hold one another in a double armhold.
Although the pyramidal effect is similar to type Sl scenes of Herakles and
the lion, there are no exact parallels other than the armhold used by
Herakles on B972.
Wrestling-type motives appear in other of the hero's struggles.

He

employs a neckhold with right arm grasping left wrist against Halios
Geron,

19

.
20
and a neckhold with club held over his head against Antaios.

Zeus, in his struggles against Typhon, employs some of the moves used by
Herakles which have wrestling or pankratiac associations as well:
pushes away at the monster's throat, and uses a neckhold.

he

21

One frame of the shield band reliefs parallels the scene on the
Sounion plaques (B1650).

Payne has discussed the similarities between

.
22
shield band and Corinthian pottery iconography;
its reflection in scenes
of Herakles and the lion will be deferred until after a consideration of
the theme's appearance in Corinthian pottery.

29

'l'he scene as it appears in media other than pottery is in a context
of full interest and knowledge of the hero's iconography and activity.
There is affinity between the hero's techniques in overcoming the beast
and some of those used in other exploits which relate to wrestling
iconography.

There is a visual similarity between heraldic lions and

fantastic leonine beasts and the Nemean lion, and some overlap in pose.
The motives appear full blown in these examples, with no transitional or
developmental stage in evidence.

Both categories of preserved evidence

are votive in function.
Corinthian Pottery
1.

23

Perachora 2542
Cup with outturned rim
Perachora ii, 262, pll. 106, 110, 163.5.

Fig. 1

Middle Corinthian
Herakles and the lion are in an S3 struggle; the hero's arms are
around the beast in a neckhold, with his right hand grasping his left
wrist.

Herakles, bearded, wears tunic, baldric and scabbard, and quiver.

This is the earliest man-lion struggle identified as Herakles and
the lion by inscription:
between his legs.

the hero's name, partly retrograde, is written

24

The scene is part of a frieze depicting at least two other of
Herakles' activities:

his struggles with Geryon and the Kerkopes.

The

lion fight is closely paralleled among the shield band types (cf. Inv.
B1555), as is the Kerkopes scene.

25

The following individual man-lion combats have been called "Herakles
and the lion" but do not correspond

j
,s

It/

L

lL

to

the shield band types:
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2.

Syracuse
Ali:lb astron
Necrocorinthia 83, fig.
Transitional
A

44 bis

nude, bearded man brandishes a sword at a lion, facing his attacker

from a distance.

Beard and sword serve to identify the man as Herakles.

The arrangement of the two figures may reflect the conventions of alabastron decoration, where it is common to depict one figure on each side of
.
26
the piece.
3.

Reading
Aryballos
CVA Great Britain 12 (Reading 1) pl. 3, 13 a-b.
Middle Corinthian
A bearded man (therefore Herakles

toward a lion.

?) ,

dressed in a tunic, strides

He pushes his left hand up against the lion's chest.

The

same gesture appears on the shield band reliefs in different types of
fights (Inv. B972; B1650), and in the Attic repertory where a human figure
appears in an animal frieze (infra n. 51).
4.

Moscow
Flat-bottomed round aryballos
Necrocorinthia 842a; JdI 42 (1927) 307 figs. 6-8.
Running in knielauf toward a standing lion, a bearded figure, wearing

a tunic, brandishes a club.
Herakles.

Club and beard identify the attacker as

To the left stands a panther, undoubtedly carried over from

the animal frieze repertory.
Each of these shows a man who can be identified as Herakles in combat
with a lion, but all are different and may be independently derived from
a variety of sources.

In fact, #2~4

do have visual or thematic affinities

with other subjects on Corinthian pottery, such as hunt scenes, animal
friezes, and heraldic figures.

31
Hunt Scenes
The lion hunt is uncommon on Corinthian vases;

in the late 7th

century most of the preserved examples of the hunt show a man on foot

and alone attacking a lion with a sword or a spear.

27

Lion hunts on

Early and Middle Corinthian pottery are in both military and pastoral
28
contexts, and display close affinity to #2.
Heraldic Figures with Felines
In two examples a Potnia Theron is combined with felines, but beyond
the visual combination of divinity and beast and the thematic parallel of
the subjugation of a wild feline, there is no association with the man-lion
i
.
cornb Lna
t i.orrs
, 29
Animal Friezes
Lions are ubiquitous in the animal frieze repertory, and appear in a
variety of poses.

30

While that which appears on #1 does not appear in the

animal frieze repertory, those on #2-4 are the creatures seen commonly
31
.
. h tor 1 et
f on a 11 f ours in
·
·
·
wa lk ing
rig
animal
processions.
At times human figures are interjected into animal friezes, and these
bear a close relationship to #2-4.

Mythological figures and padded dan-

cers appear among lions; warriors framed by panthers give the appearance
32
of feline hunters.

Combinations of hw~ans and felines appeared in a

yariety of ways similar to Herakles and the lion at the time of the first
appearance of the subject.
Wrestling
Wrestling is not a common subject on Corinthian pottery.

In one pre-

served example, the wrestlers bend over at the waist and employ armholds;
the pose is distinct from the representations of the lion fight and from
34
other labors where wrestling techniques are used.

33
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Heral-des
Herakles appears in co.nonical lnbors (Hydra, Geryon, Kerberos,
Amazons) and various other activities (visit to house of Eurytos, fight
II

with Kyknos, Acheloos, centauromachy, Triton (7) and Kerkopes) on Proto. h'ian an d Eary
1 Corint
. h'ian pottery. 35
corint
t h e 1.ions k'in. 36
bands,

37

He does not appear dressed in

Although several of the subjects also appear on the shield

only the lion episode has two distinct types; one very closely

paralleled in the shield band repertory, as #1, and another, akin to and
apparently derived from related categories of representation in the painted
pottery repertory, as #2-4.
Attic Black Figure
Background
No gradual development of the single man-lion combat can be traced in
the Attic repertory.

Herakles wearing the lionskin, and Herakles struggling

with the lion appear simultaneously in the vase painting repertory in the
second quarter of the 6th century.

38

On a late Geometric tripod stand, a man appears fighting a lion
.

singlehandedly.

39

If this does represent Herakles and the lion, it is far

removed in time from the first numerically substantial appearance of vases
decorated with that theme.

It is separate iconographically as well, for

neither attacker nor beast resembles Herakles or the Nemean lion as we
identify them later.

40

However, there are representations which are related to scenes of
Herakles and the lion, both on a visual and thematic level.

As with the

Corinthian evidence, these subjects include animal friezes (processions
and fights), lions attacking human figures, heraldic figures with lions,
hunt scenes, wrestlers, and other activities of Herakles.

The following

discussion focuses on these bodies of evidence dating to the first quarter

.h

33

of the century, and slightly beyond.
Hunt Scenes
Although it does appear in late Geometric, lion hunting is not a
popular subject in Attic vase painting in the early 6th century;

41

this

helps to explain why there is no improvisation from hunt scenes to an
individual man-lion encounter parallel to that seen in Corinthian
pottery.

Boar hunts do appear, often as the Calydonian hunt.

42

Usually

a group of men on horseback or on foot attacks the boar with spears.
While it relates to the story of Herakles and the lion conceptually,
there is no representational overlap.
Heraldic Figures with Lions
At least one piece dating to the first quarter of the 6th century
.
.
.
43
preserves t h e Potnia Theron with lions.

In one example, a winged

goddess, standing in an animal frieze between two lions, holds a small
.
. either
.
h and. 44
lion
in

The lions look as if they are

animal procession, with four legs extended straight.

extracted from an
On the Fran9ois

vase, dating c. 570, each handle preserves a Potnia Theron.

45

She holds

a panther and hind on one side, and two small lions on the other.

These

felines have their front paws extended, one up and one down, and one
rear paw raised, as in many of the schemes of Herakles and the lion
which appear on Attic vases.

Thematically, the human and feline combina-

tion and divine subjugation of a wild beast is comparable to Herakles'
encounter with the Nemean lion.
Animal Friezes and Fights
Lions appear most commonly in registers of animal processions and
.
46
fights.
In animal friezes, lions assume a number of different postures, some
aspects of which paralle] those of the Nemean lion as he wrestles with
',

't

t

34

Herakles:
1)

Walks left or right, with all four paws on qround, and head in same
direction as body;

47
48

2)

seated, with head in same direction as body;

3)

seated, with head reverted;

4)

standing, with all four paws on ground, with head reverted.

49
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In general these lions do not r e a r up, with front paws off the ground;
the closest parallels exist between the first category listed above, and
lions in type S3 struggles.
Human figures may appear in animal friezes, and give the appearance
of interacting with felines.

In a subsidiary zone on the Gorgon Painter's

Louvre dinos, a naked, bearded man runs to the right in knielauf, with
reverted head.

51

On either side is a beast, a panther to the left and a

lion to the right; the man touches each on the chest.

As on Corinthian

pottery, Hermes appears in animal friezes (supra n. 32).

On an early hydria

by or near Sophilos, a man with a sceptre stands between two lions, them. an anima
.
1 f rieze.
.
52
se 1 ves in
In animal fights, lions are physically interconnected with their prey,
and bear a closer affinity to the lion who struggles with Herakles.

53

A

typical pose appears on the Francois vase, where a panther attacks a hind:
one of the feline's rear legs is on the ground, one is off; the panther's
forepaws are wrapped around the hind's neck, and he bites the hind's
shoulder.

54

A lion attacking a boar in the same frieze is fully in profile,

facing left, as in an Sl pose, although his back is more nearly horizontal
than in many SI examples.
neck.

His forepaws are raised, grabbing the boar's

The heads of these felines are not reverted.

55

Wrestling
Wrestling scenes are not numerous in this period.

Among Geometric

and pr-ot.o-A t t i.c pieces, there are isolated examples of wrestlers shown in

56

what might be a cross-buttocks throw, and some sort of lift and throw.
No examples clearly dating to the first quarter of the 6th century are
prese:cved, and those dating to the second quarter are better discussed
below.
Herakles
In the quarter century .immed i a t.e Ly preceding the first appearance
of the lion adventure,
.

Gorgon Painter,

58

57

Herakles appears in the repertories near the

the Komast Group,

59

and Sophilos.

GO

Four of these show

the hero with Nereus, in one, Herakles fights Nessos, and in another, he
fights the centaurs.

In each, Herakles is bearded, with short hair and

wears a chitoniskos.

. is
. a b sent. 61
The 1.ionskin

· .A
recent 1 y studiev,
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The Nereus examples,

.
show t h e h ero astri· d e the sea monster using
a nee kh o Ld ,

grasping one wrist with his other hand.
club held out behind.

Herakles chases Nessos with his

He interacts more closely with another centaur by

grasping a lock of hair, while the centaur grasps Herakles' forearm.

Thus

the range of Herakles' activities is very limited, and shows a particular
emphasis on his strength and his wrestling abilities in the Nereos examples.
This summarizes the background of related representations at the point
where scenes of Herakles and the lion appear in the painted pottery repertory.

Interest in Herakles is meagre.

Although there is no apparent hunt

iconography from which the scene develops, there is an established repertory
of felines and felines combined with humans which might play a part in the
representation of Herakles and the lion.

36
'rhe C-Painter
5.

Berli n 1753
Siana cup (double decker)
ABV 56, 94

I. Herakles and the lion
l.A. hounds pursuing hare; B. helmeted head between sirens
2.A. Perseus pursued by the Gorgons; B. horsemen
Gerhard, Trinksch. pl. 1, 2-3. Fig. 2
6.

Kavalla
Siana cup fr.
Para 89 ter
I. Herakles and the lion
A. fight
63
Unpublished
The pair struggles in an S2 fight in the tondo of #5.

the lion in an arm and neckhold; the lion uses

A

Herakles holds

nec:khoJd on Berakles, and

his right front paw is visible on the hero's left shoulder.
with a diadem in his hair, Herakles wears a chitoniskos.
knielauf.

Beo.rded, and

He is in

The lion's back is nearly horizontal, with one rear paw raised.

In a formal sense the scenes of Herakles and the lion fall into an
unusual category of decoration for the C-Painter:

he uses two-figured

64
groups on only 12 cups of the 162 pieces attributed to him.

However,

the "whirligig effect," which one combination imparts, is a favorite tondo
.
.
65
sc h eme among Siana cup painters.
The C-Painter does not use mythological subjects frequently, and #5
is unusual because scenes of myth decorate both the tondo and an exterior
.
66
field.

Herakles appears twice elsewhere, once in a canonical labor;

even in his limited treatment, the C-Painter demonstrates knowledge that
Herakles overcame the beast, wore his skin, and eventually entered Olympus.
The C-Painter's repertory includes other types of representations
which may have influenced his depiction of Herakles and the lion.
examples of wrestlers, the athletes use arm and neckholds.

68

tion in #5 may parallel that in the fights between two men.

In two

The combina-

67
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One scene of the Chimaira shows the same raised limbs and reverted
head seen on the lion on #5.

69

The simultaneous appearance of these

features in two kindred types suggests that the C-Painter may have invented
type S 2 .

70

The C-Painter's debt to Corinthian painters needs no reiteration here.
Reverted heads on felines do appear on Corinthian lions

(supra n. 30);

in this detail the C-Painter may have been inspired by Corinthian as easily
as Attic practices.
Among painters near the C-Painter there is a stronger concentration
of interest in the hero.

One cup is devoted entirely to Herakles,

.
d es. 71
Kyknos and "excerpts" from the Geryon and centaur episo

. h Triton
.
scenes, and one wit
appear. 72

showing

Two Amazon

Herakles wears his lionskin when

fighting the Amazon and Kyknos, and uses a wrestling neckhold against Triton.
Despite this evidence, the context of Heraklean activity is still meagre at
the time of the lion episode's entry into the repertory.
The Heidelberg Painter

,l

7.

Rhodes, from Ialysos
Siana cup, double decker
ABV 64, 14
I. Gorgon
l,A. ivy; B. ivy
2.A. chariot race; B. Herakles and the lion
Clara Rhodos VIII, pl. 2-3.

8.

Leipsic T447, fr.
Siana cup, double decker (?)
ABV 64, 16; Para 26 (change to 14 bis)
LHerakles ~the lion
A. (horses)
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

9.

Athens, Akr., fr.
Siana cup
ABV 64, 17
I. Herakles and the lion
BCH 71-72 (1947-48) 424 (d)

38

10.

Salonika, fr.
Sianct

CU})

~JN (;,;, 12
I. I-!era!:les and the lion
Rotinson, Olynthus XIII, pl. 29.

11.

Athens 12709
Siana cup, overlap
ABY- 65, 34
I. Herakles and the lion
l,. fight
B. fight
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive.

Fig. 3

12.

Athens 12668 (? same as Athens 692)
Siana cup (overlap)
ABV 65, 35
I. Herakles and the lien
A. fight
B. k~R0s (men dancin~)
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley J:ffchive

13.

Athens "692"
Siana cup, overlap
~ 65, 36
I. Herakles and the lion
A. komos: three naked men dancing, between two men and three
B. komos: two naked men dancing, between two men on each side
Unpub k i.s ned

14.

Taranto
Siana cup, overlar,
ABV 65, 37
I. Herakles and the lion
A. fight
EL fight
Unpublished
Cab Med 314
Siana cup, overlap
AP.V 65, 4]
I. Bellerophon
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Discus thrower
CVA France 7 (Bib. Nat. I) , pl. 45, 1-5.

16.

Florence, from Chiusi
Siana cup
ABV 65, 42
I. "Typhon"?
A. Herakles and the lion
B. lost ( ?)
Unpublished

Fig. 4

T
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17.

Taranto I.G. 4342
Siana cup, overlap
ABV 66, 55; Pa~ 27
I. Herakles and the lion
A. man stealing up to two women at a fountain
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 35 ('l'aranto 3), pll. 26-27. Fig. 5

18.

Pesaro, Moccia
Siana cup, overlap
Par~ 27, 58 ter
I. Herakles and the lion
A. Symposion (two pairs of recliners with fluteplayer and a youth
dancing to the flute)
B. komos (a fluteplayer and six men)
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

19.

Corinth c.65.444, frr.
Siana cup
Attributed by A.A.G. Brijder
I. Hera.kle.s and the lion
Unpublished; photo from Corinth Excavations

20.

Corinth c.72.177,frr.
Siana cup
Attributed by A.A.G. Brijder
I. Herakles and the lion
A. Herakles and the lion (?): Three figures walk right.
Two at left hold staffs. One at far right striding
(Herakles?)
Unpublished; photo from Corinth Excavations. Fig. 6
Struggles of type S2 (7), Sl (1) and S3 (1) appear.

In the S3 example,

Herakles uses a neckhold and holds his club in front of his chest with his
right hand; the fragmentary Sl pieces show only that one hero grabs the
lion at the back of the neck.
In the S2 examples there are at least four different arm positions.
Two (#12, 17) parallel #11 exactly, with neckhold and club.

On the exterior

of #17 and #18, Herakles uses a neckhold with his left arm, and holds his
right hand with clenched fist.

#15 shows the same arrangement as the

C-Painter's #5, but the feline is a panther and both rear paws are planted
firmly on the ground.

A neckhold where Herakles grasps his left wrist with

his right hand appears on #7 and 10.

The lion regularly uses a neckhold

on the hero, and his right paw is visible on Herakles' left shoulder.

(

\b
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Herakles is bearded, with short hair, nude in five examples, and
wears a tunic in four cases.

There is no correlation between what the

hero wears and the type of pose used.

In at least seven cases the lion

raises one rear paw.
In these examples there is a clear distinction between weaponless
fights, and those where the club appears.

Whether the painter regards

it as a weapon to be used in the fight, or as an attribute of the hero
is unclear.
Two-figured tondi are common in the Heidelberg Painter's repertory,
so the Herakles and the lion scenes suit his formal inclinations.

When

using the subject on exteriors, the painter frames the central scene
with spectators, as on #7, 15, 16, 17, 20.
male and female.

All are anonymous, alternating

In two examples the men hold spears and women hold

wreaths; in a third, all are empty handed.

Beazley has noted that the

spectators are added only to lengthen the scene to fill a longer field,
.
.
and t h ey give
a "d ea d ly struggle the appearance o f a sporting
event. .,73

Herakles is the Heidelberg Painter's favorite mythological subject:
the lion episode appears 15 times on 12 Siana cups, of a total of 73
pieces now attributed to him.

These come in the context of an interest

74
, myt h wh'ich is
. much greater than tat
h
·
in
o f the C-Painter.
Several other activities of the hero appear.

Those include the Amazon

and boar labors, as well as scenes with Busiris, Nereus, and the centaurs.
Differing from the C-Painter's example, here the hero wears his lionskin
when fighting the Amazon.
ples:

The centauromachies are akin to the lion exam-

Herakles is without the lionskin, wraps his left arm around the

centaur's neck, and either holds the club (as #11, 12, 17) or extends it
out behind, about to strike the centaur.

The types are very similar to

75

41
.

the S 3 examp 1 es o f· Herakles and the lion.

76

Herakles holds his arms around

Nereus in exactly the position described for #17 and 18; the parallel
.
.
.
77
suggests that Herakles squeezes the lion in these instances.

Because

squeezing indicates that Herakles will persist until his opponent "gives,"
this type of hold is one appropriate to the pankration rather than wrestling.
Other types of scenes relate to those of Herakles and the lion.

The

Heidelberg Painter shows wrestlers in the r:iidst of a throw from a bodyhold;

78

this unusual representation suggests that the painter was giving thought to
a wide variety of wrestling moves which may also be revealed in the diversity
of Herakles' holds in the lion episode.
In general, the Heidelberg Painter avoids the animal frieze.

79

In one

animal fight, a lion with frontal face attacks a stag raising one rear leg.

80

This adaptation appears consistently in his scenes of Herakles and the lion;
because it occurred in the C-Painter's #5, it cannot be proved that the
Heidelberg Painter arrived at it independently.
The Sl and S3 types which appear in the Heidelberg Painter's repertory
are paralleled on the shield bands (Inv. B1010; B1654; B969; B1911), the
S2 examples in the C-Painter's work.

None is an exact

repetition; arm

positions in particular are varied and seem to be transfered among types
of Herakles and the lion and various other exploits of the hero.
Vases in the manner of the Heidelberg Painter show consistent interest
in Herakles.
82
lionskin.

81

Among them is a fight with Nessos where Herakles wears the

In the same episode, the Heidelberg Painter himself shows the

hero without it.
Compare to:
Painter of the Boston C.A.
21.

:}

'>

b

Athens 1428 fr. from Athens
Siana cup, overlap
~ 69, 2
A. Herakles and the lion
Graef, pl. 79

42

In this small fragment, Herakles is bearded; his profile appcurs
against the lion's mane, so the struggle must be of type S2 or S3.
Beazley attributed eight pieces to the painter and compared three
11

to his work.

On the name piece, Herakles fights Acheloos.

83

The hero

is bearded, wears a short chiton, the lionskin, scabbard, and quiver.
The hero grasps the river god's horn in his left hand, and holds a sword
below his waist in his right hand.

Luce noted the similarities between

this representation and Herakles' exploits with the lion, bull, and boar,
most of which appear slightly later, and on larger shapes.
Ergotimos Epoiesen
22.

Berlin 3151 from Aegina
Footless cup with Merrythought handles
ABV 79
I. Herakles and the lion
A. capture of Silenos
B. komos
Von Lucken, pl. 66, 1. Fig. 7
fl

The tondo is inscribed with the hero's name; it is one of two such
examples dating to the second quarter of the 6th century.

In an Sl struggle,

Herakles uses a neckhold on the lion while grasping the beast's upper jaws
(see Appendix 1, neckholds, #1).

The lion extends both front paws straight,

behind Herakles, and raises one rear paw.
This piece is associated with few vases on the basis of style.

84

Although the type appears in both the shield band and Heidelberg Painter's
repertories, the jaw hold is apparently an innovation.
The position of the lion, somewhat unusual because both front paws are
visible, is paralleled on the shield band Inv. B972 without the raised leg;
it is also very close to certain animal fights, such as that on a shoulder
.
85
lekythos "not far from the Sandal painter."
The use of a hold appropriate to the pankration is paralleled in the
.

Heidelberg Painter's work, when Herakles squeezes Nereus and the lion.

86
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Unattributed
23.

Taranto 4865
Siana cup
Brorrnner 128 (12)
I. Herakles and the lion
A. two confronting panthers between sirens
B. sam e
AS Atene 37/38 (1959/60) 218, fig. 194

24.

Palerm o
Siana cup
I. Herakles and the lion
A. confronting centaurs holding branches
B. the like
Bro rrnn er 127(28)
NSc 23 (1969) 284, fig. 12
550-540 B.C.

J'.lthm.:gh #21 \,a::; placed near the An,asis Fairiter in its pulJlication,
the scheme is not close to his depictions of the subject.

Its closest

parallel is #11, the major difference being the hero's reverted head.

Good

parallels for both are found in the Heidelberg Painter's work.
Other Siana Cup Painters
Outside of those repertories which include examples of Herakles and
the lion, both scenes of Herakles and depictions of lions are rare.

87

Although some early cup painters use felines regularly, these are usually
panthers.

88

One example of Herakles and the centaur and one showing the

hero entering Olympus, both on the same lekythos, are comparable to the
.
scenes discussed
ab ove. 89

Lydos
25.

Cab. Me'd. 206
Type B amphora
ABV 109, 27
A. Herakles and the lion
B. man courting boy
Tiverios, pl. 27

Herakles and the lion struggle in a type Sl fight; the hero uses an arm
90
and neckhold on the beast.
The lion's right front paw extends behind
,"l~

:--~

t

Herak les,

and both rear paws are planted firmly on th e ground.

'I'he hero

is bearded, nude, and wears baldric,

scabbard and sword.
Between Herakles
91
and the lion is a rock with a P1antle thrown over it.
Three spectators
watch the fight:

to the left, is a pair of youths, one nude and one dr aped,
92
and to the right is a draped, bearded man.
The composition of #25 has close parallels in both genre scenes and
93

other heroic fights.

Lydos uses a variety of mythological subjects on

the 102 pieces attributed to him by Beazley.

Scenes related to Herakles

(13) form the largest body of mythological representations, demonstrating
that affection for the hero does not necessarily carry with it an affinity

94
for the lion episode.

Herakles regularly wears his lionskin, with only

95

one exception.
sistently:

Identifiable ancillary figures appear, but not con-

Athena accompanies the hero when he fights Kyknos, and Hermes

acts as Herakles' charioteer on one occasion.
96

Wrestling scenes painted by Lydos show some parallels with #25.

The

upright stance and annholds on the Athens cup are especially close to the
composition on #25, although the rendering appears elsewhere, so it cannot
be called Lydos' invention.
Felines are prominent elements in the Lydan repertory, in both major
97
and subsidiary decorative zones.
None of the poses overlap with that of
the lion in #25; this substantiates Beazley's observation that the wild
98
animals may be by a different hand than Lydos.
The felines which accompany
Dionysos in gigantomachies, clearly by the painter, differ from the Nemean
99
lion on #25, both by virtue of their small size and more animated postures.
However, even they do not appear to display animal fight adaptations such
as raised feet and reverted heads.
The closest parallels to this scheme exist in the shield band repertory
(B 972, 1650, 1654); the relatively great distance between hero and beast,

ei

\,

4

and the static appearance of the lion
tions on painted pottery.

#25 from most

Lydos may have received the

motif from outside

the pottery repertory, and did not choose to adapt it in the same wav that
other Attic painters did.
The Painter of Louvre F6

26.

Athens 440 (CC. 789) from Thespiai
Column-crater
ABV 124, 19
A. Herakles and the lion
B. youths between lions
Collignon-Couve, pl. XXXII

27.

Cortona
Ne.ck-camphor a

(ovo i.d)

Para 52
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Two lions
Necks each, head of man
Accademia Etrusca Cortona-Nono Annuario N.S. 2 (1956) 16, figs. 1-2
Cf. #79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 88, 91
An S2 fight appears on both #26 and 27.

The hero uses a neckhold with

his left arm, and thrusts a sword into the lion's chest with his right hand.
In #26 the lion's right front paw is visible on the hero's right shoulder,
and he raises one rear paw.

Bearded and wearing baldric and scabbard,

Herakles wears a chiton in #26 and is nude in #27.

A

rock with a mantle

thrown over rests between Herakles' legs on #26.
A single female figure, wrapped in a mantle,

central pair on #27.

stands to the left of the

The field of the crater is much larger, and there are

eight spectators arranged symmetrically around Herakles and the lion:

(from

center) 1) a woman dressed in a peplos holding a spear; 2) an elderly man
holding a spear; 3,4) two warriors, wearing helmets and carrying spears and
round shields.
the lion.

The warriors on the far left face away from Herakles and

¥
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The

of

cornpo s i tion

Painter of Louvre F'6.

used on #26 appears on other craters by the

The same types of spectators appear in fight scenes,

suggesting that the painter may have perceived Herakles' labor as an epic
100
The single spectator on #27 is less usual, for the painter prefight.
fers symmetrical compositions.

However, two similar women watch another
101
heroic contest, Theseus fighting the Minotaur.
102
Identifiable mythological scenes are rare in this painter's repertory.
Twice Herakles, without his lionskin, chases a centaur; once he is un103
He uses bis swor d as a weapon.
bearded.
The Painter of Louvre F6 uses felines frequently, either alone in
104
Animal fights do not appear. In the
heraldic pairs, or with figures.
case of #26 the lion struggling with Herakles is quite different from those
on side B, again supporting Beazley's observation that animals and human
105
However, on #27 the lions on the two
scenes are by two different hands.
sides are really identical, and Herakles' opponent differs from that on #26,
and the usual S2 lions in ways clearly paralleled in the rendering of the
purely decorative beast:

both rear feet are planted firmly on the ground,
106
and the line of the lion's back is horizontal rather than vertical.

This indicates that the scheme was at times influenced by an artist's own
107
preferences in drawing felines in the animal frieze repertory.
The combination of the S2 fight with the sword makes an early
appearance here.

Because there are many S2 examples among the Siana cup

painters' repertory which may predate #26 and 27, the Painter of Louvre F6
may have received it from within the vase-painting tradition; whether or
not his source included the sword is not certain, but that the painter pre108
The representation on #27
fers sword fights in other contexts is clear.
indicates that adaptation within the repertory took place; the shield band
and Sounion plaque scenes are testimony that a version of the fight where
Herakles uses the sword was current at this time •

•
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Recalls Painter of Louvre F6
28.

Greifswald 164
Column-crater
Recalls Painter of Louvre F'6 (according to note on photograph in
Beazley Archive)
Brommer 125 (54)
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
This piece is nearly identical to #26, although the anonymous

spectators are arranged asyrrnnetrically, with three figures at the left
and one at the right.

Other companions of Lydos, including those who

paint in the manner of Lydos, the Painter of Vatican 309, and the Ready
Painter, painted vases which provide further context for the representat i ons d i s cus s cd above , a L t.houqh t.hcz c arc no preserved
109

of the

lion episode.
The Amasis Painter
29.

Louvre F'37 from Etruria
Oinochoe, shape III
ABV 153, 41; Para 64
Herakles and the lion
Pottier, pl. 67
Karouzou, 12-13, pl. 10, 2
In a type Sl fight, the nude, bearded hero, wearing baldric and

scabbard, holds the lion in a neckhold with his left arm and grasps upper
and lower jaws with his hands.

The lion raises his left rear paw and

presses it against the hero's knee.
To the left stands a bearded male figure, wearing chiton and cuirass,
who holds Herakles1 club and bow.
a peplos and holding a spear.

At the right is a female figure, wearing

These figures have been identified as Athena

111

and Iolaos.
Iolaos.

Clearly the male figure aids Herakles, so might well be

Athena is at times specifically identified by her helmet, such as

in scenes where Herakles enters Olympus, but a woman identical to the one
112

in #29 accor.1panies Herakles when he fights Kyknos.

Thus it is unclear

whether we see an anonymous female in #29 and the latter example, or simply

j

►
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Athena not outfitted for battle.

In any event, at least tl1e male spec-

tator is integrated into the central scene because lie actually helps
Herakles.
Of 118 pieces attributed to the Amasis painter by Beazley,

twelve

depict activities of Herakles, making the hero the Am asis Painter's

113
second favorite mythological subject.

The Painter shows a particular

interest in Herakles' entrance into Olympus, and usually does not show
the hero wearing his lionskin as he does so.

Hermes accompanies the hero

on eight occasions, suggesting that the A.inasis Painter linked the two
closely.
Of related representations, one category combining humans and felines
114
On a lekythos in Zurich, beardless youths
is of particular interest.
115
without weapons run between lionesses, with another youth looking on.
This composition is closely linked to a type identified as Herakles and
the lion in other repertories to be discussed below, but does not overlap
with the standard types of fight as seen on #29 here.

Interestingly,

although the Amasis Painter uses lions with human figures in many different
ways, he prefers a standard scheme to represent Herakles and the lion, and
makes no apparent changes in the scheme.
Beazley linked the Amasis Painter to the Heidelberg Painter on
stylistic grounds, but their association did not engender a like interest
116
The closest parallel to #29 is #22, the cup
in Herakles and the lion.
potted by Ergotimos:

the scheme and suggestion of a paradigm in the pankra-

tion are close.
Group E
30.

If

Wurzburg 245 frcm Vulci
Type B amphora
ABV 133, 1
A. Herakles and Geryon
B. Herakles and the lion
Langlotz, pl. 79. Fig. 8
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31.

New York 56.171. 11 (ex San Si1;1eon, Hearst, 9932)
Type B am phor a
AB V 133,2; Para 54
A. Herakles and Geryon
B. Herakles and the lion
OJ A USA 12 (New York 3) pl. 15, I.
Fig. 9

32.

Brussels R 289
Type B am phora

133, 3
A. Herakles and Geryon
B. Eerakles and the lion
CVA Belgium 2 (Brussels 2) pl. 16, 4a

ll.BV

33.

Toronto 300
Type B amphora
ABV 134, 11
A. Herakles and the lion
B. chariot wheeling round
Robinson, et al , Gr0ek Vases at Toronto, ]18, pl. 15

34.

Taranto (Via di Palma 8.10.1925)
Type B amphoz a
ABV 134, 12; Para 55
A. ~erakles and the lion
B. chariot wheeling round
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

35.

Lost
Type B amphor a
ABV 134, 13
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Inghirami, pll. 61-12

36.

Copenhagen, 7068 from Thebes
Type B amphora
ABV 134, 14
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and satyrs
CVA Denmark 3 (Copenhagen 3) pl. 102, la-b

37.

London Bl60
Type B amphora
ABV 134, 15
A. wedded pair in chariot
B. Herakles and the lion
JHS 18 (1898) 274
CVA Great Britain 4 (British Museum 3) pl. 28, 1
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38.

Vatican 348
'l'ype B amphora
~ 134, 16
A. arming
B. Herakles and the lion
Albizzati, pl. 44

39.

"
Wurzburg
247
Type B amphora
ABV 134, 17
A. warriors leaving home
B. Herakles and the lion
Langlotz, pll. 84 and 67

40.

"
\·Jurzburg
248
Type B amphora
ABV 134, 18
A. Theseus and the .Minotaur
B. Herakles and the lion
Langlotz, pll. 84 ancl 80

41.

Rome, Conservatori 47
Type B amphora
ABV 134, 19; Para 55
A. Theseus and the Minotaur
B. Herakles and the lion
<;;:!..!::._ Italy 36 (Capitoline 1) pl. 18, 1-2

42.

Munich 1397 (J.1079) from Vulci
Type B amphora
ABV 134, 20
A. Theseus and the Minotaur
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pl. 30,2

43.

Munich 1382 (J.645)
Type B amphora
~ 135, 47
A. birth of Athena
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pl. 19,2

44.

Cassel T 384
Type A amphora
ABV 137, 57
A. Herakles and the lion
B. arming
Brommer, Herakles pl. 5
BSA 32(1931-32) pl. 2. Fig. 10

T
'

'
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45.

Oxford 1965.135
Neck amphora (
al)
ABV 137, 59; Para 55
Shoulder: A. Herakles and the centaurs
B. centaurs fleeing
Belly:
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 14 (Oxford 3) pll. 2,3

46.

Munich 14 71 (J. 4 76)
Neck amphora ( special)
ABV 137, 60
Shoulder: A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Belly:
A. hoplitodromoi
B. footrace
At each handle, the prizes
Gerhard AV pll. 256-7, 3-4. A: photocopy from Beazley Archive

47.

London narket (Hewett)
Type B amphora

Para 56, 20 bi~
A. Theseus and the Minotaur
B. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
48.

Richmond, Virginia 62.17
Type B amphora
Para 56, 42 bis
A. Dionysos and four dancing satyrs
B. Herakles and the lion
Aukt xxii Basel, pl. 39, 127

49.

Richmond, Virginia 60.23
Type B amphora
Para 56, 48 ter
A. birth of Athena
B. Herakles and the lion
Reed, H., Ancient Art in the Virginia Museum,

50.

72-73.

Fig. 11

Paris, Larosi~re
Type A amphora
Para 56, 56 bis
A. war-chariot wheeling
B. Herakles and the lion
Aukt xxvi Basel, pl. 34, 105
The hallmark of this group is tremendous uniformity.

Except for three

examples of Sl, all are types S4, which makes its first appearance here.
Typically, Herakles holds the lion in a neckhold with his left arm, and
stabs the lion in the

nouth or neck with a sword held in his right hand.

"'

,,,,"'
i

There are two

1) #44, where the weapon is absent; 2) #47

where Herakles grasps the lion's front paw in an armhold.

Althonqh

Herakles' clenched left hand sometimes rests at the junction of the lion's
upper and lower jaw, he does not actually grasp the lion's mouth.

'l'he

lion raises one rear paw and pushes it against Herakles' calf; one front
paw extends straight and the other grasps Herakles' left arm from behind,
just above the elbow.
Herakles' appearance is consistent, \,·i th minor variations.

He is

bearded and nude in all but one example, #4G, where he wears a chitoniskos.
Baldric and scabbard appear in all but two #35, 43 (possibly also #47) and
baldric alone in one, #48.

There is no correlation between the absence o:t

the baldric and/or scabbard and the omission of the sword as the fatal
weapon.

In most cases a female spectator stands at the left, and a man at

the right; those two may be reversed, as in #35, and additional spectators
are added to fill a larger field as #46, 47.

The two are often identified

117

by scholars as Athena and Iolaos.

The fCTTiale spectator, dressed in a

peplos, sometimes carries a spear, and in two examples, #39, 49, wears a
helmet as well.

Because Athena as the Palladion does appear in full regalia

in other Group E representations, it is interesting that she is consistently
118

non-military when a spectator to Herakles' fight with the lion.
The male spectator is also depicted variously.

In most cases he is

bearded and nude, but in five examples he wears cuirass and helmet.

The

more military Athenas do not appear together with the armed Iolaos.

In

eight cases Iolaos actually aids Herakles by holding his weapons, five times
the club and three times a sword.
Clearly the sword is integral to Group E's interpretation of the story,
yet there is confusion about its role.

In at least two exarnples, #49 and

39, blood gushes fron the wound, while in a third, #45, the sword goes in

',,}

tr,
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and out of the

lion's skin.

In the latter case, it may indicate

either invulnerability or slaughter by decapitation, as in scx1e Minotaur
120
scenes.
Herakles is Group E's favorite subject, and the lion episode is the
most frequently depicted mythological event:

of 91 pieces attributed by

Beazley, 21 show this scene, some twice, producing a total of 25 exam121
ples.
The list of other labors and activities shows different
preferences from those of the Lydan Group or the Amasis Painter.
scenes, Herakles regularly wears the

In other

lionskin, the 14 Geryon examples

show that a variety of weapons can be appropriate solutions for this episode.

At least one other labor, with the Stywphalian birds, shows an
122
original composition.
By comparison to wrestling examples (see Appendix I) type S4 seems to
depict a cross-buttocks throw; however, it is a move not preserved ar1ong
123
It is a new scherne, perhaps
contemporary scenes of human wrestlers.
invented by Group E, showing some relationships with other representations.
S4 seems to be an adaptation of S3 as seen on #1, and in the shield band
124
It differs from S3 as S2 from Sl: a reverted
repertory, Inv. B 1555.
head, often acco~panied by lifted rear leg and grasping paw, elements
borrowed from animal fights, which give Herakles' opponent a more vital
aspect.
however.

The sources of the adaptation do not appear in Group E's repertory,
While the sword does not appear in S3 fights, the arrangement here,

of neckhold and sword, is paralleled in the S2 scenes in the Lydan group,
125
The Group's affinity for the sword version is clear, and cor#26-28.
126
responds to the overriding interest in Herakles as a heroic warrior.
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Near Group E
II:

Various

51.

Naples inv. 112849
Type B amphora
ABV 138, 2
A. Herakles and Geryon
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 20 (Naples 1) pl. 5, 3-4

V:

Group of London B 174

52.

Louvre F33
Type B amphora
ABV 141, 3
A. Theseus and the Minotaur
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA France 4 (Louvre 3) pl. 15, 4;7

53.

Berlin 1717 from vu lei
Neck amphora
ABV 141, 7
A. citharode (Apollo?) between two women
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany 45 (Berlin 5) pl. 18

54.

Rouen 20 from Vulci
Neck amphora
ABV 686, 8
Shoulder: A: boxers; to each side, a runner
B: the like
A. youth and man in chariot
B. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

VI:

The Towry Whyte Painter

55.

\farzburg 263 from Vulci
Type A amphora
ABV 142, 6
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and Triton
Langlotz pll. 68; 80; 84

56.

Louvre Cll261
Colur.m-cra ter
Para 58, 9
A. Herakles and the lion
B. (on the left, male legs)
CVA France 19 (Louvre 12) pl. 168; 3,4

II
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~he ri.'owry Hhytc Pa:i nt er
57.

Vatican 354
Type B amphora
ABV 142; Para 59
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Albizzati, pl. 46

Cf. #84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90
Beazley placed a number of pieces near Group E, divided into seven
groups.

There are eight examples of Herakles and the lion preserved,

associated with three of the groups.
The representations of Herakles and the lion are closely associated
with those of Group E, but differ in consistent ways:

type S1 schemes

are used, and the position of the male and female bystanders are reversed.
More significantly, the sword never appears.
Herakles is bearded and nude, wearing baldric and scabbard in five
cases.

He either uses an arm and neckhold on the beast, or holds the

beast in a neckhold with his left arm, and holds his right a1.T.1 with clenched
fist as if he squeezes the lion or were about to thrust an absent sword into
127
the beast's chest.
Iolaos and Athena stand to the left and right of the struggling pair,
and their appearance is characterized by the same degree or variety seen
in Group E proper.

The apparent irrelevance of their differing

dress is illustrated by a comparison of the two sides of #57:

mode s of
on side A,

Iolaos is bearded, and Athena, wearing peplos, is identified by her helmet.
On side B Athena wears only a peplos and Iolaos is beardless.

The integra-

tion of the spectators into the story is demonstrated by Iolaos' touching
Herakles' arm on #52 and the fact that he holds the hero's club in #56.
Within the Groups which actually painted Herakles and the lion, few
categories of representation overlap with the subject in an illuminating
128
way.
'rhe appearance of the hero is limited; he uses a squeeze on Tri ton,

and appears wearing his

lionskin,

and with Athena.

In the remaining groups near Group E, who do not oaint Herakles and
the lion, two categories of representation are of

interest:

a scene of

Herakles and the boar shows the hero having lifted the boar from a body129
hold.
Thus in three different episodes, with the lion, Triton, and
boar, Herakles uses the techniques of the pankration or wrestling without
weapons.

Only in the lion adventure is he consistently nude, however.

In a boar hunt by the Painter of the Vatican Mournei'., hunters operate
130
from the ground, without weapons.
The suggestion of hand to hand combat
in a hunt context corresponds to Herakles'

fight with the lion, and this

boar-hunt type of composition contributes to the
category of lion struggles

(infra n.

development of one

149,151).

The Painter of Berli n 1686
13 1
58.
Oxford 196 5.141
Type B am phora
A.B V 299, 1 (The Manner of the Princeton Painter)
A. recovery of Helen
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 14 (Oxford 3) pll. 31 (2); 32 (3,4).
c. 550 (Boardm an)

Fig.

12

The S4 fight is very close to the comm on type discussed above with
Group E; because the tip of Herakles'
flesh,

sword goes in and out of the lion's
132
it is also close to the unusual Sl fight on #45.
Herakles is

bearded and wears chitoniskos, baldr ic and scabbard.
Athena stands to the left, wearing helm et, shield and spear.
right are two male figur es:

At the

closest to the struggling pair is a warrior

dressed in helm et, chi toniskos, greaves, baldr ic and sc ab bard , who walks
toward the right, but looks back to the left.
spear stands at the far right.

A bearded man carrying a

The arm ed warrior may be identified

as
133

Iolaos, and the elderly man is seen elsewhere watching heroic activities.

57
Beazley attributed 26 pieces to this painter,
Herakles

(11)

and scenes related to

form the painter's favorite group of subjects.

the Geryon and Triton episodes are the

most comm on.

Of these,

In his other

activities, Herakles assum es a mode of dress and pose seen comm only where
he raises his weapon aloft;
opponent.

the weapon varies, even against a single
134
Only one weaponless struggle appears, that with Triton.

The Princeton Group
I.
59.

The Princeton Painter
Cincinnati 1884.213
Neck am phora
ABV 692, 4 bis

A. Herakles and the Ar.iazons
B. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; museum photograph
In this poorly preserved scene, a nude, bearded Herakles struggles
with the lion in an S4 pose.

If the sword is present, it is not preserved.

To the right stands Athena, wearing helmet and mantle.

The S4 fight, and

the goddess' dress and placement are paralleled in Group E's work.
On the 31 pieces attributed to the Princeton Painter, there are seven
scenes of Herakles; these show the hero in similar poses in different episades, and are paralleled among contemporary representations.

One is
135

unorthodox, where Herakles appears as a victor, raising a tripod aloft.
136
Other subjects show no overlap with #59.
II.

Near the Princeton Painter

60.

Havana, Lagunillas
Type B amphora
ABV 300, 8
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

Related to the Princeton Painter
61.

,"{

1t:

Rhodes, from Ialysos
Type B amphora
ABV 301, 3
A. Herakles and the lion
B. fight
Clara Rhodos VIII, 170, fig. 158
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Both sides of #60 preserve scenes of Herakles and the lion, but the
two are

not

exact

repetitions.

Side A shows an S2 fight, where the

bearded, nude hero, wearing baldric and scabbard, uses an arm and neckhold
on the beast.
knee.

The lion raises one rear leg and pushes it against Herakles'

Spectators include two draped males at the sides of the scene, a

nude youth wearing a short mantle at the left, and a bearded male figure
wearing helr.1et, chitoniskos and cuirass at the right.
On side B, an S4 fight appears, with swords exactly as the common
Group E type.

The outermost spectators are identical to those on side A,

but at the left stands Hermes, wearing petasos and kerykeion, and the figure
to the right walks away to the right, looking back at the struggling pair.
He holds Herakles' club, and is therefore integrated

into the action.

The intention of the variety in the two scenes may be no more than to
display two points of view on the front and back of the vase.
artist may be narrating the story:

However, the

Herakles uses the arm and neckholds

achieved on side A to push the beast around behind him, then thrusts his
sword into the lion.

On side A the ancillary male figure to the right of

the struggling pair seems to be arriving at the fight, while on side B he
at once helps the hero and departs.

Hermes arrives to escort the hero to

his divine reward, or to another labor.
The poorly preserved #61 shows an Sl fight where the nude, bearded
hero uses an arm and neckhold on the lion.

The scene differs from those

on #60, and most Sl scenes because both of the lion's rear feet are planted
on the ground and his back is nearly horizontal.

The two male spectators

wear military accouterments, such as helmets and greaves.
The 20 pieces attributed to the manner of the Princeton Painter include
identifiable mythological scenes, possibly epic military scenes, and depic137
The six scenes dealing with Herakles form the one
tions of daily life.
138
coherent group of mythological representations.
In general, they are

59

close to those which appear in the Painter of Berlin 1686's repertory,
and show the same tendency to repeat the hero's pose, but vary weapons.
On one piece the hero's fight with the Amazons appears twice, and the
two renderings are virtually identical, unlike #60.
Compare to
139
IV.

The Painter of Munich 1379

62.

Basel Market (ex Winchester, Sharpe)
Lip cup
ABV 303; Para 131
I. Herakles and the lion
A. Herakles and the lion
B. horseman, leading void horse and two youths
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive. Fig. 13

63.

Palermo
Cup
I. Herakles and the lion
A. ?
B. ?

Photocopy from Beazley Archive
Note with photo: "compare to ABV 303, Para 131":
Painter of Munich 1379

related to the

The two tondi show the nude, bearded Eerakles, wearing baldric and
scabbard in a type S2 fight with the lion.

The scheme is identical to

that used by the C-Painter, except that Herakles' knielauf is here a squat
and the lion figures
140
composition.

more as a diagonal than a horizontal element in the

On the exterior of #62 is an Sl fight, where a nude, bearded Herakles
uses a neckhold with his left arm and holds the upper jaw of the lion with
his right hand, as on the Amasis Painter's #29.

To the left stands a

female figure, dressed in a peplos, holding Herakles' bow and arrows, and
a warrior wearing helmet, spear, and round shield stands at the right.
These are probably Athena and Iolaos.

Nonsense inscriptions run between

Herakles and the fenale figure and border the scene at the right.
hangs in the field to the left of Herakles.

A quiver

There does not seem to be any

60
narrative relationship between the interior and exterior decoration of
#62; the composition on the exterior, appropriate for lip cup decoration,
is also a reduction of the schemes seen comm only on larger shapes, such
as those Near Group E.
In the two other scenes of Herakles by the painter himself, Athena
141
accompanies him and is identified by her helmet.
The question of why
the goddess is variously depicted remains.
The Painter of Tarquinia RC 3984
64.

65.

Geneva market (Koutoulakis)
Type B amphora
Para 132,2
A. Herakles and the lion
B. chariot; photocopy from Beazley Archive.

Fig. 14

Louvre Fl
Type B amphora
Para 132,3
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA France 4 (Louvre 3) pl. 10, 2 and 5;, photocopy from Beazley Archive
Among these three representations, two are S2.

Herakles is beardless,

wears a chitoniskos in one example, is nude in the other; he uses an arm
and neckhold on the lion, who raises one rear leg.

The hero's club is on

the ground in one scene.
The third example shows an S3 fight, where the lion and Herakles stand.
The hero here is bearded, wearing chitoniskos, baldric and scabbard.

He

uses a neckhold with his left anu and holds a sword in front of the lion's
neck in his right hand.

Herakles' quiver stands on the ground to the right

of the struggling pair.

In each case, nude, beardless youths watch the

struggle on either side of Herakles and the lion.
There are only four pieces attributed to this painter, and the other
subjects which he painted are concerned with epic warfare and athletics.
Although #64 and 65 are very close to #60 and 61, near the Princeton
Painter, Herakles' beardlessness and the particular type of S3 fight set
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these exam ples apart.

S3 fights such as this, with Herakles s t and i nq ,

appear elsewhere only in the shield band repertory (Inv. B1555) and on
#1.

In no other instance is the sword part of such a scheme.

On #64

the lion's leg is raised, an adaptation made only by Attic painters.
The Swing Painter
66.

67.

Munich 1395 (J.588) from Vulci
Type B amphora
ABV 305, 24
A. Herakles and the lion
B. men at tripods in a sanctuary
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pl. 29,3.

Fig. 15

Berlin 1693 from Nola
Type B amphora
lillV 305,

2'.:i

A. Herakles and the lion
B. arming
Unpublished; museum photograph
68.

Naples 2503 from Etruria
Type B amphora
ABV 305, 26
A. Herakles and the lion
B. procession (men headed by a fluteplayer)
CVA Italy 20 (Naples 1) pl. 3,1

69.

Munich 1559 (J.307) from Vulci
Neck amphora
ABV 308, 75
A. Herakles and the lion
B. athletes
Unpublished

70.

Agora P 4946 from Athens
Fragment
ABV 310, 107
Herakles and the lion
PhotocJraph from Agora Excavations

71.

Malahide Castle
Type B amphora
ABV 693, 25 bis
Unpublished

72.

Collection of Leon Levy (New York?}
Amphora
Herakles and the lion
Cat. Christie 27 April 1976, 210, pl. 19
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Sl, S4 and S2 or 3 fights appear in this repertory.

The sl fights

(#66, 68) show a nude, bearded Herakles using a neckhold with his left
arm and holding his right hand as if he is about to grasp the lion's
upper jaw.

Herakles and the lion are accompanied by Athena and a male

spectator, probably Iolaos.

A bit of drapery hangs in the field in #68.

As a whole, these are very close to the pieces near Group E:

the sugges-

tion of the jawhold places this close to #29, by the Arnasis Painter, and
142
the cup, #22.
#67 is very fragmentary and shows Herak:les, bearded and
wearing a quiver filled with arrows, in an S2 or S3 fight with the lion.
The Swing Painter favors scenes of Herakles:
of 150 pieces attributed
143
to him, 25 concern the hero.
Some of these representations reflect care
and taste for the unusual, while others show apparently mindless confla144
tions of iconography.
Some rather amb iguous scenes, not apparently
related to specific mythological events, show the painter's general interest
145
in the hero.
As noted in the work of other painters, weapons are interchangeable in particular episodes, and certain poses, such as the upraised
146
ann, are corrrrn on in several different types of scene.
There is an
unusually large number of scenes where the hero uses only his own strength
147
against his adversary.
In general, the lionskin is not required apparel,
148
and Athena is not always present.
In related representations, the types of weapons used by Herakles, and
hand to hand combat used ·in the lion fight, appear in the Swing Painter's
149
work in other types of hunts.
These do not affect the Swing Painter's
own depiction of Herakles and the lion, but reflect a certain climate in
which the type of fight where Herakles and the lion are unconnected grows
in contemporary repertories.

The standard schemes of representing Herakles

and the lion, and particularly type Sl, may have influenced the depictions
150
of Dionysos' leonine assistants in a gigantomachy.
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Close to the Swing Painter
II

73.

Wurzburg 305 from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 310, 101; Para 133
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Man mounting chariot
Langlotz, pl. 96

74.

Louvre F 47
Hydria
ABV 309, 100; Para 133
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Goddess in chariot
CVA France 9 (Louvre 6) pl. 66, 3, 5

Akin to the Swing Painter
75.

Munich 1385 (J.729) from vulci
Type B amphora
ABV 310
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warrior and youths
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pl. 25.

Fig. 16

76.

Art market
Type B amphora
Attributed by Boardman and Kurtz
A. Herakles and the lion
B. married couple in quadriga
Summa Galleries, Inc. Catalogue 5: Ancient Art (September, 1979) no. 6.
Fig. 17
Cf. #90
The S4 scheme on #75 is very close to that used by Group E and the
entire composition bears a close affinity to #58, by the Painter of Berlin
1686.

Here, however, Herakles is nude, the sword does not reemerge from

the lion's flesh, and there is an additional spectator at the left of the
scene.

#73 is also easily paralleled: a similar Sl fight with a slightly

different arrangement of arms, appears on #61, in the manner of the Princeton Painter.

The horizontality of the lion and the fact that both rear

feet are on the ground are especially close.

Spectators, two at the left

and three at the right, include anonymous, draped men and nude youths,
wearing short mantles in agitated poses.
between Herakles and the lion.

A quiver rests on the ground

64
The fight with hero and beast separated on #74 is arnong the earliest
of such representations.

The bearded, nude hero, wearing a mantle over

one shoulder, charges toward the lion with a club in his right hand.

The

lion faces his attacker with all four feet planted firmly on the ground,
and his head pointed downward.

Athena (? a female figure, wearing a peplos)

is at the right, and Hermes and another male figure are at the left. The
151
associations of this type of fight and its origin are numerous;
in the
repertory of the Swing Painter, the group of hand-to-hand hunt scenes
149
(see
n. 163)
and all of Herakles' encounters where he is not physically
intertwined with his adversary relate to #74.
The appearance of Herakles and the lion on the shoulder of these hydrioi
is significant, for this becomes a popular field for the subject later in
152
the century.
An unusual scheme appears on #76, and it is especially interesting
153
because of the grafting from other types of scenes which it suggests.

In

a basically type S1 fight, the bearded hero, wearing chitoniskos and quiver
throws his left leg over the lion's shoulders.

With his left hand he holds

the beast in a neckhold, and holds his club aloft, over his head, in his
154
right hand.
It appears that Herakles is using his right leg to pull the
lion behind him, as in an S3 or S4 pose, although the lion would, in this
155
He may be simply
case, end up between Herakles' legs rather than behind.
using his leg to hold the lion still so that he can strike it.

The use of
156
the club in action is very unusual in scenes of Herakles and the lion.
As is common, there are two spectators:

Athena, wearing peplos and

helmet, and carrying a spear stands at the right, and Iolaos (?), bearded,
and wearing chitoniskos, and carrying shield and spear runs off to the left,
157
looking back at Herakles and the lion. A dog runs to the left at his feet.

LJ

65
These pieces associated with the Swing Painter reflect a combination
of inh eritance from the Painter himself, his master, the Princeton Painter
and innovation,

created in a climate of overlapping categories of repre-

sentation, including activities of the hero;
158
events.

the hunt, and other mythological

The Group of Brussels R 243
77.

New York 40.11.20 from Vulci?
Typ e B am phora
ABV 317, 1
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
c. 540
CV A USA 12 (New York 3) (1963) pl.
Thee Sl

5,

1-2.

ru ggles are nearly iden ical.

Fig.

18

On side A the bearded hero,

wearing a spotted tunic and baldr ic, uses a neckhold with his left arm and
thrusts a sword into the lion's throat with his right hand.
his front paws straight, on either side of the hero.
wears a plain tunic, baldr ic and scab bard,

The beast has

On side B the hero

and his right hand is positioned

as if he holds the sword, but it is em pty.
There are no spectators, which is unusual for an am phora, but may be
explained by the small size

(H. 0.25)

of this piece.

The type Sl scheme,

both with and without sword, appears in and near Group E;

the comb ination

with the sword appears on #60, related to the Princeton Painter.
Only one other piece is attributed to this Group, and it does

not

illum inate stylistic connections.
Unattributed Pots
The arrangement of these pots is by shape, chronolog ically.

The

pieces are cross-referenced with the groups to which each seems to be related.

78.

Louvre E 859
Ovoid neck am phora
A. Herakles and the lion
B. two boars confronting one another, with snakes, birds and
small anim al pair
CVA France 1 (Louvre 1) pl. VI, 6, 13
Now cleaned; photocopy from Beazley Archive

\
159

Few details of the central schem e are preserv ed on this piece.
It is certainly a standing fight; both of the lion's rear paws rest
firm ly on the ground,

and judging from the placement of his left front

paw and hindquarters,

the beast is unusually small.

Six spectators watch the struggle:

to the left stand two draped

women, wearing peplos and mantle, one of whom carries a round shield, and
may be Athena.

At the far right are two similar women, and near the

central pair stands Herm es, wearing petasos and winged shoes and carrying
his kerykeion.

Behind Henn es stands a small boy, draped in a him ation.

#78 has been considered to be the earliest representation of the
sword fight in Attic vase painting, but there is actually too little
160
The scheme of
preserv ed to determ ine what type of fight this is.
decoration relates it to productions of the second quarter of the 6th
century,

and there is no reason that it should predate the sword fights
161
in the Lydan Group or Group E, in any event.
The identities of the spectators are unusual.

The sm all boy is a

unique presence am ong scenes of Herakles and the lion in this period, and
elderly draped men are more comm on than draped wom en as ancillary figur es.
Although larger shapes preserv e as many as eight spectators,
to see more than four on an am phora.
appearance of Hermes.

it is rare

This marks a relatively early

67

79.

BO.

Oxford 1929.462
Type B am phora
Brommer 121 (17)
A. Herak les and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 9 (Oxford 2)
c. 540

pl.

4,

2 ;museutn ''photograph

Louvre (Cam p. 10636)
Typ e B amphora
Brommer 121 (12)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. horseman; bird and animal in field
CVA France 18 (Louvre 11) pl. 129, 1
c. 550-540 "in the manner of Lydos"
In each of these representations,

with the lion in an S2 fight.
beast, who raises one rear paw.

a nude, bearded Herakles stru ggles

The hero uses an arm and neckhold on the
There are no spectators.

The ab sence of spectators on a large shape is unusual, paralleled,
am ong the attributed pots discussed above, only in the Group of Brussels
R 243.

The composition on #27, by the Painter of Lo uvr e F6, is very close

to that on #75 and 80, with a single spectator to an S2 fight,
stylistic term s,

and in
162
links also appear to be with the Lydan Group.
The

renderings of the lion's hindquarters on #74 and #27 are especially close
to one another.

However,

#26 and 27 are sword fights, and #73 and 74 ar e

not.
II

81.

Rancate, Zust
Type B amphora
A. Herakles and the lion
B.

?

Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Herakles, bearded and nude, thrusts a sword into the lion in a type
S2 struggle.

The lion lifts one rear paw.

At the right stands a beardless

youth with a short mantle over ·his right shoulder, and Hermes, identified
by his petasos, stands at the left.
The S2 sword fight is paralleled in the Lydan Group (cf. #26-28), and
the total composition is the most common in Group E.

Hermes' appearance

68
is unusual, although not unparalleled

82.

(cf.

#60 in the Princeton Group).

Marseilles 1597
Type B amphora
Brommer 121 (9)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. ?
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Herakles is bearded and nude, and uses a neck and armhold in an S2

fight with the lion.

The lion lifts one rear leg; there is a rock with

mantle thrown over between Hera~les' legs.

At the far edges of the scene

stand two nude youths; immediately to the left stands Hermes, dressed in
peplos, himation, and petasos, and to the right stands Athena (?), holding
a spear.
The central scheme, including rock with mantle thrown over, is
163
comparable to Lydan products.
Hermes' appearance is, again, unusual,
although the number and arrangement of spectators is paralleled in con164
temporary groups.
83.

Berlin 1713
Neck amphora
ABV 169, 5
A. Herakles and the lion
B. horsemen setting out
Mon. 3, pl. 24, 2
The central S2 scheme, with a nude, bearded Herakles differs from the

scha~e which appears in the Lydan Group only in that the hero holds his
165.
The eight
sword against the lion's neck rather than plunging it in.
spectators, including two females, are apparently anonymous and comparable
to those on #26, though here they lack the strong military qualities.

·I

84~

I

b

H~nnover 1962.78
Type B amphora
Brommer 121 (9)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. chariot wheeling round
CVA Germany 34 (Hannover 1) pl. 7, 2
c. 540 "Near Group E"

· 69
The

nude, bearded hero, plunging a

sword into the lion's throat

in an Sl fight,

and watched by a male figure at the left and a fem ale
166
at the right, is closely paralleled in exam ples by and Near Group E.

85.

Orvieto
Neck am phora
Bronm er 120, (35)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, satyrs, and maenads
St Etr
30 (1962) 82, #227, pl. Xa
c. 540

This is an Sl fight without weapons.

The bearded, nude hero's arms

are painted carelessly, and it is difficult to describe their positions.
The lion has one foot raised.

Athena stands to the left, wearing peplos

and helmet and carrying a spear and Iolaos, nude and carrying a spear,
stands at the right.

The composition is related to those in or near Group
167
E, such as #44 and #55.
86.

London B 129.7 from Tell Defenneh
Amphora fr.
Brommer 122 (1)
Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 13 (British Museum 8) pl. 100, 11
550-540 B.C.
These fragments depict a nude Herakles in an Sl struggle with the

lion.

The hero, wearing a scabbard, uses neck and armholds on the beast,

who lifts one rear leg.

87.

#53 and #56, near Group E, are close parallels.

Taranto
Panathenaic amphora
ABV 139, 11; Para 57
A. Athena (Panathenaic)
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 18 (Taranto 2) pl. 1
Herakles and the lion struggle in an Sl fight.

The bearded, nude. Fig.19

hero uses no weapons, but squeezes the beast (as #55, above).

Herakles

stands with knees bent; the lion raises one rear leg and one front paw
is bent limply.

To the left stands a draped male figure, and Hermes (?)

70
wearing a short mantle and carrying a spear walks away to the right,
but looks back to the left.
Beazley originally placed this piece with Group E,

an d it does

have associations with that Group, although closer parallels exist near
Group E

(as #57, 55)

for the central scheme, and near the Princeton

Painter (#60), for all male spectators, including Hermes.
168
This appears to be a souvenir amphora.
An overt association
between Herakles' struggle with the lion and athletes is unusual among
vases of this period; here it appears to be a heroic paradigm for a human
athletic victory.
Hydriae
88.

New York 74.51, 1331 (CP 1968)
Hydria
ABV 314
Shoulder: two confronting lions
Herakles and the lion
JdI 80(1965) 103; photocopy of drawing in Beazley Archive.
c. 560-540

Fig. 20

Herakles, identified by an inscription, struggles with the lion in
169
an S2 fight. The hero squats, using an arm and neckhold on the lion.
Both of the lion's front paws are in front of the hero; one rear paw
pushes against the hero's knee, and the beast's back is nearly horizontal.
Herakles is bearded and wears a tunic decorated with spots, baldric, and
170
There are no spectators; two eagles fly in the field on either
scabbard.
side of Herakles and the lion.
The date and associations of this piece are difficult to determine.
171
now generally accepted as Attic.
172
The shape is unusual, and can be paralleled best among Tyrrhenian products.
Originally called Corinthian, the hydria is

Although the combination of Herakles and the lion and confronting felines
appears in the Lydan Group, on pieces by the Painter of Louvre F6 (#26, 27),

b

71

the central scheme itself occurs alm ost exclusively on Little Master
173
cups, as #62 and 63 ab ove, by the Painter of Munich 1379.
Compositions without spectators are rare on larger shapes
78, the Group of Brussels R243 and the

(cf #77 ,

unattributed am phorae,

#79,

B'O) •

Eagles in the field also appear in scenes painted by the Painter
174.
of Louvre F6, but not exclusively.
The piece must date after 560,
and could be. as late as 540; it testifies to interaction among the con175
ventions peculiar to cup painters and large scale pot painters.
The
strong connection with the Tyrrhenian Group is interesting, for those
painters favor Herakles, but avoid the lion episode as a subject.
89.

Florence 70994
Hydria
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Four horse chariot
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
CVA Italy 42 (Florence 5) pl. 5, 1
C. 550

90.

Art Market, Sotheby
Hydria
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Four horse chariot
Unpublished; photocopy fran Beazley Archive
Both scenes show a nude, bearded Herakles wrestling with the lion

in an S2 pose.

The hero uses a neckhold and an armhold and is accompanied

by four spectators.

On #89 the bystanders are draped and partially un-

draped males, who carry no weapons; the figures on #90 carry spears,
except for a man who runs at the right, having drawn his sword from his
scabbard.

In both compositions the spectators provide the atmosphere of

a heroic fight.
Among attributed pieces, these two find close parallels in the hydria,
#72, close to the Swing Painter.

#45, 46, the neck amphorae with decorated

72

shoulders attributed to Group E, are also similar.

Stylistically, #89

finds close comparisons in the work of the Zurich Painter, dating to the
176
mid-6th century.
Strainer
91.

I

Louvre CA 822 fran Boeotia
Strainer
Brommer 136(36)
Above: Herakles and the lion
Below: confronting sphinxes
RA 34(1899) 8, fig. 6.

I
The upper register of this unusual shape (H.0.22) preserves a nude,
bearded Herakles in an S2 fight with the lion. Five draped men watch the
177
The composition, and that on the lower reg'ster,
fight on either side.
two confronting sphinxes, reveal close associations with the Lydan Group,
such as #26.
178

Little Master Cups
Charitaios, Epoiesen
92.

Rome, Torlonia
Lip cup
ABV 161, 1
I.Herakles and the lion
Hoppin, 75

Neandros, Epoiesen
93.

Louvre F82
Lip cup
ABV 167,1
I.Herakles and the lion
CVA France 12 (Louvre 8) pll. 78,9; 79,2

Sokles, Epoiesen
94.

Madrid 10947
Gordian cup
ABV 172 ,1
I.Herakles and the lion
Hoppin, 331

73
Each of these tondi shows Herakles squatting in an S2 struggle.
lion raises one rear foot and pushes it against Herakles'

knee;

The

the hero

uses arrn and neckholds in two exam ples, and uses a neckhold with his left
arm and carries a club in his right hand in the third.
in all ex am ples,

Herakles, bearded

is nude in #93 and #94, and wears a tunic in #92.

The

hero is identified by inscription in #94.
This pose, used most coITLmonly by Little Master cup painters, has been

discussed above with #62 and 63, near the Painter of Munich 1379, and #89.

I

I,

The scheme appears to be a development of the typical tondo scheme used by
Siana

cup painters; here Herakles' knielauf is modernized into a squat.

Sak
95.

Cambridge 60
Type A cup, IIIrd category
ABV 172
A. nose between eyes
B. nose between eyes
Under each handle, Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 6 (Cambridge 1) pl. 18, la.

Fig. 21

On side A, Herakles is bearded and wears chitoniskos, cuirass,
baldric and scabbard and quiver.

With only minor differences, this scheme

is very close to the unusual Sl representation on #76, near the Swing
179
The scheme is more usual on side B:
a nude, bearded Herakles
Painter.
fights the lion in an Sl struggle.

Herakles wears baldric and scabbard.

His left arm is in a neckhold, and his right hand is poised to grasp the
lion's upper jaw; the arrangement is very close to that used on the Swing
180
Painter's #66 and #68.
Related to Sakonides
96.

Vatican G59 from Vulci
Lip cup
ABV 172
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
RG 11; 20; 22

74

In both scenes Herakles is bearded and nude, and the pair struggles
in an S2 fight.

The hero uses an arm and neckhold; the armhold is not quite

completed on side B.
The type is common.

Because the lions' backs are horizontal here,

these are especially close to the scenes on the shoulders of the hydriae,
181
as #73, close to the Swing Painter, 89, 90.
Tleson
97.

Epoiesen

Tleson Painter (?)
Lost (ex Roman market, Basseggio)
Lip cup
ABV 181
A-B; 1. each, Herakles and the lion
2. each, apparently the inscription between lions
Annali 1859 pl. C, 1. Fig. 22
On each side, the nude, bearded hero holds his club in his right hand

as he fights with the lion.

An Sl struggle, with hero and beast widely

separated, appears on one side, and an S2 fight, where Herakles has drawn
the beast closer, by means of a neckhold, on the other.
raises one rear foot.

In both, the lion

Together the two scenes look like segments of an

animation.
The use of the club in the lion episode appears only rarely on fields
182
The type of fight, as seen here on side A, where
other than cup tondi.
Herakles and the lion are spaced widely, appears on shield band reliefs (as
inv. B972, B1650) and on Lydos' #25.

For the S2 fight, parallels among the
183

Siana cup painters' repertory exist, as #12.
Group of Villa Giulia 3559
98.

Villa Giulia 3559 from Falerii
Band cup
ABV 195, 1,
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 3 (Villa Giulia 3) pl. 28
In the one fully preserved example, a nude, bearded Herakles uses an

arm and neckhold on the lion in an Sl pose.

tr

The lion lifts one rear leg

75
off the ground.

Five spectators are present on each side:

nude males holding spears,

a draped male holding a spear,

a fem ale, two
and a mounted

horsem an.
The holds which Herakles uses are more comm on in conjunction with
fights, but an exact parallel does exist in #53 and 56, near Group E.
Sl fights are rare am ong the earlier cups

(cf.

#20,

22).

The composition with anonym ous spectators filling out the field,
appears on another piece attributed to the group, showing Herakles and
184
the Am azon.
This suggests that the bystanders provide the general
aLmosphere of a heroic fight.
Unattributed Cups
Band cups
99.

Athens 9711
Band cup
Bromm er 123(18)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Unpubli shed.
II

100. Tubingen s. 705
Band cup
Brommer 127(4)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany, 47(Tubingen 3) pl. 28, 1-4.
c. 530
II

In these two cups, Sl and S2 fights appear.
#99, and on one side of #100.

Fig. 23

Herakles is beardless on

The hero squats and uses an arm and neckhold

in both versions on #100; he holds both hands at the lion's mouth on #99, as
185
if he squeezed the beast or grasped the beast's upper and lower jaws.
In
all cases the lion lifts one rear paw and pushes it against the hero's leg.
Anonymous male spectators watch the fight; on #99 nonsense inscriptions
appear among them.

76
The combination of beardlessness and standard schem es is unusual;
am ong larger pots, the only parallels ar e with the Painter of Tarquinia
RC3984(#65).
A general relationship between #99 and the band cup #98 in the Group
of Villa Giulia 3559 is apparent, but #99 shows similar associations outside
of the band cup repertory.

#100 is close to a band cup by the BMN Painter,

discussed below, and by virtue of the central schem e, to the tondo decora186
tions on #92-94.
Lip Cups
101.

Heidelberg S25
Lip cup
Bromm er 127 ( 2)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Germ any 10 (Heidelberg 1) pll. 43,8;
C.

1

44,l

540

102.

Louvre F91
Lip cup
Brommer 123 (15)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA France 14 (Louvre 9) pl. 86, 6-8

103.

Naples H.2516(81133)
Lip cup
Brommer 123 (24)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 20 (Naples 1) pl. 14, 4
c. 550-540

104.

Cahn 221
Cup frr
I.Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

1

Each of these pieces shows Herakles and the lion in an S2 fight, with
the hero either standing (2), squatting (1), or in knielauf(l).
consistently uses an arm and neckhold and is bearded and nude.
baldric and scabbard in #101.

Herakles
He wears

A draped man holding a spear watches the

fight in #103, and two similar bystanders are present on #102.

77

Both standing and squatting fights are easily paralleled among
representations on the attributed Siana and Little Master cups and larger
shapes, but no specific connections can be drawn.

#104, where the hero's

knielauf may be a throwback to earlier conventions, has a groundline, seen
187
most commonly in the Segr.ient Class.
105.

Florence
Lip cup
A. man with a club chasing lion
B. lion
Unpublished; photocopy fron Beazley Archive.

106.

Berlin
Lip cup
A. man with a club chasing lion
B. man w·t a 1
co front'ng lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Note on photocopy:
"as Chicago 07 .10"

107.

Chicago 07.10
Lip cup
Brommer 131 (32)
A. lion
B. standing man with drapery; lion running
Unpublished; compared to the last by Beazley

108.

Oxford 1890.672
Lip cup
Brommer 130 (15)
A. man confronting lion
B. man with club charging towards lion
Unpublished; museum photograph

109.

Berlin 1764
Lip cup
A. man confronting lion
B.

Fig. 24

?

Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Each representation shows a man about to engage in combat with a lion.
The attacker is beardless, and is either nude, or wearing a short mantle.
In two cases the attacker approaches the lion from behind.
club (?)

He holds a

in one example, and in the other, he grasps the t~il of the lion

in his left hand and holds the club behind in his right hand.

The remaining

scenes show man and beast confronting each other; the man may hold his club
over his head, behind, or have no weapons at all.

There are no spectators

78

to the fights.
As mentioned above (#74), the sources for this type of fight may be
disparate.

Apparently unconnected with the fights where the two contes-

tants are separated in the Middle Corinthian repertory (as #3,4), the
beardless Herakles, Herakles separated from his opponent, hunt scenes, and
188
men and felines in a variety of contexts seem to be related.
Although not entirely direct, there are enough connections with the
representation of Herakles and his activities to confim that this beardless attacker is in fact the hero.

As a group, these representations show

a moment before the struggle begins, and therefore are earlier in a narrative sense than the majority of scenes.

It is not possible to relate

these cups to a particular stylistic group, but surely they should be
assembled together on the basis of iconography.
189
Lids
110.

Athens, Akr.
Lekanis lid
Brommer 126
Herakles and
Unpublished;
c. 540

2122, frr.
(81)
the lion
photograph from DAI, Athens

111.

Athens, Akr. 2121, frr.
Lid
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photograph from DAI, Athens
c. 540

112.

Lucerne Market 1966
Pyxis lid
Brommer 130 (41)
Herakles and the lion (?), wrestlers, boxers, amid spectators
Photocopy from Beazley Archive
In each of these representations Herakles and the lion are in an S2

struggle.

The hero wears a baldric and uses an armhold and a neckhold; the

beast raises one rear leg.
.squats.

►

In #102, Herakles is beardless and nude, and

79

Anonym ous spectators watch the fight in each case.

These include

fem ales without attributes and males, draped and nude.

The fact that the
190
schem e on #112 is set in an athletic context is noteworthy.
General parallels exist with the Lydan Group,

as they do with Little

Master cups.

The S2 schem es on #110 and 111 are close to those on the

lip cups

#99 the Siana cup,

(cf.

#5).

to those in the band cup compositions;
appear in the Lydan Group

(cf.

#25,26).

Anonym ous spectators are sim ilar
the anonym ous fem ale figures also
A beardless Herakles appears in

other standard schem es, most comm only on Little Master cups, as #99,

100.

Dinos
113.

Louvre F62
Dinos
Bromm er 126 (80)
29 figures:
fighting warriers, 4 quadrigas,
Herakles and the lion, Theseus and the Minotaur;
spectators seated and standing.
CVA France 2 (Louvre 2~ pl. 1,2
A nude, bearded Herakles, wearing a scab bard fights the lion in an

Sl struggle.

He uses a neckhold with his left arm , and holds his right arm

with bent elb ow out behind, perhaps squeezing the beast.
one rear leg off the ground.
actually watches the fight;

The lion lifts

Only one fem ale spectator, wearing a peplos,
the contest appears in the midst of scenes of

battle prepartion and at least one other heroic confrontation, Theseus and
the Minotaur.

The Sl fight, with slightly different arm positions, appears

on the band cup,

#98.

Tripod pyx is
114.

Basel Market, 1969
Tripod pyxis
Bromm er 125 (79)
Athletes; Herakles an d the lion; Theseus and the Minotaur
Auk t xi Basel, 64, pl. 20

..

~

Herakles, bearded and wearing a tunic, uses a neckhold on the lion,
grasping his left wrist with his right hand.

The two are in a type S2

80
struggle; the lion's back is nearly horizontal and he raises one rear paw.
Drapery hangs in the field on either side of the struggling pair, and two
draped youths, holding wreaths, watch the fight.
The relationship between this scheme and that on Little Master cups
191
has been noted;
specifically, it resembles #102 and 103 among unattributed
pieces, and #96 in the Group of Vatican G59.
in #10 and #7 by the Heidelberg Painter.

The fight is paralleled exactly

Again, the anonymous bystanders
192

provide the atmosphere of an epic contest.
The Mannerists
Elbows Out
115.

Castle Ashby, Northampton, fran Etruria
Neck amphora of special "Elbows" type
ABV 248, 1
Shoulder A. komos
B. komos
Middle: Herakles and the lion among spectators
Below: animals
CVA Great Britain 15 (Castle Ashby) pl. 5

116.

Louvre Cl0522
Neck amphora of special "Elbows" type
ABV 248, 2; Para 112
Shoulder: ivy, and below it A: runners
B: boxers, with tripod between
Middle: Herakles and the lion among spectators
RA 196 9, fig . 2

117.

Bonn 505 fr
Neck amphora of special "Elbows" type
ABV 48, 3
Shoulder: satyr and maenad, with onlookers
Middle: hero in action (Herakles and the lion?)
BSA 32 (1932-33) pl. 11
In both #115 and 116, nude, bearded Herakles struggles with the lion

in an S2 fight.

The hero uses an arm and neckhold on the beast; the lion

has one rear paw upraised and with his right front paw he grasps Herakles'
right shoulder.

On #115 drapery hangs in the field on either side of the
·,

central pair.

Anonymous male spectators, draped and nude, surround the

struggling pair.
!"'

.....
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193
Scenes of

myth are rare in this repertory.

Other categories of

representations relate to scenes of Herakles and the lion,

including one

exam ple of a beardless figur e, wearing drapery over one arm and holding
194
a club in his right hand to attack a panther.
The associations of
an d larger shapes.

Elbows

Out compositions can be seen in both cups

As a whole, Elbows Out's schem es show the greatest
195

connection with representations on Little Master cups and related shapes.
Manner of Elbows ou t
118.

Villa Giulia (M597)
Band cup
ABV 251, 2
A. Herakles and the lion, with two youths
looking on, between sirens, between youths
looking on.
B. the li ke.
Mingazzini, pl. 94, 2
In this S2 struggle, Herakles is bearded and nude, wearing baldric and

scabbard.

Crouching, he uses a neck and arm hold on the beast.

raises one rear paw and pushes it against the hero's knee.
in the field on either side of the struggling pair.

The lion

Drapery hangs

Tw o pair of draped

males with sirens in between watch the fight.
The effect which is created here is that the scene is actually inserted
196
into an animal frieze.
The central schem e is paralleled frequently on
Little Master cups,

as #100, and this fact confirm s the association between

Elbows Out and the other painters of Little Master cups.
The Affecter

119.

"
Wurzburg
177
Ovoid neck amphora
ABV 239, 6
Neck: A. man following youth
B. youth departing, and youth running off
A. Zeus and Hermes
B. horseman leading void horse
Under one handle, Pegasus
H.Mommsen, Der Affecter (Mainz, 1975) p1. 47
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120.

Munich 1443 (J.84) fr om Vulci
Ovoid neck am phora
AB V 241, 27
Neck: A. men
B. men, one with discus
A. man attacking centaur who carries off a woman
B. horsem an leading void horse
Under one handle, youth; under the other, horse.
On the lower part of each handle, Herakles (?) and the lion.

H.Mommsen, Der Affecter (Mainz, 1975) pl. 48
On #119 Herakles, bearded and wearing a chitoniskos, cuirass, and
scabbard uses an arm and neckhold on the lion in an S2 struggle.

The

lion raises one rear paw, and his right front paw is visible on Herakles'
right shoulder.

There are no spectators to the fight.

The second example

shows a bearded man wearing chitoniskos and short mantle, running towards
197
a lion with arms upraised.
The lion stands on all fours, with his head
turned back, away from the hunter.
Both scenes appear in subsidiary decorative zones.

#120 is on a

handle plate, an area not often decorated with figures by the Affecter.
The area under the handle, where #120 appears, is commonly filled with
198
elements of the animal frieze repertory, including felines.
Of 115 pieces attributed to the Affecter by Beazley, six others pre199
The Amazon, Hydra, and one centaur example
serve activities of Herakles.
200
are orthodox, comparing closely to those produced by other pot painters.
Other scenes show an atypical Herakles and the hero (?) in unidentifiable
201
The range is very like that in the Swing Painter's repertory.
episodes.
The scheme on #119 is paralleled on Elbows Out's #115 and 116; the
discussion of its antecedents and connections, particularly the Little
202
The separate fight on #120 is
Master painters, applies here as well.
paralleled on Little Master cups and hydria shoulders, but it is not
certain whether the Affecter received it fran elsewhere or created it
203
himself.
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Unattributed
121.

Naples 81103
Pseudopanathenaic am phora
A. Theseus and the Minotaur
B. fight over a fallen warrior
Under handle: Herakles and the lion
Herakles and the boar
CVA Italy 20 (Naples I) pl. 11
Beardless Herakles, wearing a tunic,

S2 fight.

struggles with the lion in an

He uses a neckhold and plunges a sword into the lion's breast.

The lion raises one rear leg off the ground, and his left front paw is in
front of the hero, bent and hanging lim ply.

There are no spectators,

the schem e decorates the area under the handle.
204
the boar under the other handle.

and

Herakles stru ggles with

Momm sen relates this piece to the work of the Affecter, in terms of
205
both shape and decoration.
In particular, the placem ent of the scene
under the handle parallels #119.

Although the sword fight does not appear

am ong representations on Little Master cups and the Mannerists, the schem e
206
and its placem ent are paralleled in both groups.
207
Nikosthenes
BMN Painter
122.

Syracuse 7.377, frr.
Cup (Little Master lip cup?)
Para 107, 19.
I. Herakles and the lion
Vallet and Villard, Megara I,

2; pl. 89, 8

Nude, bearded Herakles struggles with the lion in an S2 pose,
Rather unusually,

the lion has both rear legs on the ground.

paw is visible on Herakles'

squatting.

His right front

shoulder.

The type of schem e is closely paralleled in the Mannerists and Little
Master cup painters

(cf. discussion of #118, in the man ner of Elbows Out).

There is very little overlap between this representation and others by the
208
BMN Painter.
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Painter N

t

123.

Reading (ex London Market, Spink)
Neck am phora of Nikosthenic shape:
the Overlap Group
ABV 218, 7
Neck: A. satyr and maenad
B. satyr and maenad
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
At each handle, siren; on each handle, satyr.
This was destroyed in WWII

124.

Louvre Fl06
Neck am phora of the Nikosthenic shape:
the Torlonia Group
AB V 218, 13
Neck: A. satyr and maenad
B. Dionysos, satyr and maenad
Shoulder: A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Lower: A. god and winged god dess, both seated between horsem en
B. lion and pan ther, lion and panther
On each handle, tripod
Hoppin, 239

125.

Louvre Fl08 from Cerveteri (?)
Neck am phora of the Nikosthenic shape:
AB V 220, 30
Neck A. Herakles
B. Lion
Shoulder:
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Hoppin, 243

the Double-floral Group

126.

Louvre Fl07 from Cerv eteri (?)
Neck am phora of the Nikosthenic shape:
Various
ABV 221, 39
Shoulder: A. old man (Priam ?) in chariot
B. Herakles and the lion
Lower: A. sphinx and youth with club
B. sphinx es between man and youth, and seated men
Hoppin, 241

127.

Louvre FlOS from Cerveteri (?)
Neck am phora of the Nikosthenic shape:
Various
AB V 222, 46
Neck: A. winged goddess (Nike)
B. winged god dess (Nike)
Shoulder: A. Herakles an d the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
On each handle, woman
Hoppin, 237; WV 1890-91, pll. I, l; 2,2
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128.

Roman Market, Calabresi 1 frcrn Cerveteri

Neck amphora of the Nikosthenic shape
ABV 225, 3
Neck: A. winged goddess (Nike)
B. winged goddess (Nike)
Shoulder: A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Lower, satyrs and maenads
On each handle, satyr
Unpublished
129.

London .Market (ex Westport, Sligo) from Cerveteri
Neck amphora of the Nikosthenic shape
ABV 222, 4; Para 105
Shoulder: A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the lion
Below: Komos (youths, man, and woman dancing)
Unpublished; photocopy frcrn Beazley Archive, one side only
Painter N's de ictions of Herakles and the lion fall into two categories,

standard and improvised types.
are all Sl.

The standard schemes (#124, A; 127, A

&

B; 129)

Herakles is bearded and nude and wears a scabbard in two cases.

The hero uses an ann and neckhold on the beast in two examples, and grasps
the upper jaw of the lion in lieu of the annhold on a third (#129).
latter example, there is a quiver between Herakles' legs.

In the

Side B of #127

is quite unusual for the positions of Herakles and the lion are reversed;
the two schemes show the struggle from front and back.
in the field on A, and between Herakles' legs on B.
to this fight.

Bits of drapery hang

There are no spectators

On #124 a single nude male wears drapery over one ann and

assists Herakles by carrying his club in the other.

Four spectators, two

seated male figures at the outside, Athena, wearing her helmet, and an
anonymous female are present on #129.
In the remaining examples, Herakles and the lion are separated, and no
209
two scenes are exactly alike.
In two cases Herakles is beardless
(#124, 128) and in two instances, the positions of hero and beast are reversed, as with side B of #127.

Spectators are anonymous males.

A broken
210
amphora lies under the lion on #125, providing the atmosphere of a melee.
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Painter N clearly disregards some of the basic conventions of the representation of Herakles and the lion in both his improvisations and use of
standard schem es.
Painter,N avoids scenes of myth in general, and no other exploits of
211
Herakles appear am ong the 88 pieces attributed to him .
However, his
representations show knowledge of the standard scene types and Herakles'
attributes and comm on postures of attack.

Painter N shows great interest

in the animal frieze repertory, and the postures of Herakles' prey are
212
clearly derived frcm those of the ornam ental lions.
Other combinations
of hum ans and felines demonstrate a broader context for Painter N's
2 3
improvisation.
Painter N's use of the Sl motif is paralleled by all of the pot
painters,

and the improvised fights, where Herakles and the lion are not

intertwined,also appear am ong the Mannerists and Little Master cups.

The

latter group appears to be independently derived from the painter's own
practices.
214
Exekias
130.

131.

Berlin 1720
Neck am phora
ABV 143, l; Para 59
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dern ophon and Akamas leading horses
Diepolder, Griechische Vasen 23, #14.
Enstrune, Ab be J. Giry
Amphora fr.
(attributed by D. van Bothrn er)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysios, satyrs, maenads
AJA 82 (1978) 14, ill. I (drawing)
Opus Rom 8 (1974) pl. x. Fig. 26

The struggle on #130 is type Sl.

Herakles, identified by inscription,

is bearded and nude, and wears a baldric.
lion.

Fig. 25

He uses neck and armholds on the

The lion raises his right rear paw, pushing it against Herakles'

left knee.
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Athena and Iolaos, both identified by inscription, stand on either
side of the fight.

Iolaos is bearded and nude, and aids only by a syrnpa215
The goddess watches the scene, wearing
thetic gesture of tensed anns.
peplos and helmet, and carries a shield.
The fragmentary #131 shows the first preserved appearance of a
216
The nude hero struggles in an
recwnbent fight in the Attic repertory.
Ll scheme; Herakles holds his hands with interlocking fingers, at the middle
of his chest.

A bearded, nude Iolaos, much smaller in scale than the

struggling pair, stands to the left, behind Herakles' legs; he holds the
hero's club.
The recur:ilient scheme shows the contest at a po· t
of the standing fights.

eyo

y

tha

Hero and beast struggle close to the ground,

assuming positions understood by imagining that Herakles goes from a standing type Sl position, to a squat, then extends his right leg out behind,
while using his upper body to push the forepart of the lion down to the
ground.

Herakles may use the neckhold to squeeze the beast, or he may
217
intend to throw him.
It is the position of the lion which differs most

dramatically from his position in the standing schemes; Herakles is only a
45 degree shift forward from the squatting position as on #92-94.

The

creation of an original composition to depict an unusual moment in an
218

episode is characteristic of Exekias.
These two examples of Herakles and the lion are part of Exekias'
relatively minor interest in the hero; in other representations the hero's

,.

ultimate reward for his labors, in Olympus, is emphasized, and his appearance
219
is not always consistent or orthodox.
Within Exekias' oeuvre there is overlap among the representations of
wrestling, felines in animal friezes, and his depictions of Herakles and
the lion, which suggest that these categories influenced one another.

I

I

~I

Some

88

of Exekias'

lions, appearing in subsidiary decorative zones are hori220
zontal, with heads and forequarters pressed to the ground.
They
parallel the lion's position in the recum bent schem e.
Exekias paints a new type of wr estling scene on a panathenaic prize

221
amphora.

The impression which this cross-buttocks throw provides is

very close to the S4 pose used by Group E, despite the fact that there
are not consistent, specific correlations in the poses of the two figures,
and that Exekias avoids both the sword fight and type S4 in his depictions
of Herakles and the lion.

It is a rare example of a cross reference,

showing a visual manifestation of the underlying connection between the
two categories of iconography.

The neckhold used on the panathenaic is

repeated in the recumbent scheme, but in the latter case the context of the
pankration rather than pure wrestling, as the lion's forepart touches the
ground.
The Sl fight on #130 is easily paralleled in at least two examples
222
among the painters near Group E.
Possible sources for the recumbent
scheme include Herakles' struggle with Triton, and the S2 type where
223
Herakles squats.
Although there is no preserved contemporary pediment
depicting Herakles and the lion, it has been suggested that the recumbent
scheme was inspired by a pedimental composition where the hero struggles
224
An important component of its development may well
in a prone position.
be Exekias' narrative tastes and compositional preferences.
Near Exekias
132.

Fogg 1960.312 (ex Baltimore, Robinson)
Neck amphora
ABV 148; Para 162
A. Theseus and the Minotaur
B. Herakles and the lion
D. Buitron, Attic Vase Painting in New England
Collections (Cambridge, 1972) 30-31
This Sl struggle shows a nude, bearded Herakles wearing baldric and

scabbard.

He holds the lion in a neckhold with his left arm, and plunges
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a sword into the lion's breast with his right hand.

The lion raises one

rear paw, pushing it against Herakles' left knee, and extends his left
front paw, as if he grasped the hero's buttocks.
Iolaos runs off, looking back to the right.

To the left, a nude male

Athena stands at the right,

wearing a peplos and helmet, and carrying a shield.
Except for the addition of the sword, the scheme is very close to
that on #130.

This type of sword fight is paralleled among pieces by

Group E (#35, 45).

The departing male figure is relatively rare, appearing

in the repertories of some contemporaries (#58, the Painter of Berlin 1686,
#59, the Princeton Group, and #72 the Swing Painter).
Between Exekias and the Lysippides Painter
133.

Philadelphia MS 3497 from Orvieto
Amphora frr
Para 318
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and goddess with two children, with satyr and maenad
MusJ 6 (1915) 86-87, fig. 65-66
The fragmentary amphora depicts a recumbent fight.

Herakles is nude;

his left arm is wrapped around the lion's neck, and he grasps the lion's
upper jaw with his right hand.

Athena stands behind Herakles at the left,

wearing a peplos, and holding shield and spear.

Iolaos is behind the lion

at the right; he walks toward the right, but looks back over his shoulder
at Athena.

All figures are identified by inscription.

As #131, the figures

in the foreground are on a much larger scale than those in the background.
In standing fights (cf. #22, 29, 66, 68) where Herakles grasps the
lion's jaw, the hold is interpreted as a preliminary to a throw to the
ground (see Appendix I, neckholds, #1).

Perhaps the hero intends to flip

the beast over on his back.
The canposition is very close to that

invented by Exekias for #131,

although here Herakles' back is more nearly horizontal.

The difference in

scale between the struggling pair and the bystanders appears here as well.

,1

I
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Among the examples of canonical labors placed near Exekias and in his
225
manner there are no indications of innovative iconography;
however, the
conventions of depicting Herakles and the lion are shared with other sub226
jects where men and lions are in conflict.
Taleides Epoiesen
134.

Leningrad 185 (Stephani, 68)
Oinochoe (Shape I, lass of London B524)
ABV 176, 1
Hoppin, 342
This poorly preserved piece shows Herakles and the lion in an Ll

struggle.

The hero, bearded and wearing a chitoniskos, holds the lion in

a neckhold and grasps the beast's upper and lower jaws.
rear leg off the ground, aLmed at Herakles' forehead.

The lion has one
Athena (?), wearing

a peplos and without other identifying attributes, stands at the right.
She is in much smaller scale than the struggling pair, but is not clearly
in the background.

A quiver hangs in the field at the right, and drapery

hangs in the middle of the scene.
As with #133, Herakles may use the jawhold in preparation for a throw.
The beast's raised rear leg may be a carry over from standing fights, or
227
independently derived from animal fights.
The painting on this piece resembles that of the Taleides Painter,
228
whose representation of Herakles and Triton is close to that on #134.
The double jaw is close to that on #29 by the Amasis Painter, who decorated
an oinochoe of a type similar to #134.
Unattributed
135.

I

I

"
Tubingen
D25, fr.
Neck amphora
Brommer 131 (31): wrongly identified as dinos fr.
Herakles and the lion
"
CVA Germany 47 (Tubingen
3) pl. 6, 1. Fig. 27
The fragment shows a nude, bearded (?), Herakles, holding a club,

running toward a lion, standing with all four feet on the ground.

t

Anonymous
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draped men watch the fight.
Placed in the circle of Exekias, the

substantiates the notion

that there is a relationship between the iconography which appears on
229
Little Master cups and Exekias' choices.
136.

Boulogne 63, frr.
column crater
Herakles and the lion
Ru.~pf, §_. pl. 24
The scheme appears to be an L2 fight, although it is heavily over-

painted and the details are

not clear.

cuirass, baldric and scabbard.

Herakles, bearded, wears chitoniskos,

He may use a neckhold on the lion.

What is preserved of the hero seems to be linked to Exekias by a

:cnu

close parallel with the figure of Ajax on the Boulogne amphora.

The

cuirass occurs on Sakonides' cup, #95 again suggesting a link between Little
Master conventions and the creation of the recumbent scheme.

,
'
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Conclusions
Entrance into the Attic Repertory
The certainly Attic evidence for the period 600-530 consists of
scenes on painted pottery; recognition of the doubt surrounding
both the date and place of manufacture of the Sounion plaques changes
perception of the scene's entrance into the Attic repertory.

Contrary

to the conclusions reached by other scholars, it can now be said that
there is

no sure evidence of nearly half a century's lapse between the

appearance of Herakles attacking the lion with a sword on the plaques
231
Conclusions b~sed only on
and in the Lydan and Group E
firmly dated evidence indicate that all types of fight appear in
Attica over the period 575-540.
Acknowledgement that the shield band reliefs cannot be dated securely
before the first quarter of the 6th century, and that #1, both the
earliest inscribed scene of Herakles and the lion and the only example
of a shield band type outside of the Attic repertory, is not necessarily
232
earlier than the C-Painter's work alters ideas of the theme's development.
First, there is

no evidence of a gradual appearance and development of
233
the standard types as indicated by Kunze and von Steuben.
Instead,
they appear in a cluster on three categories of evidence:

reliefs, Attic pottery, Corinthian pottery.

shield band

Secondly, there is no

indication that Attic painters received the standard types from the
repertory of Corinthian potters.

Lines of influence cannot be traced.

Use and Development on Attic Pottery
During the period 575-530 Herakles' struggle with the Nemean lion
decorated pottery which served an every day function, as tomb gifts, or
votive offerings both in Greece and abroad.

The scene decorated amphorae

and cups, primarily, that is, vessels used for the transport and consumption
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, in a context of daily life rather than special events. 234

of

Six standard, consistent types appear in the repertory over
the years 575-530.

These include four versions of a standing

fight, and two of a recumbent struggle, all with variations.
In addition, there are fights improvised from other categories of
representation.

The preceding discussion has served to help distinguish

the exact date of each type's appearance, who may have invented it,
and sources for each scheme and its variations.

Findings are

summarized here:
Ty_pe Sl

235

Of 35 representations of type Sl, 31 are well enough preserved
to discuss.

The type appears throughout the period under consideration,

earliest in the Heidelberg Painter's repertory, c. 565.

Popular

in media other than pottery, the type appears on the Sounion plaques
and the shield band reliefs.

There are a few overlaps between the

latter category, and the representations on vases:

as discussed

above, Lydos' #25 is very close to the shield band examples, and
#61 and #73 show the lion with both rear feet planted firmly on the
ground, as he appears on the shield bands.

In most cases, the

type as it appears in the Attic repertory shows the lion with one
rear paw raised, an adaptation apparently derived from animal fights.
No particular painter can be identified as the originator of that
practice, specifically in conjunction with type Sl.

It appears earliest

on #22, at about 565.
The majority of the representations show the hero using only his
own strength against the beast.
'~ \

,(

;\

Early on (#22), the use of a move from

the pankration, a jawhold, is incorporated into the type.
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It remains comm on,

1vhen Herakles uses

and is seen on eight

a neckhold with his left arm and holds his right azm with fist

clenched as if squeezing the lion, seen on seven examples, it is a
technique used in the pankration.

The ca-:lbination of neck and arm

hold (7) finds close parallels in human athletes engaged in pure
wrestling.

Weapons appear on about one-third of the vases, the

sword on six occasions, the club on three.

The sword appears on the

Sounion plaques, and on two of the four Sl shield band reliefs;
its first appearance among vase paintings is contemporary or slightly
later, in Group E.

The more unusual appearance of the club is later,

and seems to be the result of a graft from depictions of Herakles in
other labors (supra n.153-154 #95) in at least two instances.
236
Type S2
The S2 fight is the earliest to appear in the repertory of
Attic vase painting:

it may have been invented by the C-painter.

It is used consistently throughout the period under consideration.
The elements which distinguish it from the Sl fight apparently were
derived from representations of lions in other contexts.

The lion's

turned head, almost always accompanied by a raised rear leg, gives
237
the struggle more vitality than the static Sl fights project.
The type appears most commonly on 30 of the 45 examples treated here
as the C-Painter created it, with the hero using an arm and neckhold
on the beast; the C-Painter may have derived the combination
from his depictions of hwnan wrestlers.

Another scheme, possibly

inspired by pure wrestling, is that where the hero uses a neckhold
with his left arm and grasps his left wrist with his right hand (3).
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Twice Herakles uses a

neckhold with his left ann and holds his right

arm as if he throttles the beast, and therefore following the rules of
the pankration.

The latter two categories appear early, in the

Heidelberg Painter's repertory.

Herakles is either standing or in

knielauf; the fonner is conventional on cup exteriors and pots, the latter
on tondi.
In ten examples Herakles uses a weapon in combination with a
neckhold, four times his club and six times a sword.

The sword

examples cluster in and around the Lydan Group.
A cormnon version of the type, representing one-fifth of the
total, shows Herakles squatting, using an arm and neckhold.

It

appears cormnonly on Little Master Cups, and may have developed from
S2 schemes on Siana cup tondi, where Herakles is in knielauf.
Its earliest appearance is c. 555, therefore twenty years after the
type first enters the repertory.

The type is the closest to the
238
recumbent fight of any of the standing schemes.
239
Type S3
The earliest dated example showing Herakles fighting the lion
in a standard scheme is of this type; #1 is Middle Corinthian, and
parallels the shield band relief, Inv. B1555.

There are two versions:

in one, Herakles stands, as on the latter two examples, and in the
other he is in knielauf, of which there are two examples among the
shield bands (Inv. B969; B1911).

All of the non-Attic examples

show Herakles using a neckhold on the lion.
The S3 type appears only four times on the Attic vases treated
here; the pose can be understood as a cross-buttocks throw, and in the

~~ ~
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Attic repertory a we;:ipon always appears.

In three cases Herakles

uses a neckhold and the club, and in the fourth the club is replaced
by the sword.

The three examples where the club appears are early,

on Siana cups, and a likely source for the combination are scenes
of Herakles and the Centaur (supra n. 76).
The single example where the hero stands, #64, dated later in
the century, is contemporary with the Princeton Painter.

In it,

Herakles uses a neckhold and holds a sword against the lion's neck.
Because the sword is used, and the lion's rear paw is raised, the
example is especially close to type S4, lacking only the reverted
head.

In general, it appears that the type was adapted to S4, then

dropped out of use.

Type S4 appears 22 times among the examples collected here,
and 18 of these are by Group E, where it seems to have originated.
One of the remarkable features of the type is the consistency with
which the sword appears:

it is present in 19 cases (one example

cannot be determined, in two others, Herakles uses a neckhold).
A possible source for the scheme is type S3, from which it may
have been adapted, and whose appearance it postdates.

The adapted

elements, reverted head and raised rear paw, are apparently derived
from felines which appear in animal friezes and fights.

Another type

of representation, with which it overlaps, but which postdates the
first appearance of the S4 scheme, is human wrestlers in a crossbuttocks throw (supra n. 221).
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Standing Fights with Unconnected Opponents

241

This type of fight is the earlicl to be called Herakles and
the lion;

it appears three times in the Transitional and Middle

Corinthian repertories.

Apparently unrelated to the Corinthian

examples are those which appear on Attic vases, first on Little
Master cups, at mid-century or slightly later.
In nine of the 15 preserved examples of this type the attacker
is beardless; his identity as Herakles is assumed by the presence
of the club in nine exdllll.Jles, dS well as by the situation of dn
individual combat with a lion.

The remainder show the hero without

weapons, suggesting that he will use only his own strength against
the beast.
This type differs from Sl-S4 in that it seems to have been
independently derived, perhaps on several occasions, from the
iconography of Herakles (for he is often physically separated
from his adversary in other adventures), hunt scenes, and men and
felines interacting.

This is a later phenomenon, although

cognizance of an influence between these subjects and the standard
types are demonstrated as early as the C-Painter's S2 scheme.

It

appears on Little Master cups, and on larger shapes in subsidi~ry
zcnes;

only Painter N uses it in major zones.

Types Ll and L2
Herakles fighting the lion in a prone position on the ground
appears first c. 545-530 in Exekias' repertory.
appear in and around Exekias' workshop.

Two basic types
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In type Ll Herakles' arm positions may vary.

'I'hey may be

clasped (#131) or grasp part of the lion's face (#134).
either squeezes the beast, or is about to throw him.

The hero

These arm

positions are closely overlapping with those which appear on the
standard schemes.
Herakles' arm positions are not fully preserved in the single
example of type L2, #133.

One hand grasps the lion's lower jaw,

indicating that the hero will throw the lion.
The differences in the various types have a number of meanings.
Sl and 02 Lo t.h show a moment; at the beginning o f the fiyht,
S2 being the livelier of the two. S3 and S4 show it further along,
after a second move has been made.

When Herakles and the lion

are not connected, it is a moment before the fight begins.
The recumbent schemes are also a secondary stage,

parallel

to S3 and S4.
The dissemination of the standard types reflects two trends:
types Sl and S2 are widespread, and seem to have been transmitted
between painters and groups irrespective of their stylistic
associations.

Types S3 and S4 are basically limited to the

repertories of particular painters, and do not move far outside
them.

Particular painters do have idiosyncratic combinations

based on standard types, such as the Lydan Group's combination
of S2 with the sword, and this allows unattributed pieces to be
attached to certain painters when other decorative practices are
considered in conjunction.
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Hhat movement of types there is among painters and groups
does not necessarily follow along the lines of generations or
stylistic associations.

The J\.masis Painter does not share the

Heidelberg Painter's enthusiasm for Herakles and the lion, and uses
a scheme which appears only once in his master's repertory.
Exekias does not use Group E's typical S4 and sword combination.
The Painter of Munich 1379 follows the conventions of cup painters
rather than the preferences of his colleagues in the Princeton
Group; the BMN Painter does the same in relation to the other
members of the

Nikosthenic workshop.

In the case of the S4

motif used by the Painter of Berlin 1686, the Princeton Painter,
and the Swing Painter, it does correspond to an association
also perceivable in style.

The unusual adaptation of type Sl,

shared between an associate of the Swing Painter and Sakonides
suggests a relationship not otherwise perceivable.
The subject appears in a few notable concentrations.
Among Siana cup painters, the Heidelberg Painter uses it with
greatest frequency by far (14), and of the pot painters, Group E
and associated painters, including Exekias (32) painted it with
the most enthusiasm.
of the total.

Together these account for more than a third

Other smaller concentrations, dating slightly later,

include the Swing Painter and associates (11) and the Painters of the
Nikosthenic workshop (7).

Although it is popular on Little Master

cups, no one painter or workshop uses it exclusively.

it is apparent

that the subject's popularity is not evenly widespread, but is
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the product of particular

' affinity for it.

Such affection

may result in a diversity of types used, as with the Heidelberg
and Swing Painters, or nearly verbatim repetition, as with Group
E. Popularity of the subject does not come naturally with interest
in Herakles, as the Amasis Painter's oeuvre demonstrates.
There are three ways that Herakles kills the lion:
club, and physical strength alone.

All three versions appear on

each distinct group of representations:
shield bands, Attic pottery.

sword,

Corinthian pottery,

There are only two indications that

the sword is not effective, and these a1e ambiguous.
Indeed, in other of the hero's activities, he is often shown
.
. t y o f weapons in
.
.
1 e epa. so d e. 242
using
a v ar i.e
a sing

Herakles does

use only his own strength in other episodes, as with the boar,
Triton, and Nereus, but the lion adventure has the distinction
of being the only contest where the hero is shown both using a
variety of weapons and a weaponless struggle, a fact which is
very significant when compared to the later history of the scene.
The variety in the number and identity of spectators also
indicates that there was no consistent interpretation of the
episode.

Although Athena and Iolaos may be identified with some

certainty, particularly in the work of Group E and Exekias, in most
cases there are no spectators, or anonymous figures which provide
the atmosphere of an athletic event, as in the Heidelberg Painter's
work, or of a military encounter, as in the work of Lydos and the
Amasis Painter.

Hermes appears very rarely, and not necessarily

when he is otherwise commonly shown with the hero.
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Although there is a great expansion in the activities in which
Herakles is shown when the lion adventure enters the repertory, there
is no consistent set which accompanies Herakles and the lion.

In

the groups where Herakles uses his sword, such as the companions of
Lydos and Group E, there is a corollary emphasis on the hero's military
prowess demonstrated by the latter in their affinity for the Geryon
episode.

However, the Lydan Group does not reflect such an interest.

The appearance of the lionskin is contemporary with that of the lion episode,
and becomes standard except in some centauromachies and scenes in o Iympus ,
centauromachies also show Herakles beardless as he is at times in
the lion scenes; together with the absence of the skin, this suggests
that some of the beardless men may be anonymous.

The skin's absence

in the Olympus scenes may be a reflection of the non-combative context.
Herakles' beardlessness in some lion scenes is less common in
the standard types than in improvised fights.

The fact that men who

are not Herakles fight with clubs supports the idea that at times
a beardless, anonymous male attacks a lion; the fact that standard
types are inextricably bound up with Herakles weakens the supposition.
overall, it is difficult to imagine that a lion hunter could be identified
as another than Herakles, considering the overwhelming popularity
of the episode.

Beardlessness may be the result of carelessness, or

as part of a changing image of the hero, as will be discussed below in
parts III-IV.

~~b
<:.'£
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Wrestling
Herakles uses a weapon, usually in combination with a neckhold,
in almost half of the standing fights considered here (sword: 32,
club 19), and in the remainder he uses holds derived from the
pc:rnkration and pure wrestling.

At the onset, it is important

to note that the variety of holds and techniques is much greater
in Herakles' activities with the lion than in scenes of human
athletes.

However, human athletes are always naked, always stand, and

usually use arm and neckholds; therefore, types Sl and S2, give an
impression which is very close to that of human athletes.
is not always nude, as are human wrestlers.

Herakles

For example, in type

S2 when he uses neck and arm holds, he wears a garment in 7 of
33 examples.

Thus, although he is perceived as using the athlete's

techniques, his appearance does not conform to the conventions of
athletic events.
For this period there are no scenes of men which can be
isolated as belonging to the pankration rather than pure wrestling.
Ilowever, the techniques of the pankration can be discerned when
Herakles squeezes the beast, uses a hold on his mouth, or fights
on the ground.

Among standing fights, these holds are the most

common in type Sl, where Herakles uses a jaw hold eight times and
squeezes the lion seven times.

The liegeschema tales place on the

ground, and must be from the pankration; with its introduction the
evocation of the pankration is much more overt.
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S3 and S4 types can be explained by reference to the crossbuttocks throw.

However, there are no scenes of men using this

throw until after both have virtually passed out of popularity,
c. 540.

If the throw did influence these representations, it was

not through copying a scene, but from reference to the activity
itself.
Moves from pure wrestling appear in all types and include
arm and neckholds.

These are the most common type of weaponless

fight.
There are very few overt references to the lion struggle
created by juxtaposition with other scenes or athletic shapes
such as panathenaic amphorae.

However, Herakles as pankratist

or wrestler makes an appearance in other episodes, such as with
Triton or the boar, and his image as an accomplished athlete
is well demonstrated.
Interaction between other scenes of men and felines, and
felines alone is clear throughout the subject's development.244
The combination of man and lion appears to affect the scene's
development on a visual level, unlike the wrestling scenes, or hunt
scenes, where there

is relatively little specific visual overlap,

but reliance on understanding the basic affinities of the activities.

,\'J
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1.

According to Pausanias' description of the throne of Apollo
at Amyklai, Herak.lr-s and the 1ion were represented, along
with numerous oth er nythological sub jects.
The monument,
of uncertain date, was apparently votive, functioning as an
elaborate base and backdrop for a statue of Apollo.
Various
activities of Herakles appeared on th e throne; of the twelve
described by Pausanias, four are "canonical labors": the
Hydra, trip to Hades {Kerberos), Geryon, and the lion
episode.
Pausanias calls only the Hydr a and Hades episodes
"labors".
The other Heraklean adventures described by
Pausanias are:
Herakles and Kyknos; Herakles battling th e
giant Thourios; Athena leading Herak les to his apotheosis;
Herakles fighting Dionysos, the Thracian; Herakles fighting
Nessos at the River Euenos; Herak les killing the children
of Aktor; He r ak Le.s with +he centaur Oreios; Herakles

wrestling Acheloc3s.
Little can be deduced about the type
of scene this was other than that Herakles strangles the
beast.
For references and discussion, see J.J. Pollitt,
The ~rt of Greece 1400 - 31 B.C. (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, 1965) 39 - 41.
2.

~rchEph 1917,
197,fig. 10. E. Kunze OlForsch II,
100. Beil. 8, 2.
Preserved dimensions of the largest
plaque: 0.075 x 0.07.

3.

ArchEph 1917, 194 - 197; figs. 7 - 10.

4.

J.H. Young, "Studies in South Attica" Hesperia 10 (1941) 170.

5.

Odyssey III. 278 - 82; C. Picard, RA 16 (1940) 5 - 28; B.S.
Ridgway, The Archaic Style in Greek Sculpture (Princeton,
1977) 53.

6.

H. von Steuben, Frlihe Sagendarstellungen in Korinth und
Athen (Berlin, 1968) 112, calls the plaque "Attic"; E.
Kunze, OlForsch II, 100 treats them as "no:tth-east
Peloponnesian"; Young (supra n. 4) maintains that fh ey
are of Corinthian clay.

7.

OlForsch II, 95 - 102

8.

H. Payne, Necrocon.nthia 222; a discussion of the problems
surrounding the place of manufacture of these shield strips
can be found in M.J.Mellink's review of Kunze's work: AJA
57 (1953) 228 - 229.

9.

E. Kunze, OlForsch II, 1 - 5.

10.

H. Payne, Necrocorinthia 225; 318.
According to T. Bakir,
Der Kolonettenkrater in Korinth und Attika zwischen 625 und
550 v. Chr. (v;Urzburg, 1974) 65, this type of crater dates
c. 575 - 550.

11.

Perachora ii, 144.
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12.

This excludes OlymFia Inv. B1565, which is closely paralleled
on a Middle Co.r i nt.h i an crater, # 1, and therefore can be as

early as the first quarter of the 6th century.
13.

These include Herakles and Nereus tripod struggle, Kerk opes,
Antaios, Geras, ?Alkyoneos, Halios Geron (Triton).

14.

OlForsch II, 94.

15.

Xa, OlForsch II, pl. 30; XLia, OlForsch II, pl. GS; XLVIIb,
OlForsch II, pl. 67.

16.

cf. Band IV, OlForsch II, pl. 73.
Note tJ1at in general
the lion pairs (along with other heraldic pairs and fantastic
beings) f un ct.i.on as terminating elements in the strips,
while the man-lion combinations appear with the mythological
subjects in mid-strip.

17.

VIIIb, OlForsch II, pl. 25; XIXc, OlForsch II, pl. 48;
XXX-VIIIg, OlBer II, 92, pl. 32/3.

18.

IIe, OlForsch II, 193, pl. 11.

19.

xxxd, OlForsch II, pl. 54.

20.

XLVIb, OlForsch II, pl. 47.

21.

Pushing away at the throat:Id, OlForsch II, pl. 6; Xb,
OlForsch II, pl. 30. Neckhold: XXXg, OlForsch II, pl. 59.

22.

H. Payne, Necrocorinthia, 69; 225.

23.

Discussion of the Corinthian evidence will be enhanced with
the publication of the following work: D.A. Amyx, Corinthian
Vase-Painting of the Archaic Period (Berkeley and Los Angeles.
1980} (in press) .

24.

F. Lorber, Inschri ften auf korinthischen Vasen (Berlin, 1979)
35, # 38.

25.

The Geryon scene (cf. XXIXa, OlForsch II, pl. 56) is too
fragmentary to evaluate.

26.

E. Kunze, OlForsch II, 96.

27.

There are two basic types of hunt in the Protocorinthian
period: 1) the lion is hunted by a group of hunters, sometimes on horseback and often accompanied by dogs; 2) the
individual fight: T .J. Dundubin, Perachora ii, 23 n. 2 "In the late
7th century this subject (man on foot attacking lion with
spear or sword) is given up in favor of Herakles wrestling
with the lion."
In what may be a hunt gone awry, or a
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transferal from an animal fight, a "panther" is shown
eating a bearded (?) man wearing a chitoniskos (Palenno

488, alabastron, Necrocorinthia 116 - 117 (n. 9) , fig. 43,
Early Corinthian): another example shows a bearded man
wearing helmet and tunic, holding a club raised aloft,
with his head in a lion's mouth and his legs in the beast Is
forepaws.
The upper register may show Herakles and the
boar: a bearded man, wearing a tunic and quiver, holds a
club as he confronts a boar.
There is a bow on the
ground between the two (Louvre S 1104 (NC461), alabastron,
RA 1979, 197, fig. 1, Early Corinthian). Neither of these
directly parallels the examples which are probably Herakles
and the lion.
28.

Perachora 2162, conical oinochoe, Perachora ii, 221, pl.
86, c. 630; Reading, aryballos, CVA Great Britain 12
(Reading 1) pl. 4, 5 a - b, Middle Corinthian: figures
dressed as war r i.oxs attack lions in h1..L11t con+e xt.s .
At11ens
303 from Corinth, neck amphora, Necrocorinthia pl. 24, 4,
Early Corinthian: A man described as a herdsman attacks a
iion, who in turn attacks a boar.

29.

Perachora 2448, kotyle, Perachora ii, pl. 99, Early Corinthian:
The goddess holds a swan, and is framed by a lion on the left;
Perachora 2467, kotyle, Perachora ii, pl. 100, Middle
Corinthian: The goddess grasps the front paws of a leopard.

30.

See H. Payne's drawing and accompanying descriptions:
Necrocorinthia pl. 25, 26 (Early Corinthian); pl: 30
(Middle Corinthian) ; pl. 37 (Late Corinthian) • Note that
turned heads do appear on Middle and Late Corinthian felines.

31.

H. Payne, Necrocorinthia, pll. 37 (3); 30 (10); 26 (7, 8).

32.

Boread among felines: Louvre 166, kotyle, Necrocorinthia,
673, pl. 22, 6, Early Corinthian; Hermes (?) among felines:
Perachora 2161, oinochoe, Perachora ii, 221, pl. 86, Protocorinthian - Late Protocorinthian: See also J.D. Beazley,
and H. Payne, "Attic black-figured Fragments from Naucratis,"
JHS 49 (1929) 256, for mention of Hermes' appearance in a
"mixed animal frieze" in Corinthian and early Attic black
figure.
Warriors framed by panthers: Perachora 15 70,
aryballos, Perachora ii , pl. 62, Middle Corinthian.

33.

Berlin 1655, column crater, N. Gardiner, Athl. fig. 8, Late
Corinthian.

34.

Herakles uses a neckhold on Triton (Perachora 421, kotyle,
Perachora ii, pl. 62, Protocorinthian), and on another example,
a bodyhold (Perachora 1960, plate,
Perachora ii , pll. 80,
82).
When struggling with Achelo5s he uses a neck and body
hold (Brussels, kotyle, Necrocorinthia 986, pl. 34, 6).
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appearance in the period to
c. 575: Necrocorinthia 126 - 32.
See also IL von Steuben,
supra n. 6 and IL Payne, Perachora II, index.

35.

H. Payne summarizes Herak les

36.

A fragmentary Late Protocorinthian aryballos has been
interpreted as showing Herak1es wearing the lionskin as he
attacks a centaur (W. Burkert, Structure and History in Greek
Mythology and Ritual (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1979) 177
n. 2 and K. Fi ttschen, Untersuchtmgen zum Beginn der Sagendarstellungen bei den Griechen (Berlin, 1969) 118).
Although
the published photograph shows what may be a paw hanging down
behind Herakles' thigh (AJA 60 (1956) pl. 69, 9 - 10) there
is no other evidence of the lionskin on Herakles' person.

37.

The following episodes appear in the shield band representations:
Hydra, Geryon, Kerkopes, Triton (Halios Geron).
It is
difficult to make precise comparisons between the scenes of
pottery and those on the shield bands, except in the instance
of t.ne Kerkopes scene (suvra n. 2S), and t.h i s
s e rvc s
to confirm a later date for the shield bands (supra n. 10 12) .

38.

Beazley, Dev. 46.

39.

J.C. Carter, :The Beginnings of Narrative Art in the Greek
Geometric Period," BSA 67 (1972) 45, pl. 10a.

40.

The human attacker brandishes a spear in addition to his
sword, and Herakles uses a spear only rarely in archaic art.
cf. Victor F. Lenzen, "The Figure of Dionysos on the Siphnian
Frieze," University of California Publications in Classical
Archaeology III (1946) 11 - 14.
For a recent discussion of
the mythological content of Geometric art in general, see A.
Snodgrass, "Towards the Interpretation of the Geometric
Figure-Scenes," AthMitt 95 (1980) 50 - 58.

41.

For late Geometric, cf. K. Fittschen, supra n. 36, 60 - 66;
76 - 88.
Early 6th century, cf. A. Schnapp, "Pratiche e
Lmmaq.tn L di caccia nella Grecia antica, "DialAr 1979 (Part I),
figs. 8 - 10.

42.

cf. G. Daltrop, Die Kalydonische Jagd in der Antike (Hamburg
and Berlin, 1966) 15 - 20; F. S. Kleiner, "The Kalydonian
Hunt: A Reconstruction of a Painting from the Circle of
Polygnotos," AntK 15 (1972) 8 - 9; Alain Schnapp, "Images
et programme: les figurations archaiques de la chasse au
s anq Li.e r ;" RA 1979, 195 - 218.

43.

E. Spartz, Das Wappenbild des Herrn und der Herrin der Tiere
in der Minoisch-Mykenischen und Frllligriechischen Kunst
(Munich, 1962) 82 - 86.

44.

Athens 1036 (C.C. 592) from Marathon, ABV 38, 2; AthMitt 62
(1937) 117, pll. 61 - 62.
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45.

Florence 4209 from Chiusi, volute crater, ABV 76,
G.V. pl. 51.

46.

For a discussion of the multiple frieze "Corinthian" style
see M.P. Nilsson, "Attische vasen mi t Tierstreifendekoration,"
JdI 18 (1903) 124 - 148.

47.

Ath ens 296 fromVouvra,
J. Boarclrnan , AB FV, fig.

48.

Ath ens 353 from Piraeus, skyphos crater, ABV 2 (the Painter
of Berlin A 34), J. Boardman, ABFV, fig. 9.
This example
dates to the end of th e 7th ce n t u ry , for one dating to the

lekane, ABV 24,
19.

7

1; E.Simon

(th e KX Painter);

first quarter of the 6th century, see n. 64 infra, Athens
Agora P 25365.

~
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49.

Louvre E 817, amphora, ABV 9, 7; J. Boardman, ABFV, fig. 12.

50"

Athens, 1'1ntional i-!1.:s2uJn 995 from Vouv r a , chalice, AB\7 39, 11;
J. Boardman, ABFV, fig. 28.

51.

Louvre E 874, dinos, ABV 8, l; E. Simon, G.V. pl. 47.
See
also the following examples in the manner of the Gorgon Painter:
1. Berlin Inv. 3764, Deianira shape lekythos, ABV 11, 19;
H. Payne, Necrocorinthia pl. 53, 7. A naked, bearded man
runs between lions in knielauf with head reverted. Above a
dragon with leonine head has a man's head in its jaws.
2. Athens Agora P 25365 fr., from Athens, oinochoe, Para 8;
Male runs between two seated lions.
3. Nicosia 1958,
iv-223 from Marion, lekythos, Para 8, 19 bis; BCH 83 (1959)
341.

52.

Paris market, ABV 42, Hesperia 8 (1944) pl. 8, 1.

53.

F. Holscher, Die Bedeutung Archaischcr Tierkampfbilder
(Wlirzburg, 1972) treats Ionian examples of those fights
which appear in sculpture.

54.

Supra n. 58. E. Simon, G.V., pl. 57. cf. also the fragment by
Kleitias: Athens, Agora P 16325, ABV 77, 11; unpublished.

55.

E. Buschor, "Burgl5wen,"P,thMitt 37 (1922) pl. XII - XIV gives
examples of later lion fights.

56.

Legakis, p. 197 - 8, Geometric crater; Athens 810, R. Hampe,
Ein frlihattischen Grab fund (Mainz, 1960) fig. 39.
Protoattic amphora: Athens AP 14497, CVA Athens 2 (National Museum
2} pl. 3, 1 - 4.

57.

Two subjects appear in the Nessos Painter's repertory in
the last two decades of the 7th century: Herakles and Nessos:
1. Athens 1002 (CC 657) from Athens, neck amphora, Para 2, 6;

]09

EAA vi, 503.
In this the hero interacts with his adversary
vigorously: Herakles, with long hair and beard, wears
chi toniskos, baldric, and scabbard.
Grasping a lock of the
centaur's hair with his left hand, and holding his sword in his
right hand, he raises his left leg and places it on the
centaur's back.
The centaur holds his hands up toward Herakles
(in supplication ?) •
Herakles and Prometheus:
l. Athens
16384 from Vari, skyphos crater, Para 3, 13: Karouzou, !'.;_., pl.
E. Here the figure of Herakles is separate from the others in
the scene.
He has long hair, is bearded and wears a chi toniskos, quiver filled with arrows, and is shooting his bow.
Facing Prometheus and the eagle, he squats with his right leg
tucked under, and left leg bent.
2. Near the Kessos
Painter, Lucerne market {Fischer, ex Erbach) from Phaleron,
crater, Para 6, 3; Kllliler 78, above.
The figure of Herakles
is not preserved.

4,,

58.

Manner of Gorgon Painter:
Herakles and Nereus:
1. Louvre
CA 823 from Boeotia, lekythos, ABV 12, 23; AthMitt 47 (1922)
60.
2. Boston 88.827 (F. 353, 3) fr., lekythos (?),
ABV 13, 45; Fairbanks, pl. 38.
Herakles and Nessos:
1. London B 30 from Corinth, Deianira shape lekythos, ABV 11, 20; B.M.
Cat. ii, pl. 1.

59.

Komast Group: the KX Painter: Herakles and Nereus: Samas from
Samas, hydria, ABV 25, 18; Dev. pl. n, - 1.

60.

Sophilos: Herakles and the centaurs:
1. Athens 2035,2,
krater, ABV 40, 21; JdI 13 (1898} pll. I; 4. Herakles and
Nereus: 2. Athens 12587, column crater, ABV 40, 24; AthMitt
47 (1922) pl 5.

61.

Note that other heroes besides Herakles may wear the lionskin at about the same time Herakles first appears wearing it;
on the Fran~ois vase, on participants in the Calydonian boar
hunt (supra n. 45, E. Simon G.V. pl. 54).
One olpe, placed
among these "more or less closely connected with the Gorgon
Painter and his followers" {ABV 14) , Paris, Musee Rodin 9,
ABV 15, 32: CVA France 16 (M~re Rodin I) pl. 13, 11) shows
Herakles wearing the lionskin, grasping a centaur with his
left hand and forcing his sword into the centaur's breast with
his right.
If this piece were dated as early as the Gorgon
Painter, it would be a unique appearance of the lionskin in
the first quarter of the 6th century.
Although rosettes
which serve as filler ornaments look quite early, an analysis
of shape (I. Scheibler, "Olpen und Amphoren des Gorgonmalers,"
JdI 76 (1961) 34 - 36, esp. n. 107) provides a range of
580 - 550 B.C.

62.

, Ruth Glynn, "Herakles, Nereus and Triton: A Study of Iconography in Sixth Century Athens,"AJA 85 (1981) 121 - 32, esp.
123 - 5.

63.

This significant piece was unavailable for study when I
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visited Kavalla in August, 1980.
64.

Mounted horsemen are considered single figures.

65.

Beazley, Dev. 21.

66.

There are small concentrations of interest in Trojan related
scenes ( 7} . Perseus and the Gorgons ( 3) , and the birth of
Athena ( 3) . Other appearances of myth are singlets.

67.

Amazon: Oberlin 41.44, shoulder Lek y t.h os , ABV 58, 128;
Hesperia 11 ( 194 7) 350 - 3, fig. 2
Herakles is naked, with
a mantle over his left arm and his club held at his waist in his
rig;1t hand as he chases his adversary in knielauf.
Olympus:
Athens, Akr. 2112 from Athens, lekanis frr. , ABV 58, 120;
Graef, pl. 92 Herakles wears chi ton and lionskin, with bow,
quiver, and sword either on his person or carried by ancillary
figures.

68.

Both are unpublished vases.
Legakis, 202, describes them as
standing figures where arm and neck holds are used, set in
the midst of other athletes or spectators: Bari 6233, Siana
cup, ABV 53, 47: Rhodes 6469, Siana cup, ABV 56, 93.

69.

St. Louis, ivashington University 673, Siana cup, ABV 52, 17;
AJA 44 (1940) 202, figs. 14 - 15, and 204, fig. 16. Boar
hunts are not similar to the scheme on # 5: Florence 3890,
Siana cup, ABV 53, 50; Hamburg 1908.255, Siana cup, ABV 56, 102;
AA 1928, 199 - 302, figs. 25 - 27 ; Copenhagen 62 from Greece,
Siana cup, ABV 56, 103; CVA Copenhagen 3 (Denmark 3) pl. 114, 2.

70.

Although fantastic and realistic beasts appear in all fields
decorated by the C-Painter, he shows felines only rarely: a
lion appears once (Syracuse 49271, Siana cup, ABV 53, 30) and
panthers on three pieces (Copenhagen 62, supra n. 69; Taranto
from Taranto, Siana cup, Para 24,99 ter; Ragguaglio delle arte
(Rome, 1960) I 40, 2).
In at least one example (Taranto
from Taranto, Siana cup, Para 25, 99 ter; AR 1960 - 1, 38)
the panther is shown on all fours, with no special sirnilari ty
to the lion on# 5.
These features are also found in types
of Attic representations which are contemporary or slightly
Lat.e r than the C-Painter, and do not appear in his repertory:
the lion's turned head and upraised rear paw appear on lions;
held by the Potnia Theron (supra n. 60) where the detail of
the paw on the shoulder also occurs.
The latter detail also
appears on the Sounion plaques, although on the opposite
shoulder, due to the greater distance between hero and beast.

71.

Rieben, Ku.½n, Siana cup, ABV 60, 6.

72.

Amazon: New York 12.234.1, from near Naples, ABV 61, 12;
CVA USA 9 (New York 1) pll. 6, 7; 7; 37, 7. Naples 2454 from
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Ruvo, Siana cup, ABV 60, 5.
Triton: London 1947.7 - 14.16
Siana cup, ABV 61, 8; Burl. 1903, pll. 89, 92.
73.

Beazley, Dev. 50 - 51. Note, however, that spectators to
athletic scenes and military scenes do not exactly parallel
those who watch Herakles and the lion: Athletes cf. # 15 B;
Florence 3893, ABV 64, 26; Beazley, Dev. pl. 20, 1.
Fight:
Munich 7739, ABV 64, 28; Beazley, Dev. pl. 20, 3.

74.

It concerns different subjects as well:
and Achilles (5) rank second and third.

75.

Amazons: Wtirzburg 452, from Vulci, Siana cup, ABV 63, 6:
Langlotz, pll. 126, 128, 117.
Boar: Palermo, Siana cup frr.,
ABV 682, unpublished (Herakles carries the boar); Basel,
Erlenmeyer, Siana cup, Para 27, 58 bis;
BCH- Supp. V
(1979) 50, fig. 30 (Herakles carries the boar).
Bus iris:
Palermo, from So].irrns, Siana sup fr., J.rnv 64, 11; JHS 51 (J.931)
285, fig. 28.
Nereus: once New York 12.235.3 from Taranto,
Siana cup, ABV 66, 56, unpublished.
Basel market (?Cahn),
Siana cup, AJA 85 (1981) 125, # 8, pl. 22, fig. 4.
4. Centaurs: Taranto I.G. 4408 Siana cup, ABV 65, 43: Para
27; CVA Italy 35 (Taranto 3), pll. 28 - 29.
Louvre A 478
from Camiros, Siana cup, ABV 66, 54; Pottier, pl. 17.

76.

The centaur's turned head on the Taranto cup makes that
combination very like an S4 lion fight, which appears first
in Group E's repertory.

77.

One example showing Herakles and Triton may be by the Heidelberg Painter.
The armhold is exactly that of# 7 and 10,
and the hero appears to squeeze the beast: London 1947.7 14.16, Siana cup, ABV 61, 8; AJA 85 (1981) 126 n. 44, pl. 23,
fig. 6.

78.

Florence 3893, Siana cup, ABV 64, 26; N. Gardiner, Athl.,
fig. 168; Paris CA 1684, Siana cup, AB~ 64.27; CVA Louvre 8
(France 12) pl. 75, 1 -2 and 5. The latter example shows
wrestlers using arm and neck holds: The wrestler on the left
grasps the right arm of his oppone n t; in an armhold, and the figure
on the left uses his free arm in a neck hold on his adversary.
The arm and wrist holds used in scenes of Herakles and the
lion are not exactly paralleled.

79.

He does use swans as filling ornaments: Heidelberg vi. 29a,
Siaha cup, ABV 63, l; Heidelberg S61, Siana cup, ABV 63, 2.
See also Taranto 110339, Siana cup, Para 27, 13 bi~-an eagle
pursues a hare in the tondo.

80.

Brussels A 1578, Siana cup, ABV 63, 7; CVA Belgium 1 (Brussels
1) pl. 1, 2. This struggle looks very much like a type S 4
fight, with the lion assuming Herakles' usual position. The
lion has a frontal face as does the Nemean "panther" on# 15,

Dionysos (11 examples)
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indicating that t.h e Heidelberg Painter was not rigid in
observing the distinctions between the two types of felines,
or that he was unaware of then. (L. Brown, The
Etruscan Lion (Oxford, 1960) 170 - 76, and H---:--r,ayne, Necrocorinthia, 70 are discussions of the conventional distinctions
between panther and lion).
In a vase showing Bellerophon and
the Chimaira (Louvre A 478 from Camiros, supra n. 75) the
leonine monster stands on three legs, with raised foreleg,
closely paralleling the lion on# 11.
The same correspondence
exists in t.h e shield band repertory, and a different scheme
is paralleled in the C-Painter's work (supra n. 69).
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81.

An unpublished example of the canonical Amazon labor is:
Berlin inv. 3402 from Corinth, Siana cup, ABV 67.

82.

Louvre F 67, ABV 67, 2; Pottier pl. 68. The adversaries are
widely separated, with only their right and left arms
touching to allow for the presence of a female figure, probably
Deianira.
Cf. another centauromachy Athens 529 (cc. 640),
ABV 67, 1. Hamann, Gr. Kunst 148, wh e r e a naked Herakles
uses a neckhold and carries his club much as in # 11.
On
the same piece, wrestlers using arm and neckholds appear.

83.

Boston 99.519 frorr Thebes, ABV 69, 1; AJA 27 (1923) 426 and
428.
The arrangement of Herakles' a~corresponds to that
seen in Group E's typical representation of the lion episode
and Theseus and the Minotaur: S.B. Luce, "Herakles and
Aohe Loos ;" AJA 27 ( 1923) 425 - 437, esp. 430 - 1. This
group does not paint animal figures or friezes.

84.

The repertory of Kleitias, who painted several of Ergotimos'
products, includes examples of lions in various schemes
as discussed above (supra n. 45, 54) but there is no
stylistic link between the painting of# 22 and Kleitias'.

85.

Cf. this example, not far from the Sandal Painter: Athens
15, shoulder lekythos, ABV 70; Haspels, pll. 10; 12, 1.

86.

For a discussion of the· particularly athletic qualities
of # 22: K. Schefold, Gc'itter und Heldensagen der Griechen
(Munich 1978) 90.
Indeed, the style of the painting, with
rounded, muscular forms, contrasts to the more geometric
style of contemporary cup painters. However, there is
no overt association other than the nudity of the hero and
his reliance of skills appropriate to the palaistra.

87.

Painters and Groups which do not paint Herakles and the lion
include the Painter of Athens 533 (ABV 68) ; Group of
Akropolis 1441 (ABV 68): Painter of the Taranto Troilos
(ABV 69): the Sandal Painter (ABV 70): the Griffin Bird
Painter (ABV 71); the Civico Painter (ABV 71).
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88.

There are two groups of fawns between panthers by the
Sandal Painter: Barcelona 52 from
, shoulder
lekythos, ABV 70, 5; Garcia y Bellido, pl. 75, 34; Bologna
PV. 204 from Etruria, ABV 70, 7; CVA Italy 7 (Bologna 2)
pll. 39, 1 - 2; 38, 5.
Numerous exillnples are preserved
in the pieces by and near the Griffin Bird Painter (ABV 72).
Lions appear only rarely on this shape, as in the example
by the Painter of l:\thens 533, where one side shows cocks
between lions: Atl:rens 533, Siana cup, ABV 68, 2, unpublished.

89.

Athens 413 (CC 677) from Thebes, ABV 75; Haspels, ABL, pll. 1,2;
2, 11.
Cen taur: Herakles is naked, carries a club in his
right hand, and chases his adversary.
Olympus: Herakles
wears lionskin, carries club, and wears his sword.

90.

Note that the complete neckhold is not shown, as Herakles'
left arm dis9-ppears behind the beast's neck. This is not
unusual, and when it appears throughout the discussion it
will simply be called a neckhold.

91.
1

This appears in at least one other piece in Lydos • repertory,
one. of three scenes of Theseus and the Minotaur: ABV 109, 29:
JHS 19 (1899) pl. 6. If it has specific meaning here, it
might suggest that the hero took his mantle off for an outdoor fight.

92.

The nude youth far left holds two fingers up, in the gesture
called -.an:ayopEUE L v
, interpreted as giving up, or
losing (see, for example, its use in an athletic context:
Athens, Akr. 633, column crater: ABV 81, 2: Graef pl. 38,
633 a - b.)
For discussions and collections of examples,
see Charlotte Sweet, "Six Attic Vases in the San Francisco
Bay Area," CSCA 2 (1969) 276 n. 13, 14. and E. Vermeule,
Aspects of Death in Early Greek Art (Sather Classical Lectures,
vol. 46, Berkel~y, 1979) 160 n. 21.
Its significance
in Lydos' repertory is not certain.
In the Herakles scene
the youth using it is not involved in the fight, and stands
on the victor's side. Its use on side B of# 25 is even
less straightforward, as youths on each side of a pair of
lovers uses it.

93.

See London B 148 (supra n. 91) and Taranto from Taranto,
Type B amphora; ABV 109, 26; A. Theseus and the Minotaur
B. Herakles and Nessos; Rumpf,_§_. pl. 25, and side B of
# 25. The spectators cannot be identified specifically.
Because they appear in both genre and heroic scenes, they
cannot be said to give the scene of Herakles and the Lion
any particular tone.

94.

Four Trojan related scenes (7 examples) are the painter's
second favorite subject. Amazon: 1. Athens, Kerameikos fr.,
dinos, ABV 107, 2; Bothmer, Amazons pl. XVII, 1.
2. A thens,
Agora Pl3127, shoulder lekyci1os, ABV 111, 42; Hesperia

....
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15 (1946) pl. 19, 2.
3. Bonn 339, fr., plate, ABV 111, 51;
Bothmer, Amazons pl. XVIII.
Gery on: 1. Villa Giuli a (M. 430)
hydri a AB V 108, 14;
Rum pf,~ - pll . 13 a; 15 a - c.
2.
Athens, Akr. 24211, fr., plate, ABV 111, 52;
Graef, pl. 98.
Kyknos: 1. Louvre F 29, amphora, ABV 109, 21; CVA France 18

(Louvre 11) pl. 125.
2. Berlin 1732, from Vulci, oinochoe
ABV 110, 37,; /Rumpf, ~- pll. 29 - 31.
#. A thens, Akr. 2410
from Athens, plate, ~\BV:111, 50; Tiverios, pl. 82, B.
Athena,
clearly identified, is present in each example. Herakles uses
his sword against his adversary.
Centaur: Taranto from
Taranto, Type B amphora, ABV 109, 26, Para 44; Rumpf, S. pl. 25.
Herakles uses armhold and chili; he wears the lionskin. Lydos
also uses armholds in conjunction with the use of the sword
inrepresentations of Theseus and the Minotaur.
Taranto
I.G. 4363, Siana cup, ABV 113, 71 Para 45; Tiverios pl. 35.
Herakles is naked, and approaches the centaur with his chm.
On side B, a nude, beardless figure wearing a cap attacks
the centaur with a club. This type of figure, without cap,
appe ar s attacking the lion,
on Little Master
Cups {# 105 - 109).
Triton: Akr. 2402 from Athens, plate,
ABV 111, 49; Graef, pl. 97.
This is too fragmentary to
discuss in detail.
In chariot: Taranto 20137, Siana cup,
ABV 112, 65, Para 44; CVA Italy ~5 (Taranto 3) pll. 22 - 23.
Herakles wears the lionskin, holding his bow and arrow in a
chariot led by winged horses. Hermes acts as charioteer.
95.

See Taranto I.G. 4363, supra n. 94.

96.

Oxford 1966.768, fr., band cup, ABV 113, 80; Para 45:
Festschrift Schweitzer pl. 14; Athens Akr. 1492, fr., cup
ABV 113, 82; Graef pl. 80.

97.

The appearance of lions (on 13 pieces) and panthers ( 12
examples, some overlapping with those preserving lions) is
significant. For example, major zones: Harvard 1925.30.125,
column crater, ABV 108, 9; CVA USA 1 (Hoppin 1) pl. 3, side B.
Minor zone: New York 31.11.11, column crater, ABV 108, 5;
Rumpf,~- 21 - 23, topside of mouth: Villa Giulia (M. 430),
ABV 108, 14; Rumpf, S. pl. 13, shoulder.

98.

ABV 114.

99.

M. Moore, "Lydos and the Gigantomachy," AJA 83 (1979) 79 - 99,
esp. 87, discusses Akropolis 607 (ABV 107, 1) in particular,
attacking felines in gigantomachies.

100. For example: Munich 1680 (J. 572) from Vulci, hydria, ABV
123, l; Rumpf, S., pl. 13, b.
Fight with woman, youth, and
man watching.
Louvre F 6, hydria, ABV 123, 3; Pottier, pl. 63.
Fight with women and men watching.
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101. Vatican 313, 'l'ype B amphora, AH\l_ 125, 37; Albizzati pl. 32.

Note that the rock with mantle thrown over it are shared
elements between this representation and # 26; both are
led in Lydos' # 25.
102. Of 121 pieces attributed by Beazley: A few Dionysiac scenes
(4) ; some ambiguous examples of what may be the bringing of
armor to Achilles (3); and one example of Theseus and the
Minotaur.
There are a great many scenes of heroic fights,
and some of athletes.
103. Rome, Conservatori 84, type B amphora, ABV 125, 38; Para 51;
CVA Italy 36 (Rome, Museo Capi tolino I) , pll. 191 - 2. The
attacker is wiliearded, and uses a neckhold and sword against
the centaur. Compare ci1e example by Lydos, Taranto I.G.
4363, supra n. 94 and London B 51, hydria, ABV 123, 4;
Rumpf, ~-, pl. 11.
104. Amoriq all the oorupan.i ous of Lydos, there are 36 appearances
of panthers, 40 of lions.
For combinations of lions and
youths, see # 25 and the column crater : Italian market, ABV
124, 17; unpub1ished.
105. Supra n. 98.
106. Alci1ough lions in S2 schemes in cup tondi have horizontal
backs, on larger shapes they are usually diagonal. The
unusual horizontality on# 27 causes the struggling pair to
take up so much space that there is only room for one
spectator, creating an oddly asymmetrical composition for
this painter.
107. Wrestling and hunt scenes ao not appear in the Painter of
Louvre F 6's repertory.
108. Supra n. 101, Theseus and the Minotaur, and supra n. 103,
Herakles and the centaurs.
109. The use of felines is much the same as in the repertories
of Lydos and the Painter of Louvre F 6 (supra n. 104). A
lekanis lid (Palermo, from Chiusi, IIBV 114, 2; Rumpf, ~- ,pl. 6)
in the manner of Lydos is decorated with figures and mythological scenes interspersed in an animal frieze which includes lions.
An unattributed cup (Karlsruhe, Badisches
Landes.museum 69/61, Tiverios, 72, pl. 66a), related to the Lydan
Group, shows Apollo standing between two heraldically disposed lions, in another type of divinity-lion cor'lbination,
quite separate from Herakles and the lion, and Dionysos
with his lion assistants. Numerous examples of canonical
labors, and other of the hero's exploits appear: Geryon:
Syracuse 12063 from Megara Hyblaea, neck amphora, ABV 131, 6
(the Ready Painter}: CVA Italy 17 (Syracuse 1) pl. 6, 3 - 4.
,
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Herakles wears a lionskin and carriE::~s his chili. Amazon: 1.
Paris, Petit Palais 3125, hydria, ABV 130, 3 ( the Ready Painter);
CVA France 15 (Petit Palais 1) pl. 10, 3 - 4. Herakles wears
the lionskin.
2. Paris, Niarchos, column crater, Para 53
( the Ready Painter); Aukt xviii Basel, pl. 24, 91. He r ak Les
fights w.ifh ou t; lionskin. Kyknoo: Delos 593 from Delos, fr.,
column crater, ABV 122,22; Dugas, Delos X, pl. 45, fragmerit a ry , Athena not preserved ( ? not present) .
Centaur:
1. Louvre C 12252 column crater ABV 119, 2; Para 50,related
to Lydos, CVA France 19 (Louvre 12 pl. 159.
Herakles,
without lionskin, grasps a lock of centaur's hair with one
hand, brandishes club in other (cf. the Nessos Painter amphora,
supra n. 73).
2. Louvre E 803, hydria, ~BV 120, 1 (Painter
of Vatican 303); Rumpf,.§.., pl. 76, Herakles, wearing lionskin, holds sword to use against centaur.
3. London B 50,
hydria, ABV 120, 2 (Painter of Vatican 309); Rumpf, s., pl. 10.
Herakles ~i thout lionskin, grasps lock of centaur's-hair
and holds sword.
Herakles and Apollo struggle over deer:
Oxford 1934.33, from Attica, plate, ABV 115, 4; Brommer,
Herakles, pl. 16. Herakles wears lionskin, brandishes bow.
110. The Amasis Painter's span is a long one; this piece appears
to date c. 540, in the earlier part of his middle period.
Most of the pieces showing scenes of Herakles date c. 550 520, D. Von Bothmer, "New Vases by the Amas is Painter," Antl<
3 (1960) 71 - 80, esp. chart, 80.
111.

s.

Karouzou, The Amasis Painter ( ocfo rd , 1956) 12.

112. Olympus: infra n. 114. Kyknos: Louvre F 36, Type B amphora,
ABV 150, 6; Para 63; Karouzou, pll. 23 - 24.
113. There are at least 19 depictions of Dionysos; otherwise the
Amasis Painter tends to select scenes of daily life, especially relating to the military.
Olympus:
1. Once
Canino, from Vulci, oinochoe, ABV 153, 33; Hoppin, 40.
This
contradicts Karouzou's assertion (supra n. 111, 8) that
Herakles only wears the lionskin when advancing to battle. 2.
Berlin 1688, type B amphora, ABV 150, 5; Para 63; Karouzou,
pll. 6,2; 7.
3. Berlin 1689, type B amphora, ABV 151, 10;
Adamek, pll. 27 - 28.
4. Orvieto, Faina, from Orvieto,
type B amphora, ABV 151, 14; R5m."1itt 53 (1938) pll. 29, l;
23, 2.
5.
Louvre F 30, oinochoe, ABV 152, 29; Para 63;
Karouzou, pll. 16, l; 17. In #4 and
Herakles wears a
spotted tunic.
6. Berlin 1691, from Etruria, type B
amphora, ABV 151, 12; Para 63; Adamek, pll. 35 - 36.
Clearly identified by attributes Hermes and Athena accompany
the hero in all examples but one; in the remaining examples,
Hermes alone accompanies him.
Dogs follow along in four
examples, although in one case Herakles is followed by a
lion, perhaps functioning as an attribute.
Conceptually the
docile lion parallels those which the Potnia Theron subdues
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on the reverse of t.he piece. Kyknos: supra n. 112.
Herakles wears lions kin.
RaUwr unusually, he carries a
spear in this example.
Tripod struggle:
1. Boston
01.8027, from Orvieto, shouldered neck amphora, ABV 152, 27;
Karouzou, pl. 35, 1 - 2.
2. Oxford, 1929.19, fr., from
Greece, ABV 153, 38; CVA Great Britain 9 (Oxford 2) pl. 3, 28.
The figures are too fragmentary to interpret. With Hermes:
Berlin 1689, Type B amphora, ABV 151, 10; Para 63; Karouzou
pl. 8; Adamek, pll. 27 - 28.
114. Two pieces show t.hree scenes of wrestling: London B 191 from
Vulci, round-bodied neck amphora, ABV 152, 34; CVA Great
Britain 4 (British !·iuseum 3) pl. 4~5; Swiss private, ovoid
neck amphora, Para 66; JdI 79 (1964} 134.
The nude wrestlers
use arm and neck ho Lds on two occasions; in the third example
the pair uses body holds, w i th the wrestler on U1e left on
top. Herakles' hold on the lion is not paralleled; surely
it is a move from the pankration, as # 22. Herakles' nudity
is not exclusively f'o i, a t.h Le t i c situations, as Berlin 1691
(supra n. 113) illustrates.
115. Zurich, Vogelsanger, lekythos, Para 66; Aukt. xxii Basel, pl. 35,
124.
A youth running between panthers also appears: Villa
Giulia 24996, lekythos, ABV 154, 54; CVA Italy 3 (Villa
Giulia 3) Hd, pl. 2, 5.
There are also two examples where
lions flank scenes of yout.hs in military activities: Tel Aviv
90458 and 90558 two ter, band cups, Para 67: AntK 3 (1960)
pl. 3, 1 - 2.
2. Louvre CA 2918, hybrid lip cup, ABV 157,
85; CVA France 14 (Louvre 9) pl. 84, l - 5. Lions and humans
appear in several 0U1er contexts in the Amasis Painter's
repertory. He painted at least three examples of Artemis
as Potnia Theron:
1. Orvieto, Faina 40 (supra n. 113, 4).
2. Louvre F 71, lekythos, ABV 154, 49; Hesperia 8 (1939)
251.
3. Swiss, private (supra n. 114).
In each case the
goddess holds
diminutive lions.
Most have one rear foot
:raised and front paws outstretched, as on # 29, but heads are
reverted as well.
116. Beazley, Dev. 50.
117. Berlin 1720, # 130, by Exekias shows Athena and Iolaos labelled.
Because Group Eis so closely associated with Exekias, the
painters may well have identified the ancillary figures similarly.
N. Himmelmann, "Arch:iologisches zum Problem der griechischen
Sklaverei,"
(Mainz, 1971) No. 13, 13, discusses Iolaos'
position as a Homeric theraoon compared to that of a slave.
118. Berlin 1698, belly amphora, ABV 136, 54; Boardman, ABFV, fig. 93.
2. New York 41.162.143 from Vulci, type B amphora, ABV 134, 25;
Para 55; CVA USA 12 (New York 3) pl. 14.
119. It is possible that this piece should be removed from the
co rp us of Group E' work. Not only does the sword iconography
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differ, it is a type A rather than the more usual type B
amphora, showing the female bystander with himation rather
than peplos, and is set apart stylistically by Beazley
(ABV 137, 57).
120. New York 56. 176.12, ABV 134, 22; Para 55; CVA USA 12
(New York 3) pl. 13.
In this piece the sword goes through
the Minotaur's neck, and Theseus holds the point as if intending to decapitate the monster.
An interesting comparison,
somewhat later, shows the sword penetrating the neck of a
sacrificial ram, and re-emerging, in the sphagion made
before battle (Cleveland 46.242, ARV2 1570, 12; 1637, 43 bis,
CVA Cleveland 1 (USA 15) pl. 37, 1~ and Aspects of Ancient
Greece (Allentown, 19 79) # 35, 76 - 7 7) •
As with the
Minotaur, the re-emergence of the sword is part of a fatal
attack, and does not indicate invulnerability.
121. Other popular subjects are: Dionysos related scenes (18):
Theseus and the Minotaur (16); Birth of AU1ena (11).
In
addition to these are a large number of military (possibly
epic) scenes.
122. Geryon: 14 examples; note that Herakles is nude in one:
Brussels R 289 ( #32}. He uses his club (4); sword (4), and
in the following case a spear: Naples 2725 from Etruria,
amphora, ABV 133. 6; CVA Italy 20 ( Naples 1) pl. 4, 1 - 2.
Triton: 1-:-ithens Akr. 649 - 50, frr., from Athens, ABV 137,
67; Hesperia 9 (1949) 151 - 2. Herakles wears lionskin and
straddles Triton; this must be the common scheme where a
squeeze is used, as below.
2. Orvieto, Faina 73, from
Orvieto, ABV296, 2; E.A.A. ii, 62, fig. 103. Herakles holds
Triton in a body hold from the rear. The hero's arms go
over and under the monster's and are clasped in front with
profile fists.
This is still quite close to the
Heidelberg Painter's version. Both of the following are
very close as well:
3. Vatiaan 346, from Vulci, type B
amphora, Para 129, 9 bis; ,':lbizzati, pl. 43.
4. Louvre
C 10660, fr., hydria, Para 129, CVA France 18 (Louvre 11)
pl. 142, 1.
Centaurs: Oxford 1965.135, neck amphora,
ABV 137, 59; BSA 32 (1931-32) 8, pl. 3. A naked, bearded
man swings a club, advancing toward centaurs.
He is not
identified as Herakles in the de scrip ti ve text.
Indeed, it
is possible that a generic centauromachy is represented.
Stymphalian birds:
1. London B 163, from Vulci, type B
amphora, ABV 134, 28; Boardman, ABFV fig. 95.
2. Boulogne
420 ABV 134, 29; Musee 2, 268, fig. 11.
3. Munich inv.
8701. fr., ABV 136, 52; MiB 1952- 3, 336, fig. 2.
This
seems to be a new composition created by Group E.
Amazons: Vatican 352 from Vulci, ABV 134, 30; Albizzati pl. 45.
This is a standard depiction of Herakles and the Amazons.
123. Berlin 1716, neck amphora, ABV 137, 62; Bll'rrnel, pl. 51.

The
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wrestlers lean forward at the waist, and use a rmh o Lds ; see
the discussion of Exekias' panathenaic, which shows human
wrestlers in a cross-buttocks throw ( infra n. 235). J\nother
possible inspiration for the S4 scheme are animal fights:
the rever~ed head, lifted rear paw, and grasping front paw
of the lion may be ultimately derived from such compos i tions
However, there is not an exact parallel in the one preserved
example of an animal fight, framed by draped males on the
shoulder of a neck amphora: Tarquinia, from Tarquinia, neck
amphora, ABV 137, 63; CVA Italy 26 (Tarquinia 2) pl. 23,
1 and 4. In an example of lions walking in a procession
with bulls there is no overlap with the Nemean lions:
Berlin 1655, type A amphora, ABV 36, 53; Para 55; AntK
7 (1964) pl. 25, 2. A human figure is interjected at one
end of an animal frieze which includes pa::thers, but there
is no interaction between feline and man: London B 147 from
Vulci, amphora, ABV 135, 44; CVA Great Britain 4 (British
Museum 3) pl. 135, 44.
124. That is, where Herakles is standing rather than in knielauf
and the lion stands with four paws on the ground.
125. As discussed above, it also appears in scenes of Theseus and
the Minotaur and Group E may have derived it from that source.
126. Herakles and the lion differ from the Geryon examples where
weapons may vary, but are used in each instance.
127. Compare to the examples by the Heidelberg Painter, # 17, 18.
Note, however, that this arrangement of the arms differs
from that scene in the Tri ton example by the Towry Whyte
Painter ( # 55) where Herakles' hands are interlocked, completing
the squeeze.
128. Group of London B 174: No other scenes involving Herakles
are preserved in the group's repertory. Scenes of Theseus
and the Minotaur(# 52, London B 174, from Vulci, type B
amphora, ABV 141, l; CVA Great Britain 4 (British Museum 3)
pl. 31, 50erugia 76~ype B amphora, ABV 141, 6; Die Antike
18 (1943) 23, 2), are nearly identical to those painted by
Group E, but the combination of neckhold and sword does not
appear in scenes of Herakles and the lion as in Group E
proper. Wrestlers (Perugia 76, supra) stand upright, very
far apart, using arrrholds and show no special overlap with
Herakles and the lion.
Felines on a neck amphora, heraldically
posed with front paws raised and reverted heads, cannot be
said to inspire any details of the Nemean lion's depiction.
(Naples 2498, from Etruria, neck amphora, ABV 141, 5; CVA
Italy 20 (Naples 1) pl. 12). Towry Vlhyte Painter: in
addition to the lion episode, there are two scenes, neither
canonical labors.
1) Herakles and the Triton (# 55): in
a representation very similar to earlier ones, Herakles
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straddles Tri ton and holds him with his left arm over
Triton's left shoulder, and his right arm under Triton's
righfu arm.
The hero's fists are c Lerioh e d , shown in
profile, as he squeezes the monster. Herakles is unaccompanied.
2) Hera~les mounting chariot with Athena: (Cambridge 32.10
ex Towry Whyte), type B ampho ra , ABV 141, l; CVA Great Britain
11 (Cambridge 2) pll. 22, 2; 28, 1 and 6).
fua scene with
strong heroic overtones, tl1e hero wears lionskin, the goddess, peplos, mantle and spear.
Animal friezes: Vatican
358, from Vulci, neck arnpho ra , ABV 142, 7; Albizzati, pl. 47.
Heraldically raised front paws show a general similarity
to the Nemean lion's, but there is no specific correlation
between rhe two groups of representations. The Painter of
the Vatican Mourner: Kerberos: Baltimore, W.A.G. 48.16,
type B amphora, ABV 140, 1, GaZ, B-A, 1943, 185. Herakles
is nude, with a cloak thrown over his shoulder. Two women
accompany him, as does Hermes, who is uncommon in Group E
scenes.
129.

London B 213, from Vulci, neck amphora, ABV 143, 1: CVA
Great Britain 5 (British Museum 4) pl. 50, 2. The hero holds
the boar on his shoulders, grasping him around the neck,
about to shove his head onto Eurystheus in a pithos.

130. Wurzburg 442, lekanis, ABV 140, 5, the Painter of the Vatican
Mourner, Langlotz, pl. 119. Another example of a deer hunt

shows only the thematic connection of the hunt, for the
hunters ride on horseback and use spears: Orvieto, Faina 65,
from Orvieto (?), hydria, ABV 140, 4; AthMitt 41 (1916)
pl. 28.
131. This amphora, originally placed by Beazley, "Near the

Princeton Painter," has been reassigned to the Painter of
Berlin 1686 by J. Boardman. His evidence for the change
includes an analysis of style and inscriptions, CVA Great
Britain 14 (Oxford 3, 1975) pl. 31, 2 and 32, 3,4.
132. Supra n. 119 - 120.

Note, however, that no scenes of Theseus
and the Minotaur show the sword emerging from the monster's
flesh as on some Group E examples, supra n. 120. Oxford
1918.64, ABV 296, 5; CVA Great Britain 9 (Oxford 2) pll. 4, 3v
5.
Note that in this example, the rock covered with a
mantle appears between Theseus' legs, a feature which
appears twice in the Lydan repertory (# 25 and 26) where
fight spectators are also similar to those on# 58.

133. See for instance the type B amphora with scenes of warriors
taking leave and arming: Cab.Med. 207, from Vulci, type B

amphora, ABV 296. 6; CVA France 7 (Bd.b Li.o t.he que Nationalale 1)
pl. 34, 5.
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134. Am azons: Bologna PU 192 from Vulci, type B ampho ra , AB V 296,
7; CV A Italy 7 (Bologna 2) pl. 3, 1 - 2.
Herakles wears
chi ton and lionskin and holds his club over his head, ab out
to strike.
Gcry on: l. Wl'lrzburg 246, from Vulci, type B
amphora, AB V 296, 8; Lan glotz, pl. 66.
2. Taun ~on, type
B amphora, AB V 296, 9, unpub lished.
Hero assum es identical
pose and mode of dress; he is accompanied by Herm es.
Kyknos:
1. Bologna PU 192 supra.
Hero assumes identical
pose and mode of dress, accompan Le.d by Athena, clearly

identified by her attributes.
2. Oxford 1965.113, amphora,
ABV 301; Para 131; CVA Great Britain 14 (Oxford 3) pll. 31,4;
33, 3 - 4.
Hero assumes identical pose and mode of dress,
but raises his spear aloft.
3. London B 197, from Camiros,
type A amphora, ABV 296, l; CVA Great Britain 4 (British Museum
3) pll. 38, l; 4~1. Hero wears chitoniskos, lionskin, and
draws sword from his scabbard. Triton:
1. Orvieto, Faina 73,
from Orvieto, type A amphora, ABV 196, 2; E.A.A. ii, 62, fig.
103.
2. Vatican 346 from Vulci, type B ampho ra , Para 129,
9 bis; Albizzati, pl. 43.
3. Louvre C 10660 fr., hydria,
Para 129; CVA France 18 (Louvre 11) pl. 1421 1.
These are
very close to Group E's Triton figures, alu1ough Herakles'
hands are interlocked and spectators, including an old man
(as in# 58) watch the event.
The spectators on# 1 are
close to those on Lydan fight scenes, supra n. 108. There
is at least one hunt scene (Paris market, from Capua, ABV
297, 19; Vente 11 - 14 mai, 1903, pl. 2, 1 and 5) and
animal friezes in subsidiary zones (ibid; Louvre C 10660,
supra) which do not show particular parallels for # 58.
135. Kyknos: London B 212, from Vulci, neck amphora, ABV 297,l;
CVA Great Britain 5 (British Museum 4) pll. 50, 1;51.
Herakles, wearing chitoniskos, lionskin and quiver, holds
his sword over his head (cf. Roman market (Basseggio), type
B amphora, ABV 298, 14; Gerhard
pl. 121). Nessos: Naples
Stg. 144, type B amphora, ABV 198, 13; BCH 76 (1952) 371.
Herakles, wearing chitoniskos, lionskin, and quiver at
waist brandishes his club over his head, raising his left
foot high off the ground (cf. # 76). Prize tripod: Munich
1378 (J. 1294) from Vulci, type B amphora, ABV 299, 17;
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pll. 10, 3; 11, 4; 12, 6 - 7.
Herakles wears lionskin, and has a quiver at his waist. He
stands underneath the tripod, with one arm on each of its
two legs. Athena stands by, wearing helmet and shield.
Eurystheus: Swiss, private, panathenaic amphora, Para 130,
5 bis; unpublished.
136. Wrestlers, leaning forward at the waist, use armholds on one
another: Louvre F 217, neck amphora, ABV 298, 2; Pottier,
pl. 79 (rnisnumbered F 199). One hunt scene shows hunters
attacking from the ground, presumably wiu1out weapons, as
supra n. 130: New York 23.160.92, hydria fr., ABV 299, 24;
Para 130; AA 1962, 774.
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137. There are no examples of the hunt, wrestling, or animal

friezes which might provide fuller context for the scenes
of Herakles and the 1ion.
138. Weapons are used by Herakles in all encounters. Amazons: in
each, Herakles wears chi toniskos and lions kin; with his
right hand he holds either club (twice) or sword ( once) over
his head, and when his left hand is visible, uses an armhold on tl1e Amazon. So, as
side B of# 60, there is
a combination of wrestling holds and a weapon. Each of the
central pairs is set into a different context:
1. Munich
1384 (J. 1081) from Vulci, type B amphora, ABV 299, 2;
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pll. 18, 2; 20. 2. Munich 1377
(J. 606) from Vulci, type B amphora, ABV 300, 3; CVA Germany
3 (Munich 1) pll. 10, 2; 11, 2.
The scene appears twice on
this piece.
3. Warsaw 13847 from Vu1ci, Para 131, 14 bis.;
CVA Poland 4 (Warsaw 1) pll. 9, l - 2; 10 - 11. Nessos:
Munich 1384 (J. 1081) supra n. 1. Herak1es wears a
chitoniskos, lionskin, and quiver with arrows, and he holds
a sword in his right hand, held at his waist.
He runs
toward Nessos, lifting his left leg off the ground. At
the outside of the scene stand two draped men, similar to
those in# 60.
139. Those two pieces are compared somewhat doubtfully to the
work of the Painter of Munich 1379 (ABV 303, and note on
the photograph of the Palermo cup in the Beazley archive).
As cups they stand apart from the larger shapes which predominate in tl1e Princeton Group; that they are associated
with it stylistically suggests one of the many routes of
transmission of iconography between the Little Master Cups
and pots.
Boardman suggests that the Painter of Munich
1739 is associated with the Painter of Berlin 1686 (CVA
Great Britain 14 (Oxford 3) 19), but nothing about these
two cups can serve to corroborate that contention.
140. "Squatting"is used to describe a position where Herakles
sits on one haunch and heel, and has his other leg bent
at the knee.
K. Schauenberg discusses this scheme as
one used peculia:rly on cups:" Ein Psykter aus dem Umkreis
des Andokidesmaler," JdI 80 (1965) 102, n. 94.
It
appears much earlier, in a scene where Herakles frees
Prometheus, supra n. 57.
141. Geryon and Kyknos: Munich 1379 (J. 81) from Vulci, type B
amphora, ABV 303, l; CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pll. 10, 4;
13; 28, 3-.- Herakles7ears chitoniskos, lionskin, and
scabbard (and quiver, in Kyknos fight) and holds a sword
above his head, as in repertory of Painter of Berlin 1686
and in the Manner of the Princeton Painter.
142. As discussed above, supra n. 86, this is a move from the
pankration.
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143. Dionysiac subjects, and di vinities in combat with giants are
also popular in the repertory .
144. Some unusual subjects and compositions are: Herakles carrying
the Kerkopes: Madrid 10917 (L. 74), neck amphora, AJ3 V 308, 78;
CVA Spain 1 (Madrid 1) 17, 2; 19, 1.
Cf. F. Brommer, Vasen-

listen3 , 98 - 99. Herakles, wearing lionskin, carries
the Kerk opes from a pole hoisted on his shoulder, and is
unaccompanied. Herakles and Busiris: Cincinnati 1959. I,
amphora, Para 134, 23 ter, J. Boardman, ABFV, fig. 143. Cf.
F. Brommer, Vasenliste-;s-34 - 35.
Wearing lionskin,
IIerakles grasps two of Busiris' underlings by ankle and
neck respectively. Slightly less usual is the Hydra episode:
Tarquinia from Tarquinia, neck-amphora, AJ3V 308, 64; NSc 1930
pl. 7, 1 - 2. Cf. F. Brommer, vasenlist~ 79 - 81. Herakles
wears lionskin and uses an "armhold" and his sword.
The
Amazon adventure shows some confusion.
Bologna 15, neck
amphora, ABV 308, 7l;
32 (1931 - 32) pl. 8.
Herakles
wears lionskin, but has long hair and wears a wreath, in
apparent confusion with Dionysos.
145. Herakles setting out: Bologna 59, neck amphora, ABV 308, 76,
unpublished. In chariot with Athena, fully identified:
Naples 2460 from Nola, type A amphora, ABV 307, 56; CVA
Italy 20 (Naples 1) pll. 7, 3 - 4; 8, 4.
Rhodes 14093 from
Camiros, type A amphora, ABV 307, 57; Clara Rhodos VI - VII,
206 - 207. With unidentified woman (Alkestis ?) : Louvre
F 60 from Vulci, neck amphora, ABV 308, 74; Pottier, pl. 68.
London B 165 from Camiros, AJ3V 306, 30; CVA Great Britain 4
(British Museum 3) pl. 30, 2. Cf. also Herakles entering
Olympus with Athena and Zeus: Naples, Astarita, AJ3V 693, 73
bis., unpublished.
146. Against Geryon, Herakles uses his bow in one instance, and
his club held in upraised arm in the other:
1. Cab. Med.
223, neck amphora, AJ3V 308, 77; CVA France 7 ( Biblioth~que
Nationale I) pl. 38, 4 - 5. Accompanied by Athena, fully
identified by helmet, shield, apear, Herakles uses his bow.
2. Tarquinia 639 from Tarquinia, neck amphora, ABV 134, 76 bis.;
CVA Italy 21 (Tarquinia 2) pl. 31, 2 - 3. Herakles uses
his club, held in upraised arm. Amazon:
1. Boulogna 15,
supra n. 144. The hero has arm upraised. Herakles attacks
while lifting one leg high off the ground, holding sword in
right hand. Florence, fr., amphora, ABV 307, 50; Bothmer,
Amazons, pl. 30, 2. Centaur: 1. Zurich, Univ. {Wurzburg U.
247) type B amphora, ABV 305, 27; Jacobsthal _Q_., pl. 6 a.
Nude Hcrakles holds his club over his head. Ba~el market
(M.M.), amphora, Para 134, 26 bis.; A.S.V.M.M. (1964} No. 5.
Cf. also Louvre, fr., neck amphora, ABV 308, 7, unpublished;
Heidelberg 229, type B amphora, ABV 305, 28, unpublished.
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147.

In addition to the lion e xamp Le s , K.erkopes ( supra n. 144
and Busir:i.s ( supra n. 144 ) , is the boar episode, where
Herakles, nude, uses a wrestling throw to stuff the boar into
a pithos onto Eurystheus: London B 162, from Vulci, type A
amphora1 ABV 306,29; CVA Great Britain 4 ( British Museum 3)
pl. 28,2. Brooklyn 68.155.1, panathenaic amphora, ABV 307,61;
Para 133; Cat. Sotheby 18, June 1968, pl. at 52.

148.

In addition to the centauromachies and boar adventures in the
tripod struggle, Herakles is nude and carries his club: Baltimore,
W.A.G. 48.2127, amphora, Para 134, 33 bis.; Ars. Ant. Aukt. ii,
pl. 54, 137.

149.

A bearded figure wearing a tunic uses a club to aim a blow at
the lion's head of a Chimaira ( London Bl62 supra n. 160):
this forms a combination which could literally satisfy the
demands of" !-lerakles and the lion", but transposes the
positions of the strugglers. A deer hunt ( New York, David
Rockerfeller ( ex Rogers), type B amphora, ABV 306,40, unpublished) shows a man with a sword pursuing his quarry,
suggesting hand to hand corrmat. A boar hunt shows a weaponless
encounter where several men surround the boar on foot ( Munich
1386 ( J. 647) from Vulci, type B amphora, ABV 306,39; CVA
Germany 3 ( Munich 1) pll. 18,4; 25,3. ) . Three youths carry
clubs ( hunters setting out?): Athens, 15111, type B amphora,
ABV 306, 43; ArchEph 1924, 104-105. J. Boardman, "Herakles,
Peisistratos and Sons, 11 RA 1972, 57-72, esp. 66, calls the
representation on Munich 1386 ( J. 647) and London B 162
"moral club-bearers" and relates them to guards of clubbearers used by Peisistratos ( Hdt. I.59. 5-6. ) .

150.

London B 253, from Vulci, neck amphora, ABV 308, 68; CVA Great
Britain 5 ( British Museum 4) pl. 62,3. Dionysos fights a
giant and has five small lions aiding him. The god wears a
pantherskin, and resembles Herakles, and three of the diminutive
lions which attack the giant adopt poses similar to those of
the Nemean lion in Sl fights.

151.

This type of fight appears among Little Master Cup painters, the
Mannerists, and painters in the Nikosthenic workshop. It becomes
increasingly common toward the end of the century. As mentioned
throughout the text above, it is related to other types of
feline-human combinations, such as those in the Amasis Painter's
repertory ( supra n. 130), and based on the position of the
lion here, the recumbent fight, invented by Exekias at approximately this time.

152.

Perhaps slightly earlier, in Group E, the scene appeared on the
shoulders of neck amphorae ( # 45,46).

153.

Herakles usually straddles Triton ( cf. the examples discussed
above by and near Group E, supra n. 137, 143) but from the
opposite direction. In other repertories, as the Princeton
Group, supra n. 152, he raises his knee quite high when
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approaching an opponent.
154.

In numerous scenes, Herakles holds his club or another weapon
over his head ( Painter of Berlin 1686 supra n. 134;Princeton
Group, supra n. 138; Painter of Munich 1375 supra n. 141). Note
that Theseus straddles the leg of the Minotaur in an example
by the Swing Painter
( Orvieto, Faina 52, from Orvieto, ABV
306, 31; R5mMitt 53 (1938). pl. 25, 2).

155.

Cf. Exekias' Panathenaic showing wrestlers, infra. n. 221.

156.

Herakles holds the club in S3 fights by the Siana cup painters,
but the weapon more commonly used is the sword. The appearance
of the club may be the product of the weapon exchanges noted
above in several repertories.

157.

This may be a graft from a hunt scene, or one of the numerous
examples of Herakles and Hermes as in the repertory of the
Amasis Painter ( supra n. 114).

158.

Beazley mentions the stylistic relationship between the
Princeton Painter and the Swing Painter: ABV 304.

159.

The piece has been cleaned since it was photographed for
publication. The original description, presumably based on
overpainting, called this an S2 sword fight, CVA France 1
( Louvre 1) 7, pll. 6, 6 and 13.

160.

E. Kunze, OlForsch II, 100 n. 3. H. von Steuben, supra n. 6,
19. His suggestion that this piece, which he dates to near mid6th century, is separated from the Sounion reliefs by more
than a half-century and represents a new version of the sword
fight will be discussed below in the conclusions to Part I.

161.

For ovoid neck amphorae with lotus and palmette chain on the
neck, tongues at shoulder, figural zone at belly, and rays
from the base, cL London 1922, 6 - 15.1, ABV 86, 9; CVA
Great Britain 4 ( British Museum 3) pl. 23,1 by the Painter of
London B 76, dated by J. Boardman c. 565 ( ABFV, 36) and
London B 25, ABV 106, l; CVA Great Britain 4 ( British Museum
3) pl. 23,3 of the Group of London B 25 near the Tyrrhenian
Group, also dating after c. 565 ( ABFV, 36).

162.

# 73 is compared to# 26 ( CVA Great Britain 9 ( Oxford 2)
98, and# 74 is called" in the manner of Lydos" ( CVA
France 18 ( Louvre 11) pl. 129, 1 ).

163.

Cf. # 25 and 26 and the scenes of Theseus and the Minotaur,
supra n. 108, 116.

164.

For the nude youths, cf. # 64, 65 by the Painter of Tarquinia
RC 3984, and for the number and arrangement of spectators, cf.
# 75, near the Swing Painter, and# 60, near the Princeton
Painter.

ij
'J'
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]65.

Note that this is similar to those examples where the hero holds
his club, such as the Siana
# 11, 12, 17, 23, 24.

166.

B. Pollmann ( CVA Germany 34
Hannover 1), Munich, 1971, 21
attributes the piece to Group E itself, and indeed the use of
the sword is most common within the Group. The arrangement of
the spectators is closest to those near Group E.

167.

La necropoli di Crocefisso
del Tufo in Orvieto, " StEtr 30 (1962) 82-83 n. 56 ) the piece
is compared to two vases by the Affecter, Wtirzburg 176, ABV
241, 23; Langlotz pll. 35, 36 and London B 149, ABV 245,~;
CVA Great Britain 4 ( British Museum 3) pl. 25, 4. In terms
of iconography and composition it is better placed near Group
E. The decorative scheme on this vase is unusual: it appears
to be a combination of a panel amphora, with the single row
of rays at the bottom (as# 43, for example) and a neck
amphora, where the tongues on the shoulder and lotus and
palmette chain are regular (as# 46). Neck amphorae, where
the two areas of decoration on the belly are divided by floral
ornament, usually have additional patterned zones above the
rays (seethe discussion by Erika Kunze-G5tte, CVA Germany
37 ( Munich 8 ), ( Munich 1973) 9).

168.

Side A portrays a striding, armed Athena between two cock-columns;
although there are graffiti, the inscription does not identify
the piece as a prize amphora. The piece was found in a grave
( CVA Italy 18 ( Taranto 2) pl. 1, 2} III Hg ( text not
paginated}, with a panathenaic award for a foot race.

169.

supra

170.

Herakles wears a spotted tunic only rarely. The garment is
probably embroidered, perhaps to imitate a skin: at times
the stippling on the lionskin resembles spots (cf.Louvre
E 855, from Caere, ovoid neck amphora, ABV 99, 53 ( OLL
Group), von Bothmer, Amazons pl. IV, l). For another example
of Herakles wearing a spotted tunic, by the Amasis Painter:
Louvre F 30, oinochoe, ABV 150, 6; Karouzou. pl. 17.

171.

Myres ( Handbook of the Cesnola Collection of Antiauities from
Cyprus ( New York, 1914) # 1729, 293) called the piece
Corinthian. More recently, scholars accept it as Attic: 1.
Although not attributed it appears in ABV, 314. 2. Payne,
Necrocorinthia 126 n. 2. 3. K. Schauenburg II Ein Psykter aus
dem Umkreis des Andokides malers,
JdI 80 (1965) 102-103.
The inscriptions, unreadable except for the name of the hero
are Attic, although the Corinthian Beta appears twice on the
shoulder panel ( supra Payne); see Louis P. di Cesnola, A
Descriptive Atlas of the Cesnola Collection of Cypriote
Antiquities in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
( Boston and New York, 1885-1903) vol. ii, pl. 148, 1096 ).
Mixed Attic and Corinthian scripts also appear among Tyrrhenian

In the public.:ition

( M. Bizzarri,
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n. 140.
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amphorae, so are not ,,·i thout parallel in the Attic repertory
(cf.Berlin 1704, ABV 5G, 14 where both Corinthian and Attic
epsilons appear).
172.

An early hydria near Sophilos ( Paris Market, Geladakis, ABV
42; Hesperia XIII (1944)pl. 8, 1 ) and the Hearst hydria
( San Simeon, Hearst 9951, from Camiros, ABV 84,4, Boardman ABFV,
fig. 51, 1-2) are rounder in profile and have higher shoulders;
they must predate# 88. The Lydan examples (cf.Athens, Kerameikos, Para 45; Tiverios, pl. 29 a-b) seem later: they have
a tauter and more nearly horizontal shoulder, with handles placed
higher on the shape. Also slightly later are the round hydriai
in the Louvre ( Louvre, Camp. 10645, 10646, ABV 92, 1,2; CVA
France 18 ( Louvre 11) pll. 132, 2-4; 133, 1-2). Again, the
handles are higher and the shoulder tauter than# 88, but not
so much so as the Lydan examples. The closest parallels exist
with the Tyrrhenian round-bodied amphorae, (cf.Cab. Med.
253, ABV 104, 127; CVA France 10 ( Bib.Nat. l ) pl. 32,13;
Boston 67.1006, Para 43; CVA USA 19 ( Boston 2) pll. 69-70
thereby giving the d3te of 565-550 B.C. at the 0aYliest. The
decorative scheme, with rays extending from the foot, and two
high panels covering the front of the piece, is most closely
paralleled in the Lydan Group as is the shoulder composition
of confronting felines ( cf. # 27). However, an early hydria
by the Polos Painter ( Leyden I 1913/1.1, ABV 44, 20; CVA
Netherlands 3 ( Leyden 1) l; pl. 1), therefore c. 580-570,
preserves the scheme but with the zones continuing all around
the piece and with the addition of a decorated neck. In sum,
in terms of shape and scheme, the closest associations date
c. 565-540. Beazley compares this piece to one potted by
Mnesiades ( ABV 314), an associate of Andokides; this might
also be reason to pull the piece down a bit chronologically.

173.

The scene on Little Master cups is discussed below. These cups
begin no earlier than 560. The scheme differs from that on
Siana cups, where Herakles is in knielauf, rather than squatting.
The combination of Herakles and the lion and confronting felines
is popular on larger shapes, as# 26, 27 by the Painter of
Louvre F 6.

174.

Cf. Oxford 190, column crater, ABV 124, 16; J. Boardman ABFV,
fig. 75 and another by Lydos, Harvard 1925. 30. 125, column
crater, ABV 108, 9; Tiverios pl. 19a. Slightly earlier, by the
Painter of Akropolis 606, is Berlin inv. 4823 from Liosia,
amphora, lillV 81, 4; Boardman ABFV, fig. 48, c. 570. Lions,
humans and eagles also appear~cups dating to the third
quarter of the 6th century by the Amasis Painter, Tel Aviv
90458 and 90558 two ter, band cup, Para 67; AntK 3 (1960)
pl. 3, 1-2 and Louvre CA 2918, hybrid lip cup, ABV 157, 85;
CVA France 14 ( Louvre 9) pl. 84, 1-5.

175.

K. Schauenburg ( supra n. 171} 103 dates the piece c. 570560, and that is too early in my opinion. He does note the
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connection between this
and the Little Master practices.
Note that the Phrynos Painter ( !:BY_ 168) decorated both cups
and a small neck-amphora of the Berlin class, a group of "roundbodied II amphorae " Look i.no rather eastern " ( ,J. Boardman ABFV,
60). Another of these amphorae, # 84, preserves a scene of-Herakles and the lion, and also shows Lydan associations.
176.

The date is derived from associations between the Florence
hydria and Group E and Lydos ( Beazley, Dev. 64 n. 5 );
for the suggested attribution, see CVA Italy 42 ( Florence
5 ) (1965) 4; pl. 5, 1.

177.

RA 34 (1899) 8, fig. 6.

178.

These cups range from 560-530; the first are contemporary
with the later Siana cups ( J. Boardman, ABFV, 61). Many
of the schemes which appear on these cups seem to evolve out of
those used in the Siana cup repertory.

179.

The hero is more fully armed, wearing cuirass and scabbard,
he curves his left hand under the lion's jaw, and his hand is
depicted in profile. Herakles wearing a cuirass is relatively
rare in black figure representation, H. Mommsen, Der Affecter
( Mainz, 1975) 19 n. 76.

180.

There is very little evidence that the two scenes on the cup
are connected or that they show two different moments in the
fight. Side A is a later stage in the fight, yet Herakles
wears more clothing and uses different weapons. The connection
between pot painter and cup painters has been discussed above
with# 62, 63, and 88.

181.

# 95 and 96 are the only pieces assigned to group III of
Sakonides' work, so there is no stylistic context to aid in
their interpretation. It is noteworthy that no other mythological scenes appear in Sakonides' repertories, or in those
of painters near him.

182.

see# 76 which parallels# 95.

183.

Mythological subjects are rare in the Tleson Painter's
repertory. Felines appear, and on two occasions, these are
lions ( Munich 2150 34), from Vulci, lip cup, ABV 179, 12;
Hoppin, 392; Oxford from Naukratis, lip cup, ABV 179, 13;
unpublished) which are quite similar to those which appear on
# 97. Although the position of the lion in the S2 scheme must
be standard by now, and not the product of the Tleson Painter's
own adaptations, the " separate fight,
discussed below w.i t.h
# 104-108, does seem to develop in the Little Master repertories, so it is worthwhile to keep track of possible sources
for it.
11

184.

The composition is a common one for heroic fights on band cups:
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cf. for example, Munich 2243 from Vulci, ABV 163,2 ( Archikles
and Glaukytes),
. 116. This is the only other
activity of Herakles which appears in this group ( London
1906.12-15.2 from Rhodes, band cup, ABV 196,2;
Bothmer,
Am azons pl. 37, 3 ) . Herakles is bearded and nude, and carries
no weapons as he strides toward the Amazon. The composition
is paralleled on earlier Siana cups (as# 7, 15) and on
larger shapes, where the field is correspondingly long,
especially in the Lydan Group { # 26 ).
185.

If Herakles uses a jaw hold on the beast, it is somewhat
unusual, but paralleled on at least one other cup, # 22,
Ergotimos Epoiesen, and on# 29 by the Araasis Painter, and
in the Swing Painter's repertory on# 63 and 68. In either
case, the move is from the pankration.

186.

CVA Germany 47 ( Tub ingen 3) (1980) 39. cf. New York 14.147.3,
ABV 227, l; CVA USA 11 ( New York 2 ) pl. 16, 26 and # 122
below, where the crouching fight also appears.

187.

For the Segm ent Class, ABV 212-215. Ground lines do appear as
early as the Heidelberg Painter (cf.Louvre CA 1684 ABV
64, 27; E.F. van der Grinten, On the Composition of the
Medallions in the Interiors of Greek Black and Red Figured
Kylikes ( Am sterdam, 1966) fig. 29) although not as a single
line.

188.

Beardless Herakles: the beardless Herakles in the standard
schemes with the lion has been discussed ab ove ( # 99, 100,
65). He also appears beardless in other lab ors occasionally,
such as centauromachies ( supra n. 103 ). Although in the
latter cases it is not difficult to imagine attackers other than
Herakles in generic fights, it is less easy to understand an
attacker of a lion as anyone other than Herakles. Herakles
separated from opponent: the hero is frequently shown not
physically interconnected with his opponent, and such fights
may be indirect paradigm s for the similar lion fights.
Hunt scenes: As discussed above,hunts depicting attackers on
foot ab out to engage in hand to hand comb at exist in several
repertories, such as the Swing Painter's ( supra n. 149).
Men and felines: In# 105, a single lion appears, identical to
that on the reverse, which is chased by Herakles. Felines in the
Tleson Painter's repertory parallel those lions ( supra n. 181)
as do lions on sub sidiary decorative zones by and near Group E
( supra n. 123, 128). In the Am asis and Swing Painter's repertories comb inations of attacking men and felines are comm on ( supra
n. 115 and 148 ).

189.

Discussion of unattributed lids and dinoi belongs with the
cups; they have both miniature style and long decorative fields
in comm on.

190.

The other representations on this lid include wrestlers and
boxers. The wrestlers use armholds, as does Herakles, but
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there is no special overlap in the representations. While
athletic associations are implicit in nearly every type of
Hcrakles' struggle with the lion, an overt athletic context
is rather uncommon, as discussed with# 87, the Taranto
panathenaic.

,t

It::

191.

Aukt

xi Basel, 36.

192.

The same bystanders watch Theseus and the Minotaur on another
leg of the tripod. Athletes appear on the lids and these
include wrestlers. Cf. # 103 and supra n. 204 for a discussion
of the athletic context.

193.

Elbows Out is primarily a painter of Little Master cups. Of his
six neck amphorae of special shape, the central zone of three
preserve depictions of Herakles and the lion. They are the only
activities of the hero which appear in this repertory; there is
only one other discernible mythological scene, showing Dionysos
and Ariadne, among the 44 pieces attributed to Elbows Out by
Beazley.

194.

Limassol, Kakoyiannis, from Marion, lip cup, ABV 251, 39; Para
112; BCH 85 (1961) 296-297. The panther has his head turned
back, and one front paw raised. Although of a different type
than the scenes on# 115 and 116, this representation is closely
related to those on# 105-109 where a beardless Herakles attacks
a lion; cf. also the lekythos by the Arnasis Painter, supra n.
115. Elbows Out uses animal friezes and lions appear in the
repertory ( cf. for exa~ple. Louvre E 705, neck amphora, ABV
248, 4, BCH 17 (1893) 432). Heraldically disposed lions bear
a great similarity to the Nemean Lion on# 115 and 116
( Louvre CA 178 from Corinth, shoulder lekythos, ABV 249, 16;
Haspels ABL pl. 7, 3), but by now the features such as turned
heads and raised rear paws must be part of the standard schemes
rather than personal adaptations derived from the representations
of lions. A single unpublished example of wrestlers is preserved:
Munich and Erlangen, band cup, ABV 250, 22.

195.

The scheme as it appears here is widespread by the period of
Elbows Out ( 545-530). It begins with the Siana cup painters
( cf. # 5), and appears very commonly on Little Master cups
( cf. # 96), particularly in the squatting versions. In the
Lydan group (as# 26) it appears as a sword fight, and on
numerous other unattributed pieces, in both major ( # 79,
80) and minor ( # 89, 90) decorative zones. Anonymous
spectators are the rule rather than the exception. Mommsen,
supra n. 179, 19, n. 74, notes the similarities between the
scheme on# 115 and those on Little Master cups.

196.

Because of the animal frieze elements, this composition
should be considered with the schemes where man and beast are
separate, as# 105-109.
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197.

In Mommsen1s description of the scene, supra n. 179, 94, the
attacker holds a spee r in his upraised arms r in fact, this
" spear" appears to be the upper border of the scene. She does
not identify the scene as Herakles and the lion, as does Beazley.

198.

Mommsen, supra n. 179, 17-18. Mythological beings are relatively
common, and mytholgical episodes less so. A Chimaira appears on
one example ( Philadelphia MS 4852, neck amphora, ABV 244, 50;
Para 110; Mommsen, supra n. 179, pl. 57) ;the leonine portion,
with all four feet on the ground and head turned back, is quite
similar to the lion on# 111. In an animal fight group ( Vatican
338, from Vulci, neck amphora, ABV 241, 24; Para 110; Mommsen,
supra n. 179, pl. 88) the panthers attacking a deer parallel
the lion on# 110 in a common way: turned head, straight front
paws, uplifted rear leg. The appearance of felines is not
restricted to this zone ( Athens, Vlasto, shoulder lekythos,
ABV 247, 94, unpublished) and lions ( London Bl49, from
Vulci; type B amphora, ABV 245, 60; Para 110; Mommsen, supra
n. 179, pl. 69) and panthers ( Boston99.517, ovoid neck
amphora, ABV 241, 25; Mornmsen, supr,q n. 1791 pll. 85-86 )
appear as throne decorations. In general, however, felines are
not prominent decorative elements.

199.

The other scenes of myth which appear in this repertory are
varied: pairs of divinities are favored, such as Zeus and
Hermes ( 15 examples) and Dionysos and Ikarios ( 10 examples).
In general, Hermes is a favorite.

200.

Amazon: Omaha 1953.255, hydria, ABV 247, 93; Mommsen, supra n.
179, pl. 97. Herakles wears chitoniskos and lionskin, and
grabs the Amazon's helmet with his left hand and holds his
club aloft in his right hand. Three other pairs fight with
them. Hydra: Boulogne sur Seine, Private collection, neck
amphora, Para 111,37 bis; Mommsen, supra n. 179, pl. 110.
Herakles wears chitoniskos and lionskin. He grasps tentacles
with both hands, as does a fully armed aide ( Iolaos?).
Athena, identified by military attributes, appears with them.
Centaurs: Boulogne, from Vulci, ovoid neck amphora, ABV 240,
21; Mommsen, supra n. 179, pl. 122. Herakles wearing chitoniskos, lionskin, baldric, and scabbard, holds a club aloft over
his head. He grasps the back of Deianira's neck.

201.

Munich 1443 ( J. 84) from Vulci, ovoid neck amphora, ABV 241,
27; Mommsen, supra n. 179, pl. 48. A bearded male figure with
long hair wears chitoniskos, animal skin, baldric, and mantle.
He holds a sword upraised in one hand and extends his other
hand towards a centaur. The pose and situation are suitable for
Herakles, but the long hair, animal skin, and mantle are unusual.
Greenwich, Conn., Bareiss 20, neck amphora, Para 111, 14 bis;
Mommsen, supra n. 179, pl. 87. The animal skin is worn bya
figure otherwise very like Herakles, and in a pose identical to
that in other centauromachies. Vatican 340, hybrid of type A
cup, ABV 248, 100; Mommsen, supra n. 179, pl. 28. A nude
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bearded man, wearing baldric, scabbard, and mantle over one
arm, carrying a club in the other, chc.ses another man. If the
attacker is Herakles, the episode is not identifiable. Cf. the
example in the Swing Painter's repertory, where men with clubs
set out ( supra n. 149).
202.

The position under the handles and Herakles' wearing the cuirass
are paralleled on the Sakonides cup, # 95.

203.

The" Herakles "wearing a short mantle ( supra n. 201) and
use of felines ( supra n. 198} suggests that the representation
may have been created from the Affecter's own repertory:cf.
also the panther figure by Elbows Out ( supra n. 194).

204.

Herakles is also beardless here, wearing a tunic, and holding
a club over the boar's back. One of the major scenes on the
piece is Theseus slaying the Minotaur; although the hero uses
the sword, the arrangement of his arms does not closely parallel
that of Herakles as he struggles with the lion.

205.

Mommsen, supra n. 179, 9,finds that the pseudopanathenaics of
the second half of the 6th century are the closest parallels,
in terms of shape and decoration, to the neck amphorae of the
Affecter. She suggests that both groups had a common ancestor
among the amphorae in the first half of the 6th century.

206.

The S2 sword fight and mantle covering the rock ( in the scene
with Theseus slaying the Minotaur) are Lydan: cf. # 25-27.
Beardlessness in combination with a standard type of fight
appears on Little Master cups ( cf. # 99, 100, 112) but
rarely on larger shapes, as# 64. The placement of the scene
under the handle parallels Sakonides' practices.

207.

The Nikosthenic Group dates from just before 540 down to the
last decade of the 6th century. The BMN Painter is apparently
the earliest,having decorated a Siana cup and Little Master
cups. Painter N is considered here, although some of his pieces
may have been produced as late as the 520's, as were those of
the Affecter ( J. Boardman ABFV, 64-65).

208.

The BMN Painter has very little interest in myth. Aside from
Theseus and the Minotaur (3), some fantastic beasts, and an
Achilles and Troilos scene, the BMN Painter devotes himself to
military and athletic subjects. Wrestlers using armholds
( London B 295 from Agrigento, neck amphora, ABV 226, l;
Hoppin, 202) show no special overlap with# 122 and a seated
Chimaira ( Villa Giulia 50735 M. 463, neck amphora, ABV
226, 5; Mingazzini, pll. 57, l; 58, 2 ) bears no rel.ationship
to the Nemean lion. The figure is a standard representation with
no grafting from other types. ( Two scenes of the hunt, on a
single piece, are unpublished: Taranto, and Munich Bareiss 95,
ABV 227, 13; Para 107, boar hunt and deer hunt).
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209.

# 124: nude, beardless, Herakles, without weapons, runs from 1eft,
chasing 1ion with one front paw raised, head turned back. # 125:
1. Nude, bearded Herak1es with short mantle over one arm, holds
club and faces lion from right. Lion, at left, faces attacker
with one front paw raised. 'l'here are three anonymous male bystanders.
2. Nude, beardless Herakles, wearing mantle over shoulder, holds
club out behind, running toward lion. There are two anonymous
male bystanders with spears. Beneath the lions is a broken amphora.
3. Herakles, nude and bearded, holding a chili behind, runs toward
the left. Lion stands at left with one front paw and one rear
paw raised. Bow and mantle are between figures. # 126: A nude,
bearded Herak1es with club, chases lion. Drapery hangs above in
field. There are two anonymous male bystanders.

210.

This may be an element derived from scenes of Achilles and Troilos,
such as on the lip cup by the Xenokles Painter, Norton ( once
Hope ) ABV 185; Para 76; Hoppin 431.

2J1

Other types of mythological scenes are amazonomachies (3),
winged Nikai or other goddesses, and scenes related to
Dionysos.

212.

Lions appear most frequently in the Torlonia Group (6), but
also appear in other groups (4). A comparison of the lions in
the frieze on# 124 and that which Herakles attacks on the
shoulder frieze show the extent to which the mythological and
ornamental lions overlap.

213.

A Potnia Theron, "in a state of Nikosthenic deliquescence"
( Vatican 361, from Cerveteri, neck amphora, ABV 216, l;
Albizzati, pl. 48 ) , actually a female figure wearing a
peplos, is accompanied by oversized lions on either side. The
composition seems to be influenced by S2 fights. On# 126 the
lower decorative zone preserves a beardless nude youth, carrying
a club, walking away from a sphinx which sits with upraised
front paw and head turned back. The club suggests Herakles,
and the position of the sphinx is close to that of the lions
of shoulder A of # 125. Cf. also the kyathos, associated with
the Nikosthenic workshop on the basis of shape ( Greenwich,
Bareiss, unattributed, unpublished, photocopy from the Beazley
Archive). A lion and ram attack a bull and are surrounded by
spectators. To the right is a beardless, nude youth, carrying
a club, very similar to the figure with the sphinx on# 125.
Wrestlers ( Berlin 1805 from Vulci, type A cup, ABV 223, 65;
Hoppin, 182) are bent far over at the waist and use arm
holds, but they show no relationship to the scenes of Herakles
and the lion.

214.

The work of Exekias and those near him is a fitting end for
this section; it includes one example of a standard scheme,
as old as the Heidelberg Painter's repertory, and one example
of the new recumbent scheme, which makes a profound impact on
the history of the representation of Herakles and the lion.

215.

J. Boardman,

" Exekias, "AJA 82 (1978) 14 n. 15. 'Phe identification of the ancillary
is only paralleled on# 133 among
the black figure representations discussed in this section.
Exekias identified the bystanders precisely and this may be projected onto his associates, with some caution.

216.

J. Boardman, supra n. 215, 14 n. 14.

217.

Because wrest]ers use a similar neck hold on Exekias'
panathenaic ( infra n. 221), it is not necessarily a squeeze,
forbidden by the rules of pure wrestling ( see Appendix I).

218.

For example, compare the scene of the death of Ajax ( Boulogne
558, type B amphora, ABV 145, 18; Technau, pl. 24) and the
harnessing scene ( Boston 89.273 ( R 315) from Tarquinia,
neck amphora, ABV 145, 4, CVA USA 14 ( Boston 1) pll. 29-32).
In both cases an atypical moment is shown. Comparisons for the
composition are: the low crouching figure of Ajax on the
Boulogne amphora, with palm tree to the left, and armour at
the right, and to a lesser extent, the Vatican amphora
( Vatican 344 from Vulci, Type A amphora, ABV 145, 13; "rechnau
pl. 21 ) , where the low gaming board is framed by the figures
of Ajax and Achilles, and their shields ( assuming that
another figure stands opposite Iolaos on the right side of the
composition ) on # 131.

219.

Exekias' primary interests are Trojan scenes, and particularly
TeJarnonian Ajax ( J. Boardman, supra n. 215, 25, table A, and
M.B. Moore,
Exekias and Telap1onian Ajax," AJA 84 (1980) 417434; esp. 432 n. 127). On 35 pieces Herakles appears three
times with the Olympian gods ( Orvieto, Faina 78, from Orvieto,
amphora, ABV 144, 9; Technau, pll. 11-13; Orvieto, Faina 187,
from Orvieto, amphora, ABV 145, 11; Technau pll. 9-10; Athens,
North Slope, from Athens, calyx crater, ABV 145, 19; Hesperia
6 (1937) 468-486; only the name of the hero is preserved).
Sitting between Athena and Zeus, among three clusters of
Olympians, Herakles is bearded, wearing peplos and mantle, holding his club and bow. Mounting Athena's chariot, he wears
chitoniskos and lionskin, and carries his club; Hermes is
also present. He appears once with Kerberos: Orvieto, Faina
78 supra. Herakles' appearance here is unusual: he wears no
chitoniskos under the skin, which is tied at the waist, with
the lion's head hanging down behind rather than functioning as
a helmet. He is accompanied by Hermes and Athena. A newly
recovered example with Triton is unpublished ( Taranto, Mus.
Naz. signed by Exekias as potter and painter, Philip Brize,
"Die Geryoneis des Stesichoros und die frlihgriechische
Kunst,
Beitrage flir Arch!:lologie ( Wlirzburg, 1980) 162,
no. 40.
11

11

220.

,\}
,$

,: ~

~b

Cf. Berlin 1718 from Chiusi, neck amphora, ABV 144, 4;
Technau, pl. 3a-b. Note, however, Beazley's comment:
"Animals not quite in painter's style, "and Athens,
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North Slope, supra n. 233. The lions have parallels in schemes
where Hero.kles and the lion are
, on# 74, close to
the Swing Painter. In ycneral, the lions in animal friezes
and fights in s ubs Ld iar y zones do not differ from those seen
previously (cf.Boston 89.273 ( R. 315) supra n. 232;
Munich 1470 ( J 1295) from Vulci, neck amphora, ABV 144, 6;
Technau, pl. 3 c-d.
221.

Karlsruhe 65.45, Para 61, 8 bis; Badisches Landesmuseum Neuer-·
·werbungen 1952-65,
17-18. The figure on the left is about
to use a cross-buttocks throw on his opponerrt , 'I'he figure on
the right, about to be thrown, uses a neckhold, and completes it
by holding his right fist in his left hand. The comparison between this scheme and the S4 fight indicates that there is overlap
between an innovation in the depicting of human wrestlers and
Herakles and the lion,perhaps dating c. 545-540 B.C., but that
the association is with standing rather than recumbent schemes.
This is not a change with the relationship between Herakles and
the lion and wrestling poses; they overlap closely from the
beginning ( contra J. Boardman, "Herakles, Peisistratos, and
Eleusis, " JHS 95 (1975)
11 ) •

222.

Cf. # 53 in the Group of London B 174 and# 56 by the Towry
Whyte Painter.

223.

Herakles using a neckhold against Triton, with arm going
between the chin and shoulder, and interlocked hands depicted
in profile appears in the work of the Painter of Berlin 1686
(supra n. 134). Exekias was surely familiar with the S2
squatting motives for he potted Little Master cups ( ABV
146-147, 2-5).

224.

J. Boardman, supra n. 229, 15 n. 19. There are similarities
between Herakles pediments on the Athenian Akropolis and
the motives which appear on vases: cf. Herakles and the Hydra,
Akr. Museum. 1 (M.Brouskari, The Akropolis Museum 29, fig.
15-17, and the Swing Painter's composition supra n. 158) and
R. Glynn, "Herakles, Nereus and Triton: A Study of Iconography
in Sixth Century Athens," AJA 85 (1981) 128. Cf. also E.
Harrison, Agora XI ( Princeton, 1965) 37 and B.S. Ridgway
The Archaic Style in Greek Sculpture ( Princeton, 1977) 210
n. 33.

225.

Geryon: Heidelberg S 178, neck amphora, ABV 147,1; CVA Germany
10 ( Heidelberg 1) pl. 36. Kerberos: Reggio 4001, neck amphora,
ABV 147, 6; ArchClass 4 (1952) pll. 30, 1; 31-32. Amazon:
London B 164 from Bomarzo, type B amphora, ABV 148, 2;
Bothmer, Amazons pl. 30, 1. In all these Herakles wears his
usual chitoniskos and lionskin; the Kerberos example is adapted
to the shoulder zone, so the figures are spread out.

226.

Lions in friezes and fights are similar to those in Exekias'
repertory, although none are recumbent: ( Tarquinia 623 from
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Tarquinia, neck amphora, ABV 147, 2; ~ 61; Technau pl. 28;
Volos, from Pharsalos, calyx crater,
148, 9; ArchEph 1952,
102 fig. 8; Louvre Cll298, calyx crater Para 62, 9 bis;CVA
France 19 ( Louvre 12 ) pll. 195-196 ) . In a gigantomachy
( Tarquinia 623 from Tarquinia, supra) lions serving as Dionysos'
assistants adopt poses almost identical to that of the Nemean lion
on# 130. This parallels the sait1e phenomenon in the Swing Painter's
repertory ( supra n. 150).
227.

The lions painted by the Taleides Painter do not show a raised
rear paw ( Rome, Marchese Guglielmi, from Vulci, lip cup, ABV
175, 15; JHS 52 (1932) pl. 7, l; Leipsig T 51, from Italy, lip
cup, ABV 175, 16; Hoppin, 341, above).

228.

The Taleides Painter works primarily on Little Master cups, again
suggesting a line of influence from the S2 fights where Herakles
squats to the recumbent scheme. A part of his composition of Herakles and Triton parallels# 134 ( Louvre C 10655, hydria, ABV 174,
6; CVA France 18 ( Louvre 11) pl. 138; Louvre F 38, hydria, ABV
174, l; Hoppin, 359);the profile head of Triton and the z:rms of both
hero and monster, with elbows nearly perpendicular to the head.

229.

CVA Germany 47 ( Ttibingen 3) (1980) 13-14. The specific comparisons
are: Boston 89.273 ( R 315) and Munich 1470 ( J. 1295) supra n.
220 and New York 17,230.14, neck amphora, ABV 144, 3; CVA USA 16
( New York 4} pl. 18.

230.

Supra n. 218.

231.

Von Steuben, supra n. 6, 19. Note that both von Steuben and Kunze
identify the earliest Attic sword fight on the unattributed ar:-iphora
# 78. Reconsideration of this piece makes it impossible to identify
it as a sword fight, or to date it more precisely than to the
second quarter of the 6th century, contemporary with the Group E
and Lydan examples. I would disagree with von Steuben ( p. 18) that
the sword fights on the Sounion plaques and shield band reliefs are
independent of one another: while one cannot posit a line of influence, they are very close in type and may come from a common
source.

232.

Although the Middle Corinthian period is traditionally dated 600575, the appearance of Protocorinthian sherds at Selinus indicates
that if Thucydides' date for the colony's foundation is correct,
the absolute dates for the pottery sequence mu s t, be lowered (see
J. Board;uan, 'J_'re Greeks Overseas ( London, l9i:10 ) 18, n. 98 ) •
Therefore the date of# 1 should be brought d::iwn closer to the
second quarter of the 6th century, cont~t1porary with# 5, 6 by
the C-Painter.

233.

Kunze, OlForsch II, 95-102. Von Steuben, supra n. 6, 17-19.

234.

The following is a summary of the shapes which are considered
in part II: Siana cups, 19; Little Master cups, 23; Type A
amphorae, 3; Neck amphorae, 23; Type B amphorae, 38; panathenaic
amphorae, 3; amphora frr., 4; column craters, 4; hydriae, 5;
lids, 3; strainer l; dinos, l; pyxis, 1.
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The following artists, painters and Groups use the Sl soheme :

Sounion plaques, shield band reliefs, Heidelberg Painter, # 20;
Ergotimos Epoiesen, # 22; Lydos, # 25; Anasis Painter, # 29;
Group E, # 34, 44; Near Group E, etc., # 51, 53, 52, 55, 56;
unattributed, Near Group E, 84, 85, 86, 87; Princeton Group,
# 61, 62; Swing Painter, etc., 66, 68, 73, 76; Group of Brussels
K 243, # 77; Sakonides, # 95; the Tleson Painter, # 97; the
Group of Villa Giulia 3559; unattributed Little Master cup,
# 99; unattributed dinos, # 113; Painter N, # 124, 127(twice,
# 129; Exekias, # 130; Near Exckias, # 132.
236.

The following painters and Groups use the S2 scheme: C-Painter,
# 5; Heidelberg Painter, # 7, 10, 12, 15, 17, 18; Painter of
Louvre F6, # 26, 27, 28; unattributed, near Lydan Group, # 79,
80, 81, 82, 83, 88, 91; Princeton Group, # 60, 62, 63; Painter
of Tarquinia RC3984; Little Master cup; # 92, 93, 94, 96, 97,
100, 101, 104; lids, # 110, 111, 112; tripod pyxis, #114; Elbows
Out, # 115, 116, 118; the Affecter, # 119; unattributed mannerist,
# 121; BMN Painter, # 122.

237.

Von Steuben, p_ 18, also notes the correspondence between felines
in animal friezes and these motives, and sees the lion's turned
head as an Attic adaptation.

238.

K. Rakatsanis, according to E. Pochmarski, "Herakles und der
nemeische L5we auf einer L::ekythos in Graz," Festschrift Bernhard
Neutsch ( Innsbruck, 1980) 334, sees this as the earliest type
to appear in the repertory, and relates it to other schemes ( SlS3 here) where Herakles is in knielauf ( 334 n. 22). His evidence
for the early date rests in placing the unattributed hydria # 88
c. 570-560. For the reasons outlined above, supra n. 172, I date both
the hydria and the origin of the scheme closer to mid century.

239.

The following artists, painters and Groups use the S3 scheme: # 1,
Middle Corinthian cup; shield bands, Inv. B 1555, B969, B1911;
Heidelberg Painter, # 11; unattributed Siana cup, # 23, 24;
Painter of Tarquinia RC 3984, # 64. The latter may be a misinterpretation of S4.

240.

The following painters and Groups use the S4 scheme: Group E,
# 30-33, 35-43, 47-50; Painter of Berlin 1686, # 58; Princeton
Painter, # 59; Akin to the swing Painter, # 75.

241.

This type of fight appears in the following groups of evidence:
# 2, Transitional Corinthian; # 3, 4, Middle Corinthian; close
to the Swing Painter, # 74; unattributed lip cups,# 105-109;
the Affecter, # 120; Painter N, # 124-126; Near Exekias, # 135.

242.

Cf. Group E, supra n. 122; the Painter of Berlin 1686, supra n. 134,
the Princeton Painter, supra n. 135; the Swing Painter, supra n.
146. Considering that in most cases Herakles is separated from his
opponent, and that his poses are very similar in several exploits,
the rigid consistency of the standard types is even more apparent.
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243.

Hermes appears in the following instances: Near the Princeton Painter
# 60; unattributed# 78, 81, 12. Lydos shows Hermes and l\thena in
other episodes besides the lion struggle, but not in the lion
struggle. The Amas:Ls Painter favors scenes of Herakles and Hennes,
but does not include Heiwes in the lion scene. The Painter of Berlin
1686 shows Hennes in the Geryon episode and not with lion.

244.

The influence on type S2, S4 and fights where the opponents are
separated has been discussed above; for the schemes' influence
on scenes such as gigantomach:ies, cf. supra n. 150, for example.

,
t
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Part III:

The Archaeological Evidence:

530-500 B.C.

Herakles and the Lion in Media other than Pottery

Architectural Sculpture
1.

Athens, Agora S 1449
Marble fragment of Pedimental Sculpture
Hesperia 20 (1951) 59; 30 d-c
E. Harrison, The Ar~haic and Archaistic Sculpture
Agor a XI (1965) 36, 1'%, Pl. 17
c. 530-520
This fragment preserves the top of a man's head with part of a lion's
l

paw resting on it; it is interpreted as a liegeschema.

The group is approxi-

mately life size and probnbly decorated the corner of a large pediment, or
the central area of a small one.

The type of composition had antecedents

in the pedinental sculptures of the Athenian Akropolis showing Herakles
and Triton (supra n. 224), at least in terms of the hero's pose, as reconstructed.

The pose of the lion will have had parallels in the Akropolis
2

animal group pediments.
In general, the deeds of Herakles were well represented on the
3

Akropolis:

the slaying of the hydra, the Triton (2), and the hero's intro-

duction into Olympus fonned some of the precedents for this Agora monument,
the details and functions of which remain unknown ,

Considering its location,

the building which the sculpture decorated may well have been civic.
Although there are numerous contemporary vase paintings with similar
scheme, the pediment seems to post-date the earliest liegeschema in the vase
painting repertory by at least a decade, if

not twenty years.
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Relief Sculpture
l.

Athens, NM42+ 3579 from Lanptrae
Marble statue base
AthMitt 12 (1877) 11 8-130; pl. 3
Aci1Mitt 66 (1941} 160; pll. 62-65
Nude, bearded Herak les struggles

with the lion in an L2 fight,

where he has both arm s ar ound the lion's neck.
Herak les'

head with his left rear foot,

The beast pushes against

and grasps th e back of the hero's

head with one front paw. Rather unusually,

the beast's face is frontal.

The monum ent for which this was th e base is lost, but the subjects
decorating the other faces form a unified Herakles t.h em e ,

these include

the Keri;eros adventure and the hero at a symposium.
Terracotta

2.

l. ,Ath ens, Akropolis Museum
Terracotta plaque from bronze mould
Hesperia 8 (1939)285; fig. 2

Agora T563
Terracotta plaque from
bronze mould
Hesperia 8 (1939); fig. 1
c. 500

c. 510
The Agora fragment shows only the head of the beardless hero, with
the lion's foot pressed against his forehead; clearly the fight is
a recumbent one.

In the Akropolis plaque, Herakles is beardless and nude.

He kneels(?) over the lion, using a neckhold with his left arm and
grasps the lion's jaw with his right arm. The lion is on his back, and
the beast's face , shown frontally, is upside down. He claws at Herakles'
forehead with his rear paws. The lion1s right forepaw is bent back of
its mane, perhaps in an attempt to dislodge Herakles' hold. It appears
that this liegeschema shows a moment after Herakles has thrown the lion over
his back.

The provenience and function of the plaques are unknovm.

4

Bronze
1.

Vienna VI 2594, from Pelopohnese, called Corinthian
Bronze figurine: attachment to vessel or candelabra?
Langlotz,Bildhauersch, pl. 41, above
c. 500
Most of the lion is missing.

A nude, bearded rferakles with mantle

thrown over his right shoulder stands with his left leg raised so that

¥
, X
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his thigh is parallel to the ground.
bc1ck.

He may throw it over the lion's

With his left hand the hero grasps the lion's right front paw, and

he holds the club in his right hand, raised aloft.
the lion rests on the hero's knee.

The left front paw of

The Sl or 2 pose is close to that which

appears on fi76 and #95.
Attic Black and Red Figure
5

Lysippides Painter
137.

Bologna 151, from Bologna
Type A amphora
ABV 255, 5; ARV2 4, 10; 1617, 10
A. Dionysos with maenad and satyrs (red-figure)
B. Herakles and the lion (black-figure)
CVA Italy 33 (Bologna 5) pll. 95; 96

138.

Pregny, Rothschild
Type B amphora
ABV 255, 12; Para 113
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and satyrs
"
OJh
46 (1961-63) 81, fig. 43

139.

Zurich, from Tarquinia
Neck amphora
ABV 256, 17
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Warrior leaving home
H. Bloesch, Antike Kunst in der Schweiz (Zurich, 1943) pll. 24-27. Fig.JO

140 .

.Munich 2080 (J 1028) from Vulci
Cup
ABV 256, 22; I gorgoneion
A. Between eyes, Herakles and Apollo: the struggle for the tripod
B. Between eyes, Ierak:I:es and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive. Fig. 31

141.

New York Market
Type B amphora
Attributed by Beth Cohen
A. Chariot
B. Herakles and the lion
B. Cohen, Bilingual, pl. 20, 1-2

..

142

l

142.= New York 63.11.6
155. Type A amphor a
ARV2 1617, 2 bis Para 320
A. Herakles and Apollo: the struggle for the tripod (red-figure,
Andokides painter)
B. Dionysos with maenad and satyr (red-figure, Andokides Painter)
A: Herakles and the lion (black-figure on white ground, Psiax (?))
B. Cohen, Bilingual, pll. 22-25
143.

Center Island, New York, frr.
Type A or B amphora
Attributed by D. von Bothmer
Herakles and the lion
B. Cohen, Eilingual, pl. 8, 1
Two Sl and one S4 fights are preserved.

In each, Herakles is bearded

and wears chitoniskos; unusually, the hero wears a cuirass on #137 (cf. #95,
supra n. 179).

The neckhold and jmvhold on #141 and the neckhold and sword

on #140 are common types; the replacement of the usual sword with a jawhold
6

on #137 is a change in the scheme as it is known earlier.
present in each of the above:

Spectators are

Hermes alone; Hermes and Iolaos; Hen-:ies and

Athena, who departs.
Each of the recumbent schemes shows a nude, bearded Herakles in very
similar fights, all L2.

Herakles uses a neckhold with his left arm and

grasps the raised rear paw of the lion with his right hand.
and number of spectators varies:

The placement

Athena, departing, and Iolaos stand

behind the strugglers on #138; the two are seated on #142, no doubt as an
accommodation to the long, rectangular field.

On #139 Athena stands to

the left, Iolaos is at center, departing, and an anonymous female, who has
7

been identified as the nymph Nemea, stands at the right.
closer to the

middle of the composition on #143.

Athena stands

In each of these cases,

Athena is fully armed and Iolaos actually aids Herakles by holding his
weapons.
Drapery (#140), and both drapery and the quiver ha~g in the field
(#138, 139) in some instances, and serve as fillers for the composition.

~
t
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I
i

Herakles and his activities are a favorite

ect for the

8

Lysippides Painter.

Believed to be a pupil of Exckias, he uses the

recumbent scheme, but apparently not an exact 0.uotation from his master.9
In general, associations with Group E and Exekias are unmistakable.
Manner of Lysippides Painter
144.

Villa Giulia 14216
Type B amphora
ABV 257, l
A. Warrior mounting chariot
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy I (Villa Giulia 1) pl. I, 3-4

145.

Frankfurt University Inv. 144
Psykter
Para 116, 44 quatr.
A. Herakles and the lion
B. return of Helen(?)
JdI 80 (1965) 78

146.

Art Market (Summa)
Type B amphora
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysiac revel
The Summa Galleries Inc. Catalogue I:
(December, 1976) #9

147.

Ancient Art

Detroit Institute of the Arts 76.22
Type B amphora
Brommer 111 (11); Attributed by Harren G. Moon
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Warrior departing in quadriga
W. Moon, ed., Attic vase Painting in Midwestern Collections
(Chicago, 1980) #54

"Not far from the Lysippides Painter"
148.

Berlin 1800 from Vulci
Band cup
ABV 265
I. fight
Around edge of cup: zone of ships
A. Herakles and the lion; on left, man mount.i.nq chariot,
on right, the like
B. fight, with chariots, two of which wheel round in three-quarter view
Underside of foot, foreparts of animals: two lions, two horses
Unpublished

"Recalls the Lysippides Painter"
149.

Syracuse, frr.
Neck amphora?
Para 116
A. Herakles and the lion

144

B. Head and breast of Hcrakles standing to left, s hou.Ld e.r in q
his club, from which his lionskin hangs
Description from photograph in Beazley l\rchive:
Recumb ent scheme:
Herakles is bearded.
Lion's right rear
paw rests on Ilerakles' forehead; one front paw is at base
of Herakles' neck.
Iolaos, holding club, stands behind
at right.
Athena stands behind to left.
At far right, a tree.
Among the six examples by painters who were associates of the
Lysippides Painter there are recumbent

(3)

and standing

(2)

schemes.

The latter, both Sl, show the bearded hero, dressed in chitoniskos
and cuirass, grasping the lion's jaws
using neckhold and sword.
L2;

(#144)

just as on #137, and nude,

One recum bent schem e,

on #145, is apparently

another on #147 differs in that the hero grasps the lion's belly with

his right hand rather than holding a rear paw.
posture is less defensive:

In the latter, Herakles'

he looks as if he were ab out to flip the lion

over on his side.
Bystanders are present in each scene,
and Iolaos.

On #145 the three are joined by an anonym ous f~nale.

always holds Herakles' club .
Herakles'

combinations of Athena, Hennes,

Twice figures are departing.

Iolaos

Drapery and

quiver hang in the field when the composition requires it.

addition of a landscape elem ent in #149, a tree,

is significant,
10
becom es standard in scenes of Herakles an d the lion.

The

for it

The compositions on these ex amples are closely paralleled in the work
of the Lysippides Painter:
struggling pair,
Painter.

a discrepancy in scale, between Iolaos and the

is apparent on f.147,

just as on #151 by the Andokides

The scenes of Herakles and the lion appear among scenes very

sim ilar to those prod uced by the Lysippides Painter him self, both in term s
11

of subject matter and popularity.

As is the case with the Lysippides

Painter, there is a marked increase in scenes of Herakles with Athena, in
a chariot.

145
Andokides Painter
150.

ic TG35, from Orvieto
'I'ype A amphora
ARV2 3 (3); Para 320
A. Herakles and the lion
B.
warrior leaving home (warrior and male, hor sem an ,
II

archer)

OJh 46 (1961-63) 74, 39; 75, 40
B. Cohen, Bilingual, pl. 30, 1-3
151.

152.

Swiss, private
Type A amphora
ARv2 3 (4), 1617; Para 320
A. Herakles and the lion
B. concert
JdI 76 (1961) 45, abb. l
B. Cohen, Bilingual, pl. 28.

Fig. 32

London B 193
Type A amphor a
ARV2 4, 8; Para 320
---A. Herakles and the lion (red-figure)
B. Achilles and Ajax playing (black-figure)
CVA Great Britain 4 (British Musemn 3) pl. 1.

Fig. 33

A nude, bearded Herakles struggles with the lion in an Ll pose in
#151; the beast has both rear feet on the ground, but claws at the hero's
left arm with his left front paw.

The fragmentary #150 also shows a recum-

bent scheme where the hero's knees do not touch the ground.

In the latter

example, the hero is observed only by a diminutive, armed Athena standing
12
to the left.
The goddess is accompanied by Iolaos in #151.
In both cases
13

the onlookers stand behind the pair struggling in the foreground.
An unusual scheme appears on #152:

a nude, bearded Herakles kneels

on the ground, facing right, and flips the lion over his shoulder.
holds the beast by the front paws, drawn close to the hero's chest.
lion's rear paws rest on Herakles' shoulders.

He
The

Athena stands watching at

the left; Iolaos ·walks away to the right and looks back at the struggling
pair.

He wears a scabbard and aids Herakles by holding his club.

The move which appears on #152 is innovative and its origins deserve
14
discussion.
It appears to be a "flying mare," perhaps a move following a

146

cross-buttocks throw which S4 fights represent.

ly appropriate in

pure wrestling and the pankration, it appears rarely and later in scenes of
15
human Krestlers.
The terracotta plaques from the Athenian Akropolis and
Agora show the two after this move has been com pleted.

The three strong

16
verticals of this composition appear elsewhere in the painter's repertory;
Herakles is comm on l y shown holding the boar in much the same way, forming

17
a similar composition.
Herakles is the Andokides Painter's favorite mythological subject, and
18
the lion episode is the most popular of the hero's activities.
In his
selection of types, the painter is modern and innovative, relying on the
most recent standard type introduced into the repertory.

#151 is closest

to Exekias' #131 of any of the examples painted by the bilinguists.

The

Andokides Painter's are the earliest preserved red-figure examples.
Psiax
153.

Brescia, from Vulci
Type A amphora
ABV 292, 1
A. Herakles and the lion
B. youths, with horses
E. Simon G.V. pll. 78-79

154.

London B 234, from vulci
Neck amphora
ABV 292, 3
A. Eerakles and the lion
B. archers with horses
CVA Great Britain 5 (British Museum 4) pl. 57, 3a-b

155.= New York 63.11.6
142. Type A amphora
ARV 1617, 2 bis; Para 320
Lip B: Herakles and the lion (black-figure on white ground)
B. Cohen, Bilingual, pll. 22-25
The recw::tbent fights, where the hero is bearded and nude, are L2.
Rather than using a neckhold, on #153, Herakles, with his left arm, holds
the lion behind the left front leg.

Athena and Iolaos watch in both cases;

147
19
they are seated on #155.

Behind, on #153, is a tree with mantle and

quiver in the branches; the same props hang in the background on #155.
On #154, the nude, bearded hero, wearing baldric and scabbard,
struggles with the lion in an Sl fight.
the beast.

He uses an arm and neckhold on

Again, Athena and Iolaos watch.

Psiax displays only moderate interest in Herakles, although he does
20

paint at least one unusual scene.

Although Beazley suggests that he is

a pupil of the Amasis Painter, his selection of Herakles and the lion
scenes (cf. #29) reveals no special connection.

As is the case with his

colleagues, the Andokides and Lysippides Painters, Psiax' choices are
close to those used by Group E and Exekias (cf. #130 and #154, in addition
to the reclining schemes).
The Antimenes Painter
Hydriae
156.

Munich 1691 (J.64} from Vulci
ABV 267, 6
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Harnessing chariot
Predella:
lions and boars
Unpublished; museum photograph

157.

Civitavecchia 1319 from Vulci
ABV 267, 11
Shoulder: Herakles and Triton
Wedded pair in chariot
Predella: Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

158.

Vatican G. 44 from Vulci
ABV 267, 15
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
warrior in chariot
Predella: lion and fawns
RG. pll. 16-17

159.

Wurzburg 306 from Vulci
ABV 267, 14
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Warrior mounting chariot
Predella: lions and boars
Langlotz, pll. 91; 97. Fig. 34

II
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160.

Vatican 419 from Vulci
ADV 267, 15
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Herakles mounting chariot with l\thena
Predella: lions and boars
Albizzati, pl. 64

161.

Frankfurt VF B 345
ADV 267, 16
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Athena mounting a chariot, with Herakles
Predella: lions and boars
CVA Germ any 25 (Frankfort 1) pll. 37-38

162.

Victoria and Albert 4795.1901
ABV 267, 17
Shoulder: Chariot (warriors leaving home)
Athena mounting chariot
Predella: Herakles and the lion
Museum photograph

163.

Copenhagen, Thorvaldsen 54
AB V 267, 20
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Frontal chariot
Predella: deer hunt
Photocopy from Beazley Archive

164.

Toledo 1956.70 (once Pourtalis 138)
ABV 268, 26; Para 118
Shoulder: H.erakles and the lion
Apollo with Artemis and Leto, Poseidon and Herm es
Predella: lions and boars
CVA USA 17 (Toledo 1) pll. 23-24

165.

Altenb urg 222 from Vulci
ABV 268, .2 7; Para 118
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Apollo with Artemis and Leto, Poseidon and Herm es
Predella: lions attacking bull, between lion and swan
CVA Germany 17 (Altenb urg 1) pll. 29, 30

166.

Norwich
ABV 268, 23; Para 118
Shoulder: Deer hunt
Herakles and the lion
Predella: panthers and goats (in silhouette)
Chittenden and Seltm an, pl. 14, 29

167.

Berlin 1895 from Vulci
ABV 268, 31
Shoulder: Achilles and Troilos
Judgem ent of Paris
Predella: Herakles and the lion
Gerhard, EKV . pl. 14
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168.

Berlin 1890 f'r cm Vu le i
AB V 269, 34; ~ara 118
Shoulder: Harnessing chariot
Man reclining, man approaching
Predella: Herakles and the lion
JHS 47 (1927) 68, fig. 4; pl. 14

Neck Amphorae
II

169.

Wurzburg 185 from Vulci
ABV 270, 55
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Poseidon and Giant
Langlotz, pl. 54

170.

Rome, Marchesa Isabella Guglielmi, from Vulci
ABV 270, 56
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos with satyrs and maenads
Unpublished

171.

London B 232 from Vulci
ABV 270, 57
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and Ariadne with satyrs and maenads
Walters, BM Cat.ii, 13

172.

Villa Giulia (ex Castellani), frr.
ABV 270, 58
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

173.

Louvre F 219 from Vulci
ABV 270, 59
A. Herakles and rhe lion
B. warrior in chariot
CVA France 5 (Louvre 4) pll. 40, 6 and 9

174.

Louvre C 10584
ABV 270, 60
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Athena and warriors
Unpublished; museum photograph

175.

Tarquinia RC 7453 from Tarquinia
ABV 270, 61
A. Herakles and the lion
B. birth of Athena
Unpublished

176.

Boulogne 422
ABV 270, 62
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Athena and warriors
Unpublished
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177.

Basel Market
Para 120, 85 bis
A. Dionysos
dancing satyrs and macnads
B. Hcrakles and the lion
Aukt ~xii Basel, pl. 44, 138

178.

Pa Lo rm o 1524
ABV 272, 86
A. Dionysos with dancing satyrs and dancing maenads
B. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

179.

Capesthorne Hall, from Vulci
Para 120, 92 bis
A. Dionysos and satyrs
B. Herakles and the lion
JHS 78 (1958) pl. 7.
Fig. 35

180.

Grasmere (Danson)
Para 120, 93 ler
A. Herakles and the lion
B. War chariot wheeling around
Bur l. Mag. (Septemb er, 1966) 472 ,

18 1.

fig.

35

Tur in 4100
Type B am phora
ABV 274, 128
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Apollo with Artemis, Leto, Herm es and Poseidon
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Recumb ent fights appear 8 times on shoulders and predellae of hydriae:

these are of type L2

(4)

and Ll

(3).

In each Herakles is bearded and nude.

Spectators include Athena, Hermes, Iolaos and one or
In all cases but one Iolaos holds Herakles'
weapons and drapery hang in the field.
and the lion in one case

club.

more anonym ous fem ales.

Above the struggling pair,

There is a palm tree behind Herakles

(#162) which echoes the trees used by Psiax and

another associate of the Lysippides Painter

(#149,

153).

In the z em a Ln i.nq scenes Herakles and the lion stand.
(1 on a hydria shoulder,

5 on neck am phora bellies),

Six are type Sl

all using comb inations

of neckhold and arm holds, with one exception where Herakles uses a neckhold
and his sword
each.

(#160).

The hero is bearded and dr essed in a chitoniskos in

Spectators are sim ilar in each exa~ple to those who watch recum bent

fights, but a qu iver hangs in the field only twice

(t/1 65,

177).

151
Four standing fights are unusual:
wearinq chitoniskos, has apparent

on ¥159 a bearded Herakles,

fl

the lion over on his back.

The beast's head and shoulders are on the ground, and his feet paw the
air.

He holds his club aloft and behind in his right hand, and with

his left hand grasps one of the lion's rear paws.
raised, with his foot on the lion's neck.

His left leg is

Herakles' pose is very simi-

lar to that which he adopts in #76 and 95 (supra n. 153, 154, 179).

The

pose of the lion is the logical outccme of the flying mare on #152, and
parallel to that seen on the recumbent fight on the Agora terracotta
plaque.

Within the Antinenes Painter's own repertory it may be connected

vdth the Eu1.ystheus scenes

where t.he hero adopts a very similar pose,
21
and is about to flip the boar onto his back.
Athena, Hermes, an anon-

ymous female, and Iolaos holding another club and bow, watch on #159.
In two other examples the hero wields a weapon as well:

Herakles,

bearded and wearing a chitoniskos, has drawn a sword which he holds out
behind on #179, and carries a club on #180.
is a club on the ground as well.

In the former exa~ple there

Both times the lion and the hero are

separated, and there are no spectators in either case.

These fights seem

to be improvised, of the type discussed in Part II (#105-109), but differ
in that the pose of the lions is apparently derived from Sl fights rather
than the animal frieze repertory.
The one standing fight to appear on the main field of a hydria (#166)
shows a nude, bearded Herakles in an Sl fight; the lion's face is frontal
and the hero pinches the beast's nose.

Athena, an anonymous female,

Iolaos, holding the club, and Hermes watch the fight.

Herakles' hold

may be one from the pankration, as canparison with later exar:iples of human
22
athletes suggests.

it:

'
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152

In sum, althouqh the Antir:,enes Painter uses ::,tandard schemes which
parallel those used by his cont.empor ar i.e s , he introduces oriqinal scherres
as well.

Most of the types which he uses are so

common

that they cannot

be attributed to a specific source, being no closer to those of his
"brother," Psiax, than to those of the Lysippides Painter or the
Andokides Painter.

'I'ho one exception to this is #159, which is closely

related to #152, the Andokides Painter's "flying mare."

He uses the Sl

scheme selected by his master, Lydos, but does not inherit the latter's
lack of interest in the lion episode.
Herakles is the Antimenes Painter's favorite mythological subject,
23

and the lion episode is represented more often than any other exploit.
The selection of Hcrakles' endeavors differs very little from that of
the painter's conte.rnporaries and predecessors; again, there is a preponderance of scenes with Athena, and of scenes where the hero uses his
own strength rather than weapons.
Manner of Antimenes Painter
182.

London B 330 from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 276, 1
Shoulder: warrior mounting chariot
Women at fountain
Predella: Herakles and the lion.
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pll. 88, 2; 89, 4

183.

London B 305 from vulci
Hydria
ABV 276, 2
Shoulder: warrior mounting chariot
Harnessing chariot
Predella: Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pl. 76, 2

153

184.

Munich 1695 (J.445) from Vulci
l!ydria
ABV 276, 5
Shoulder: warrior mounting chariot
Warrior in chariot
Predella: Herakles and the lion
Athi'-litt 41 (1926) pl. 24, 1

185.

Louvre F 50
Hydr ia
ABV 17 7, 8
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Athena mounting chariot, with Herakles
Predella: lions and boars
CVA France 9 (Louvre 6) pl. 6 7, 2

186.

London B 318 frcm vulci
Hydria
ABV 277, 9
Shou]der: between eyes, Herakles and the lion
Athena mounting chariot, with Herakles
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pll. 82, 2;

187.

Once Baltimore (Robinson)
Hydria
AB V 277 , 12
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Man leading horse, with youth and wcm an
Predella: lions and boars.
Fig. 36

188.

once castle Ashby (Northam pton)
Hydria
ABV 277 , 13
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Judgem ent of Paris
Predella: swan, lions, and boars
CV A Great Brit ain 15 (Castle Ashby 1)

pl.

New York 17.

189.

230. 7
Type A A.rnphora
ABV 281, 15; Para 122
~Athena mounting chariot, with Herakles
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA USA 12 (New York 3} pl. 32

190.

Compiegne 977 from Vulci
Neck amphora
ABV 277, 19
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Apollo with goddesses and Hermes
CVA France 3 (Compidgne 1) pl. 5, 3 and 9

21,

1-4

83,

3
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191.

Cab. Med. 325 fr.
Neck amphora
ABV 277 , 20
HeraJ.cles and the lion
CVA Prance 10 (Bib. Nat.

2)

pl.

82,

192.

Newark 50.277
Neck amphora
AB V 277 , 21
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warriors and ~orsem an setting out
Wore.Ann. 2, 25, 3

193.

Gotha 28 fran Cerveteri
Neck amphora
AB V 277, 22; ?ara 122
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warrior and archer leaving home
CVA Germ any 24 (Gotha 1) pl. 34

194.

Bologna 19
Neck am phora
ABV 278, 23
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warrior and archer leaving home
CVA Italy 7 (Bolog na 2) pl. 19

5

Related to the Antimenes Painter
195.

Boston 76.41
Neck am phora
Para 123, 127
A. Herak les an d the lion
B. Dionysos and maenads, dancing
CVA USA 14 (Boston 1) pl. 44

196.

London B 319
Hydria
Para 124
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Athena mounting chariot, with Herakles
Predella: deer hunt
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pl.

Cf.

83, 4

#295-297

Manner of and Related to the Antimenes Painter
Of the 14 exam ples painted by the Antimenes Painter's associates,
seven are recum bent sche~es
shoulders.

(4 Ll,

3 L2),

and all of these appear on hydria

Herakles is nude and bearded in each.

Iolaos, usually holding Herakles'

Spectators include Athena,

club, and Hermes, as_ well as som e
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anonymous males and females.

In each instance objects, such as

mantle, and drapery hang in the field.

One hydria shoulder, #187, shows

a fight where Berakles and the lion are not connected:

the bearded hero,

wearing chitoniskos, holds his club out behind as he faces the lion.
beast crouches on all fours.

Iolaos, holding another club, watches.

The
This

example is very close to those discussed above in Part II (cf. #74, 135).
The seven standing figures are all type S1, and appear on amphora
bellies.

In each, the bearded, nude hero wears a chitoniskos and uses a

neckhold and squeeze on the lion.

Spectators include Athena, Iolaos

holding some of Herakles' weapons; Hermes appears only twice.

On three

occasions props hang in the field.
In general these scenes are very close to those :oainted by the
Antimenes Painter himself; the L2 scheme on #186 is paralleled in #150,
by an associate of the Lysippides Painter.

This affirms the connection

between the circles of the Antimenes Painter and the bilinguists.
The Alkmene Painter
197.

Roman market
Hydria
ABV 282, 1
Shoulder: Athena and giant, with chariots
Herak1es dispatching lion
Predella: panther and goats
Gerhard, pl. 94; drawing

198.

London B 301 from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 282, 2; Para 124
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Herakles resting, with Alkmene, Athena, Hermes
Predella: stag hunt
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pl. 7 5, 2
The recurr.bent scheme on t/198 is a combination of Ll and 2:

the hero's

torso is in profile, but he uses a neckhold and clasps his hands around
the beast's neck.

Iolaos, holding Herakles' club, and Athena watch; quiver
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and scabbard hand in the field.

The figures' names are inscribed.

#197 shows an unusual fight, nearly identical to #159 by the

Antirnenes Painter, and likewise close to #152 by the Andokides Painter.
Here, however,

Herakles is nude, with only a mantle wrapped around his

waist, and an anonymous female watches along with Athena.
These are the only two pieces attributed to this painter by Beazley,
and both show close association with the Antimenes Painter.
Painter of Boulogne 441
Munich 1557 (J.1344) from Vulci
Neck amphora
ABV 290, 3
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles, led by Athena and Hennes
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

199.

Near the Painter of Boulogne 441
200.

Villa Giulia (M. 472)
Type B amphora
ABV 291
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warriors leaving home
Mingazzini, pll, 65; 63, 8.

Fig. 37

The Ll scheme on #199 is regular:

Herakles is bearded and nude,

Iolaos holds Herakles' club, and Athena departs.
field above.

Equipment hangs in the

The use of the recumbent scheme here on an amphora differs

from the common practice on amphorae by the Antirnenes Painter and associates where standing fights are the norm; it is easily paralleled in the
amphorae by the Andokides Painter, Lysippides Painter and Psiax.
The scene on #200 is unorthodox, a combination of standing and
recumbent fights.
waist.

Herakles, bearded and nude, stands, bending over at the

He holds the lion in a neckhold.

The lion adopts a pose not unusual

for a recumbent scheme, with one rear paw raised to push against Herakles'
head.

A less common feature is the beast's raised forepaw, scratching

Herakles' arm, trying to break the hero's hold.

This detail also appears

on fi151 by the Andokides Painter.

On the ground between the
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ling

pair is a bent sword.
Athena and Iolaos, who holds Eerakles' club, watch.
A parallel for Herakles' unusual pose may be seen in a depiction of
24
an interpretation of the fight
human wrestlers by the same painter,
differs little from other recumbent scenes.

'rhe noteworthy feature is the

discarded weapon, which implies that the lion is invulnerable to the sword
25
and Herakles must rely on his own strength to overcome the beast.
The
uselessness of the hero's weapons is

not paralleled in any other scenes

painted in the Antimenes Painter's circle.
Eye-Siren Group
201.

II

Wurzburg 181
Neck amphora
ABV 286, 4
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Theseus and the Minotaur
Langlotz, pl. 54
A nude, bearded Herakles uses his sword against the lion in a Sl fight.

Iolaos, carrying club and bow stands to the left, and Hermes is at the right.
The painter of this small group prefers the activities of Herakles to
26
The Triton epiother subjects; his selection shows conservative tastes.
sode is his favorite.
Although the other members of the Antimenes Painter's circle use type
Sl on neck amphorae, the sword fight is relatively unusual.

"
Group of Wurzburg
199
202.

Athens, Akr. 655 and Athens, Stathatos
Volute krater
ABV 289, 26; Para 126
I. (of neck): A. Herakles and Kyknos between warriors
mounting chariots
B. Herakles and the lion between warriors
mounting chariots
BCH 79 (1955) pl. 6
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203.

Florence
Hydria
ABV 289, 29
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Wedded pair in chariot
BdA 29 (1935-6) 263
Number 202 shows an L2 fight; Herakles is bearded and nude, and

grasps the lion's left rear "elbow" which the beast pushes against the
hero's head.

Above the pair hang drapery and a quiver.

and Iolaos, who holds Herakles' club, watch the struggle.

Athena, Hermes
They are

accompanied by anonymous male and female spectators.
The nude, bearded hero fights in an Sl struggle on #203, and uses an
arm and neckhold on the beast.

Athena, Iolaos and two anonymous ,,:r,ectators

watch the fight.
Both of these differ slightly from common practice in the Antimenes
Painter's group:

#202 appears in a long field, and additional spectators

fill it out, following in the tradition of band cup painters and other
miniaturists who decorate long, narrow friezes.

Standing fights are less

common on hydria shoulders than the recumbents scheme.
This group prefers Herakles to other subjects, and tends to select
27
the hero's weaponless struggles.
Unattributed:

Vases in Groups Associated with the Antimenes Painter

204.

Louvre F 237
Neck amphora
ABV 283, 7
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and maenads
CVA France 5 (Louvre 4) pl. 46, 1

205.

Villa Giulia 762 from Falerii
Neck amphora
ABV 283, 10
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and roaenads
CVA Italy l (Villa Giulia 1) pll. 41-3.

Fig. 38
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Neck-am phorae with pictures on shoulder
206.

Rome, Torlonia
Neck amphora
ABV 276, 6
Shoulder: A: between eyes, Herakles and the lion
Unpub lished

207.

Munich 1486 (J315)
Neck am phora
ABV 176, 7
Shoulder: A: between eyes, Herakles and the lion
B: the like
Museum photograph

208.

London B 216
Neck am phora
ABV 276, 8
Shoulder: A: between eyes, Herakles and the lion
B: between eyes, horsem en
CVA Great Britain 5 (British Museum 4) pl. 52, 2
Only one of these vases depicts an unusual scene:

#205 shows a standing

fight where the lion adopts his usual position in an S4 fight, but that of
the hero is reversed.

Herakles, bearded and wearing chitoniskos, walks

left, with his upper body turned back to the right,
the lion.

and uses a neckhold on

Athena and Iolaos, who holds Herakles' club, watch the strugglers.

The scene may be a misunderstanding of an S4 fight,
associates of the Antimenes Painter

(cf.

a rare type am ong the

#137 by the Lysippides Painter).

The rem aining exam ples are easily paralleled am ong products of the
group.

An orthodox Sl fight appears on #204.

Using a neckhold and squeeze

on the lion, Herakles is bearded, wearing chitoniskos, quiver and baldric
and scabbard.

At the left stands Iolaos, holding the hero's club and bow;

Athena departs at the right.
Two recum bent schemes, on #207 and 208,

are Ll, where the lion presses

his foot against the nude, bearded hero's head.
hangs in the field above the hero;
at the left in one exam ple.

In both cases equ ipment

Iolaos, carrying Herakles'

club , watches
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Euphronios
209.

Louvre G 110, fr.
Calyx crater
ARv2 14, 3; Para 322
A. Herakles and the lion
B. komos
Mon.Piot. 45 (1951) pl. I, l;

47, 45.

Fig. 39

'I'h.i.s fragmentary piece shows a nude, bearded Herakles in an L2

struggle with the lion.
Euphronios shows a greater interest in Herakles than the other
Pioneers, and in fact created a new composition to illustrate the hero's
28
This is also a fight which takes place on the
contest with Antaios.
ground, where Herakles uses the techniques of the pankration, and is very
29
Because the latter scheme appears
similar to the recunbent s cheme s ,
earlier, the Antaios type may be derived from it.
The Pioneer Group:

Sundry

Recalls Euthymides and the Dikaios Painter
210.

Arlesheim, Schweizer
Cup
ARV2 34, 13
Herakles and the lion
Aukt xiv Basel, pl. 18
This L2 scheme shows a nude bearded Herakles struggling with the lion,

unaccompanied by spectators.

A tree is in the background, at· center.

The

beast paws at Herakles' ann, attempting to disengage the hero's neckhold,
an arrangement which parallels the Andokides Painter's #151 very closely.
The tree also appears on pieces near the Lysippides Painter (#149) and by
Psiax ( #153) •
Oltos
211.

l

Louvre F 128
Cup
ARV2 58, 50
I. Poseidon (black-figure)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Satyrs and donkey
Pottier, pl. 73
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212.

New York 21.88.174
Cup
ARV2 63, 90
I. Youth with horse; ME (M) MNON K1"\LOS
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warrior, mounted youth and youth; KALOS, SMIK~OS, LEKES, ..• ! ST
Unpublished; musewn photograph

213.

Bologna 361 frcm Bologna
Cup
ARV2 65, 113
I. Youth running with lyre and meat
A. Herakles and the lion
B. between pegasi, which face the handles, Peleus
and l',talanta
~VA Italy 5 (Bologna 1) pll. 1, 3; 3; 4, 4-5
Each of these cups shows a nude, bearded hero in an Ll scheme where

the lion's paw is pushed against the hero's head.

In two scenes drapery

hangs in the field (#211, 212) and twice there is a tree in the background
(#211, 213).

Athena alone watches in one example (#212), and two unidenti-

fied men observe in another (#213).

The strugglers are unaccompanied on

#211.
All of the elements of Oltos' compositions are by now regular; the
reduction in the number of spectators and the absence of weapons in the
field mark a change from the practices of the bilingual painters and their
associates.
Oltos shows a healthy interest in a wide spectrum of Rerakles'
activities.

The lion episode and the hero fighting the Amazons are re30

peated most often,

but there

is a total of 13 subjects.

Epiktetos
214.

I

♦

Athens, Akr. 65 frr.
Cup
2
A-T:?. V 73, 26
Herakles and the lion
Langlotz, pl. 4; photo from DAI
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Manner of Epiktetos
215.

Naples 2614 from Etruria
Cup
ARV 2 79, 6
I. man courting boy
A. between sph i.nxes , Eerakles and the lion

B. between sphinxes, fight
Mus.Barb. 14 (1824 - 59) pl. 29
216.

Athens, Akr. 170
Cup fr.
ARV2 79, 7
A. Herakles and the lion (?):
Unpublished

head and left arm of Athena

#214 shows a recumbent fight where nude, bearded Herakles uses a
neckhold on the lion, and the beast raises one rear leg to push against
the hero's head.

They are observed by Iolaos, who holds Herakles' club.

Epiktetos shows a minor interest in Herakles, and depicts the hero
as a warrior as well as one who overcomes his adversaries with physical
31
strength.
#215 shows a beardless Herakles, nude, in an Ll struggle, where the
lion pushes a rear paw against the hero's head.

Athena and Iolaos, who

holds the hero's club, watch; there is a tree behind, and in its branches,
the hero's quiver.

The one unusual feature of the piece is the hero's

beardlessness; #215 and 216 are in a context of minimal interest in
32
Herakles.
Euergides Painter
217.

Louvre G 71
Cup
ARV2 89, 21
I. jumper
A. Herakles and the lion; Theseus and the Minotaur;
Theseus and Procrustes
B. komos
CVA France 28 (louvre 19) pl. 72

218.

Heidelberg 40 fr.
Cup
ARV2 89, 22
A. Herakles and the lion
Kraiker, pl. 7

~

l
I

I
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219.

Leipsic T 3372 from Cerveteri
Cup
ARV2 89, 23
I. athlete picking up discus
A. Herakles and the lion
B. satyr and maenads
Unpublished; museum photograph

220.

Maplewood, New Jersey (Noble)
Cup
Para 330
I. archer (by another hand)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Theseus and the bull
Masterpieces of Gk. Vase Painting no. 22.

Fig. 40

Each of these cups shows a recumbent scheme, Ll(3) and L2(1).

The

latter, #·220, is an unusual type, where Herakles springs from his toes,
with both arms outstretched, grasping the lion under his front legs.
Herakles is nude and beardless; he wears baldric and scabbard on #217.
Trees appear in the background of each scene; once a mantle hangs in the
branches with another mantle and scabbard in the field (#220).

A palm

tree appears at the far right on the same piece.
Three nude youths watch the strugglers on #220, one carries a club
and is probably Iolaos.

#217 and 220 are cycle cups where activities of

Herakles and Theseus are combined.
'l'he undistinguished spectators on #220 are unusual. Herakles appears
33
Despite the rather large number
bearded in other scenes by the painter.
of depictions of the lion adventure, the painter shows relatively little
34
interest in Herakles.
The Nikosthenes Painter
221.

Leningrad Inv. 3386 (ex Stieglitz)
Kantharos
ARV2 127, 29
X:-Herakles and the lion
B. kanos
A. Peredolskaia, Krasnofigurnye attiche skie vasy ;!_ Ermitazhe
(Leningrad, 1967) pl. ix

222.

Boston 00. 334 from 'I'arquinia
Kantharos
ARV 2 126, 27
~Dionysos and maenads at altar
B. Dionysos reclining, with satyrs

Lower part of vase: A: Herakles and the bull
B: Herakles and the lion
Hoppin ii, 227. Fig. 41
In the L2 schene on #221, Herakles is bearded and nude.
watch the struggle, in the background:
two unidentified f ema Le s .
on #222 is unorthodox;

Athena, Hemes, a third goddess, and

Herakles' quiver hangs in the field.

The scheme

the positions of Herakles and the lion are re-

versed, and he grasps the left rear leg of the lion.
and nude.

Five spectators

Herakles is beardless

Iolaos (?) watches, wearin9 a helmet and carrying

ct

spear.

In

the background are two trees; a mantle hangs in the branches of one.
The reversal of the positions of hero and lion appears earlier in
the work of Painter N, although in an Sl fight (#126):
restricted to products of the Nikosthenic workshop.
also appears in Painter N's scenes.

its appearance is

Herakles beardless

The recumbent scheme does not appear in

the latter's work.
35

These examples are part of a moderate interest in Herakles.
Pamphaios, Potter
223.

Munich 2620 a (J 439)
Cup
ARV2 129,23
warrior
A. Herakles and the lion
B. komos
Hoppin 470 - 71
This L2 scheme is very close to that on #221.

There are three spec-

tators:

Athena, Iolaos, and a nude male wearing a helmet and carrying a

spear.

There is a tree in the background, and a mantle and sword hang in

the field.

The piece is connected to the Nikosthenic workshop by virtue of

the potting; the elements of the composition are so widespread that no
special tie can be seen on the basis of iconography.

1

+
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Charops Painter
224.

Copenhagen 127 from Vulci
Cup2
ARV 138, 1
archer
A. Herakles and the lion
B. two maenad s; KALOS CHAROPHS
CVA Denmark 3 (Copenhagen 3) pl. 36, lb
The elements of the scene are not distinctive:

and nude, and adopts an L2 pose.

Herakles is beardless

AU1ena watches, departing at the left.

Behind is a tree, with quiver and mantle hanging in the branches.
Only one other fragment is attributed to this painter, providing no
illuminating context for #224.
Manner of the Epeleios Painter
225.

New York 06 .1021.168 from Vulci
Cup
ARV2 148, 1
I. warrior
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Theseus and the bull
Museum photograph

226.

Rome, Marchese Giorgio Guglielmi, from Vulci
Cup
ARV2 148, 2
. naked youth at laver
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Theseus and the bull
Unpublished
Herakles and the lion are in an L2 struggle on #225; the hero is

bearded and nude, and grasps the beast under his chin.
and an empty-handed Iolaos watch the scene.

Hermes, departing,

Drapery and Herakles' quiver

hang in the field.
There are very few mythological scenes placed in the manner of the
36
Epeleios Painter, and no others of Herakles.
A connection between the Euergides Painter and the Epeleios Painter
37
Although scenes of
has been noted, and both potted for Epiktetos •

.L,

lGG
Herakles and the lion painted by all three are similar, there is

no special

connection which would serve to confirm the relationship.
The Ambrosias Painter
227.

Louvre G 72, fr.
Cup
ARV2 174, 11
I. warrior
A. Herakles and the lion
Pottier, pl. 97
This scene stands apart from cont.empor-ar y red-figure depictions

because Herakles and the lion are not connected.

The hero is bearded, and

has a mantle over one arm; he wears a baldric and extends his left arm
toward the beast.

The lion stands on all fours.
38

The Ambrosias Painter has little interest in Herakles.

His departure

39

from the monotonous r ecumbent; schemes is noteworthy.
Near the Carpenter Painter
228.

Rouen 24 from Vulci
Hydria (Kalpis)
ARV2 179, 2
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Herakles and the lion are in an Ll fight.

grabs the lion under the chin.

The hero, bearded and nude,

There are no spectators, and only a mantle

hangs in the field.
The Carpenter Painter, and those near him avoided mythological scenes;
40
only one other concerning Herakles is preserved.
41
The Leagros Group
The Antiope Group, I
229.

t

I

London B 306 from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 365, 68; 356 - 7
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Horsemen
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pll. 76, 3; 77;' 3
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Near the

230.

I

London B 307 from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 361, 17; 357
Shoulder: Achilles and Troilos
Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pll. 76, 4; 80, 1

231.

Liverpool (ex Rawtenstall)
Neck amphora
ABV 371, 143; 357
A. Herakles and the lion
B. fight
Tillyard, pl. 4, 16
42
II
The Acheloos Painter
232.

Altenburg 221
Neck amphora
ABV 383, 7; Para 168
A. Herakles and the lion
B. fight
CVA Germany 17 (Altenburg 1) pl. 25, 1 - 4

233.

New York 41.162.64 a - c and e, frr.
Volute krater
ABV 384, 22
Herakles and the lion, amidst other subjects
CVA USA 1 (Gallatin 1) pl. 6
Heavily overpainted

234.

Vatican 417 from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 384, 26; Para 168
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion, with chariot
Men and women at fountain
Albizzati, 187, fig. 123; pl. 65
fl

Manner of the Acheloos Painter
235.

Florence, fr.
Hydria
ABV 386, 14
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Harnessing war-chariot
Predella: animals
Unpublished

]68
H

H

Recalls the Acheloos Pc1inter and the Group of Wurzburg 210
236.

Naples, Stg. 148
Neck amphor a
~BV 371, 141; Para 162
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and maenads
Photocopy from Beazley Archive
II

Recalls Acheloos Painter
237.

Florence
Neck amphora
Para 166 (141 bis
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and Amazons
BdA 19 (1928) 179, fig. 7
In this segment of the Leagros Group, recumbent schemes appear on

hydria shoulders (3), as the main scene on neck amphorae (3), and
hydriae (1).

Ll (2) and L2 (2) schemes appear.

Spectators include

Hermes, Athena, and Iolaos, holding Herakles' club.

Herakles' equipment

hangs in the field; three times vines fill the background.
Two scenes are unusual.

On #236 Herakles uses a neckhold on the

lion and holds a club in one hand as well; this is a rare example of the
use of a weapon in a liegeschema.

To the left of the struggling pair on

f.:234, Athena and Iolaos wait for Herakles with his chariot.

These pieces

II

are by and near the Acheloos Painter, who has been credited with originality
43
in myth scenes; the unusual elements here are, however, combinations of
stock formulae.
Leagros Group:

Various painters

Chiusi Painter
238.

Orvieto, Faina 76 from Orvieto
Type A amphora
Para 171, 7
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos with satyrs and maenads
Boll. Restauro.31-2 (1957) fig. 100
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This Ll scheme is orthodox:

Herakles is bearded and nude.

lolaos,

holding Herakles' chm, l\thena, and Hermes wat.ch ,
The Chiusi Painter shows an c1ffinity for !Ierakles' wec1ponless fights,
44
and moderate interest in the hero in general.
Compare to the Painter of Munich 1416
239.

/

Cab. Med. 223
Neck amphora
ABV 391, 1
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos with mc1enads and satyrs
CVA France 7 (Bibliotheque t~ationale 1) pl. 42, 6 - 8
This is a standing fight, rare for the Leagros Group.

Herakles,

wearing chitoniskos, quiver, bow, baldric and scabbard, struggles with
the lion in an Sl scheme.

Athena, Hermes and Iolaos, who holds Herakles'

club, watch.
No other features of this group set it apart from general Leagran
practices.
Near the Nikoxenos Painter or by Painter of
240.

Munich 1519

Paestum fr.
Neck amphora
Para 172
A. Herakles and the lion
B. (satyr)
Unpublished

Near the Painter of Munich 1519
241.

London B 217 from Vulci
Neck amphora
ABV 394, 2
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the Amazons
CVA Great Britain 5 (British Museum 4) pl. 53, lb
On #241, hero and lion struggle in a type Ll fight.

and bearded.

A quiver hangs in the field, amidst a vine.

Herakles is nude
Athena watches,

as does Iolaos, who holds a spear.
The Nikoxenos and Munich 1519 Painters are set apart from the rest of
45
the Leagran Group only because they painted red-figure as well as black.
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In terms of the

of this subjoct, there is virtually no basis

for d i s t i.nc t i on.
Lcagros Group:
242.

without association

Roman market (Basseggio) from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 361, 23

Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Achilles brought to Chiron
Gerhard AV, pl. 183
243.

Louvre C 10692 fr.
Hydria
ABV 363, 46; Para 162
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
CVA France 18 (Louvre 11) pl. 151, 5

244.

Florence 3867
Hydria
ABV 364, 58
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Charioteer mounting chariot
Unpublished

245.

Munich 1414 (J.7) from Vulci
Type A amphora
ABV 367, 87; Para 162
A. Theseus and Antiope
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pll. 48, l; 52, 3

246.

London B 199 from Vulci
Type A amphora
ABV 367, 89
Mouth: A: between two boars, Herakles and the lion
A: Athena and Herakles in chariot
B: fight
CVA Great Britain 4 (British Museum 3) pl. 39, 2

247.

Villa Giulia, from Nepi
Column krater
ABV 376, 227
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos with macnad and satyrs
NSc 1930, 522, fig. 4

248.

Louvre F 308
Column krater
ABV 376, 228

A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos seated, with maenad and satyrs
CVA France 2 (Louvre 2) pl. 4, 2
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249.

Munich 1891 (;r. 7Cl) from Sicily
Lekythos
ABV 380, 292; Para 1G4
Herakles and the lion
IIaspels ABL, 17, 2

250.

Basel, Cahn, fr.
Lekythos
Para 164, 292
-Herakles and the lion
Unpublished
On these vases the r ecuraben+

and as a

s oheme

appears on hydria shoulders ( 3) ,

main scene on aic1phorae, col1.r.1n kraters, and on a lekythos.

(2) and Ll (4) types occur.

L2

Herakles is usually bearded and nude, although

in one case (#242) he wears a mantle around his waist, and in another
(#248) he is beardless.

Athena alone ~atohes in four

another (#242) there are five spectators including Athena, Hermes, Iolaos
(?), who holds a spear, and an anonymous male and female.

In each case

the hero's equipment hangs in the field; twice among the branches of a
vine, and once in a tree.
Beazley linked the Leagros Group and the Pioneers and their immediate
followers closely; a comparison of their treabnent of Herakles and the
lion shows only minor differences, the major one being frequency of use.
Boardman sees the Leagran tradition as different, but parallel, to the
46
His observation is
red-figure products of the end of the 6th century.
not substantiated by analysis of representations of Herakles and the lion,
where the conventions are virtually indistinguishable with the following
exceptions:

the replacement of a tree in the background with a vine, and

occasional standing figure, and some minor compositional variation.
The Red-Line Painter:
251.

Leagran

Roman market
Hydria
ABV 361, 21
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion, with Athena and Hermes, Iolaos twice
Pcleus and Thetis
Unpublished
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252.

Orvieto, Faina 72, from Orvieto?
Neck amphora
ABV 604, 65; 371, 142
A. Herakles and the lion
B.II wrestlers and victor
Ro~~itt 53 (1938) pl. 27

Compare to Leagran Red-Line Painter
253.

Erlang en M 443 ( ex :,.1unich J. 1190) from Vulci
Oinochoe
ABV 604, 76
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

The Red-Line Painter:

+b

non-Leagran

254.

Vatican 402
Neck amphora
ABV 601, 9
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated, and maenad
Albizzati, 178, fig. 117; pl. 59

255.

Villa Giulia 47464 from Cerveteri
Neck amphora
ABV 601, 10
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated, and maenad
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

256.

Nfmes
Neck amphora
ABV 601, 11
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated, and maenad
Photocopy from Beazley Archive

257.

Villa Giulia 858 from Falerii
Neck amphor a
ABV 601, 12
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated, and □aenads
CVA Italy l (Villa Giulia 1) pl. 10, 1 and 3

258.

Villa Giulia 859 from Falerii
Neck amphora
ABV 601, 13
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated, and maenad
CVA Italy 1 (Villa Giulia 1) pl. 10, 2 and 4
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259.

Munich 1599 (J. 1279) from Vulci
Neck amphora
ABV G0l, 14
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated,and maenad
Unpublished

260.

London B 276 fror:i Nola
Neck amphora
ABV 601, 15
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated,and maenad
CVA Great Britain 5 (British Museum 4) pl. 69, la

261.

Syracuse 23514 from Gela
Neck amphor a
ABV 601, 16
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, seated, and maenad
CVA Italy 17 (Syracuse 1) pl. 7, 5

262.

Once Westropp (later London market, Spink)
Neck amphora
ABV 601, 18
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

Class of Red-Line Painter Kalpides
263.

London B 348 from Camiros
Kalpis
ABV 607, 1
Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pl. 97, 2

Related to the Red-Line Painter
264.

Baden, Ros
Neck amphora
ABV 607
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and maenads
Unpublished
The Red-Line Painter uses only L2 schemes, primarily as the main scene

on amphorae.

Herakles is nude, and appears to be bearded in all cases.

Spectators vary:
260, 261, 263).

Iolaos appears alone (#252), as does Athena (#257, 258,
In the single example of the scene's appearance on a

hydria shoulder (#251), Athena and Hermes are accompanied by Iolaos twice.
Herakles' equipment hangs in the field, among vines

, r

Ji

(8) and trees (2).
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#252 deserves special uttention.
le,

combined with the Lion's

'l'he presence of a palm tree,

und the c1µpeurunce of a wrestling

match on the obverse have been seen as connected to atl1letic victory,
47
specifically at the Nemec1n Games.
There seems to be little evidence
to support such an interpretation:

the Red-Line Painter uses other

species of vegetation elsewhere with the lion episode, both vines and
trees other than palr1s
norm

(cf.

(#256).

In general,

these other types are the

#162, another examp l.e of a palm tree) .

As discussed above,

overt associations between the lion episode and the activities of human
athletes are rare;

there is no overlap in pose between the human and

1es on ¥752a

heY-oic

The Red-Line Painter shows great .interest in Herakles, but concerns
48
There is virtually no
himself only with a few of the hero's exploits.
distinction between these scenes and those by other membe r s of the
Leagros Group.

49
Pot Pa.inters
The Bucci Painter
265.

Harvard 59.218 (ex Baltimore, Robinson)
Hydria
ABV 316; Para 138, 10
Shoulder:
aerakles and the lion
Two men in a chariot
CVA USA 4 (Robinsonl) pl. 34 .
Fig. 42
A nude, bearded Herakles runs toward the lion, holding his club out

behind;

the beast faces Herakles with his front paws pressed against the

ground as if in a recumbent scheme.

There are no spectators.

This type

of fight appears earlier, in the same field, on a hydria by one of the
Swing Painter's associates,
well,

#74.

It appears in the Antimenean circle as

f/187.

50
Roughly a third of the Bucci Painter's work concerns Herakles;
his connection with the Lysippides Painter is not reflected in the depic51
t.ion of Herakles and the lion.
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Conservatori Painter
266.

Rome, Conservatori 74
Neck amphor a of Conservatori class
ABV 317, l; ~ara 138
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Frontal chariot
CVA Italy 36 (Capito line 1) pll. 23, 1 - 3; 22
In an Sl struggle, where he uses a neckhold on the lion, Herakles

is bearded and nude, wearing baldric and scabbard.
watches the fight.

Athena, departing,

The use of this scheme is so widespread that no

special connection can be seen.
The painter has a tiny oeuvre; on three pieces, there is one other
scene of Herakles, with Triton.
Three-Line Group
267.

Berlin 1841
Neck amphora
ABV 320 (6)
A. Women at work
B. Herakles and the lion
Gerhard, pl. 74

268.

Munich, Bareiss
Neck amphora
Para 140 (6 bis)
A. Athena and Herakles; Dionysos and Ariadne (or rather
female?) all four seated; KALIAS KALOS
B. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Herakles is bearded and nude in each of these Sl fights.

On #267

he uses a neckhold on the beast; on #268 he raises his club aloft in his
right hand, and uses a neckhold with his left arm.

In both cases Athena

and Iolaos, who holds Herakles' club, watch.
Herakles' pose on #268 is unusual, although it is paralleled earlier
{#76, 87) and among ccntemporaries.
uncommon at this time.

The presence of a weapon is itself

Although Beazley points out a stylistic link

between this group and the Lysippides Painter, there is nothing beyond
52
the repetition of the Sl fight to substantiate it here.
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Toulouse Painter
269.

Toulouse 26.172 (337) from Vulci
Neck amphora
Para 141, 3
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the li ke
Unpub lished; photocopy from :Seazley Archive
The two sides of this piece are nearly identical:

Herakles,

bearded and nude, uses a neck and an'1hold on the lion in an Sl fight.
Iolaos, holding the hero's club,

and Herm es departing in one instance,

watch.
Only four pieces are preserved by the Toulouse Painter,

53
serving scenes of Herakles.

each pre-

The Sl pose used here is standard.

Euphiletos Painter
270.

Villa Giulia 933 from Falerii
Neck amphora
ABV 323, 17
A. Dionysos and satyrs carrying maenads on their shoulders
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 1 (Villa Giulia 1) pl. 6, 3

271.

Philadelphia Market
Neck amphora
Para 143, 18 bis
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Warrior between frontal horsemen
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

272.

Munich 1701 (J. 427) from Vulci
Hydria
ABV 324, 27
Shoulder: Eerakles and the lion
Chariot (warrior leaving ho.~e)
Peters, Pan, pl. 4a

273.

Munich 1697 (J. 44)
Hydria
ABV 324, 31
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Wedded pair in chariot
Peters, Pan, pl. 3a

lTJ

274.

Erlangen (ex Munich J. 69)
Hydria
ABV 324, 36
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Athena mounting chariot, with Herakles
Peters, Pan, pl. 4d

Cf. #298
The standing fights on the Euphiletos Painter's neck-amphorae are
Sl and S4.

In both, the hero is bearded and nude, wears baldric and

scabbard, and uses neckholds on the beast.
Herakles' chili, watch.

Athena and Iolaos, who holds

On hydria shoulders the painter uses recumbent

schemes.
The S,1 fight c:1 t: 270 is a rar o appe ar anc e , and uno.r t.hodox .
is between Herakles' legs rather than behind.

the liun

Perhaps the painter's de-

pictions of Herakles and Triton, where the hero straddles the monster,
influenced his rendition.

Both Sl and S4 fights also appear in the

Lysippides Painter's repertory (#137, 140).
A substantial number of vases is attributed to the Euphiletos Painter,
54
who shows only minor interest in Herakles, he is particularly known as a
painter of panathenaics, but his interest in athletic scenes seems to
have had no effect on his depiction of Herakles and the lion.
The Long-Nose Painter
275.

Philadelphia Market
Neck amphora
Para 145, 8 bis
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and satyrs
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

276.

Munich 1412 (J. 784) from Agrigento
Type A amphora
ABV 328, 9
~Athena mounting chariot, with Herakles
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany 3 (Munich 1) pll. 41, 4; 44, 2

Cf. #299

17B
'I'he compositions on each of these neck-amphorae are nearly identical:
in each,

a nude, bec:irded Herakles struggles with the lion in an Ll scheme.

Athena o.nd Iolaos, holding llerakles' club, watch; quiver, baldric and
scabbard hang in the field.
Every one of the pieces attributed to the Long-Nose Painter preserves
link
55
a scene of Herakles.
Although Beazley sees a close stylistic,\between this
painter and the Euphiletos Painter, it is not reflected in their depiction
of Herakles and the lion, or affection for the hero's exploits~ 6
II

Painter of Wurzburg 173
277.

Cab. M~d. 215
'rype B amphora
ABV 327 (2 m)
A. Chariot (warrior leaving home)
B. Herakles and the lion
de Ridder, 123
In this Sl fight, Herakles is bearded and nude; he uses a neck and

armhold on the lion.

Athena and Iolaos, who holds Herakles' club, watch.

Between the hero's legs is a bit of drapery, which may be a carryover from
Lydan practices.
Only four pieces are attributed to this painter, and there are no
other scenes of Herakles preserved.
Pasikles Painter
278.

Syracuse
Neck amphora
ABV 328 (4)
A. Wedded pair in chariot
B. Herakles and the lion
NSc 1943, 50 - 51

279.

New York 67.44.1
Neck amphora
ABV 328, 5; Para 145
~Apollo with Artemis
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA USA 16 (New York 4) pl. 34
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280.

S~vres 6406
Neck am phora
ABV 328, 7
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and satyrs
CVA France 13 (Sevres 1) pll.

15,

5 - 6, 9,

11

Sl fights, where Herakles uses an ann and neckhold on the lion,
appear on each of these exam ples.

In two exam ples the bearded hero is

nude, in the third he wears a tunic, baldric and scabbard.
Iolaos watch on #279 and 280;
draped males.

Athena and

on #278 the spectators are two anonym ous

In the field hangs a qu iver

(#279)

and a mantle

(#280).

The appearance of anonym ous spectators is unusual at this time,
al though the other feat.ures of t.h i s scene are orthodox.

The Pasikles

Painter has only seven pieces attributed to him, preserving only one
other scene of Herakles, with Triton.
Near the Madrid Painter
281.

London B 159 from Nola
Type B amphora
ABV 330, 2
A. Herakles and the lion
B. youths with horses
CVA Great Britain 4 (British Museum 3) pl. 27, 3
In this Ll scheme, Herakles is bearded and nude, but wears his

scabbard.

A mantle and quiver hang in the field; Athena and Iolaos, who

holds Herakles' club, watch.
There is very little context for this piece.
to #275 and 276 by the Long-Nose Painter.
The Priam Painter
282.

Naples 112847
Hydria
ABV 333, 29
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Wedded pair in chariot
CVA Italy 20 (Naples 1) pl. 37, 1

It is especially close

lBO

Near the Prirun Painter
283.

Robinson
Neck amphora
ABV 333, l; Para 147
A. Dionysos reclining, with Ariadne sitting on the couch,
and a satyr bringing wine
B. Herakles and the lion
AJA 60 (1956) pl. 6
Number 282 shows a recum bent schcm e , too fragmentary to identify

more specifically.

Herakles is bearded and nude.

seated at the far edges of the scene;
pair.

Athena and Hermes are

Iolaos stands behind the struggling

Vines are in the background; mantle and quiver hang in the branches.
The recumb ent scheme used on a hydria shoulder is easily paralleled

57
in both the Antimenean and Leagran Groups.

The Priam Painter is

particularly interested in Herakles, and shows the hero in several un58
The composition here is orthodox.
usual scenes.
An Sl fight appears on #283.

Herakles is bearded, wears a

chitoniskos, and uses a neck and armhold on the lion.
and sword rest on the ground behind the hero's feet.
watch.

His quiver, bow
Athena and Hermes

The type and composition are standard.

The A.O. Painter
284.

Bari 3083
Hydria
ABV 334 (4)
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion, with chariot wheeling round
Women at fountain
Unpublished

285.

Wurzburg 317
Hydria
ABV 334, 5
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Women at fountain
Langlotz, pl. 96

II

An Ll scheme appears on #285.

Herakles is bearded'and nude.

Behind

the struggling pair is a tree; in the branches hang club, mantle and quiver.
Iolaos appears twice, on either side of the central scene, holding another
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club.

'I'h e apparently mindless repetition of Iolaos also appears on #251,

one of the Leagran pieces by the Red-Line Painter.

The canbination of

Herakles and the lion and a chariot is po.ralle1ed on #234, also a Leagran
product.
Beaz1ey connects this painter's work with the 1ater productions of
59
the Priam Painter;
their shared use of the recumbent scheme on a hydria
shou1der is so widespread that it hard1y demonstrates a connection.
A.D. Painter's interest in Herakles is moderate, and his choices of
60
Heraklean adventures unsurprising.
The Rycroft Painter
286.

Orvieto, Faina 74 from Orvieto
Type B amphora
ABV 336, 9
A. Herak1es and the 1ion
B. Dionysos and Ariadne with satyrs
Unpub1ished; photocopy from Beaz1ey Archive

287.

Louvre F 215 from Vu1ci
Type B amphora
ABV 336, 10
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Chariot (warriors leaving home)
Pottier, pl. 79

288.

Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Inv. 2655
Neck amphora
ABV 336, 17
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Horsemen
Poulsen VG 14 - 15

289.

Copenhagen, Thorvaldsen 74
Hydria
ABV 337, 28
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Wedded pair in chariot
Unpublished

290.

Los Angeles, Silver
Hydria
Para 149, 28 bis
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Wedded pair in chariot
Photocopy from Beazley Archive

Cf. ¥300

The
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L2 schemes appcur in both major and minor zones on these pjcces.
Herakles is nude in each ox am p Le , beardless in one

(?

#290) .

Hennes and

Iolaos (holding Herakles' club) accompany the hero twice (#288, 290),
Athena and He rrue s once (#286).
example (#287).
llerakles
#287

I

The hero and beast appear alone in one

On each vase there is a tree in the background, in which

accouterr:wnts hang.
has several unusual features.

1~e tree behind the struggling

pair is a hybrid:

primarily a palm tree, a second type of branch grows
61
from its trunk as well.
To the left of Ilerakles and the lion is an

overhanging cliff, with a bird perched on top.

The hero's club rests

against it.

Perhaps meant to represent the lion's den, it is paralleled
62
in other types of red-figure scenes.
The painter shows as great an interest in Herakles' struggle with
Apollo for the tripod as in the lion episode:

scenes of the hero appear
63
on about a third of the pieces attributed to him.
The Rycroft Painter
64
has been related to the Priam Painter, Psiax, and the Pioneers;
indeed,
his use of recumbent schemes in the black-figure technique is closer to
the practices of the latter two.
Painter of Brunswick 218
291.

Louvre F 238 from Vulci
Neck amphora
Para 151, 4
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Theseus and the Minotaur
CVA France 5 (Louvre 4) pl. 46, 3 - 4
Here Herakles is beardless and nude, struggling in an L2 fight with

the lion.

Athena and Iolaos, holding Herakles' club and departing, observe

on either side of a tree in the background.

This is the only scene of

Herakles preserved on the four pieces attributed to this painter.
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Class of Munich 2418
292.

London B 303 from Vulci
Hydr ia
ABV 342, 2
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Harnessing chariot
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pll.

In an L2 fight, Herakles is bearded and nude.

74,

4;

75, 4

Two bunches of

drapery, and the hero's quiver, bow and club hang above.

Bystanders

include Hermes, Athena, and Iolaos, who carries another club.
This piece is closely associated with another hydria where the main
65
picture is in red-figure.
The composition is easily paralleled in
both t.he

and Antirr,encetn Groups, whose :ted-f.i.gure connections are

discussed above.
Michigan Painter
293.

Basel Market (M. M.)
Oinochoe (Class of Vatican 6.47)
Para 157, 14
Herakles and the lion
66
Vente a l'Hotel DroGot 11 - 12 juin 1959, pl. 3, 56

Group of Brussels R 309
294.

Villa Giulia (M. 507)
Neck amphora
ABV 588, 2
A. Herkles and the lion
B. Dionysos with maenads and satyrs
Mingazzini, pl. 79, 7 - 8
This poorly preserved piece is heavily overpainted; it shows a

standing fight, probably Sl, with at least two spectators.

The drapery (?)

between Herakles' legs may be a late reflection of Lydan practices.
67
Unattributed Amphorae and Hydriae
A large number of unattributed pieces are contemporary with the
attributed black and red-figure productions of the late 6th century.
Scholars have placed some in or near particular groups, but the majority
remain unassigned.

As the discussion above indicates, the ways in which

Herak1es' struggle with the 1ion are shown are so limited that, in contrast to the situation for the period 575-530, considered in Part II, it
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is

not possible to suggest attribution on the basis of iconography.

The

following lists are organized by shape.
Amphorae
The Antimenean Group
295.

Cleveland 70.16
Neck amphora
Brommer ll0 (37)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, Maenads and satyrs
CVA USA 15 (Cleveland 1) pl. 13, 1
. London B267 (ABV 272,85)
Munich 1514 (ABV 272, 90)
Ll sch~ue; Athena and Iolaos observe.

296.

Boston 97.205
Neck amphora
Br cmme r 1

?Q

(48)

A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and Athena
CVA USA 14 (Boston 1) pl. 41
"near the Antimenean Group"
Sl scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe; Herakles and Iolaos
wear cuirasses.
297.

Hannover 1964.9
Neck amphora
Brommer 119 ( 7)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Apollo playing cithara
CVA
Germany 34 II (Hannover 1) pl. 11, 1-2
-cf. Group of Nurzburg 199
Sl scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe.

Euphiletos Painter
298.

Saloniki, Private collection
Neck amphora
Brommer 119,23
A. Chariot procession
B. Herakles and the lion
BCH 94 (1970) 368, fig. 4
Sl scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe; neck and jaw holds combined.

Long-Nose Painter
299.

L.

.J

Turin 4102 from Vulci
Neck amphora
Brommer 110 (35)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and satyrs
CVA Italy 40 (Turin 2) 6; pl. 9; 10.l
Ll scheme; Athena and IoJaos observe.
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Recalls Rycroft Painter
300.

Berlin V.I. 3274
Type B amphora
~BV 675,2 (STESILOS KALOS)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. horsemen
CVA Germany 45 (Munich 5) pl. 11
cf. Orvieto, Faina 74
L2 scheme; Athena, Iolaos ob s ezv e ,

Unassociated
Standing Schemes
301.

Villa Giulia M.492
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 (37)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Thiasos
Mingazzini, pl. 74,3; 75,1
S1 scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe; neck and jawholds combined.

302.

Villa Giulia M.475
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 (36)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warriors departing
Mingazzini, pl. 67,4
Sl scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe; neck and jawholds combined.

303.

Spetia
Neck amphora
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
S2 scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe.

304.

Cab. Med.

231
Neck amphora
Br-omme r 119 ( 20)
A. Apollo and muses between Dionysos and Hermes
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA France 7 (Bib.Nat. 1) pl. 42,3
scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe; neck and jawholds combined.

305.

Orvieto
Neck amphora
Brommer 130 (3)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Thiasos
StEtr 30 (1962) pl. 14a
Herakles and lion separated; hero uses club; cf. #179, 180.

Fig. 43
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306.

Palermo
Neck
Br omme r 130 { 4)

A. Herakles and the lion
JdI 80 (1965) fig. 22
Herakles and lion separated; cf. #177, 180.

,,j

Fig. 44

307.

Art market, Basel
Neck amphora
Tl.. Herakles and the lion
MM Sonderliste B (Dec. 1955) 7
Sl scheme; 11.thena and Iolaos observe.

308.

Frankfurt, Deppert
Neck amphora
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

309.

Arles 74
Ne~k amphora
A. Herakles and the lion
Photocopy from Beazley Archive
Sl scheme; Athena and Iolaos observe.

310.

Private collection, Germany
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 (42)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. chariot, charging warrior, Skythian archer
Neugebauer, Antiken in deutschem Privatbesitz, (Berlin, 1938) 158, pl. 66
Sl scheme; arm and neckhold; Athena and Iolaos observe.

311.

Syracuse 61809
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 (40)
A. wedding chariot
B. Herakles and the lion
NSc 1943, 48 #3; 51, fig. 17
scheme; arm and neckhold combined; two anonymous males observe.

312.

Los Angeles A 5141.50-794
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 ( 50)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. warriors fighting with female bystander
CVA USA 18 (Los Angeles 1) pl. 8
Sl scheme; arm and neckhold combined; Athena; Iolaos, Hermes observe.

313.

Boston 1970.69
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 {49a)
A. Herakles and Apollo struggle for tripod
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA USA 14 (Boston 1) pl. 42
Sl scheme; neckhold; Athena, Iolaos observe.
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314.

Chapel Hill 59.16.l
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 ( 49)
A. departing warrior in chariot, with Hermes
B. Herakles and the li on
Museum photograph
Sl scheme; arm and neckhold combined; Athena,

315.

Louvre F229
Neck am phora
Bromm er 119 (16)
A. Herakles and the boar
B. Herak les and the lion
CVA Louvre 4 (France 5) pl. 43,7
Sl schem e; Athena, Hennes observe.

316.

London, Victoria and Albert
Neck am phora
Bromm er 120 ( 28)
P". Herr1kles and the lion

C.

Iolaos observ e.

2504.1910

Unpublished; Musemn photograph
Sl scheme; Hermes and Iolaos observe.
317.

London BM B233 from Gela
Neck amphora
Brommer 119 (26)
A. Herakles and Apollo struggle for tripod
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 5 (British Museum 4) pl. 54,3
Sl scheme; Iolaos and youth observe.

318.

New York 41.162.212
Neck amphora
Brommer 121 (53)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. women at fountain
CVA USA 16 (New York 4) pl. 32,5-8
Sl scheme; neck and armhold combined; Athena observes.

319.

Bologna C 247
Neck amphora
Brommer 120 (30)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and satyr
CVA Italy 7 (Bologna 2) pl. 16,3
Sl scheme; no spectators.

Recumbent Schemes
320.

Tarquinia RC 1082
Neck amphora
Brommer 110 (34)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, maenads, Hermes
CVA Italy 25 (Tarquinia 1) pl. 6,1
Ll scheme; Athena, Iolaos observe •
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321.

Tarquinia fr. Tom b 116
Neck am phor a
Bromm er llO (33)

A. Herakles and the lion
B. three warriors
NSc 7,5/6 1944/5, 9 fig. 3
L2 scheme; Athena observes.
322.

Tarquinia 675
Neck amphora
Bremmer llO (31)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and sirens
CVA Italy (Tarquinia 2) pl. 39,3
L2 scheme; Athena, Iolaos observe.

323.

Frankfurt WN015
Neck amphora
Brommer 109 (3}
A. Herakles and the lion
B. fight with two onlookers
CVA Germany 25 (Frankfurt 1) pl. 28,1
L2 scheme; Athena, Iolaos observe.

324.

Munich 1556
Neck amphora
Brommer 105 (6)
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
L2 scheme; Iolaos, Hermes observe.

325.

Tarquinia 654
Neck amphora
Brommer 129 (32)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos, maenads, satyrs
CVA Italy 25 (Tarquinia 1) pl. 14,2
L2 scheme; Athena, Hermes, Iolaos observe.
Standing Schemes
326. Indianapolis
Type B amphora
Brommer 122 (34)
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Sl scheme; Athena, Iolaos observe.
327.

Bonn
Type B amphora
Brommer 121 (1)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Palaistra scene
AA 1935, 427 fig. 14, 10
Sl scheme; Athena, Iolaos observe.
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328.

"
Wurzburg
254 from Vulci
B amphor a

Bro::--'"11er 121 (5)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. youth with horse; two onlookers
Langlotz, pl. 82
Sl scheme; neck and a rmho Ld oomb i ne dj Athena, Iolaos observe.
II

329.

Wurzburg 257
Type B amphora
Brormner 121 (6)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. man on horseback between two nude youths with spears
Langlotz, pll. 84,82
Sl scheme; Hermes, Athena, Iolaos observe.

330.

Vatican 355 from Vulci
Type B amphora
Brommer 122 (25)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Dionysos and satyrs
Albizzati pl. 46
Sl scheme; sword fight; Hermes, Athena, Iolaos observe.

Recumbent Schemes
331.

Orvieto Faina 2678
Type B amphora
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Ll scheme; Hermes, Iolaos, Athena observe.

332.

Donati
Type B amphora
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Ll scheme; Hermes, Iolaos, Athena observe.
A few pieces deserve special comment:

#303 is a very rare example

of an S2 fight; on these amphorae, Sl is the typical scheme.
uses a weapon only twice: #305, the club, and #330, the sword.

Herakles
The com-

position on #325 stands out, for the tree is behind, to the left, and the
ubiquitous bystanders crowd at the right.

As a whole, the group reflects

the conventions of the contemporary attributed work.
333.

Omit
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Hydriae
334.

Charlecote Par k
Shoulder:
chariot
Herak les and the lion
AJA 82 (1978) 14, fig. la; 15, fig.
contem porary with #131,133,134
L2 scheme; Iolaos, Athena observ e.

lb

335.

Art market, Basel, frr.
Herakles and th e lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazely Archive
L2 schem e; Athena and one other figur e observe.

336.

London B 308
Bromm er 112 (26)
Shoulder: Minotaurs dancing
Herakles and the lion
CVA Great Britain 8 (British Museum 6) pl.
L2 schem e; Iolaos, Athena observ e.

78,1

337.

Capesthorne Hall
Bromm er 109 (14)
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpub lished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Ll scheme; Athena, Iolaos observ e.

338.

Art Market, Basel
Bromm er 123 ( 11 )
Shoulder: Herak les and the lion
Warriors setting out
Predella: panthers and goats
Auk t xi Basel. 66
"Workshop of Antimenes Painter"
Sl scheme; arm and neckhold com bined; Herm es, Athena,
two anonym ous males observ e.

339.

Louvre Cam p. 10680, fr.
? possibly neck amphora

Brommer 128 ( 21)
Herakles and the lion between eyes
CVA France 18 (Louvre 11) pl. 147,3
cf. #186
S2 scheme.
340.

JLG. Marquand 974
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Chariot scene
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Sl scheme.

Iolaos,
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341.

Collection Bareiss NYL 68.1428
Bromm er 11 3 ( 17)
Shoulder: Herak les and the lion
Struggle for tripod
Aukt xxii Basel, 137

"cf. Cab. Med. 254, potter Parnphaios, Antimenes Painter, best
work of Euphiletos Painter"
L2 scheme; Athena, Iolaos, Hermes observe.
342.

Compi~gne 1034
Brommer 111 ( 17)
Shoulder: Herakles and the Amazons
Chariot scene
Predella: Herakles and the lion
CVA France 3 (Compiegne 1) pl. 6,1
Recumbent scheme.

343.

Florence 94318, fr.
Brommer 112 (33)
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Harnessing chariot
CVA Italy 42 (Florence 5) pl. 25,2
Recumbent scheme; Athena (?), Iolaos observe.

344.

Munich 1686
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Chariot scene
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
L2 scheme; Hermes observes.

345.

Art Market, Basel, fr.
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
L2 scheme; Hermes observes.

346.

Munich 1704
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Herakles and Triton
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
L2 scheme; Iolaos, Athena observe.

347.

Kassel T 683
Hydria (Kalpis)
Brommer 111 (8)
Herakles and the lion
AA 1966, 101 Nr. 6, fig. 10
CVA Germany 35 (Kassel 1) pl. 24,3;25,2
cf. rf. #210
Ll scheme; Athena, Iolaos observe.
Few remarkable features appear on these hydriae.

There are a greater

number of main scenes than on attributed pieces; the S2 fight appears once,
#339.

In general they are frequently and easily paralleled among the

attributed pieces.
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Golvol Group
348.

Taranto from Taranto
Volute krater
AB V 195 (2)
Neck: A. ab ove: Herak les and the lion between sphinx es and eyes
below: warriors mounting chariots
B. ab ove: fight (with chariot wheeling round) between
sphinx es and eyes
below: sym posion
Dedalo 2, 622-3

349.

Berlin, von Grabow (ex Basel Market)
Volute krater
ABV 195 (5); Para 80
Neck: A. above: Herakles and the lion, between sphinx es and eyes
below: warrior with his chariot, and youths with horses
B. ab ove: sym posion, between sphyinx es and eyes
below: (warrior) (chariot)
Aukt xiv Basel, pl. 15,66; photocopy from Beaz
y Arc
ve
Each of th ese preserv es an L2 fight;

beardless on #349.

Herakles is nude,

Athena and Iolaos, who holds Herakles'

anonym ous spectators watch. the fight.

Herak les'

and may be
club, and

equipm ent hangs in the

field.
These are comparable to #233 from the Leagros Group and all reflect
the practices of the decoration of hydr ia shoulders.
Unattributed kraters
350.

Baltim ore, W.A.G. 48.29
Volute krater
Bromm er 11 8 (14)
A. Herak les and the lion with man mounting chariot on either side
AJA 51 (1947) pl. 61; museum photograph
L2 scheme; Athena, Iolaos, anonym ous female observ es.

351.

Bologna Inv.
Kr ater
Brom mer 11 8
Herakles and
CVA Italy 7
L2 schem e.

352.

Ar. 6,

fr.

( 20)
th e lion
(Bolog na 2)

pl.

29,l

Agora P24123
Colum n krater
Bromm er 118 (18 )
A. Herakles and the lion
B. dancers
Hesperia 24 (1955) pl. 29
Photograph from Agora excavations
L2 schem e; Athena, Iolaos observe •
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353.

Louvre F 315
Kr ater
Bromm er 128 (16)
A. two hoplites attack turning chariot
B. dr aped, bearded man; dr aped fem ale figure;
and the lion; horse and dog .
CVA France 2 (Louvre 2) pl. 7,2
Recumb ent scheme

354.

Iolaos, Herakles

Camb ridge, Univ. UP 112A
Krater fr.
Bromm er 11 8 (19)
Herak les and the lion
Photocopy from Beazley Archive
JdI 76 (1961), fig. 4
Recum bent scheme; Hermes, Athena observ e.
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Cups
Segm ent Class
355.

Tarquinia RC 8307 from Tarqu inia
Stemless cup
ABV 214,39; Para 103
I Herakles and the lion
CV A Italy 25 (Tarquinia I) pl. 8,3

356.

Athens Akr 1463 from Ath ens
Stemless cup
AB V 214, 40
I Herakles and the lion
Graef pl. 80

357.

Boston 60. 1172 (1 fr. ex Louvre C 10413)
Stemless cup
ABV 214, 40, Para 103
I Herakles and the lion; exergu e, two dolphins
JdI76 (1961) 54, fig. 6

358.

Milan, Bernareggi
Stemless cup
Para 103 (38 ter)
Herak les and the lion
Unpub lished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
These cups reflect a variety of styles and types of com position:

shows an L2 scheme, very close to those preserved on large,

#357

closed shapes;

an other recumb ent schem e appears on #356.

The S2 scheme on #358, where the

hero uses an arm and neckhold on the lion,

is an inh eritance from the

period 575-530, which makes only rare appearances after that tim e.

The

1~4
type on #355, where hero and beast are separated, is also paralleled,
but

not common on contemporary pieces.

Ure's Class of Skyphoi Al
359.

360.

Lund, Univ. 596
Skyphos
Para 84, 9
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the like
JdI 80 (1965) 101, fig. 23-25.

Fig. 45

Athens 1150 (cc.810) from Chalkis or Tanagra
Skyphos
Para 84 (10)
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished
The Sl fight on #359, where Herakles uses a neckhold and grasps

the upper jaw of the lion, is a common scheme on contemporary pieces;
the unusual scheme, where the hero flips the lion over his shoulder,
finds its closest parallel in the Andokides Painter's #152, though is
not a verbatim repetition.
Group of Rhodes 11941
361.

Syracuse from Gela
Proto A or A cup
Para 87, 24
A. Herakles and the lion, between men and women, both running
B. (two males attacking lion)
Unpublished.

362.

Syracuse from Gela
Proto A or A cup
Para 87, 25
A. Herakles and the lion, with youths watching
Mon Ant 17, 286 fig. 209

363.

Nauplia
Proto A or A cup
Para 88, 40
A. Herakles and the lion:
Unpublished.

364.

whiteground

Taranto from Taranto
Band skyphos
Para 88, 7
A. Herakles and the lion, between youths
B. the like
Unpublished .
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365.

Louvre Cl0294
Band skyp hos
Para 89, 14
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the like
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
#361 and 365 show a beardless Herak les confronting the lion, holding

a club out behind.

On #361 there are anonym ous bystanders.

These con-

tinue the practice used on Little Master cups, as #109-114.
366.

New York 20.250
Stemless cup
Bromm er 130 (17)
I. Gorgoneion
A. Nude youth pursuing lion, holding stone in right hand,
between eyes
B. the like
CVA USA II (New York 2) pl. 31; 47 a-b

Like #361 and 365, this continues a compositional type used on Little
Master cups;

the use of a stone for a weapon may be borrowed from a scene

of Herak les and Alkyoneos.
367.

Louvre Cl0358
Cup
Bromm er 123 (16)
A. Herak les and the lion, between eyes
B. the like
CV A France 17 (Louvr e 10)
c. 510
On each side,

an S2 scheme appears.

Although the type is unusual for

the period, the placement between eyes is paralleled in the Lysippides
Painter's #140.
368.

Naples H. 2709 (811 40)
Cup
Bromm er 123 (25)
A. between eyes, Herakles and th e lion
B. between eyes, Herak les raising club
CV A Italy 20 (Naples 1) pl. 23
As a whole, the scenes of Herakles and the lion which appear on th ese

cups show cognizance of contemporar y iconographical trends, but a strong
conservatism is the guiding principle of decoration.

Practices established

am ong the preceding black-figur e cup painters had a greater influence than
those of the red-figu re cup painters.
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369.

Naples H 2722 (81144).
Cup
Brommer 123 (26)
A. Between eyes, Herakles and the lion
B. the like
CVA Italy 20 (Naples 1) pl. 29

370.

Brussels R 297
Mastos
Brommer 124 ( 53)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the like
CVA Belgium 2 (Brussels 2) pl. 15, 1
Very close to the practices of cup-decoration, the composition on

the mastos shows an Sl fight observed by Athena and Iolaos.
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Lekythoi and Lekythos Painters
Painter of the Nicosia Olpe
371.

Hillsborough, Hearst
Lekythos
ABV 453, 3; Para 196
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Theseus and the Minotaur
AJA 48 (1945) 471,3

372.

Taranto, from Taranto
Type A cup
A. Herakles and the lion
B. man seated, woman standing in front; to left, naked youth
and woman, on right, naked youth.
Unpublished.
Anonymous females watch an Sl fight on #371.

Blackneck Class
373.

Gotha (ZV 2380), ex Munich, Preyss
Type A pyxis
ABV 455, 20; Para 198
Herakles and the lion; Amazonomachy; Zeus, seated between two
winged females in short chitons
CVA Germany 24 (Gotha I) pl. 29, 2-4

374.

Bonn 539
Lekythos
ABV 455;
Herakles
AA 1935,

from Corinth
ABL 195(14)
and the lion
466

197
375.

Paris market (Hindarn ian)
Le kythos
AB L 195 (22)
Herakles and the lion
Unpub lished.
The S2 fight, using ar m and neckhold, observed by anonym ous females

on #373 is orthodox;

that on #374 appears to be an S4 fight,

separated.

Herakles raises a weapon aloft.
Unattributed Lekythoi
376.

Laon 37.976
Lekyth os
Bromm er 125 (60)
Herakles and the lion
CVA France 20 (Laon I) pl.

14,

377.

Baltimore, W.A.G.
48.203
Lekythos
Bromm er 125 (75)
Shoulder: panther, grazing doe
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; museum photograph
c. 540-530

378.

Oxford, 1925.89 fr.
Lekyth os
Shoulder: run ning figu re
Herakles and lion
Unpub lished; museum photograph

379.

Corinth c.37.1078, fr.
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; museum photograph

7-8

These lekythoi are the earliest considered in this section; most
date c.

540-530, overlapping with pieces discussed in Part II.

Standar d

(Sl with neck and ar:m hold and S2 with neckhold and hero holding his club
out behind)

scenes appear.

Athena and Iolaos watch in one exam ple,

anonym ous spectators appear in the others.
Phanyllis Group B
380.

Berkeley 8.3339 from Greece
Lekythos
ABV 464, 10
Herak les and the lion
CV A USA 5 (University of CaliforniaD pll.

27,4;

28,3

#378;

198
381.

Oslo, Museum of Applied Art 5816
Lekythos
Para 205
Herak les and th e lion
CVA Norw ay 1 (Oslo 1) pl. 24,1
Sl fights appear;

in #380 Herak les uses th e sword.

bystanders watch on #380,

Anonym ous

and are joined by Ath ena on #381.

cock Group
382.

Athens, Agora 15649 from Athens
Lekythos
ABV 470, 100
Herakles and the lion
Photograph from Agora ex cavations.
In an Sl fight, Herak les comb ines an arm and neckhold;

specta or

w

anonym ous

h.

Unattributed
The remaining lekythoi date to the last quarter of the 6th centur y
(cf. also #249, by the Daybreak Painter,
383.

Heidelberg 63.9
Lekythos
Bromm er 125 ( 59)
Herakles and the lion
CV A Germ any 31 (Heidelb erg 4)

pl.

384.

Taranto 1.8.1935
Lekythos
Bromn er 125 (69)
Shoulder: two naked men run ning
Herakles and the lion
CV A Taranto 2 (Italy 18) pl. 14,4

385.

Oxford 1947.126
Lekythos
Brommer 125 (65)
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; museum photograph

a product of the Leagros Group.)
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Standard schem es appear on these lekythoi,
The latter is un conventional,
rather th an behind.

Sl

(2),

S2

(1), and S4.

for the lion stands in front of Herakles

The hero uses his sword on #383.
·.<4:>

either Athena and Iolaos, or anonymous .

Bystanders are
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Oinochoai
Class of Vatican 440
386.

Vatican 439 from Vulci
Oinochoe
ABV 421, 1
Herakles and the lion
Albizzati, pl. 60
In an Sl fight, Herak les uses an arm and neckhold on the lion;

Herm es

and Athena observe.
Painter of London B 620
387.

London B 621 from Vulci
Trefoil oinochoe
ABV 434, 2
Herak les and the lion
JHS 25 (1905) 273, fig. 10.

Fi

• 47

This is an un usual schem e, where the lion adopts the pose of S4 fights,
but the hero moves from the right using an arm and neckhold on the beast.
It is paralleled on #205, a piece in the Antirn enean Group.
Unattributed
388.

Heidelberg 564
Oinochoe
Bromm er 166 (3)
Herak les and the lion
CVA Germ any 31 (Heidelberg 4)
520 - 510

389.

Paris Market, from Marion
Oinochoe
AB V 441 (30)
Herak les and the lion
Ohnefalsch-Richter Kyp ros,

pl. 147, 4;

11

frontispiece, 8

Herak les and the lion struggle in an Sl schem e; Athena and Iolaos
watch.
The oinochoai show a reliance on older, standing schemes, som e
improvis~tion on these standard schemes, and knowledge of contemporary trends.

I

1

200

Olpai
Painter of Rhod es 10480
390.

Rhodes 10480 from Ialysos
Olpe
AB V 449, 2; Para 195
Herak les and th e lion
Clara Rhodos III, 165

391.

Rhodes 13351
Olpe
ABV 449, 2
Herakles and the lion
Clara Rhod os IV, 289
Standar d schem es are used, S2 in both.

,Bystanders are anonym ous males.

Dot-Ivy
392.

Ath ens, Kanellopoulos
Olpe
Para 194, 6 bis
Herakles and the lion
Unpub lished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Herm es, Ath ena and Iolaos watch an L2 fight.

393.

Manchester, Wh itworth
Olpe
Bromm er 136 (41)
Herak les and.the lion
Unpub lished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Herak les and the lion are in an Sl fight, watched by anonym ous male

bystanders.
As was the case with the oinochoai, the olpai preserv e representations
of conservative standing schemes,

+

and more. mod ern recumb ent fights.

~01

Conclusions
During the period 530-500, Herakles' struggle with the lion
appears not only on small objects and plaques, but on public
monuments of some civic importance.
visibility than

Thus the subject had more prominent

in the years 575-530; with the exception of one

small bronze, all preserved examples are recumbent schemes which
find parallels in Attic vase paintings.

The hero is represented in

the nude, and beardless in at least two examples.
As in the

preceding period, the overwhelming appearance of the
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subject is on vases, primarily amphorae and hydriae.

The

subject remains one strongly associated with the black-figure
technique:

of 216 pieces, only 22 are red-figure, 19 of these cups.

The subject is most popular in the groups associated with the
earliest red-figure:

the Lysippides Painter, the Andokides Painter,

and the Antimenes Painter.
the examples.

These account for nearly one half of

The Leagros group and various black-figure painters

of amphorae and hydriae are responsible for most of the remainder.
In general, when a painter·or group favors Herakles, affection
for the lion episode comes with it.
At or about 530 there is a dramatic contraction in the number
of schemes used to represent the episode, after a final burst of
diversity seen in the workshop of the Lysippides Painter.
fights are, with one exception, all black-figure.

Standing

Nearly all of

those are type Sl; only three examples of type S4 are preserved,
two of which are actually variations.

Although S2 does persist

(cf. #355 and following), its appearance is restricted to blackfigure productions of the lowest quality.

Improvisations on standing

202

fights do occur; some of these are of a different type from those
which appeared in the years 555-530, for the position of the lion
is derived from the standard types rather than from the animal
frieze or fight repertory (cf. # 179,180).

The older types do

persist, particularly on cups and skyphoi (# 361, 365, 366) continuing
the tradition for those shapes.
The only example of a standing fight (#227) in red-figure
s

ct a

y

mp ov

d, and the

ources are not clear;

it looks

to be a dissociation of a type where Herakles crouches, and the
lion adopts a pose similar to those in recumbent schemes.
Recumbent fights are evenly divided between Ll and L2.
occur, none of which become standardized themselves.
are as follows:

Variations

Some of these

the hero grasps the lion's rear paw, which moves

to strike He r ak.Le s" head (1/138, 139, 142); Herakles uses a neckhold
and grasps the lion's belly to throw the beast, as# 147; an L2
scheme may be combined with a squeeze, as# 198; Herakles may have
both arms under the lion's front paws, as #217, 220, or under the
lion's

chin, as# 228.

Other variables include the position of

Herakles' legs and those of the beast.

The significance of the

variations is not altogether clear: in all cases it seems the hero
attempts to throw the beast or squeeze him.
Against the background of uniformity, a few innovations stand
out vividly.

Beginning with the Andokides Painter's representation

of Herakles throwing the lion in a "flying mare", // 152, there is
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a group of representations showing the lion already thrown on his
back:

#159 by the Antimenes Painter,

#197 by the Alkm ene Painter,

an d the terracotta plaques, Agora T563.
becan e standardized:

This variation does not

it is as if an impression were transmitted

and recreated rather than a specific representation.

A late

manifestation of the sam e trend can be observ ed in #420, below.
Because there is such a limited numb er of very standardized

in this period, it is difficult to ascertain to what extent

types

transmission of tastes and practices may have followed the lines
of workshop association.

A few points are clear:

the representations

on red-figure cups are closely related to those used by the premier
large-scale pot painters, that is, the recumbent scheme appears
consistently.

In the period from 575-530, the practices on the

two groups of shapes were divergent.

In this case, associations

of style and technique overrode conventional practices relating to
shape.

However, black-figure cup painters inherited schemes and

practices from Little Master cup painters.
As a whole, the

most popular types were inherited by the

Lysippides Painter from his teacher., Exekias.

Psiax chose more

modern solutions than those used by his master, the Amasis Painter.
A comparison of the schemes used by the Andokides and Lysippides
Painters shows as wide as possible a margin of diversity in types.
The one fully preserved red-figure example, #151, is Ll.
uses a neckhold, clearly choking the beast.

Herakles

The lion raises a
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front paw to release the hero's hold,
the ground.

and both rear feet are on

The Lysippides Painter uses L2 schemes, where Herakles

will flip the beast, grasping it by the neck and raised rear foot.
This amoun t of difference would not be unusual within a single
oeuvre, but does not support a conclusion that the red and black
figure work is by a single artist.
little observab le

In general,

correlation between associations based on style,

and the means by which this subject is depicted.
There i
schemes:

there is very
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a drastic change in the appearance of weapons in the

the sword appears five times,

the club only six.

Five

examples show the weapon incorporated into a standard scheme,
( Sl

(4),

Ll

(1)

) .

This shift corresponds to an increase in

appearance of other of the hero's weaponless fights:

with the

boar, the bull, ~nd Triton.
There is only one example,
shown to have been useless.

#200, where a discarded weapon is

Therefore, while there is an overwhelming

indication that Herakles killed the beast with his own strength,
the beasts'

invulnerability to weapons is barely apparent.

Herakles' weapons often hang in the field behind recumb ent
fights,

and this has been interpreted as emphasizing their uselessness.

Some other points should be taken into consideration.

The placement

of the weapons in the field, at times amidst the branches of a tree,
is necessary to achieve a balanced composition,
the field much more rarely with standing fights.

Weapons appear in
Moreover, when

Herakles uses a weapon, the same weapon can appear in the field
as well,

as on #179,

197.

In two instances, #187, 268,

72
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Herakles uses one club, while Iolaos holds another.

Thus when the

aide holds the hero's club, it may serve as identification as much
as to show its uselessness in the encounter.

In short, although

the weaponless fight becomes overwhelmingly popular, the only certain
indication that Herakles' weapons were tried, then abandoned
appears on #200.
The appearance of a beardless Herakles has a different
character in this period.

He is shown beardless in recumbent

schemes, in both black and red figure, but not in workshops where
the omission of the beard can be fairly attributed to carelessness.
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At times he appears bearded in other episodes by the same painters
who show him beardless when struggling with the lion (cf. the
Euergides and Nikosthenes Painters).
here:

1).

Two factors may be operating

The beardlessness may be an indication of the hero's

youthfulness at the time of the lion episode.

During this period,

cycle cups showing the deeds of Theseus appear.

74

A similar

desire to collect and order the labors of Herakles may have carried
over, and the Euergides Painter mixes the activities of both heroes
on a single cup #217.

2).

Depictions of the beardless Theseus

and the bull may have influenced representations of Herakles:
again, the Euergides Painter shows a beardless Herakles together
with a scene of Theseus and the bull, #220.

In other cases, pairing

of the two heroes emphasizes the contrast between the older, bearded
Herakles and the youthful Theseus, and #225, 226 from the Epeleios
Painter's workshop reveal.

In general, there is very little pairing
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of the two heroes' activities on single vases.
Spectators uniformly include Athena and Iolaos, and less
frequently Hermes, as well as some anonymous persons.

Athena is

fully armed; Iolaos consistently carries Herakles' club.

Red-

figure cup painters as a group are less interested in depicting
and identifying spectators than other painters.
New elements which appear in the compositions, primarily with
recumbent schemes, include trees and other elements of landscape.
This indicates an interest in specifying location, perhaps paralleling
the somewhat academic concern with ordering labors.

Vines are

ubiquitous in this period, and can have no special meaning in terms
of Herakles and the lion.

One stark contrast to the previous period

is that entire compositions are repeated by all painters nearly
exactly in the period 530-500, while earlier painters tended to
find more individual solutions in representing spectators and
objects in the field.
For the most part, other subjects do not seem to affect the
representation of Herakles and the lion.

There is very little

change which could be attributed to the hero's other exploits,
animal depictions, such as on the predellas of the Antimenes Painter's
hydriae, or hunt scenes.

The extent to which there are overt

connections with human athletic activities is minimal.

Indeed

both standing and recumbent schemes can be understood in terms
of pure wrestling and the pankration.

However, human athletes

are always naked, and Herakles is almost always clothed in the
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standing fights of this period ,
in the years

575-530.

in contrast to the situation

There are no scenes of hum an athletes

engaged in ground wrestling, even in the Euphiletos Painter's
repertory,

one greatly concerned with athletes on panathenaics.

The visual par allels to the recum bent schem e ar e in the Antaios
struggle and the Akropolis pedim ents where Herakles wr estles
prone,

as well as anim al fights.

What is evoked visually is the

quality of a savage, heroic fight with a long history.
Hum an athletes involved in the pankration appear for the first
tim e

in this period.

This is reflected in at least one unusual

standing fight by the Antimenes Painter, #166, and possibly in
the "flying mare" and related scenes, but there are no exact
correspondences.

•

+,
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1.

E. Harrison, Agor.il XI (1965) 36; H. Thompson, "Excavations in
the Athenian Agora, "~speria 20 (1951) 59, suggested that the
fragment belongs to a gigantomachy, where a male figure is
attacked by a feline attendant of one of the gods.

2.

See, for example Akropolis Museum 4, Brouskari, supra n. 224, 28,
pl. 14.

3.

Hydra: Akropolis Museum 1, Brouskari, supra n. 224, 29, pll.
15-17. Triton: Akropolis Museum 2, Brouskari, supra n. 224, 29,
pl. 47. Akropolis Museum 36, Brouskari, supra n. 224, 39, pl.
54. Introduction: Akropolis Museum 9, Brouskari, 34, 37; pll.
27-29.

4.

Another bronze, apparently of South Italian manufacture, should
be considered with the west Greek material: Oberlenningen,
Scheufelen Collection, from Tarentum (?) bronze figurine,
Ulf Jantzen, ~werkst~tten in Grossgriechenland und
Sizilien, JdI EH XIII (1937) 27, # 28; pl. 15, 61-62.

5.

Much of the specific scholarship on Herakles and the lion
has been written in the context of a discussion of whether
the black and red figure examples attributed to the Lysippides/
Andokides Painter(s) are the work of one artist or two ( cf.
in particular, K. Schauenburg, "Eine Neue Amphora des
Andokidesmalers, "JdI 76 (1961) 48-71; H. Marwitz, "Zur
Einheit des Andokides Malers, "OJh 46 (1961-63) 73-104).
The most recent discussion is that of Beth Cohen, Bilingual,
9-91, and here I rely on her distinction based on an analysis
of the inscriptions on the vases. One general comment on the
usefulness of analyzing the iconography of Herakles and the
lion for determination of hands is appropriate: as demonstrated
in Part II, the degree of variety in a particular repertory is very
much an arbitrary matter.

6.

B. Cohen, Bilingual, 69, n. 136) draws the parallel between
#" 140 and# 72 by the Swing Painter, and calls the scheme
"uncommon." Because of the popularity of type S4 in Group
E, her placement of the piece in category III, where iconography is" neither similar to the advanced style of the
red, nor merely staunchly traditional," should be qualified
by recognition of the long-standing use of type S4 ( c.
560-540 ) .

7.

B. Cohen, Bilin2ual, 85.

8.

On 25 pieces attributed by Beazley, plus three by van Bothmer
and Cohen, there are 22 scenes of Herakles, including seven
of the lion adventure. Only Dionysiac scenes occur more often.
Other scenes of Herakles include the following: with Athena
( 5); driving bull to sacrifice; Kerberos; Citharoedus; tripod struggle (2); boar; Geryon; the Amazons; Kyknos.

9.

ABV 254; J. Boardman, ABFV, 105.
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10.

Trees appear in other scenes involving Herak les in the repertories
of the Andokides Painter and of the Lysippides Painter ( Louvre
F204, from Vulci, type A am phora, ARV 4, 11; J. Boardman, ABFV,
fig. 162; Moscow 70, from Tarquinia;- typ e A amphora, AB V 2SS:- 8;
B. Cohen, Bilingual, pl. 19, 2-3.

11.

There are a total of 78 pieces by associates of the Lysippides
Painter. Sub jects dealing with Herak les include th e following:
with Ath ena, mounting or in chariot (8), in context of gigantomachy (4); with Hebe in chariot (1); with Athena and Herrr.es (l);
with deities in Olym pos (1); with Athena (2); with Am azons (3);
with Kyknos (3); with Kerberos (1); with Hydra (1); with Triton
(1); with Centaur (l); with Eur ystheus.

12.

B. Cohen, Bilingual, 151-152, suggests th at the discrepancy in
in scale on# 150 may reflect a sour ce for the recur.lb ent scheme
in a pedimental com position. As di scussed above, supra n. 224,
in conjunction with Exekias, there is no preserved pedim ent
which can be used to support the theory . The sam e difference in
scale exists in# 131, 133, an d 134.

13.

H. Marw itz, supra n. 5, in his attempt to see th e unity of the
Andokides Painter and the Lysippides Painter, focuses on th e
distinction between two types of recumb ent scheme which appear
in th eir repertories: these two types are close to Ll and L2 as
defined here. While th e differences exist, the types are now known
to have been created before the two painters were active, and
their selection by various painters appears to be random, as
beco~es apparent in the following discussion.

14.

J. Boardm an, accord ing to B. Cohen( Bilingu al 180 n. 192) suggests th at the vertical lion fight may be connected with gem carving practices; indeed, one exam ple by the Semon Master
( Boston 27.674, Carnelian ringstone from Cypru s, J. Boardm an,
AA G pl. 17) shows a sim ilar fight. Not only does this exam ple
postdate# 152, it was found in Cypru s and the carver him self
seem s to have been an easterner ( ibid. 95). Any connection is

probably remote.
15.

2
See Appendix I; cf. Paris Cab. M~d. 523, cup, ARV
316, 4; N:
Gardiner,Athl. fig. 157. The Andokides Painter's wrestlers
adopt arm and body holds in a standing fight ( Berlin 2159
from Vulci, type A amphora, ARV2 3,1; Gardiner, Athl., fig. 154

) •

16.

B. Cohen, Bilingual, 180-181. She compares the tripartite
composition to that on Louvre F 204, from Vulci; type A amphora,
ARV2 4, 11; B. Cohen, Bilingual, pl. 19, 1, which shows the
Kerberos episode.

17.

For an example by the Swing Painter, supra n. 147.

18.

Of 16 attributions made by Beazley, 8 preserve scenes of Herakles.
The other subjects include: tripod struggle, with Apollo (2); the
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Am azons
Athena.

(1);

Kerberos;driving bull to sacrifice(l); resting with

19.

B. Cohen( Bilingual 48-49) uses the fact th at Iolaos is beardless
here, on # 155, but bearded on # 145 as a means to distinguish
between the work of Psiax and the Lysippides Painter. As ab ove,
particularly in the discussion of Group E, Iolaos can be depicted
var iously,and his iconography should not be relied upon to
distinguish hands. With in the Psiax repertory , his is beardless
on# 153, and bearded on# 154.

20.

Beazley attributed 41 vases to Psiax , and in addition to the
lion exam ples, the following Heraklean exam ples appear on them :
Herak les and Triton (1); and Am azons (2); in chariot (1); and
th e unusual scene with the horses of Diomedes.

21.

Cf. Naples Stg.

22.

Cf. London E78, cup, ARV 2 401, 3; Para 370; Drees, Olym pia (Praeger,1967)
pl. 11, by the Foundry Pa'nte •

23.

Of 135 pieces attributed by Beazley, 26 shows scenes of
Herakles and the lion, while there are 38 instances of other
exploits, some appearing on the sam e pieces as the lion episod e.
Am azons (5); tripod struggle with Apollo (5); Kerberos (2);
Eurysth eus (9); Pholos (2); Triton (3); Hydra (l); in battle
(l); Kyknos (1); with Herm es, approaching Poseidon (1); with
Ath ena, in various activities (8).

24.

Boulogne 441, from Vulci, panathenaic prize am phora, AB V ·290,1;
N. Gar diner, Athl. fig. 162. Note that the opponent does not
adopt a pose similar to that of the lion, and that unlike Herakles,
the figure on the left is attempting to carry out a cross-buttocks
th row.

25.

186, neck am phora, ABV 270,

51; JHS 47

(1927)

84.

11

Herakles, Peisistratos and Eleusis," JHS 95
(1975) 11, n. 47 discusses this piece and relates it to the
schemes where Herakles' sword goes in and out of the lion's neck
( # 44, 58). Discussion of indications of invulnerability will
be deferred until the final conclusions. See also ABV 291;
-II
Haspels, ABL 117; Beazley, EVP. 140-141; N. Terzghazi,
Uber
die Unverwundbarkeit des nemeischen Lewen~Archiv ftlr Religions
Wissenschaft 16 (1913) 309-313.
-J. Boardm an,

11

26.

On 16 pieces attributed by Beazley, there are 8 scenes of Herakles:
Herakles and Athena (l); Herakles and Triton (3); Herakles and
the Amazons (2); Herakles and Nessos (1).

27.

On 34 pieces attributed by Beazley, there are 20 scenes of Herakles,
which include the following: with Eurystheus (3); Amazons (3); with
Athena (1); with Athena and Hermes (1); struggling with Apollo
for the deer (l); struggling with Apollo for the tripod (1); with
the bull (l); Kerberos (1); Pholos (3); at the pithos (1); with
Kyknos (1) •
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28.

26 pieces are attributed to Euphronios by Beazley ( see also J.
Frel, ed. "Euphronios in Malibu, "Antiquities in the J. Paul
Getty Museum, Pamphlet 5 ( June-August 1978) for sane additional
attributions) and four scenes of Herakles are preserved on them,
evenly divided between those where he uses weapons, and where he
uses his strength alone: with Geryon, with Amazons, with Antaios.
Of the pieces in his manner, there are three others: he shoots
the Amazon, the Hydra, and Kyknos. Of the other Pioneers, there
are only 10 additional scenes of the hero ( out of a total of 120
pieces attributed to the group) of which four show his struggle
with Apollo for the tripod ( other scenes include: Herakles
entering Olympus (2); with Alkyoneus(l); with the Amazons (1);
with Athena and Dionysos (1); with Hermes and Iolaos mounting
chariot.

29.

Louvre Gl03, from Cerveteri, calyx crater, ARV2 14, 2; J.
Boardman, ABFV, fig. 23. Here the hero is completely in profile,
with his right leg pulled up underneath him rather than his left,
as in the depiction of the lion episode, and his hold goes under
his adversary's arm, rather than around his neck. Euthymides'
depiction of a mythological wrestling match, ~etween Theseus and
Klytos ( Turin 4123, from Vulci, psykter, ARV 28, 11; JHS 35
(1915) pl. 5) shows the opponents standing, and Phintias depicts
Herakles gingerly ap~roaching Alkyoneus ( Munich 2590 ( J. 401)
from Vulci, cup, ARV 24 (12), Hoppin II, 363). A depiction of hu2
man wrestlers shows a standing fight: Leningrad 615, pelike, ARV
1554, 48 Para 507, 509; Mon ined. II, pl. 24.

30.

On a total of 156 pieces attributed by Beazley, there are 20
scenes of Herakles preserved: Amazons (3); struggle with Apollo
for tripod (2); Hydra (2); Kyknos (2); Geryon (1); Eurystheus
(1); Nereus (1); struggle for the deer (1); Acheloos (1); with
the horses of Diomedes (1); with Nessos (1); Herakles alone (1).
The hero uses his own strength as often as he uses weapons against
his adversaries. Phintias; human wrestlers are shown in a
2
standing fight: Boston 01.8019, from Orvieto, psykter, ARV
24, 11; N. Gardiner, Athl. fig. 51.

31.

Beazley attributed 110 pieces to Epiktetos, and 8 scenes of
Herakles are preserved on them: Herakles and Busiris (1);
harnessing chariot, with Athena (1); Herakles and Eurytos
(1); Herakles and Pholos (1); Herakles and the centaurs
(2); Herakles in battle.

32.

Only 15 pieces are placed in the manner of Epiktetos; there
are no other scenes of Herakles. Note that Epiktetos himself
does show Herak1es bearded in other episodes: London E 38
2
fran Vulci; cup, ARV 72, 17; Hoppin i, 310-311.

33.

Athens, Akr. 164, fr., from Athens, cup, ARV
89, 24, Langlotz,
pl. 6. The fragment shows Herakles and a chariot.

34.

Beazley attributed 138 pieces to the Euergides Painter; besides
the examples with the Nemean lion, there is one each of the

2
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following: Herakles and the centaurs, Herak les and Triton,
Herakles and Kyknos. Cf. the Ak ropolis fragment as well, supra
n. 33.
35.

1

On 35 pieces attributed by Beazley there are nine scenes of
Herakles: tripod stru ggle with Apollo (1); Herakles and the
centaur (l); harnessing a chariot with Athena (1); with Alkyoneus
(1); Herakles and Kyknos (l); in battle (1); Herakles and the
bull (1).

36.

Beazley placed 79 pieces in the manner of Epeileios Painter.

37.

ARV

38.

On 41 pieces attributed by Beazley, th ere is but one other showing
Herakles, where the hero reclines with Herm es.

39.

J. Boardm an, ABFV ,

40.

Thee are six pie e placed near he Carpen er Pain er;
ne depic s
Herakles resting, with boy cup-bearer, satyr, and maenad.

41.

The Leagros Group ( ABV 354-391 ); Para 161-172) is large,
including about 400 vases. Scenes of Herakles and the Trojan cycle
are these painters' favorite scenes. Only partly differentiated
into individual hands, the group as a whole is considered here.
I give summ ary comm entary where appropriate; I treat the Red Line
Painter separately, because only part of his work is Leagran.

42.

Beazley considers the work of the Achelo~s Painter to be part of
the Antiope Group.

43.

J. Boardm an, ABFV,

44.

Beazley attributed 11 pieces to th e painter, on which there are
six scenes of Herakles: with Athena and other divinities in a
chariot (2); with Triton (3). Boardman credi ts the painter with
"t edious finesse " (ABFV, 111 ); indeed, the composition here
is very correct.

45.

ABV 354.

46.

Supra n. 43. Boardman's observation that some subjects are rendered
in a novel way, and som e provide new views of previously ignored
mom ents in familiar stories does not apply here. Note that Leagran
wrestlers resemb le Herakles and the lion no more than those by
red-figure painters; all are in standing fights: # 251, Taranto
12.12.1934, lekythos, ABV 389, 7; CV A Italy 18 ( Taranto 2) pl. 14,
1-2; Louvre F314, stam nos, ABV 388~ ; Para 170, l; CVA France 2
( Louvre 2) pl. 6, 1-4.

47.

H. Miller, "P alm s of Victory: The Nemean Connection,"
AJA 84 (1980) 223-224.

2

104;

J. Boardman, ABFV,

60-61.

62 has noted the painter's " verv e."

111.

(a bstract )
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48.

Beazley attributed 98 pieces to the painter; there are 28 scenes
of Herak les: Herakles and the bull (12); with the boar (l); with
Pholos (1).

49.

The following exam ples are by black-figure vase painters who
worked in the last th ird of the 6th century, and were apparently
less influenced by contem porary red-figure painters and their
work.

50.

On 15 pieces attributed by Beazley, there are five scenes of
Herakles, all singlets: with Herm es; Am azons; Kerberos; with
Athena, in chariot.

51.

J. Boardm an, AB FV,

52.

ABV 320.

53.

The other scenes of Herak les are old-fashioned as well: Herakles
and the centaurs (2); Herakles and Triton (1).

54.

Beazley attributed 46 pieces to this painter; eight scenes of
Herakles appear: with Achelo5s (l); Am azons (3); boar (3);
Kerberos (2); with Apollo, stru ggling for the tripod (1); in
chariot, with Athena (l); with Eurystheus (1); with Pholos (1).

56.

ABV 326.

57.

J. Boardm an
ABFV, 112) points out th at the work of the Priam
Painter links these two groups.

58.

Beazley attributed 34 pieces to the Priam Painter, and these
include 17 of Herakles. These include the following exploits:
with Athena and a chariot (7); with Kyknos (l); with Pholos (1);
Eurystheus (l); with the bull (2); with several divinities (l);
attacking a serpent which guards a foun tain (1); entering a
building (?) (1); with Triton'- (1). Boardman ( supra n. 57 ) sees

110.

Peisistratid sympathies in the Priam Painter's use of Athenian
fountain house scenes and chariot scenes with Athena and Herakles.
59.

ABV 334.

60.

11 examples are attributed to the painter, preserving 4 scenes
of Herakles: Herakles and Kyknos (1); Herakles mounting a chariot
with Athena.

61.

The palm tree appears elsewhere: # 162, 252,
Rycroft Painter's repertory, it also appears
Apollo and Artemis: cf. oxford 1965.118 from
ABV 335, l; Para 148; CVA Great Britain 14 (
2-5; 35.

62.

Cf. London E 440, from Vulci, stamnos, ARV2 289, 1, Boardman,
ARFV, fig. 184, 1, by the Siren Painter.

supra n. 47. ·In•the
in another scene with
Vulci, type A amphora,
oxford 3 ) pll. 34,

-
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63.

Beazley attributed 47 pieces to the painter; there are 13 scenes
concerning Herakles: Tripod struggle (5); with Athena and chariot
(1); with Eurystheus (1); with Athena (1).

64.

J. Boardman, ABFV, 113 calls the Rycroft Painter" more of a
red-figure artist;" Beazley relates him to the Priam Painter
and Psiax ( ABV 335).

65.

ABV 342, 1.

66.

I have not been able to see this piece, nor the publication,
so do not discuss it here.

67.

There is a great range in the quality of these pieces which is not
taken into account in the discussion; clearly sane were painted by
painters of the first rank.

68.

Other shapes, including cups, lekythoi, olpai, oinochoai, were
decorated in black-figure in the late 6th century. These are
generally of lower quality and greater quantity than those discussed above. Here only a selection of each shape is examined, to
present an idea of the subject's development in this part of Attic
pottery production.

69.

The mass production of the lekythoi does not begin until the 5th
century, and several of the prominent painters begin before the transition from 6th to 5th. Here those who belong strictly to the 6th
century are treated,·relying on Beazley's chronological notes
in ABV, Boardman, ABFV, chapters 5, 6; and D. Kurtz, Athenian
White Lekythoi ( Oxford, 1975) 134-135, chart I. This is a summary
treatment, intended to supplement the picture of 6th century production, and to form a background for the discussion of the theme's
appearance on lekythoi in the 5th century.

70.

For the statistics here I use only# 137-393, where the material
considered is a nearly complete collection of both attributed and
unattributed material. Information on black-figure cups, lekythoi,
oinochoai and the like is added where pertinent. Of a total of
216 examples ( 22 red-figure) the majority are on amphorae ( type
A, B; plus 3 red-figure; type B, 18; neck, 93) and hydriae ( 52:
shoulder, 38; predellae, 8; main scene, 6). Other totals are:
cups, 2 ( plus 19 red-figure and cf. # 354-369 ); kraters, 12;
lekythoi, 2 ( and cf. # 370-386 );oinochoai, 2 ( and cf. # 387390 ); kalpides, 2.

71.

There is no special correlation between the w~rk of Lysippides Painter
and that ot the Bucci Painter or the 3-Line Group, reflecting
the lines of association, nor any among the Euergides and Epeleios
Painters and Epiktetos. The Euphiletos Painter and Long Nose
Painter do not show special affinity in the selections of icortography. The A.D. and Priam Painters share the use of the recumbent
scheme, but this is only a general link.
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72.

J. Boardman, "Herakles, Peisistratos and Eleusis,
(1975) 11.

73.

# 215, 217, 220, 222, 224: red-figure; # 248, 286, 291, 349
black-figure.

74.

see J. Neils, The Youthful Deeds of Theseus: Iconography and
Iconology ( diss. Princeton, 1980).

75.

cf. # 201, 291 where Theseus and the Minotaur accompany Herakles
and the lion, and# 245, Theseus and Antiope.

JHS 95
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Part IV: The Ar chaeological Ev idence:

500-450 B.C.

Herakles and the Lion in Media other than Pottery
Sculpture
1.

Delphi, Athenian Treasury
Mar ble metope
FdD IV, 4, 104; pl. 44
Bromm er, Herakles, 56;
BCH 90
510-490 B.c.l

(1966)

699

IThe scheme is a standing fight of type Sl or S2.

A nude Herakles

in a three-quarter pose uses a neckhold with his left arm; the
position of his right ann is not retrievable.

The lion,

with frontal chest, face looking upward, and profile body lifts
his left rear paw and pushes it against Herakles' left knee.
De la Coste Messeliere asserts that both rear legs are off the
ground, but from the published photographs it does not seem certain,
2

for the right rear paw is not preserved.

In the background,

at the upper left, hang quiver and bow and mantle.

A club is

propped up against the frame at the bottom left.
Based on his belief that the lion's feet are off the ground,
de la Coste Messeliere interprets the scene as showing a moment
where Herakles lifts the beast off the ground, about to strangle
him.

The tension indicated by the lion's rear leg pushed against

Herakles' knee suggests that the beast fights back.
De la Coste Messeliere compares the metope to vase painting
representations and concludes that the scheme on the metope
differs from the common types in the vase painting tradition.3

b
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Indeed, by his analysis, a later stage in the fight than is usually
shown appears here.

However, if the beast's right rear paw is on

the ground, the differences are only ones of perspective.
Because this monument was erected at a panhellenic sanctuary,
the possible historical and political significance of its sculptural
program is particularly worthy of attention.

Both canonical

and non-canonical labors appear, and Herakles' activities are
4

coupled with the deeds of Theseus.
2.

o ymp' , Temp
of Ze s
Marble metope
B. Ashmole, Architect and Sculptor in Classical Greece (New York
1972) 64-67
E. Buschor and R. Hamann, Die Sculpturen des Zeustempels
Olympia (Marburg, 1924) p. 11 79-101
C. 460

The metope shows a nude, beardless Herakles with one foot on the
body of the dead lion; the hero rests his head on his hand.
Herakles is flanked by Athena on the left and Hermes

(?)

on the

5

right.

This is a moment of the fight not depicted in standard

types.
The Nemean lion adventure appears here in the context of
the twelve canonical labors.

In this, the earliest labor,

Herakles' beardlessness is certainly an indication of his youth.
These metopes play a part in a sculptural program which surely
had significance; as the son of Zeus, and the great-grandson
of Pelops, Herakles was also the founder of the Olympic games
6

and had marked out the boundaries of the Altis.

Herakles'

persona as the ideal athlete at Olympia accords well with the
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contempora~y picture provided in the po etry of Pindar and
Bacchylides. The monum ent is Peloponnesian rather than Athenian,
but must have been fam iliar to all who visited the panhellenic

sanctuary.

7

Attic Red Figure
Kleophrades Painter
394.

Philadelphia L64.185 from Vulci?
Stamnos
ARV2 187-8,62; 1632
A. Herakles and the lion; KALOS El
B. Theseus and the bull
AJA 39 (1935) 434, fig. 1

Near the Kleophrades Painter:
395.

recalls Kleophrades Painter and Boot Painter

Louvre Gl77
Hydria
ARV2 194, iii (a)
Herakles and the lion
Pottier, pl. 126

Berlin Painter
396.

Once Florence, Guarducci
Hydria
ARV2 209, 171
Herakles and the lion
Inghirami, pl. 63

Myson
397.

Villa Giulia 984 from Falerii
Oolumn crater
ARV2 239, 21; Para 345
A. Herakles and the lion
B. athletes
EAA V, 317, fig. 430
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Syleus Sequ ence
Painter of the Munich Am phora
398.

Compiegne 1054 from Vulci
Hydria
2
AR V 246,10
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Herakles and Athena both seated, with Hermes
CV A France 3 ( Compi~gne 1) pll. 13,6; 15, 2-3

Gallatin Painter
399.

Vatican from Cerveteri
Hydria
~ 2 247,2
Herak les and the lion
Mus. s;reg. 2 pl. 12,3;

photocopy from Beazley Archive

Syleus Painter
400.

Florence, PD538 and Ch icago University, frr.
Stam nos
ARV 2 251,31
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Three satyrs dancing
AJ A -42 (1938) 346, fig. 3;
Photocopy from Beazley Archive

401.

New York 21.88.1
Hydr ia
ARV 252,40
Herak les and the lion
Richter and Hall, pl. 24,

27

Syriskos Group
The Syriskos Painter
402.

London El68, from Vulci
Hydria
2
AR V 263,43
Herakles and the lion
CV A Great Britain 7 (British Museum 5) pll.

73,3;

74,2
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Harrow Painter
403.

Munich 2407 (J.415) from Vulci
Stam nos
ARV 274,35;
1641
A. Herakles and the lion, Athena, Galene
B. Hermes, Poseidon, and another
CVA Germ any 20 (Munich 5) pl. 241

Other Painters of La rge Vases
Painter of Florence 3984
404.

Florence 3984
Hydr ia
ARV 2 271,2
Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 13 (Florence 2) pll.

57,l;

Geras Painter
405.

London 1929.5-13.2
Stam nos
ARV 287 2 , 26
A. Herak les and the Hydra
B. Herakles and the lion
BMQ 4 (1940) pl. 16.
Fig. 48

Tyszkiewicz Painter
406.

Syracuse 9318 from Syracuse
Volute crater
AR V 2 290,3
Neck: A. Herakles and th e lion
B. Theseus and the bull
Unpub lished

Dokimasia Painter
407.

Florence V58 from Chiusi
Cup
2
ARV 413,24
I Youth running with spear
A. Herakles and the lion with satyrs
B. Theseus and the bull, with satyrs
Unpublished

58,1
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Douris
408.

Louvre Gl0907

c~

ARV2 430,36
I. Symposium (man reclining, and boy cup bearer);
CHAIRES(T)R(A) KA(LOS)
KALIMAT(OS) KALO(S)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and the bull
Unpublished; museum photograph
The Ashby Painter
409.

Florence 7Bl; Villa Giulia
Heidelberg 37,39
Munich S.L. 479, frr.
Cup
ARV2 454,3
I. athlete using pick
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Theseus and the bull
Photocopy from Beazley Archive

Probably the Aegisthus Painter
410.

Munich, Bareiss 27
Hydria
Para 381
Herakles and the lion (mainly on the shoulder, not framed)
Unpublished

Undetermined Early Mannerist (viii)
411.

0

II

Wurzburg 532
Hydria
ARV2 587,54
Herakles and the lion
Langlotz, pll. 195, 210
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Group of Polygnotos
412.

Salonika, Univ .. from Karabournaki
Bel~ krater
ARV
1053,43
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Three youths
Epit. Tsounta, 381, pll. 3-4

Painter of the Woolly Satyrs
413.

Palermo 13840
Calyx Krater
ARV2 613,4; Para 397
A. Herakles and the lion; Iolaos before Eurystheus
B. two women running and a youth
JdI 49 (1934) 42, fig. 17
Gymn asium 70 (1963) pl. 9;

Near Painter of Heidelberg 209
414.

'·'
Kusnacht,
Hirschmann
Cup
I.
Herakles and the lion
A - B athletes
Cat. Christie 23 (Feb. 1965) pl. at 35,189

Painter of London El05
415.

London El0~ from Vulci
Cup
ARV2 1293,l
I. Herakles and the lion
A. Herakles and the bull
B. Herakles drives cattle
Museum photograph

Phaidri(as) Kalos
416.

Leipsic T 3637
Cup, fr.
ARV2 1605
A. Herakles and the lion
Photocopy from Beazley Archive
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Unattributed
417.

Moskau Inv. 79 from Orvieto
Hydria
Bromm er 139 (7)
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
AA 1927, 317 Nr. 12, Ab b. 16,17;
Photocopy from Beazley Archive

418.

Delos 59
Neck amphora
Bromm er 140
Herakles and the lion
Dugas, Expl. Delos XXI,

19;

pll. 23-25

There are 24 appearances of the theme on the red-figure
pottery of the 5th century;8

several are products of the foremost

workshops of the late archaic period.

The types fall into two

distinct categories: 1) conservative examples, repeating old
formulae rather than innovating, and

2) new compositions, some

showing influence from outside the painted pottery repertory.
In 11 cases standard recumbent schemes appear, both Ll (6)
and L2 (5).

Seven others are combinations of the two types, such

as on #411, where Herakles is shown with a profile chest, but uses
a neckhold on the lion.
Fiv~ pieces preserve new creations, only two of which bear
any relationship to earlier types of improvisation.

On #405,

a beardless Herakles, dressed in chitoniskos, stands at the right,
holding a sword out behind in his left hand, and pushing against
the lion's throat with his right hand.

The beast stands upright

on his hind paws, grasping at the hero's arms with his front
paws.

A tree, by now ubiquitous, is behind the pair.

In type,
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this is a variation on a standing scheme, such as those discussed
above in Part III ( #179, 305, 306, for example).

However,

here the positions of Herakles and the lion are reversed, this is
one of two examples of the use of a standing fight in red-figure,
and it is the sole example where a weapon is actually shown in use
in red-figure productions.

It seems unlikely that this rendering

is actually related to those dating a half-century earlier;

it

may be derived from that on the reverse of the same piece, where
the hero fights the Hydra.
Another example shows a scheme with affinities to both standing
and recumbent types:

on #415, the nude, beardless hero crouches,

with knees bent, and leans over the beast, grasping him in a
neckhold.

The pair struggles on rocky ground on which the hero's

club rests.

This scheme, described as a "neckhold from the front"

9
seems to be preliminary to a throw, and not a squeeze.

The

positions of both hero and beast are similar to, but more upright
than, a typical L2 scheme, and less upright than a standing
scheme.

The type may have been invented to

requirements of the field.
tondo is very rare;

accommodate the unusual

The appearance of the subject in a

there are no preserved examples dating

between the period of the Siana cups and #416.
The remainder preserve more elaborate compcsitions which are
very different in concept from those which are variations on
standard schemes.

On #412, Herakles, accompanied by Athena and
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Iolaos,

is empty-handed, but wears quiver and bow.

the lion,

crouching.

He approaches

The beast waits, crouching and roaring,

beneath a rock, on top of which sits a female figure, perhaps a

local nymph.

10

While the moment before the fight is depicted

from the mid-6th century onward in Attic art, in the types where
Herakles and the lion are separated, there is no earlier parallel
for the specificity provided by the landscape elements, with
the possible exception of #287 which may show the lion's den.
Indeed, the scene corresponds to artistic developments beginning
in the second quarter of the 5th century, but the extent to which
it may rely on a specific literary source, or monumental painting
is unclear.
A similar, though not identical, moment and composition
also appears on #418.

Herakles, wearing a chitoniskos and carrying

his club, approaches a draped female figure.

Behind

her, another

female figure sits on a rock, at the base of which the lion is
engaged in attacking a stag.
as local nymphs.

11

Both female figures have been identified

This is an even earlier moment than that

shown on #412, and none of the figures is a verbatim repetition.
Finally, there is a scene which shows a moment after the
fight.

On #413, at the far right, Herakles, bearded and nude,

sits on a rock.

At his feet is the lion, apparently dead.

Iolaos

stands to the left, wearing a spotted animal skin, quiver and bow,
facing a figure seated on a throne.

This has been interpreted as

Iolaos bringing the news of Herakles' success to

0

Eurystheus.

12
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Although this moment of the fight corresponds to that which appears
in the Olympia metope, and indeed, in both cases Herakles rests
his chin on his hand, the hero is beardless in the Olympia example.
Each of these pieces dates close to the mid-fifth century, and

I

as a whole they reflect an interest in fleshing out the adventure,
and in depicting parts of the encounter not accommodated by standard
types.

The repetition of a seated figure on a rock, with lion at

its base is provocative, and may suggest that
visual prototype

hr

w s a singe

for all three compositions, copied loosely.

Herakles appears beardless on 11 examples, and is usually
nude.

The hero's beardlessness seems to be a continuation of the

trend

observed in the period 530-500; here there is more corroboration

that it is an indication of the hero's youthfulness.
Herakles is bearded on side A, when

On #405

he fights the Hydra, and

beardless in the lion fight on sideB;

other artists show Herakles

without his beard in the lion episode, but with it on other vases,
.
.
13
in other episodes.
In two cases besides #405 ( #408, 415) the lion adventure
is coupled with other exploits of Herakles.

The contrasting

appearance of the hero in two scenes on #405, and the devotion
of an entire piece to the hero's exploits ( as #415) parallel the
sort of interest in collecting Herakles' activities, as seen

in the Athenian Treasury, and ordering them, as seen at Olympia.
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This also reflects the contemporary phenomenon regarding Theseus
(supra n.

74).

There is some enhancement of the hero's persona as the ideal
athlete.

On #403 Herakles is infibulated, as an athlete engaged

in sport.

The hero's beardlessness on #397 may be to stress his

affinity with the hum an athletes on the reverse.

In this period,

there is an increase in the numb er of scenes of the pankration
(see Appendix I).

While

the_Kleophrades Painter's pankratiasts

bear no relation to the recumb ent scenes of Herakles and the lion,
nor do those by Douris, there are at least two others where the
athletes struggle on the ground.

14

One by the Antiphon Painter shows

the result of a flying mare, and is thematically and visually
associated with scenes where Herakles throws the lion, rare in the
period 500-450

(cf.

#420, below), but discussed above with the

Andokides and Antimenes Painters, and the terracotta plaque
from the Agora.

As in the previous period,

there is very little

indication of influence between the two categories of representation.
There is little change in the types of spectators who attend
the event.
appear.

Wh en the field permits, Athena, Iolaos, and Hermes

The additional nymphs or goddesses, and Eurystheus, who

appear in #412, 413, 418 are mentioned above.
anonymous men dressed for battle

(#402)

Satyrs

(#407)

and

also watch .. In one exam ple,

Poseidon and a nym ph Galene, both identified by inscription,
join Hermes and Athena.

These additions to the ranks of attendants

are mysterious, but correspond to a general trend of expansion
and greater specificity of detail in scenes of Herak les and the lion.
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Many of the compositions incorporate trees, as seen comm only
in the period 530-500.
hang in the field.
ab ove

(#412,

413,

Herakles' weapons and accouterments often

Rocks and a rocky groundline, are mentioned
415,

418).

(?the house of Eurystheus)

Unusually,

an architectural feature

appears on #411.

Both of the latter

reflect the tendency toward filling out the story in its representation.
Most compositions show little change from those established
•

530-500.

Although the unusual compositions may rely in part on

elements used earlier they seem more concerned with telling a
story, than the majority of previous representations.

There

is some indication that there was a visual source for this change,
perhaps in monumental painting, but no literary source is extant.
Attic Black Figure Pottery
Lekythoi and Lekythos Painters
419.

Basel

( ex Zust
"

Lekythos
Para 215
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive
Edinburgh Painter
420.

I

1

Athens, Goulandri
Lekythos
Para 218
Herakles and the lion
Cat. Goulandri 287-288
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Recalls Sappho Painter
421.

Athens 586 (CC907)
Lekythos
ABV 518, 3
Herakles and the lion
Unpub lished

(may be Herakles and the bull)

Diosphos Painter
422.

Louvre MN B909 from Attica?
Lekythos
ARV2 301
-.,
,4

D. Kurtz, Athenian White Lekythoi

(Oxford, 1975) pl. 58,2

The Diosphos Painter
Corchiano Group:

variant of Little Lion

423.

Villa Giulia 23333
Lekythos
ABV 516,2
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Youth with club attacking a warrior
CVA Italy 1 (Villa Giulia 1)
pl. 14,4 and 6-7

424.

Basel, private
Lekythos
Para 254
Shoulder: runners
Herakles and the lion
Aukt xxii Basel, pl. 40,136

Near Diosphos Painter's Tozzi vase in Shape:
425.

Rome, Antiquarium Forenese, from Rome
Neck amphora
ABV 517,2
A. Herakles and the deer
B. Herakles and the lion
Side B unpublished

Little Lion Class
426.

Basel market (MM)
Lekythos
Para 252
Herakles and the lion, with Iolaos and Hermes
Unpublished
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Theseus Painter
427.

Paris, Peyrefitte
Lekythos
Para 256
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished;
photocopy from Beazley Archive.

Fig.

Athena Painter
Workshop of Athena Painter:
428.

Sevres Class

Leyden xviia I (PC45) from Vulci
Oinochoe
ABV 525,4
Her kle
and he lion
Unpublished; museum photograph

Workshop of Athena Painter:

IV shape I, Class A

Painter of Vatican G.49

I

429.

London 1928. I-17.46
Oinochoe
ABV 527,30; 535,8
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; museum photograph

431.

Once Coghill
Oinochoe
ABV 528,31;
535,9
Herakles and the lion
Millengen,· Coghill pl.

34,2

432.

Ruvo, Jatta from Ruvo
Oinochoe
ABV 528,32;
535,10
Herakles and the lion
Japigia 3, 15, 2; photocopy from Beazley Archive

433.

Copenhagen 67 from Sicily
Oinochoe
ABV 536,27
Herakles and the lion
CVA Denmark 3 (Copenhagen j) pl.

122.3

50
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434.

London B490 from Nola
0inochoe
ABV 536,32
Herak les and the lion
Unpub lished; museum photograph

Very Late Standard Neck Amphora
435.

Compiegne 980 from Vulci
Neck amphora
ABV 402,8
A. Athena and Giants
B. Herakles and the lion
CVA France 3 ((;ompiegne 1)

pl.

10,2 and 8

The Light-Make Class:
Cf. The Haimon Painter
436.

Naples RC 191 from Cum ae
Neck amphora
AB V 598,27
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Two birds
Unpub lished

437.

Harrow 29
ABV 598,28
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Chim aira
Photographs taken at Harrow

The CHC Group:
438.

Associated with the Theseus Painter

Villa Guilia 1344 from Falerii
Skyphos
ABV 621,92
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the li ke
CVA Italy 2 ( Villa Giulia 2) pl.

Leafless Group
Caylus Painter
439.

Rhodes 6602 from Ialysos
Cup
ABV 648,236

47,5
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I.

Satyr
Herakles and the lion between eyes; beyond each, a
satyr
B.
the like
Clara Rhodos III,152

A.

440.

Naples Stg. 132
Kyathos
ABV 648,236
Herakles and the lion; at the handle, youths
CVA Italy 20 (Naplesl) pl. 43, 5-8

441.

Athens, Agora Pll031, frr.
Cup
ABV 646,196
I.
Satyr
A. He~akles and the lion
Unpublished; photograph frcm Agora excavations

442.

Athens P.3719, fr.
Cup
ABV 646, 198 bis
--Herakles and the lion
Perachora ii, pl. 141

The Painter of the carlsruhe Skyphos
443.

carlsruhe B 3048 from Boeotia
Skyphos
ABV 626,l
A. Herakles and the lion
B.
the like
CVA Germany 7 (Carlsruhe I) pl. 11, 6-7

Late Cups:

Non-Leafless

Painter of North Slope Rl59
444.

+

Athens, North Slope R.159 fr.
Cup
ABV 654,1
I.
(horse)
A. Herakles and the lion (or the bull?)
under handle a dolphin
Hesperia 9 (1949) 159
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445.

Athens, Akr. 1954, fr.
Cup
ABV 654,2
A. Herakles and the lion (or the bull?)
Graef pl. 90;
photograph from DAI

.15
Le k yt h 01

Both standing and recumbent schemes appear on the lekythoi.
Of the former, S2 is most common, but often with small variations
from the standard type, such as a reverted head on the hero, as
#429.

In most cases, recumbent schemes appear, both Ll and L2.

Herakles' appearance, the patterns of

composition, and identities

of spectators are very close to those which appear on similar
shapes dating before 500, # 355-393.
At least one example is an
fight:

interesting variation on a standing

#420 shows a beardless Herakles, dressed in chitoniskos,

holding the lion upside down with his left arm.
is raised aloft , holding his club.

His right arm

The scheme is closely akin

to the flying mare invented by the Andokides Painter, #152, and
particularly to the variant by the Antimenes Painter, #159.

The

Edinburgh Painter begins his career just before 500, and is linked
in stylistic terms to the Leagros Group, so it is difficult to see
a line of transmission.

Nevertheless, #420 stands out as distinctive

against a mass of rote productions.

It is one of the rare instances

of the use of a weapon in the period 500-450.
#422 deserves special attention

because it appears on a

white ground lekythos, on which scenes of heroic encounters are

◄
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relatively rare, especially in contrast to th e black-figure exam ples.
The composition is regular:

a bearded,

nude Herak les in an Ll

struggle.
The appearance of the subject on black-figure lekyth oi is
interesting,
in shape,

for this is a class of pottery,

deliberately archaizing

technique, and decoration,

for which at least one
16
specialized function, in funerary rituals, is known.
u. Knigge,
11

II

in the publication of the material from the Sudhugel at the Kerameikos,
discusses the heroic scenes which appear on the black-figure
7
lekythoi.
She notes the conservatism of schemes and compositions,
and attributes the popularity of Herakles and the lion and other
subjects to the fact that the hero's achievements give man hope
for immortality, appropriate to the funerary context of the lekythoi.
Such a connection reveals another level of meaning for the myth's
use in art, beyond specific analysis of the canposition.
Generally, cups continue the same traditions observed for the
period 530-500, showing some compositions with long histories.
In addition to the usual standing and recumbent schemes, the types
where hero and beast are separated appear, especially on skyphoi.
Elements which entered the repertory in the period 530-500 appear,
as the palm tree (cf. Appendix III, #95).
Larger shapes, such as amphorae and oinochoai show standard
compositions and standing and recumbent schemes.
Conclusions
The subject appears in architectural sculpture on two significant
buildings in this period, enjoying its greatest visibility on public

dt
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monum ents.

The schem es used are different, but both are paralleled

in the vase painting repertory.

The standi ng schem e used on the

Athenian Treasur y would have seem ed old-fashioned and archaic
in contrast to th e recum bent fights which appear on contemporary
red-figure prod uctions.

The Olym pia metope shows a new com position,

reflected in vase painting,

and the total program on the temple of

Zeus shows a desire to order and specify Herak les'
phenomenon also appears in vase painting.

lab ors.

This

In addition, the subject

may have appeared in a monum ental painting of which there is no
18
record, but only reflection in the vase painting repertory.

The vase painting evidence is really rather meagre in contrast
to the prominence and interest demonstrated in monumental arts.
However, the trends reflected are the same:

a great deal of repetitious

conservatism, improvisation, incorporation of new trends resulting
in quite striking variations.

The black-figure productions are

very separate from the red-figure, and simply continue practices
established earlier.
those previous:

Two trends set this period apart from

1) the discrepancy in stride, with vase painters

not quite keeping pace with developments in monumental art; 2)
the fluidity in the red-figure representations is in sharp contrast
to the rigidity observed with the period 530-500, and differs
from that in the earliest period because variations are not apparently
derived from sources within the vase painting repertory, and they
do not become standardized.

d
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The association of the subject with a particular shape
having an eschatological connection is new.

Be6ause the black

figure technique and cylinder lekythoi are old fashioned, its
appearance supports the idea that the subject is regarded as
archaic as well.

Also, it suggests that Herakles' success in the

lion adventure was seen as a paradigm for mortals in a realm
besides that of athletics.
What literary sources we do have seem to have influenced the
scene's depiction very little.

There is no artistic corroboration

for the story as told by Bacchylides:

although there is only

one instance of a weapon in use, there is no representation showing
that the lion's skin was invulnerable.

However, there is some

corroboration of the poets' presentation of Herakles as the ideal
athlete and paradigm for men.
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1.

See B.S. Ridgway, The Archaic Style in Greek sculpture ( Princeton,
1977) 236 for a short summary of dating arguments and references.
For a recent article, supporting the lower date, see H. Btising,
"Ein Anthemion in Delphi," Studies in Classical Art and Archaeology
( Locust Valley, New York, 1979) 29-36. Recently it has been
reported that an inscription is preserved on the architrave,
reading'' orto TWV Mr}&7>v • If this is correct, the lower date obviously stands.

2.

FdD IV, 4, 107-108.

3.

FdD IV, 4, 108.

4.

The other labors of Herakles which appear on these metopes
are: the stag, Geryon, the mares of Diomedes(?), and the
Amazon (?). Non-canonical activities include Herakles and
the centaur, Kyknos, "Atlas," and the dog Orthos (?). It is
not always possible to determine what the hero wears, but
he does have his lionskin in the centaur and stag episodes,
and appears without it in the Atlas and ykn s sen . H i
bearded when his head is preserved.

5.

B. Ashmole, Olympia ( Phaidon, 1967)

6.

B.Ashmole,supra n. 6,22-23

7.

The metope from the Hephaisteion
F. Brommer, Herakles 58,
pl. 2) which is reconstructed as Herakles and the lion is too
fragmentary for certain identification and discussed here.

8.

These appear on the following shapes: hydriae ( kalpides
10; cups, 6; stamnoi, 4; kraters, 4; neck amphora, 1.

9.

E. Gardiner, " Wrestling, " JHS 25 (1905) 281.

10.

se.e K. A. Rhanaios, 'AVOO}t(X(pr) m:-iYxap::lµnoupvrou.
Epit. Tsounta ( Athens, 1941) 380-385.

11.

see C. Dugas, Les vases attiques ~ figures rouges, Expl.Delos
XXI (1952) 19.

12.

13.

,+

11

25.

-rfi~ &CJ<JOAOvCxnv,"

2
ARV 613, 4. For the comparison between the Olympia rnetope and
this piece, cf. E. Langlotz, "Die Herkunft des Olympia Meisters,"
JdI 49 (1934) 41-42.
cf., for example, the Berlin Painter's arnpho2a showing Herakles
and Athena, Basel, Antikenmuseum BS 456, ARV 1634; Para •342; J.
Boardman, ARFV, fig. 146 and two by Douris, Brussels, Musees
Royaux A 718, kantharos, ARv2 437, 128; J. Boardman, ARFV, 298
where Herakles is bearded and Munich 2646, from Vulci, cup,
ARV2 437, 128; J. Boardman, ARFV, 296 where the hero is again
beardless, as on# 409. On four occasions the exploit is coupled
with Theseus and the bull, # 395, 407, 408, 410, but only two of
these are well enough preserved to examine ( # 395, 410). In the
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latter, the beardlessness of Theseus does not carry.over to the
representation of Herakles.
14.

Kleophrades Painter: New York 16.71, panathenaic am phora, AB V
404, 8; Para 175, 176; N. Gardiner, Ath l. 196; Leyden XV 79
( PC6 ), panathenaic am phora, ABV 40~ ; Para 176, Mon. I, pl.
22, 8; Douris: Berlin 2283 and Vatican Astarita 134, cup, ARV 2
429. 21; Hoppin, 213. cf. London E 78, cup, ARV2 401, 3;
-Para. 370; L. Drees, Olym pia ( New York, 1967 ), color plate 11,
by the Foun dr y Painter, and Baltimore, AIA , cup, ARV 2 340, 65;
CV A USA 6 ( Robinson 1) pl. 18, lb, by the Antiphon Painter.

15.

The exam ples listed above are pieces attributed to the black-figure
lekythos painters of the first rank, and th eir associates .. A continuation of this list, including those mass-producted in the workshops
of Athens 581 and the Haimon Painter, tog ether with related shapes
and un attributed pieces is found in Appendix III. The following
discussion relies on both, but focuses on those listed here.
In general, th e pieces listed in Appendi x III are very poorly
pub lished, if at all. The dr awing is sketchy, an d the details
are alm ost im possib le to discern.

16.

In a paper prepared for the Am erican School of Classical Studies
at Athens, 1979, I explored the specifically funerary use of the
Attic black-figur e an d pattern lekythoi im ported to Corinth. See
"A ttic Cylinder Lekythoi at Corinth and their Lo cal Imitations,"
on file in the American School of Classical Studies' library.

17.

u.

Knigge, Der Stidhtigel ( rerameiko~ IX)
Berlin, 1976) 3839. Other subjects include Dionysiac scenes, chariots, Achilles
and Ajax at the gaming board, and the following scenes of Herakles: with the bull, with the stag, with Amazons, with giants.

18.

For a discussion of the reflection of monumental painting on
vase painting during this period, see J. Barron, "New Light
on old Walls: Murals of the Theseion," JHS 92 (1972) 20-45.
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Part V:

Conclusions

In the concluding sections of Parts II-IV the specific stages of
the internal development of the subject have been outlined.

Here

together with an overview of its history, some of the broader questions
posed in the introduction will be investigated.
There are three distinct phases in the development of the theme.
In the first, a period of roughly forty years, a number of schemes
enter the repertory and these persist as standard types.

The smallest

number of examples occur at this time, and the work is of relatively
.
1
f ew painters.
It is the most creative and dynamic period in the subject's
history, presenting variety which can be seen as the result of the
particular tastes of artists and groups.

Sources for variation include

representations visually and thematically related to the lion struggle,
and Herakles' other activities, as well as general perceptions of the
hero as a warrior and athlete.
The second phase begins almost immediately after the invention of
the last of the standard schemes, in which Herakles and the lion wrestle
prone, on the ground.

The number of examples increases dramatically,·

demonstrating that the myth is tremendously popular in the last quarter
of the century.

The popularity is not

however, universal:

the use of

the theme is widespread among black figure vase painters, but rare among
red figure painters.
shrinks dramatically:

At the same time, the number of schemes used
the recumbent fights appear in black figure as

well as red figure, while the Sl fight continues only in black figure.
Other standing fights appear, but rarely.

Other features of the compo-

sition become regular and fixed at this point as well:
and Hermes are standard observers.

Athena, Iolaos

Thus at its period of greatest
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popularity, the subject is represented in a limited number of ways.
The third period begins when there develop sharp distinctions
in the types of painter and product on which the subject appears.
At the risk of oversimplification, they may be divided into three
categories.

Among red figure painters, some of the first rank, a

very few depict the theme.
period.

Most repeat the formulae of the previous

Changes occur as well, that reveal a new perception of the

hero, improvisation derived from his other activities, and influence
from monumental arts.

Separate from these are a large number of

shabby black figure pieces which rely on rote repetitions of formulae
established in the 6th cencury.
As a whole, the subject is one associated with black figure pottery
production.

It appears primarily on large shapes, which do not have a

special function.

The one exception, in the 5th century, is

its frequent appearance on black figure lekythoi, a shape connected with
funerary ritual: it suggem:;.that Herakles' struggle with the lion had
special significance in this connection, perhaps providing hope of
immortality.
Analysis of provenience does not reveal a pattern of distribution
which differs from general trends.

The subject was not especially

popular on dedications in sanctuaries:
from the Athenian Akropolis.

there are fewer than a dozen

In the middle quarters of the 6th century,

much of the pottery comes from Greece proper, and in the last quarter,
and into the 5th century, it broadens to Italy, and primarily Vulci.
A tally of potters' signatures is
proveniences.

no more revealing than that of

Signatures are rare and only serve to corroborate stylistic

links, as in the case of the Nikosthenic workshop, and slightly later, in
that of the Euergides Painter.
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The collection here of the majority of the exam ples of a single
subject, widely ranging in date,

invites comm ent on the transm ission

of iconography, both am ong contem poraries and over time.
from the preceding discussion,

As is clear

standard types enter the repertory and

spread across lines of workshop assoc iation.

Som e of these persist

for more than a century.
Some scholars have explained conservative and repetitious iconography,
and even variations on a them e, by postulat_ing sketchbooks, or some con2

crete "master copy."

Others find such a conjecture "unnecessary."

onclusions reached in this study contribute to the discussion.
The very repetitiousness of the standard types, their endurance and
wide distribution, might speak for the idea of artists copying from some
sort of master sketch.

However, there is a good bit of evidence that

artists operated from impressions, and made adaptations from visual memory
and subjects with a thematic relationship to Herakles' fight with the lion.
This is clear at the moment when the theme enters the Attic repertory:
although there are correspondences between the standard types on pottery
and the shield _band reliefs, the evidence of overlap in precise detail is
limited.

Lydos' #25 and shield bands Inv. B972, 1650, and 1654 (cf. Part II,

Conclusions), are very close, but the Attic variations suggest that in
most cases the artists had only an impression of the scene which they
recreated, and that certain details were transfered from other scenes by
analogy.
The same trends are apparent when the history of type S4 is considered
(cf. Part II, Conclusions).

The type begins c. 560-540 and is localized

in Group E, where it appears to have been invented.

In the nearly contem-

porary examples by the Swing Painter, Princeton Painter, and Painter of
Berlin 1686, and slightly later by the Lysippides Painter, the scheme is
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repeated nearly exactly.

The variations among these are slight enough,

and the scheme itself is distinct enough from types Sl and S2 to suggest
that all of these artists, who are associated on the basis of style, may
have been copying from a single prototype.

After the Lysippides Painter,

the type virtually disappears, as if the master were lost.

The examples

which do appear undergo changes for which recreation by "impression"
may be responsible.

At the end of the 6th century S4 loses its uniform

nature; it appears with "mistakes":

on #205 and 389 Herakles' position

is reversed; on #374 the two are separated, but retain their poses.
A type which never reveals exact repetition is that which derives
from the Andokides Painter's "flying mare"; all resemb le one another,
but are not replicas.
The types which appear to be the most standardized and most numerous
are the recumbent schemes and Sl.

There is enough variety in each to

indicate that artists filled in details:

in the standing scheme, arm

positions vary as does the orientation of the lion and the placement
of the beast's legs.

In the recumbent scheme, leg positions of both
3

hero and beast, Herakles' arms, and even the outline of the fights vary.
In an enormous number of cases the variation is of the type which could
be the result of individuals copying "masters" as easily as from operating
by memory.
On the one hand, there is no way to demonstrate that there was not
something like rough sketches of schemes tacked up at the front of workshops.
lation.

There is great consistency which can be explained by such a postuHowever, it does not seem necessary:

consistency may be the

result of close overlap in generations which would allow personal observation of the vases themselves.

There are no cases where a scheme reappears
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after a long hiatus, suggesting that a master was rediscovered.

This

study has revealed that a primary factor affecting the development of
types is unconscious borrowing from related pictures and themes for
the completion of details; this supports the notion that there were
well known types recreated primarily from impressions of what other
artists and predecessors painted.
A comparison of the vase paintings with the subject's appearance
in monumental and minor arts is illuminating.

The absence of Herakles

and the lion in what is preserved of monumental art is astonishing in
contrast to its popularity in vase painting.
close in the two categories.

The schemes used are very

There is no preserved monumental example

of Herakles and the lion fighting in a recumbent scheme which might have .in3pired
its appearance on vase painting, but the liegeschema may have had a
certain quality of age and veneration attached to it by its closeness
in outline to some Akropolis and Agora pediments (cf. Conclusions,
Part III); there may have been interaction on a symbolic level if not
literal borrowing.

In comparing the major and minor monuments, it is

noteworthy that the standing scheme used on the Athenian Treasury must
have seemed old and venerable in contrast to the types seen most
commonly on pottery.

As we have seen, in the second quarter of the 5th

century, monumental painting may have affected vase painting representations.
There is

not

•

much evidence for direct correspondence between the

literary accounts and visual representations of the episode.

Hesiod's

version is general, and while it does not account for the use of weapons
in the struggle, it does not exclude the possibility.

The variety of

ways in which the subject is depicted makes sense when we consider that
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artists would have used their imaginations and knowledge of the hero's
other exploits to provide details.

Hesiod's formulaic use of bie

Herakleeie, if it literally means "strength" as the means by which
Herakles kills the lion, is the version most often depicted by artists.
Bacchylides'version, where a weapon is tried and discarded because
the beast's hide is invulnerable, is preserved only in one example in
the late 6th century and implied in two others, one of which may date
4

as early as 560.

There is no account of a weapon being used sue-

cessfully in the literary sources, but weapons are common in art,
particularly 565-535.

In the representations there are two unconnected

versions, one where the hero uses weapons, and one where he overcomes
the beast by his own strength; the latter supersedes the weapons version
almost completely by 530.

It is notable that with respect to the two

versions, the lion episode differs from other exploits of the hero.
In a general way, the popularity of the lion episode corresponds
to the popularity of lions and lion-hunting as described by Homer.
Indeed, there is mixture of iconography between some scenes of Herakles
and the lion and that of heroic types of boar hunts.

The thematic

correspondence may have inspired the visual overlap.
5

other heroes and even mortal men allegedly killed lions.

Little

suggests that the lion slayers considered here are any other than
Herakles.

The hero's use of the sword in general is far too common to

suggest that he is not Herakles, and his beardlessness seems to be either
the result of carelessness when other factors certainly identify the
hero, or as part of a trend to segregate the deeds Herakles performed
in his youth from those in his old age.

One feature stands out, however:

there are anonymous "feline hunts" and Herakles and the lion appears in
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repertories where there is little other interest in myth.
Literary sources do attest to the presence of lions in Greece,
but there is little evidence to suggest that artists relied on direct
6

observation.

In fact, in the few scenes which shift away from

repetition of standard formulae, in the second quarter of the 5th
century, lions are much less leonine and more doglike than their
heraldic predecessors.
Evidence for Herakles as an athletic paradigm, as he is depicted
in the Epinikian odes, is ambiguous.

Surely his techniques in over-

coming the lion rely on his knowledge of athletic skills from the
first appearance of the standard types, but there is little suggestion
of an overt connection such as those drawn by Pindar and Bacchylides.
The overwhelming popularity of the myth is apparent from the preceding discussions.

Numerous suggestions outlining the causes have been

offered, and will be considered briefly here.

The catalogue of scenes

assembled here shows that Herakles and the lion entered the repertory
of Attic artists at about 575 and became enormously popular.
way it is part of a trend:

In this

there is a virtual explosion of interest in

the hero, and a wide expansion of the types of activities in which he
7

is depicted.

There is a corollary in monumental art, apparent

particularly on the Athenian Akropolis.

Although the exact time of

inception cannot be determined, cults of Herakles

existed

8

throughout Attica in the 6th century.
to Attica.

Nor is the phenomenon limited

There are events which correspond to this rise in popularity.

Major festivals which included athletic events were established at about
9 according to one version of the story,
the second quarter of the 6th century, and Herakles/\was the mythical
founder of the Nemean Garnes,as well as of the Olympian Games, .founded
earlier.

The lion episode was intimately connected with Nemea, but
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its popularity in Athens is clear indication that its significance
transcended the local connec~ion.
A variety of ex planations has been posited for the great popu10
larity of the lion episode in Attic vase painting;
these fall into
two categories, one which sees the myth used as a paradigm for men,
the other which sees political motivation behind its popularity.
The paradigm atic explanations range in subtlety.

T.B.L. Webster

suggests that the idea of Herakles as a strong man paralleled the
feeling that users of vessels felt when they consum ed their contents.

11

Greeks felt that Herakles' was a lite on which t.hey could mod el their own.
He could overcome old age and death as proved by his survivals, am ong
12
Herakles was an ideal athlete,
which the lion adventure was first.
13

and the lion adventure was seen as an athletic paradigm.

Because

Herakles was the ancestor of the Dorian kings and other dynasties, the
14
All of these
lion hunt as the sport of kings evokes monarchy.
explanations may have played a part on some level; none can be the
exclusive interpretation.
Political explanations are more specific.

J. Boardman has suggested

that Peisistratos favored Herakles, and that the recumbent scheme and
other variations were created to imitate human athletes in response to
15
This is not
Peisistratid reorganization of the Panathenaic Games.
supported by the evidence; in fact, numerically the greatest number of
scenes appear in the late 6th century and early 5th, and can have no
relationship to Peisistratos.

It has been suggested that Herakles (and

with him the lion episode), ultimately lost popularity to Theseus, the
16
There is evidence that the two are conhero of the new democracy.
trasted and compared, but not that Herakles lost popularity with the
departure of the tyrants.
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Recently, another point of view has been offered which rejects
both the notion of "myth-propaganda," Peisistratid identification with
Herakles and its effect on iconography, and the relationship between
Herakles and Theseus, tyrants and democrats.

D. Williams sees more

general considerations influencing the course of iconographic develop17
ment.
The results of this study would support the notion that the
forces which affected iconographical development were less contrived
than the agency of political propaganda would allow.
The factors which influence the iconography of Herakles and the
lion are more general and simpler; major and

minor changes in this

highly conservative corpus seem to be the result of the interaction of
representations, individual tastes in composition, and general perceptions of Herakles in all his activities.
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1.

2.

It is important to note that although the fewest number of
examples occur at this period, there are fewer vases preserved
as well. 'l'here are correspondingly greater numbers preserved
in the period 530-500 B.C.
Recently K. Schauenburg, "Achilleus als Barbar; ein antikes /✓.iss11
verstandniss,
An./\ 20 ( 1974) 95 has maintained that sketchbooks
played a significant role in the Kerameikos; he provides
a brief history of the scholarship on the subject (n.57)
and a list of pieces which are "replicas" of one another.
He also mentions the work of W. Martins•-~-~~ 1970,18, who
apparently postulates the use of sketchbooks in the treatment
of Theseus and the Minotaur. J. Boardman, "Exekias" AJA
82 (1978) 11, champions the opposite point of view, finding
the idea of sketchbooks too restrictive to have been used by
Greek vase painter: " Greek art did not endure U1e complicated
and subtle hagiographic conventions of Byzantine or Mediaeval
art, and the artists' choice and execution were Lnf'orraed
by what they had been taught or saw around them -- not only
on vases."

3.

Note that some combinations begin low at the left, with
Herakles' buttocks and ascend to the lion's at the far right
(#139); sane undulate evenly (#324, 161}; some are horizontal
( #155) •

4.

See A.H. Smith "Illustrations to Bacchyi.ic'!es," JHS 18 (1898)
272, who suggests that the tale of invulnerability arose to
explain why there were both sword and wrestling versions.
J. Griffin, "The Epic Cycle and the Uniqueness of Homer,"
JHS 77 (1977) 39-53, discusses the suppression of the magical
in epic literature, which may account for the late appearance
of the version. See also supra n.2, Part II.

5.

J.D. Beazley, rev. of CVA USA 4 (Robinson 1), JHS 54 (1934)
89-90 rejects the notion that the figure who kills the lion
with a sword may be Alkathoos.

6.

For a recent discussion see D. Rakatsanis, "Antike Quellenzeugnisse
zur Existenz des Lowen in Hellas," Festschrift Bernhard Neutsch
(Innsbruck, 1980) 367-370.

7.

Recent scholarship highlighting this trend includes the
following, L. Tiberi, "Stesicoro e le Raffigurazioni vascolari
della Gerioneide,11 Arch Class 29 (1977) I, 175-179; M.
Ti veriou, II Mt,O.. vsa Ilap:X!T,:GOT) l:OU • I Aff)v~u TOD • Hp;:x:){.::\.n µs TI} .L\spvta
''y6pa (;) ;' Arch Eph 1978, 105-118; R. Glynn, " Herakles,
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Nereus, and Triton:
A Study of Iconography in Sixth Century
Ath ens,"
AJA 85 (1981) 121-32.
8.

See S. Hoodford, "Cults of Herakles in Attica," studies Presented
to George M.A. Hanfrnann (Cam bridge, 1971) 211-225.

9.

B. Le gakis,10, has a good discussion of the foundation of
gam es:
Delphi, 582;
Isthrnia, 582;
Nernea, 573;
Athens,
566.
See also L. Roller, "Funeral Garn es in Greek Art,"
AJA 85 (1981) 107-119.

10.

T.L.B. Webster, Potter and Painter in Classical Athens
(London, 1972) 259 gives a chart showing the relative
popularity of the lion episode am ong attributed vases.

11.

T.L.B. Webster, supra n.

12.

For his use in this regard at Eleusis, see S. Woodford, supra
n. 8, 211 n. 4.
This is substantiated by the lion adventures'
appearance on black figure lekythoi.

13.

In addition to the evidence discussed above, see E. Pochrnarski's
comm ents, " Herakles und der nerneische Lowe auf einer Lekythos
in Graz,"
Festschrift Neutsch, (supra n. 6) 346.

14.

W. Burkert, Structure and History in Greek Mythology,
and Los Angeles, 1979) 97.

15.

J. Boardman, "Herakles, Peisistratos, and Eleusis," JHS 95

10,

260.

(Berkeley

(1975) 11.
16.

For a discussion of the relationship between Herakles and
Theseus, see S. Woodford, Exemplurn Virtutis: A Study of Herakles
in Athens in the Second Half of the Fifth Century B.C.
(diss. Columbia University, 1966) 36-38.

17.

D. Williams,

11

Ajax, Odysseus and the Arms of Achilles,
AntK 23 (1980) 143-144 n. 55.

11
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Appendix_!:

Herakles and the

Athletics

The role of athletics in Archaic and Early Classical Greece
hardly

extensive reiteration here.

Not only was athletic

training an important aspect of daily life for

Greek men,

athletic festivals and to a lesser extent even funeral games
were among the most significant social institutions.
Herakles as athlete is exploited by the poets Pindar and
Bacchylides, and occasionally by the lyric poets and Homer.

1

Several of Ho r ak Le s ' labors, i~ add.i tion to that "~s,·i th the !\Jcmcan
lion, involved subduing adversaries with brute strength: Antaios,
Acheloos, Triton; their representation in art has a recognizable
similarity to certain activities of human athletes.

One aim of

the present study is to analyze the role of athletics in the
artistic and thematic development of Herakles and the lion.
The intent here is to determine the types of athletic events
to which Herakles' struggle with the lion may refer, the degree
to which there is overlap between the two sets of representations,
and the extent to which this knowledge can aid the thematic and
narrative interpretation of the subject's representation.

Over all,

one aim is to determine to what extent the perception of Herakles
as athlete is emphasized in these scenes.
The two types of activity which overlap with Herakles and the
lion are wrestling and the pankration.

A summary of work done

on these two activities and their relationship to scenes of
Herakles and the lion will be presented to amplify discussion
in the text.
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Clearly there are some differences between the encounter with
the lion and a human athletic event which will be reflected in their
artistic representations.

Herakles' opponent is an animal:

the

lion does not necessarily reciprocate human moves, and will not
respect the letter of the law in terms of his responses.

The

outcome of the fight goes beyond that of any human encounter:
Herakles'

victory comes in killing the lion, rather than throwing

him or forcing him to an admission of defeat.

But Herakles

does use techniques of athletic training for his own Ands,

in

spite of the fact that it is not an athletic event per se.
A modern discussion of wrestling and the pankration as well
as a summary and analysis of previous scholarship is provided by

.

B. Lega kis.

2

The following description relies on his account.

Wrestling was daily exercise for the Greeks, and much more
than an event at games or festivals.

It was "so familiar to

most Greek men that its technical language was probably well-known
all over the Greek world."

3

While observers could "read"

representations of wrestling moves when incorporated into Herakles'
encounter with the lion, there is no assurance that there is any
quality of an "event" in the depiction.
Pure wrestling took place standing up, and allowed only
holds to limbs and body.
in leverage.

The ground could not be used to aid

The object was to throw one's opponent on the ground,

most probably on back or shoulders;

a victory required three

throws.
The pankration combined both boxing and wrestling, with

additional moves not allowed in those events.
were important parts of the event,

Kicking and strangling

and contestants were as often

on the ground as on their feet in matches.
The representations of wrestling and the pankration are only
as distinct from one another as the events themselves.

When

the beginning of the match is depicted, both look the sam e.
where the two contestants are on the ground must depict
kration;

throws can reflect either.

the

Schemes

the pan-

While definite depictions of

do not nppe a.r before the lute G th c ent.u ry , t.he

chronologically earlier scenes, usually called "pure wrestling,"
may well reflect the beginning of a pankration match.
Brie.i: Summary of Wrestling and Pankration Examples:

4

5

I. From beginnings to 530.
The representations from this period are extremely regular;
no preserved example certainly depicts the pankration.

In most

examples the wrestlers are depicted at the moment of the beginning
of the contest.

Opposed, they bend and nearly touch heads in

a symmetrical composition.

With arms interlocked in wrist, neck,

and arm holds, neither has a clear advantage.

There are variations:

in at least two examples the figures are bent over at the waist
and employ body holds giving a different impression from the
6
pyramidal schemes which are clearly earlier in the contest.
7
Examples of throws are rare, but do exist.

Any of the wrestling

examples might represent the early stages of the pankration •
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II.

530-450 B.C.
There is more evidence and more variety in the examples after

530 B.C.

Most of the black figure examples, including some

panathenaics,

follow the pattern of the earlier examples, with

contestants bent far over in the waist in some depictions so that
it looks to be almost a recumb ent scheme. 8
In general there is an expansion of the repertory of wrestling
schemes.

Various stages of throws occur in addition to the types

of scheme used earlier.
Some examples of these throws are as follows:

10

11

"the heave

,

"flying mare"

11

cross-buttock;

9

On a piece in Toledo a referee

separates two wrestlers, depicting yet another moment of the fight.12
Legakis has summarized some of the evidence seen on panathenaics
of this period,

Not only does he note more of a tendency

toward

the depiction of falls, he sees a trend toward decreasing the
importance of wrestlers in favor of referees, who show gestures of
.

.

interaction.

13

Clearly, in wrestling scenes more difficult combinations are
depicted, and later moments of the fight.

But the bulk of the

examples which appear show earlier moments in the fight, as seen
in the period until 530 B.C.
Depictions on the pankration appears for the first time in
this period.

14
Athletes kick one another in a standing position,

or one pankrationist kicks a fallen opponent. 15

In scenes where

both are on the ground, mortal pairs rarely form a triangular scheme
as do Herakles and the Nemean lion;
Antaios are exceptions .

scenes such as Herakles and
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There is no set, consistent motif used to show the pankration
as there is for pure wrestling, but both standing and recumbent
stages are depicted.

There are relatively few certain depictions

of this sport, and they bear little relation to Herakles and the
lion in visual terms.

The recumbent Herakles and the lion may

well reflect moves used in the pankration, but it is derived
from some other source than the artistic repertory of human
athletes engaged in the sport.
General narrative information can be derived from these athletic
scenes:
1) The beginning of the contest is depicted when contestants,
opposed, bend and nearly touch heads in a symmetrical composition.
Their arms are interlocked in wrist and arm holds: neither has
a clear advantage.
2) The middle of the match: one of the wrestlers has a clear
advantage.

For example, when one wrestler has one hand around

neck, one on wrist of adversary, the adversary has lost control of
his one hand and only grabs the opponent with the remaining
hand.

16

3) One wrestler throws the other to the ground.

The adversary is

either on the ground, in the air, or in a position to be thrown.
This shows the end of the match.
For the pankration it is not really possible to determine
more than two stages: that at the beginning, and that when the
two contestants have started to interact.
The general "direction of victory" seems to correspond to that

'
§
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of other athletic events; although the attacker may move from the
right, the wrestler on the left will elude the attacker and win
after all.

17

Gardiner discussed the relationship between motives depicting
Herakles and the lion and human athletics.

He is the only scholar

to attempt to make specific correlations between the two types
of representation.

He also attempts to interpret types of

Herakles and the lion in terms of a human match when there are
no specific correlations.

Gardiner sees p2r2llels to neckholds,

body holds, and throws in the repertory of Herakles and the lion.
It is not a comprehensive study, but his conclusions are as follows:
Neckholds:
1) Herakles seizes upper and lower jaw of lion: CarJiner sees this
as preparation for a throw to the ground, and surmises that it is
a preliminary stage to the ground wrestling of the pankration.
Clearly the rules of pure wrestling would not permit a hold on
the face; there are no specific correlations to human wrestling
scenes.

18

2) Herakles holds one paw of the lion in one hand, and has his

other arm around the neck of the lion.

Again, Gardiner sees this

as a neckhold which will precede a throw to the ground.

Since

it respects the rules of "pure wrestling," it may represent that
sport or a preliminary st&ge in the pankration.19
3) Herakles has both arms around the lion's neck, with hands
interlocking.

Gardiner suggests that this is not strangling,

as it might appear, but that HerakJes uses this hold to push

,,
'

,;
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himself and his opponent to ~he ground.
a stage in the pankration.

In either case it is

20

4) Herakles grips the lion with his right arm over, and his left
arm under, the beast's neck.

Again, Gardiner feels that this is

not strangling, but a variation on a body hold where Herakles
will lift the animal off its feet to swing it to the ground;
.
.
21
it
must represent t h e pan k ration.

Body holds

1) The body hold from the side: Herakles, bent over, passes both
arms around the lion, clasping hands under his stor.1ach.

The object

is not to squeeze the beast to death but to lift and throw.
.

.

.

1
h
Cleary,
tis
can be either wrestling or the pankrat1on.

22

2) Body hold from the side: Herakles stoops down or kneels,
forcing lion's head to the ground and strangling it with his left
arm or with both arms firmly clasped around its neck.

This is

.
23
a move of the pankration.
Throws:

1) "Flying mare":
th~

The throw succeeds the hand/arm hold where

aggressor seizes the wrist and the elbow or armpit of his

opponent.

24

The intermediate stage comes when the wrestler turns

his back on his opponent, drawing the opponent's arm over his
own shoulder, then uses it as a lever by which to throw the
opponent over his head.

At the moment of the execution of the

throw, the wrestler may stoop forward, sinking to one knee, or
both.

Gardiner suggests that the result of the throw is shown

when the lion is on its back and Herakles holds it down with
one hand, and proceeds to finish it off with his club.

This would
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be very near the end of the encounter.

There are precise parallels

of human athletes performing this maneuver.
2)

Cross-buttocks throw:

This throw involves "turning one's buttocks towards an

opponent

The stages of the throw involve going from a neck and arm hold,
with the wrestler on the left having the advantage, then pulling
the right hand wrestler around to the rear, so that he is to the
left and behind of the original left hand wrestler.

Although

Gardiner does not draw the parallel, the type of pose called S4
here looks very much like the human "cross-buttocks throw." It
is either wrestling or the pankration.

?5

11
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1.

Herakles as founder of games is one of the hero's most positive
which contrasts to his more savage nature. In
this he reflects qualities common to all Greek heroes and aristocratic figures ( cf. G.S. Kirk, Myth: Its Meaning and Functions in
Ancient and Other Cultures ( Cambridge, 1970) 161; 185-186 ).
Because the lion episode is so closely associated with the foundation
of the Nemean Games, it is especially reflective of Herakles'
persona as a civilizing agent through games.

2.

B. Legakis, Athletic Contests in Archaic Greek Art ( diss.
University of Chicago, 1977). See this study for a complete
bibliography on ancient sports and athletics.

3.

Legakis, 187.

4.

Both events, according to Pausanias, V. i, were part of the events
of the Olympic Games long before the 6th century: wrestling, c.
708; pankration, 648.

5..

rcr this discussicn I have relied on lists comp i Lcd by· T . B . L .
Webster, Potter and Patron in classical Athens ( London, 1972
205-206; 213 and B. Legakis, 187; 224. The latter is the more
comprehensive, including attributed as well as unattributed
material. He has collected a total of 118 examples of wrestling,
and only 17 of the pankration. These exclude mythological encounters
for the most part.

6.

Vienna 3604, from Cerveteri, neck amphora, ABV 221 (41); Para
104; Hoppin, 287; Munich 1468 ( J. 1336) from Vulci, neck amphora,
ABV 315, 3; 326, 5; Para 136; CVA Germany 32 ( Munich 7) pl. 334,
1-2.

7.

Florence 3893, Siana cup, ABV 64, 26; Para, 26; N. Gardiner,
Athl. fig. 168.

8.

Brussels K334, cup, CVA Belgium l ( Brussels 1} pl. 2, 5b;
Athens 1062, fr., Graef, pl. 61, c. 450.

9.

Boulogne 441, panathenaic amphora, ABV 290, l; Para 127; N.
Gardiner, Athl_., fig. 163.

10.

Naples 112848, panathenaic amphora, ABV 405, l; Para 175, 1, CVA,
Italy 20 ( Naples 1) pl. 4; Boston 01.8019, from Orvieto, psykter,
ARV 24, 11; N. Gardiner, Athl., fig. 51.

11.

Cab. Med. 523, from Vulci; cup, ARV 316, 4; N. Gardiner, Athl.fig.
157.

12.

Toledo 61.24, panathenaic amphora, Para 176, 5 bis; CVA USA 17
( Toledo 1) pl. 13.

13.

B. Legakis, 214-215; particularly in the period 510-480.

''.¥'·
'l
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14.

New York 16.71, panathcnaic amphora, ABV 404, 8; Para 175,
176; N. Gardiner, Jl.thl., 196.

15.

Leyden xvi 79 ( PC6 ), panathenaic umphora, ABV 404, 9;
Para 176, Mon. I pl. 22, 8; Berlin 2276, cup, ARV 1592, 30; N.
Gardiner, Athl., fig. 190.

16.

B. Legakis, 201-212.

17.

B. Legakis, 198.

18.

N. Gardiner, "Wrestling, "JHS 25 (1905) 272; cf. # 29.

19.

N. Gardiner, supra n. 18, 272; cf. # 5.

20.

N. Gardiner, supra n. 18, 276-277; cf. # 10.

21.

N. Gardiner, supra n. 18, 297; cf. # 415.

22.

N. Gardiner, supra n. 18, 283; cf. # 217.

23.

N. Gardiner, supra n. 18, 284; cf. # 131.

24.

N. Gardiner, supra n. 18, 268-269; cf. # 152.

25.

N. Gardiner, Athl., 189-190, fig. 160; 162; 163; cf. # 30.

26.

B . Legakis, 21.
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Appendix II:

"Hera1<.les and th e lion" in non-Attic Art

Below are listed som e examples of a r:ian fighting a lion which appear
outside of Attica in the 6th and early 5th centuries.
th ey have been identified as

Ile.r

ak

Le

s

and the lion.

In some cases

The

ar

r

anq

ement; is

regional, and discussion follows where appropriate.
Greece
Laconian Pottery
1.

Catania, fr.
Cup
Brommer 141 (9)
I. Herakles and the lion
A. Harpy
B. Warrior attacking Chimaira
BdA 45 (1960) 253, fig. 11

2.

Rhodes
Cup
Brommer 141 (8)
I. Return of Hephaistos
? Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 9 (Rhodes 1) pl. 1

3.

Samos Kll89
Cup
Brommer 141 ( 7)
I. Herakles and the lion
C. Stibbe, Lakonische vasenmaler (London 1972)
Two of these show standard schemes, close to those used by

Attic Siana cup painters: #3 shows bearded Herakles, wearing
greaves, cuirass, and quiver, in an S2 scheme:
on the lion.

he uses a neckhold

On #1 the nude, bearded hero appears to struggle with

the lion in an S3 fight, but with the hero's head reverted.

#2
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does not share this affinity with Attic vase painting conventions:
in it Herakles crouches behind the lion, having caught it round
the neck with a rope.
East Greece
K1azomenian Pottery
1.

Rhodes 13.339
AI'.lphora
Brommer 141(4)
A. 1·;0:nan and cock
B. Herak1es and the lion
CVA Italy 9 (Rhodes l) pl. 3

c. 540-530
Herakles, bearded, and wearing chitoniskos, runs from the right,
grasping one of the lion's front paws with his right hand, and
holds his club in his left hand.

The lion rears up from the left,

and waves his front paws in t.-11e air.

Although not unparalleled,

particularly in the Nikosthenic workshop, the separation of hero
and beast, and reversal of positions, are unusual in the Attic
repertory.
Gems
1.

Paris, Bib.Nat.1 de SE?ynes 257
carnelian Scarab
Loosely connected to the workshop of ths:; Semon Master
Boardman, AG_Q 271, pl. 19

2.

Boston 27,674 from Cyprus
Carnelian Ringstone
The Semon Master
Boardman A~G 254, pl. 17
c. 500 or later

.
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3.

New York 25.78.94
Carnelian Scarab
Boardm an AGG 297, pl.

20

4.

London 299 from AI:l athis, tonb 256
Carnelian scar ab
Boardm an AGG 299, pl. 20

5.

Paris, Bib. Nat.
de Seynes 214 from Tortosa
Rock crystal cut scaraboid
Boardman A~G 295, pl. 20

6.

Berlin 143 from1Cypru s
Chalcedony Scarab
Boardman AGG 29,8

Gems
These six gems depicting Herakles and the lion

betray strong

oriental and specifically Cyp riot influence.

#1 shows a variation

on a type 2 stehkampf: Herakles, bearded

and wearing the lion skin, grasps the lion with one arm in its open
mouth, and with the other thrusts the sword into the lion's body.
The hero throws his left leg over the lion's back.
Boardman suggests that this gem is very loosely associated with
the work of the Semon 1,1astei; who carved #2 to be discussed below.
While its context among gems is difficult to e·s::ablish, there are
clear parallels to this example in black figure vases dating
before the last quarter of the 6th century.

In particular,

the cup by S,akonides, #95 and 4?76 "near the Swing Painter" preserve
1
the same unusual "leg over back" pose.
The presence of the lionskin is clearly anomalous, and is
a form of compression not seen on early examples in vase painting.
It suggests ignorance o ff the myth and the cycle of labors.

:¥··
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The Boston gem by the Semon Master shows a nude, bearded
Herakles kneeling and throwing the lion over his shoulder.
Boardman points out,2

As

the throwing of the lion is unusual, and

the relationship of this scheme to that used by the Andokides
Painter on #152, supra n. 14, is discussed above.

The crouching

Herakles is familiar from earlier examples, and it is interesting
to note that this scene could be interpreted as liegeschema
were it not for the "groundline" indicating where the bottom of
the scene should be.
The remaining four gems show varying types of East Greek or
Eastern influence.

#3 and 6 show the hero in a common Cypriot

pose, holding the lion by the tail; #3 preserves filling ornaments
of a fox and beetle.

While the type 1 sword fight is well attested

from the earliest 6th century examples, it is by origin an
oriental scheme (cf. Preface)

•

The two

uzat eyes behind the

hero are distinctly oriental.
#5 shows an unusual type, where Herakles hoists the lion onto
his shoulder, two characters, per.haps the Cypriot lope
(cf. Boardman AGG 295) decorate the background.
Herakles appears beardless in all of these examples.
Whether this is oriental or Ionian. in practice, .
(cf. Furtwangler, p.20

n.l

above), or an indication

of the hero's youthfulness at the time of his first labor as
seen on the Olympic metope, is unclear •
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Sculpture
1.

London, British Museum 286 from xanthos
Relief from Lion grave
E. Akurgal, Griechische Reliefs des VI Jahrhunderts aus Lykien
(Berli n, 1941) pll . 3-4
This relief is close to an Sl scheme: a nude, beara1ess

man

grasps the lion's head with his left hand and thru sts a

sword into the lion's chest with his right hand.

The beast's face

is frontal; he grasps the man's left arm with both paws and pushes
one rear foot against his

thigh.

The scheme has close

associations with those which appear in 6th century Attic art,
but funerary associations are lacking at this period in Grr:ece.
2.

Sardis
Panel O, Cybele Shrine
G.M.A. Hanfmann and N. Ramage, Sculptu:re from Sarcis:
Finds th rough 1975, (Camb ridge, 1978) fig. 44;49
A bearded figure wearing chiton

(?animal skin)

aloft and charges toward a lion from the right.

the

holds a club

The lion pushes

one rear leg against the figure's th igh and grasps his right arm
with both paws.

Identified as Herak les and the lion,

of the two opponents are reversed from the usual.

Al though the

excavators link the representation with Attic schemes
it is in fact an unusual type.

the positions

(p.

49)
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1\'est Greece and Etruria
Chalcidean 3
1.

London 1920.10-14.2
Feeding bottle
Top:
Hunt scenes
BMQ 33 (1969) pl. 50

2.

Louvre E812
Neck Am phora
Bromm er 141 ( 1)
A. Herak les and the lion
B. riders
Rum pf, Chalk V pl. 215

3.

Reggio, fr.
Bromm er 141 (2)
Herakles and the lion
Rum pf, Chalk V pl. 104

4.

New York, frr.
Bromm er 141(3)
Herakles and th e lion
EMMA (October,1968) 102
Tw o of the Chalcidian pieces show basically Attic types:

#3 is a recum bent scheme, where the lion's foot presses against
Herakles' head;

the hero may be beardless.

A nude, bearded

Herakles charges toward the lion holding a long sword on #2;

the

beast is posed heraldically, with one rear paw and one front paw
raised.

There are four spectators:

two nude youths,

two draped

females.
On #1 a nude, bearded figure with a mantle over one arm charges
toward a lion.

He thrusts a long spear at the beast, and blood

flows from the wound.

A satyr comes up from behind.

Although

~,}··
i

.l
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the type is similar to the fights where Herakles and the lion are
separated, as on Little Master cups of the third quarter of the
6th century, Herakles uses a spear very rarely.

Clearly in this

lion fight the spear is the fatal weapon, as in the other hunt
scene on the sar.1e piece.
Hyblaea Class
1.

4

Compiegne 982
Neck amphora
Para 108,6
A. Herakles and the lion
B. frontal horseman, attended
CVA France 3 (Compiegne 1 )
pl. 3, 1-2
Photocopy from Beazley Archive
Bearded Herakles, dressed in chitoniskos, and wearing

baldric, struggles with the lion in a variation on an S4 scheme.
The lion stands in front of the hero rather than behind.
uses a neckhold and appears to use no weapons.

Herakles

Four spectators

watch the fight:

two draped males at the far edges of the scene,

a nude Iolaos

at the left, and a seated Athena at the right.

(?)

In Attic pieces the seated Athena appears in narrower fields, such
as the shoulders of hydriae.

However, both the central scheme

and the total composition are close to Attic compositions.
Etruscan Pottery

+

5

1.

Florence 3778
Pantie oinochoe
Bror:uner 141 (20)
Herakles and the lion (?)
JdI 85 (1970) 40, fig. 7

2.

Florence 3779
Pontic Oinochoe
Brorr:rner 141 ( 21)
Herakles and the lion (?)
JdI 85 (1970) 41, fig. 8
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3.

4.

Hamburg
Jug
Brormner 141 (13)
Herakles and the lion
AA 1917,104, fig. 35

(?)

Vatican
Hydria
Brormner 141 (14)
Shoulder: Herakles and the lion
Men and Women
RG pl. 28
Micali Painter

5.

Florence 80675
Amphora
Brommer 141(18)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Herakles and Acheloos
StEtr 36 (1968) 31, pl. 2
Workshop of Micali Painter

6.

New York 10.210.10
Oinochoe
Brommer 141 (16)
Herakles and the lion
StEtr 10 ( 1936)

(?)

Each of these representations showssome affinity to Attic
types, but none is paralleled exactly in the Attic repertory.
#6 is the closest to an Attic type L2 and shows a beardless
Herakles.

.

Also close to the recumbent schemes are #4 and

5, although positions of hero and beast are reversed.

Herakles

runs toward the lion with his club in his hand, raised aloft;
the type is common on Attic cups, but would be unusual for
an oinochoe.
Most unusual are #1 and 2: Herakles, wearing the lionskin
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and holding his sword,
lower jaw.

zu ns toward a lion and grasps the beast's

A second lion stands at the left:

shows Herakles as "I<aster of the animals".

the entire composition

Because the hero

wears his lionskin,

the artist could not have a clear perception

of the lion episode

(if that is what is intended)

or the cycle

of labors.
Sculpture
Bronzes: 1. cf. Part III n. 4
Nude, bearded Herakles struggles with ~1e lion in an S2 fight.
Terracotta
1.

1

Agrigento
Terracotta "shield band relief"
AA 1964, 731, fig. 47
This terracotta relief strip shows Herakles and the lion

in an S3 pose, where the hero uses a neckhold on the lion.

It

has close parallels with the Olympia series, as Inv. B969; 1911.
Relief
1.

Foce del Sele, Heraion
. Metope
P. Zancani-Montuoro, Herion alla Foce del Sele
vol. 2, pt. 2, 210-214, pll. 38;75.

(Rome , 1954)

The metope is fragmentary, but appears to show Herakles
and the lion in an Sl fight;
the lion .

the hero bends unusually far over
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Footnotes
1.

Contra J. Boardman, AGG 98, who states that this pose is
not attested elsewhere against the lion.

2.

J.

3.

For a discussion of the provenience of Chalcidian wear,
see: J. Boardman and F. Schweizer, "Clay Analysis of Archaic
Greek Pottery,
BSA 68 (1973) 273; and D.M. Bailey, " A
Rehabilitated Forgery," BMQ 33 (1969) 113-116.

Boardman, AGG,96

11

4.

J. Boardnan, ABFV, 183 reports that analysis by emission
spectography has indicated that the Hyblaea class is of
Sicilian manufacture.
11

1

Z -1 griechischcn I1ython in der e t.r usk i schen
1

Kunst," JdI 95 (1970) 40-41 •
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Appendix Ill
1rn. Only representative illustrations e coompany this appe nd i x .
Class of Athens 581, i
Regular lotus bud pattern on shoulder

1.

2.

Painter of Athens 581
Thebes R 130.111 from Rhitsona
Lekythos
ABV 491,45
Herakles and the lion
Ure, Sixth pl. 15,3
Near Painter of Athens 581
Melbourne, Univeristy V.15 (ex Seltman)
Lekythos
ABV 491,46
Herakles and the lion
JHS 71 (1951) 183, fig. 3b

3.

Stavanger
Lekythos
ABV 491,47
Herakles and the lion
AA 1941, 59, fig. 1

4.

Once Schacky
Lekythos
ABV 491,48
K. Schacky pl. 36, no. 464

5.

Once Rossie, Kinnaird (later London market, Sotheby)
Lekythos
ABV 491,49
Herakles and the lion: Herakles kneels; behind, Athena; on the left,
Iolaos; on the right, cave.
Unpublished
Not connected to any painter

6.

Delos 553 from Delos
Lekythos
ABV 491,50
Herakles and the lion
Dugas Delos X
pl. 41;

photocopy from Beazley Archive
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7.

Madrid 19490
Lekythos
ABV 491,51
Herakles and the lion
CVA Spain 2 (Madrid 2)

pl. 29,9

8.

Once Frankfort Market (Deppert) Frankfort VF
Lekythos
Para 225
Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany 30 (Frankfurt 2) po. 48

9.

Athens, Agora 24506 from Athens
Lekythos
Para 225
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photograph from Agora excavations

10.

Athens NM 12764
Lekythos
Para 225
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

11.

Ferrara T.488 from Spina, fr.
Lekythos
Para 225
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

12.

Athens 585 (cc.712)
Lekythos
ABV 498
Herakles and the lion
Shoulder; cock fight
Unpublished; photograph from DAI;

photocopy from_,~eazley Archive

Class of Athens 581, ii
Shoulder decoration rays
Near Painter of Athens 581
13.

Paris, Musee Rodin 236
Lekythos
ABV 499,17
Herakles and the lion
CVA France 16 ( Musee Rodin I)
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pl. 17, 1-2
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14.

Madrid 19491 (L.86)
Lekythos
ABV 499,18
Herakles and the lion
CVA Spain I ( Madrid I)

pl. 29, 8a,b

Class of Athens 581, ii:

.._

not associated with any Painter

15.

Gela ( ex Navarra-Jacona) from Gela
Lekythos
Para 236
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

16.

Agrigento from Agrigento
Lekythos
Para 236
Herakles aud the lion
Unpublished

17.

Taranto
Lekythos
Para 236
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

18.

Delphi from Delphi
Lekythos
Para 237
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

19.

Athens NM 15569
Lekythos
Para 237
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

20.

Agrigento from Agrigento
Lekythos
Para 237
Herakles and the lion: very rough
Unpublished

21.

Athens NM 9708
Lekythos
Para 237
Herakles and the lion:
Unpublished

between two mounted amazons
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I.

The Haimon Painter
;,1anner of Haimon Painter:

Class of Athens 581, ii

22.

Ferrara T. 682 from Spina
Lekythos
ABV 499,22; 548,258; Para 232
Herakles a~d the lion
1
Aur:igt:rnrn,·t
.55 ,9 = :>. 57 ,9

23.

San Francisco, Legion of Honor 1612
Lekythos
ABV 499,20; Para 232
Herakles and the lion
CVA USA 10 ( San Francisco 10) pl. 13, la-b

24.

Vienna University 739.17
Lekythos
ABV 499,21; Para 232
Herakles and the lion
CVA Germany 5 ( Vienna 1)

25.

pl. 6, 14

Paris, Musee Rodin 852
Lekythos
ABV 499,23

Herakles and the lion
CVA France 16 ( Musee Rodin I)

pl. 17,9

26.

Athens, Agora 24502
Lekythos
Para 232
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photograph from Agora excavations

27.

Athens, Agora 24501
Lekythos
Para 232
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photograph from Agora excavations

28.

Athens, Agorn 24502
Lekythos
Para 232
Herakles and the lion
,..
Unpublished; photograph from Agora excavations

29.

Athens1Agora
Lekythos
Para 232
Herakles and the lion
Unpui_,lished; photograph from Agora excavations
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30.

Athens, Agora
Lckythos
Para 232
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished;photograph from Agora excavations

31.

Athens, Agora 24504
Lekythos
Para 232
Herakles and the lion
Unpub lished;
photograph from Agora excavations

32.

Oslo, Hamram
Lekythos
Para 277
Herakles and the lion
CVA Norw ay I ( Oslo I

33.

pl.

27 ,4

Athens, T.E., from Athens
Lekythos
Para 277
Herakles and the lion, with Athena, Iolaos,
Unpublished

and Hermes

The Haimon Painter
Manner of Hairnon Painter

....

•

34.

Athens, Agora P2672, from Athens, fr.
Lekythos
ABV 547,258; Para 270
Herakles and the lion
Photograph from Agora excavations

35.

Athens, Agora P2695, from Athens, fr.
Lekythos
ABV 548,260
Herakles and the lion
Hesperia 15 ( 1946)
pl. 55, 147
Photograph from Agora excavations

36.

Athens, Agora P2633 - P2671 from Athens, frr.
Lekythos
AB V 548,261
Herakles and the lion
Unpub lished;
pbotograph from Agora excavations

37.

Athens
Lekythos
ABV 548,262
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished
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38.

Madrid, from Ibiza
Lekythos
ABV 548,263
Herakles and the lion
Vives Ibiza pl. 40,8

39.

Palazzolo from Akrai
Lekythos
ABV 548,264
-Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

40.

Salonika
Lekythos
Para 277
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

41.

Athens T.E. 526, from Athens
Lekythos
Para 277
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

42.

Athens T.E. 607 from Athens
Lekythos
Para 277
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished

43.

Wellington 1950. A 12
Lekythos
Para 277
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from

44.

Beazley Archive

Montpelier, S.A. 136
Lekythos
ABV 557,2
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished
Group of Oxford 1940.74
Related to Haimonian, but heavy-handed.

45.

Paris, Musee Rodin 850
Lekythos
ABV 499,19; Para 234
Herakles and the lion between mounted Amazons
CVA France 16 ( Musee Rodin I)
pl. 17, 3-4
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Haimon Painter: "non le!zyt~C?i"
Manner of Haimon Painter
46.

Princeton 161
Mastos
[iBV 559,491
Herakles and the lion
Herakles and the bull
Record Princeton
11,7,

figs.

3-4

47.

Basel 1921. 348
Mastos
ABV 559 (494)
Herakles and the lion (twice)
Unpublished; musewn photograph

48.

San Simeon, Hearst
Mastos

hBV 559,495
Herakles and the lion ( twice)
Unpublished
49.

Princeton, 162
Mastos
ABV 559,496
Herakles and the lion ( twice)
Record Princeton 11,7 figs 3-4,right

50.

Washington,Corcoran Art Gallery 2670
Mastos
ABV 559 (497)
Herakles and the lion ( twice)
Unpublished; museum photograph

51.

Athens E 876
Cup with type sub-A foot
ABV 563, 576
I. Man
A. Herakles and the lion
B. The like
Unpublished

52.

Louvre CA 3103
Cup
ABV 564,588
I. ( male moving to right
A. Eerakles and the lion
B The like
Under each handle, a dolphin
Photocopy from Beazley Archive

·•
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53.

Marseilles
Cup-skyphos (V)
Para 286
Herakles and the lion ( replica of Agora P
Unpublished ; Museum photograph

23147)

54.

Athens, Agora P 23147
Cup-skyphos (V)
ABV 569,662
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photograph from Agora excavations

55.

Athens, Agora Pl4946
Cup-skyphos (VII)
ABV 569,672
Herakles and the lion (twice)
Unpublished; photograph from Agora excavations

56.

Syracuse 7.1339 from Megara Hyblaea, fr.
Cup-skyphos, type VII
Para 286
Herakles ana the lion
Vallet et Villard Megara ii pl. 112,3
1ancut Group: connected with late members of Haimon Group

57.

Bologna 136, from Bologna
Skyphos
ABV 577,17
A. Herakles and the lion
B. Lion and Bull
Zannoni, Antonio Gli scavi della Certosa di Bologna
Pl. 138, 3-5

( Bologna 1876)

Compare:
58.

Athens Akr. 1397
Skyphos
ABV 577
Herakles and the lion
Graef, pl. 77
The Lancut Group:
Shallow skyphoi connected with Lancut Group. Shape used in
workshop of Haimon Painter and Painter of Elaine I.

59.

+

Thebes R 18.79 from Rhitsona
Skyphos of class K2
ABV 580,Su
A. Herakles and the lion
B. The like
Ure Sixth, pl. 21, 7
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Class of Athens 581.v
Kalinderu Group
60.

Baroda
Lekythos
ABV 503,4
Herakles and the lion: Herakles, young, runs at it; between a tree
Baroda Bull. 5,77, fig. 8
Painter of Elaious I

61.

Athens, Agora P 20740 from Athens, frr.
Cup
ABV 575,7
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished
Recalls Painter of Elaious I
Class of Athens 581.ii

62.

Syracuse, from Megara Hyblaea
Lekythos
Para 289
Herakles and the lion
N Sc
1954, 112,2
Keyside Class

63.

Louvre F 349
Trefoil oinochoe
ABV 427,24
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished
Keyside Class
Near Painter of Vatican G 49

64.

Toulouse 340, from Vulci
Trefoil oinochoe
ABV 427,23; 534,4
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

65.

London B 491
Oinochoe ( Shape III)
ABV 439,11
Unpublished; photograph from British Museum

~r
~
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Red-bodied Oinochoai III
66.

New York 06.1021.GG
Oinochoe
ABV 440,3
Herakles and the lion
. I,51;
Sa1cbon, Canessa
Museun Photograph

Richter and Milne fig. 118

Trefoil Oloai
67.

Tarquinia PC3308 from Tarquinia
Trefoil olpe
ABV 445,10
Herakles and the lion
Unpub Li.ahe d

Dot-Ivy Class
68.

Paris narket
Olpe
ABV 448,6
Herakles and the lion
Coll. cer. ant.
26 Juin (1931) 4
Class of Vatican G.47
Guide-line Class

69.

Villa Guilia (M.522)
Trefoil oinochoe
ABV 430,10
Herakles and the lion
Mingazzini, pl. 81,6
Near Class of Vatican G.47

70.

Castle Ashby, Horthampton 174
Trefoil oinochoe
A?,V 431,9
Berakles and the lion
Castle Ashby l { pl. 22, 5-7
CVA Great Britain 15
Kyathoi and Mastoids
The Group of Louvre F 166

71.

+

Louvre F 167, from Etruria
Handleless mastos
ABV 614,4u
Herakles and the lion
Pottier, pl. 76
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Unattributed

,+,

72.

Agora P 1280
Lekythos
Brommer 114 (16)
Herakles and the lion
Hesperia 15 ( 1946) pl. 55
Photograph from Agora excavations

73.

Agora P 1281
Lekythos
Brommer 114 (17)
Herakles and the lion
Hesperia 15 (1946) pl. 55
Photograph from Agora excavations

74.

Brauron
Lekythos
Brommer 114 (28)
Herakles and the lion
Deltion 17 1961/2
(1963)

pl. 40

75.

Athens, fr. Akropolis
Lekythos
Brommer 114 ( 27)
Herakles and the lion
Praktika 1950
(1951) 116, fig. 38

76.

Heidelberg from Etruria
Lekythos: white ground
Brommer 131 (25)
Herakles and the lion
AA 1916, 178, fig. 9,9a

77.

Corinth C. 70.390
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; Photograph

from Corinth excavations

78.

Kerameikos 29.4 HW 107
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Kerameikos
cf.Athens 581.ii; Mus~e Rodin 850

79.

Kerameikos 36,l rm 45
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Kerameikos
Haimonian; cf. Mus&e Rodin 852
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80.

Kerameikos 41,1
Lekythos
Herakles and the
Photograph taken
Near Little Lion

Hh' 28
lion
at Kerameikos
Class; cf. Mu see Rodin 852

81.

Kerameikos
42,6
HW 44
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Kerameikos

82.

Kerameikos 52,2
SW 69
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Kerru~eikos
cf. Frakfurt L, 531

83.

Kerameikos 57,3
HW 59
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Kerarneikos
Hairnon Painter; Class of Athens 581.ii

84.

Kerameikos 57,5
HW 59
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Kerameikos
Little lion shape; near Krotala Group of
Sappho Painter workshop

85.

Kerameikos 85,2

hw 99a

Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Keraneikos
cf. Haimon Painter and Sappho Painter
86.

Kerameikos HW 36 (F)
Lekythos
Herakles and the lion
Photograph taken at Kerameikos
cf. Class of Athens 561.ii

87.

Bologna Pal.
Lekythos
Brommer 114
Herakles and
CVA Italy 7

1186
(34)
the lion
( Bologna 2

pl. 1, 4-5
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88.

Villa Giulia 47458 from Cerveteri
Lekythos
Brommer 115 (43)
A. Herakles and the lion
MonAnt 42 (1955)
986, fig. 243
Red Line Painter?

89.

Parma Cll7
Lekythos
Brommer 115 (42)
Heraklcs and the lion
CVA Italy 45 ( Pa rrna I ) pl. 19, 3-4

90.

Turin 4602
Lekythos
Brommer 129 (3)
Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 40 ( Turin 2

91.

92.

pl. 17 ,1

Palermo, Mormino 137
Le ky t.ho s
Brommer 115 (41)
Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 50
(Palermo I)

pl. 8, 5-7

Mainz, Private Collection
Lekythos
Brommer 113 (&)
Herakles and the lion
F. Brommer Wahl d. Augenblick

pl. 22

93.

Strassburg 176 from Corinth
Lekythos
Brommer 114 (14)
Herakles and the lion
Heydemann, GrVb, pl. 5,3

94.

Bucharest, Maghera
Lekythos
Brommer 131 (27)
Herakles and the lion
CVA R-.:um2 n i a 2 ( Bucharest 2 ) pl. 38, 1, 6- 7

95.

Syracuse
Cup
Brommer 123 (29)
A. Herakles and the lion
Mon. Ant
I ( 1889 )899

.::

··~·

I
l

!
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96.

Athens NM 12627 (372)
Skyphos: Ure's class of skyphoi C.
Br omme r 131 (8)
A. Herakles and the lion
JHS 75 (1955) 95, pl. 7,2

97.

Mainz, Univ. 81
Skyphos
Bromme r 11 7 ( 4)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. t:1e like
CVl1. Germany 15
Mainz 1) pl. 40,4

98.

Frankfurt VFB

312

Cup skyphos: Ure's Class of skyphoi K2
Brommer 117 (1)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the like
CVA Germany 30 ( Frankfurt 2 ) pl. 50, 9-10

+

99.

Villa Giulia 20909, 20911
Skyphos
Brommer 131 (22)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the like
Mon Ant
42 ( 1955} 302, fig. 54

100.

Athens, NM from Haghios Andreas
Skyphos
Brorruner 117 (6)
A. Herakles and the lion
B. the Like
BCH 94 (1970) 920 fig. 68
500-475 B.C.

101.

London B 434
Skyphos
Browner 117 (&)
I. Gorgoneion
A. Herakles and the lion between eyes
B. Athena in combat with giant
CVA Great Britain 2 { London 2) pl. 19,l

102.

Marseille I
Skyphos
Brommer 117
A. Herakles
Villard, La

324 J, fr.
(5)
and the lion
Cer gr. de M. 28, pl. 14,7
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103.

Turin 4646
Skyphos
A. Herakles and the lion
B. The li ke ('?)

CVA Italy 40 (Turin 2) pl. 17,6
Lancut Group?
104.

Perachora 3719 fr.
Cup
Bronuner 123 (22)
Herakles and the lion
Perachora II, # 3719, pl. 141

105.

Bilscl Xilrkat ( ex Elgin)
Cup
A. Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

106.

Athens1Akr. 2450
Cup
I. Herakles and the lion
Photograph from D.A.I.
cf. to Segment class

107.

Athens, Akr. 2458
Cup
I. Herakles and the lion
Photograph from D.A.I.
cf. Segment class
Other Shapes

108.

109.

Frankfurt VFB 316
.Mastos
Bror:1mer 131 (30)
A. Herakles and the lion?
B. Herakles and the lion?
CVA Germ any 25 ( Frankfurt 2 )
500-475
Art market, Basel
Kyathos
Brommer 127 (27)
Herakles and the lion
Aukt xxviv Basel, 140

pl. 51, 5, 6
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110.

Tarquinia 591
Oinochoe
Brommer 116 (15)
Herakles and the lion
CVA Italy 26
(Tarquinia 2)

pl. 41,3

111.

London, McAlpine
Oinochoe, flat-mouthed
Herakles and the lion
Unpublished; photocopy from Beazley Archive

112.

Villa Giulia 14.531
Oinochoe
Br omme r

116 (11)
Herakles and the lion
Mingazzini, pl. 81,7

286

Part I
24 bis

Thasos Inv. 3952
, fr.
Siana cup
I. Herakles and the lion
BCH Supp V (1979) 22, fig. 4

29 bis

Graz G35
Lekythos
Shoulder:
Boxers
Herakles and the lion
Festschrift Berhard Neutsch

pll.

100 bis

Thasos, Inv. 59. 647, frr.
Band cup
A. Herakles and the lion
BCH Supp V
(1979) 27, fig. 10.

104 bis

Thasos Inv. 59.408, fr.
Lip cup
A. Herakles and the lion
BCH Supp V
(1979) 25, fig. 8.

391 bis

Rhodes
Olpe
Herakles and the lion
Clara Rhodes VIII , 138,

fig.

66-67.

124.

This shows an unusual scheme and a rare use of the
sword in the late 6th century.
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